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ABSTRACT 

 

Behind the Scenes and Across Screens: Michael Jackson, His Dancing Chorus, 

and the Commercial Dance Industry examines the history, ideologies, and production 

culture of the Los Angeles commercial dance industry. Michael Jackson was the best-

selling crossover pop star of the 1980s, and a recognized vanguard of music video dance 

who worked with many dancers and choreographers from both “studio” and “street” 

dance backgrounds. My focus on Jackson, his choreographic and dancing collaborators, 

the different styles of dance incorporated into their works, and the dynamics and aims of 

the conglomerate entertainment/advertising industry in which these works were produced 

contributes to a critical examination of commercial dance more broadly. I argue that 

during the critical juncture of the 1980s, the works of Jackson and his dancing chorus 

illuminate both the enduring paradigms and shifting dynamics of the commercial dance 

industry regarding practices of attribution and recognition, commodity culture and 

commercialism, and racial politics and ideology.  

My dual analytic framework of behind the scenes and across screens recognizes 

commercial dance works as both creative processes and commercial products. Behind the 

scenes examines creative labor and production practices, shedding light on how the 

industry functions in social, political, and economic terms. The original intention of the 

producers frequently differs from how consumers interpret the mass-produced artifacts. 

Therefore, across screens explores how divergent dance aesthetics, cultural trends, and 

semiotic tropes circulate via various screen technology, are re-circulated as cultural 

commodities, and might be received by different audiences. Together, both analytic 
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perspectives reveal commercial dance’s complicated, sometimes contradictory, 

multivalence, especially regarding race. 

Methodologically, Behind the Scenes and Across Screens is rooted in dance 

studies, but draws upon the disciplinary lenses of historiography, production studies, 

African American cultural studies, racial theory, media studies, and screendance studies. 

Through archival research, interviews, and screendance analyses, I examine the entangled 

themes of attribution, commercialism, and race as they manifest in some of Jackson’s 

most iconic commercial dance works from the 1980s. The focus on Jackson and his 

chorus illuminates the historically vexed status of dance as labor and divergent practices 

of credit-giving, how commodity culture and crossover marketing shape the dancing, and 

how commercial dance variously redresses or reifies past racial politics and 

contemporary racial ideologies. While I highlight the ways in which commercial dance 

workers assert their agency and attempt to make dances that offer positive social 

messages, ultimately the paradigms regarding labor, commercialism, and race in which 

the commercial dance industry is imbricated curtails progressive political critique.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

     0.1 “Something New” 

Michael has always been able to come up with something new. That 
separates an artist from a superstar. And it takes that big of an artist to 
introduce something new. Through video, everybody gets to see it. And if 
it’s hip, everybody starts doing it. [...] [As a music video choreographer,] 
you try to get what’s happening right now on the street level. I mean clubs, 
you know funky, street or hip-hop steps. And if you can give ‘em to an 
artist then everyone gets to see it. (Barry Lather 1991) 

 

In “Everybody Dance Now,” a 1991 episode of the PBS arts and culture 

documentary series Great Performances about the “new” form of music videos (Selby 

1991), choreographer Barry Lather uses the example of pop star Michael Jackson to 

describe the process by which dance content is created for mass audiences.1 The 

recording, film, television, and advertising industries have a long history of hiring 

choreographers and dancers, but the emergence of pop music video in the 1980s 

galvanized a particular sub-section of these conglomerate industries known as the 

“commercial dance industry” in Los Angeles, California. Although Lather’s commentary 

is geared towards the public television program’s viewers, deeper examination reveals 

that it contains multiple layers of critical importance. In unpacking both what Lather says 

and does not say, I introduce the three central themes of Behind the Scenes and Across 

Screens: Michael Jackson, His Dancing Chorus, and the Commercial Dance Industry, 

which uses the case study of Jackson and the choreographers and dancers with whom he 

worked throughout the 1970s and 1980s to illuminate the cultural practices, history, and 

ideologies of the commercial dance industry.   
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The dissertation’s first theme regards practices of recognition and attribution for 

choreographic and dancing labor, or who receives what kind of credit for their 

contributions. In his comments Lather emphasizes the importance of the pop star, thereby 

illustrating commercial dance’s hierarchy of recognition.2 It is unclear whether Lather 

differentiates the “artist” Jackson from a best-selling pop “superstar” or is, in fact, calling 

him both. Regardless, that he uses both terms in the same breath implies that commercial 

dance simultaneously traffics in artistic discourse and capitalist definitions of success. 

However, neither of these descriptors fully sums up the global cultural and commercial 

dominance that Jackson achieved in his forty-year career. The singular, iconic figure of 

Jackson, who was lauded around the world for his virtuosic and distinctive dance style, 

eclipses all the other contributors to the dancing featured in his short films/music videos. 

Even as Lather implies music video choreographers work for pop stars, that their behind-

the-scenes labor is acknowledged in “Everybody Dance Now” is unusual; choreographers 

working in the commercial arena, or “show business,” are generally so 

underacknowledged as to be anonymous (Billman 1997; Buckland 1998; Dunagan 2018).  

Anonymity is not limited to music video choreographers. Lather describes how 

choreographers transpose “what’s happening on the street level” into music videos. While 

he does not explicitly name “street” dance as emerging from African American 

communities, “funky” and “hip hop” reference black cultural aesthetics and forms of the 

1970s and 1980s, namely west coast funk styles and hip hop dance. Nor does Lather 

mention any “studio” styles of dance such as theatrical jazz, ballet, or modern in which 

many of Jackson’s choreographers and backup dancers were formally trained. While 

practitioners from both street dance and studio dance backgrounds contributed to Jackson 
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and other 1980’s pop stars’ music videos, attribution for their creative contributions and 

labor was often unevenly distributed. Therefore, I suggest Lather’s lack of choreographic 

attribution to the individual social dancers, dance groups, and cultural communities who 

create “new” moves, as well as his omission of the roles of professional backup dancers 

and the industrial complex that produces the commodity of the pop music video, is 

revealing. Via the case study of Jackson and his dancing chorus, I examine multiple 

reasons for the vexed issues of attribution and hierarchies of recognition in commercial 

dance.  

The dissertation’s second theme concerns commercialism and commodity culture. 

The primary purpose of music video is the promotion of the career and commercial 

earnings of recording artists. Jackson’s wildly popular short films/music videos played a 

major role in making him one the highest-grossing musical artists of all time (Ditzian 

2009; Greenburg 2014; Guinness World Records 2019). In “Everybody Dance Now,” 

Lather highlights the imperative for the pop artist and choreographer to bring something 

“new” to the consuming public. In addition to commodifying culture, dance in pop music 

videos enunciates capitalist imperatives for constant innovation. Capitalism’s need for 

innovation in the form of new commodities (in this case, mass-mediated dances) is 

coupled with the commercial mandate to sell to as many market demographics as 

possible, or as Lather puts it, “everybody.”  

In this regard, the example of “crossover” artist Jackson is particularly apt. For 

African American musical artists, crossover refers to the practice of transcending 

historically racially segregated markets to achieve success with mainstream (white) 

consumers while maintaining their African American fan base (Brackett 2012; George 
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1988).3 During his tenure as a child star in his family band The Jackson Five, Jackson 

was well-schooled in Motown Record’s strategies for achieving crossover success. 

Crossover ideals also characterized his solo career. Jackson’s seminal short films/music 

videos of the early 1980s, which typically feature a multiracial chorus of backup dancers 

from both studio and street backgrounds, are credited with desegregating the cable music 

television channel MTV, which had primarily featured white artists in its first few years 

of operation (Marks and Tannenbaum 2011). Jackson and his dancing chorus illustrate 

how the logic of crossover marketing affected the dancing that was featured in 

mainstream television programs, commercials, and music videos.  

Thus, the dissertation’s third theme examines racial politics and racial ideology. 

Here again, it is what Lather does not mention that is significant. Lather, who is white, 

articulates a “new” manifestation of what was actually a well-established pattern of 

American popular entertainment history: the appropriation of black-created dances from 

their local sociocultural contexts into mainstream (white) entertainment (DeFrantz 2012; 

Jackson 2001; Malnig 2018; Robinson 2015). Historically, African American 

communities and artists were exploited and denied recognition while white artists 

profited from black cultural contributions (Gottschild 1996). Yet the representational and 

social changes that transpired in the 1970s and 1980s in the wake of the Civil Rights 

movement led many of Lather and Jackson’s generation to believe that progress had been 

made and that racial equality was afoot.  

Moreover, Jackson believed that his work as an entertainer and artist could help 

overcome social discord, discrimination, and division around the world. For example, in 

his autobiography Moonwalk, he discusses his brothers’ and his desire to unite “all the 
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races through music.” Jackson explained that despite being black musicians, “our music 

is colorblind” (1988, 147). Colorblindness, an ideology wherein racial typology is not 

seen as an impediment to social success, dominated commercial entertainment and 

advertising in the 1980s. Although it can appear to be a celebration of racial and ethnic 

diversity, colorblindness holds that the present is freed from the racial problems of the 

past (Hoffman 2014; Omi and Winant 2015). As alluded to previously, street and studio 

dance possess different cultural histories; these histories have different racial politics. My 

examination of the multiracial dancing chorus in Jackson’s short films/music videos 

explores both the critical possibilities and limits of commercial dance regarding race.  

 
0.2 Commercial Dance 

 
Since I am using Jackson’s works as the preeminent example of commercial 

dance, a brief explanation of what “commercial dance” categorically entails is necessary 

at this point. As stated earlier, commercial dance was not wholly “new” in the 1980s. 

Neither is commercial dance limited to a singular dance style. Both for-profit show 

business and advertising have a long-standing tradition of incorporating many kinds of 

dancing. Commercial dance as a genre broadly covers a breadth of sites and formats 

ranging from commercial films, advertisements, and reality television competition shows 

to Broadway productions and Las Vegas revues to amusement parks and cruise ships 

entertainment (Dodds 2001; Dunagan 2018; Elswit 2012). Various theatrical, film, 

advertisement, music companies, and corporate entities organize and fund the production 

of commercial dance. Broadly conceived, commercial dance typically seeks to appeal to 

and entertain a large audience demographic. Therefore, my use of the term “commercial 

dance” indexes the purposes and conditions of its production more than suggests a 
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singular aesthetic, although commercial dance as a genre tends to prioritize frontal-facing, 

audience-pleasing spectacle, and feats of virtuosity (Foster 2014; Kwan 2017).  

Problematically, the term “commercial dance” sets up a false and value-laden 

binary between this genre and “concert dance,” which also competes in the marketplace 

for audience and capital.4 As an activity and as a performing art, dance has an extended 

history of commercial exchange and is rarely free from the imperatives of commerce. 

From the expenses involved in formal, professional dance training, recreational dance 

classes, and attendance at social dance events to performance ticket sales and 

promotional merchandise, all kinds of dance are sold and purchased. The term 

“commercial dance” may foreground the profit-driven, promotional ethos of the genre, 

but it is important to keep in mind that commercialism is not limited to this particular 

field of dance.  

The conglomerate entertainment industry in Los Angeles, California is the 

paramount hub for commercial dance production in the United States. In the 1970s and 

1980s, the influx of street styles (primarily the west coast funk styles of locking and 

popping) into the entertainment industry influenced the aesthetics of early pop music 

videos, which incorporated these styles alongside the era’s predominant studio idioms 

(including jazz, ballet, modern, and tap dance) (Billman 1997; Guarino and Oliver 2014). 

As a result, commercial dance during this era was multicultural as well as increasingly 

multiracial. This is demonstrated by the work of other African American crossover pop 

stars in the 1980s including Lionel Richie, Prince, and Janet Jackson and white pop stars 

like Toni Basil, Paula Abdul, and Madonna, who hired choreographers and dancers of 

color from both street and studio backgrounds.  
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Yet Jackson’s commercial dominance, cultural ubiquity, and global impact far 

surpass that of other 1980’s pop stars. While other case studies could also illuminate the 

dissertation’s central themes, multiple factors make Jackson an example par excellence of 

commercial dance. He is (arguably) the most famous, influential, and best-selling pop 

star of all time. The dancing in his short films/music videos is widely considered seminal 

and iconic; his early innovations and influence on the development of music videos were 

recognized in 1991 when MTV renamed the “Video Vanguard Award” in his honor. 

Moreover, that he worked with myriad dancers and choreographers throughout the 1970s 

and 1980s; that his commercial career spanned four decades of profound cultural change; 

and that he drew from multiple dance idioms variously weighted with racial and cultural 

meanings ensures that the case study of Jackson and his dancing chorus provides key 

insights into the commercial dance industry around my three themes. While I examine his 

work on commercial television programs and in commercial advertisements throughout 

the dissertation, Jackson’s short films/music videos play a particularly salient role in my 

investigations into commercial dance.  

 
0.3 Research Focus and Questions 

 
My research situates Jackson and his dancing chorus in relation to the commercial 

dance industry. I examine this topic from the analytic perspectives I have termed behind 

the scenes and across screens, which I elaborate upon further in the methodology section 

0.6. As the phrase suggests, behind the scenes involves the unseen labor and workers that 

produce commercial dance. Across screens acknowledges the finished product on the 

screen while simultaneously speaking to the ways television, film, and video technology 

affect how dance, cultural knowledge, tropes, and narratives circulate, educate, and are 
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transformed and recirculated. This dual analytic framework allows me to simultaneously 

understand Jackson as a working artist and a megastar, defined as a mass-mediated 

persona whose commercial viability and career hinges on the public’s reception of their 

carefully wrought image (Dyer 1998). Similarly, I conceive of Jackson’s dancing chorus 

as functioning in multiple ways: as pedagogical interlocutors, choreographic contributors, 

artistic collaborators and as backup dancers, characters, and expressions of community in 

his screened dances. Therefore, the term “works” simultaneously refers to the behind-the-

scenes labor force and industry that produces commercial dance and commercial dance 

“products” which possess both artistic and promotional concerns, as epitomized by 

Jackson’s short films/music videos (Dodds 2001; Dunagan 2018; Franko 2017; 

Pouillaude 2017).  

These points bring me to my central argument: during the critical juncture of the 

1980s, the works of Jackson and his dancing chorus uniquely illuminate both the 

enduring paradigms and shifting dynamics of the commercial dance industry regarding 

practices of attribution and recognition, commodity culture and commercialism, and 

racial politics and ideology. The nascent commercial dance form of the pop music video, 

epitomized by Jackson’s short films/music videos, provides particular insight into these 

three major themes. The three themes overlap in multiple ways but can be parsed into 

three separate research questions. Namely: 1) Who is credited and recognized for 

choreographic and dancing labor? 2) How did the logic of crossover marketing shape the 

dancing in Jackson and his chorus’s commercial dance works? 3) How have Jackson and 

his dancing chorus’s commercial dance works challenged or been complicit in 

reproducing racial paradigms of different eras?  
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In order to answer these research questions in the chapters that follow, I first 

provide historical and theoretical contextualization of Jackson’s career, dance training, 

and dance-making in section 0.4, always highlighting the crucial import of his dancing 

chorus to his collaborative works. Following this, I detail my research rationale/critical 

interventions in section 0.5 and methodology in section 0.6. I conclude the Introduction 

with a chapter overview. 

 
0.4 Michael Jackson and His Dancing Chorus 

Michael Jackson (1958–2009) began his career in entertainment as the youngest 

performer of his family’s soul/rhythm and blues band The Jackson Five. From their 

working-class origins in the steel town of Gary, Indiana, the brothers’ journey from 

amateur to professional began on the Chitlin’ Circuit, the network of venues established 

by African American entrepreneurs during the era of racial segregation. Between 1969 

and 1975 the group was managed by Motown Records, an African American-owned 

production company practicing a capitalist and integrationist crossover ethos. Motown’s 

roster of African American musical artists was commercially successful with both black 

and white audiences. Singled out as the group’s lead singer, Jackson was lauded for his 

soulful, virtuosic voice and preternatural abilities as a performer (Jefferson 2006).  

In the mid-1970s, The Jackson Five left Motown for greater creative control and 

higher royalty rates promised to them by the white-owned major label Epic Records. 

They transitioned to writing and producing some of their own material, including dance-

centered and long-form promotional video clips. Jackson navigated the transition from 

child star to adult artist alongside his brothers, now renamed The Jacksons, whose output 

was a funkier, disco-influenced look and sound.5 They performed their slickly 
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synchronized yet funky routines on commercial television shows such as Soul Train and 

American Bandstand, and as a result, Jackson’s skilled dancing became increasingly 

central to his star persona and popularity.  

In 1978, Jackson made his film debut in the role of the Scarecrow in the all-Black 

cast of the musical film The Wiz, in which he proved his dancing and acting skills in the 

company of established musical theater and film industry luminaries.6 He continued to 

distinguish himself as a solo star with his well-received album Off the Wall (1979). In the 

promotional clips for Off the Wall, his solo disco dancing and pop idol charm are 

enhanced by the special effects of lasers and bluescreen technology. Jackson’s next solo 

album, Thriller (1982), was promoted by several “short films” that revolutionized the 

nascent genre of pop music videos through the integration of song, narrative, and the 

theatrical amalgamation of studio and street dancing. Thriller was an unprecedented 

commercial success, spending thirty-seven weeks at the number one spot on the Billboard 

pop chart (Mitchell 2009). Jackson refined these tactics in several of the short 

films/music videos that promoted the album BAD (1987). While his globally successful 

career and development as a multimedia artist continued throughout the 1990s and 2000s, 

my in-depth discussion of Jackson and his dancing chorus is generally limited to the 

1970s and 1980s, the time period in which the burgeoning “new” form of pop music 

videos created ample employment opportunities for both studio and street dance 

practitioners in the Los Angeles entertainment industry.  

In detailing his biography, I also theorize Jackson’s dance training and dance-

making practices. Most significant in this regard is that Jackson established his 

recognizable dance style during this time by drawing on disparate cultural sources. As I 
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will discuss in Chapter 5, his dance-making practices, or what might be termed creative 

aestheses, were informed by Africanist principles and values regarding originality, 

community, tradition, and cultural memory (DeFrantz 2004; Jackson 2001; Kraut 2016a; 

Malone 1996).7 In other words, Jackson’s creative process was grounded in these logics; 

his signature movement style drew upon multiple black performance lineages. Jackson’s 

early education observing the great African American musical performers of the 1960s, 

including James Brown, Jackie Wilson, and Sammy Davis Jr. is often mentioned in 

accounts of his childhood (Jackson 1988; Taraborrelli 2009). As references to these (and 

other) sources could be seen in Jackson’s dancing, Black popular culture scholar Mark 

Anthony Neal suggests that he “functioned as an archival resource of Black movement” 

(2012a, np). The famous entertainers who influenced Jackson’s style of dancing are often 

recognized and cited (Dyson 1993; Jefferson 2006).  

Less well known is the early choreographic instruction given to Jackson and his 

brothers. The first routines The Jackson Five performed were created by their father and 

manager, Joseph “Joe” Jackson, who took inspiration from other musical groups touring 

the Upper Midwest. Upon seeing Clinton Ghent and his pantomime-dance group The 

Budlanders perform at a nightclub in South Chicago, Joe Jackson hired Ghent to create 

The Jackson Five’s routines. According to researcher Jake Austen (2008), Ghent 

continued to choreograph their routines after they signed to Motown. In his 

autobiography, Michael Jackson does not mention Ghent, who also worked as the dance 

coordinator of the first iteration of the television dance program Soul Train in Chicago, 

but he does mention that he and his brothers enjoyed watching the locally broadcast show 
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and “picked up ideas from those dancers who were from our part of the country” (1988, 

88–89).8  

Whether citing famous entertainers or being schooled by less well-known dancers 

and choreographers, “mimetic virtuosity was a hallmark of Michael Jackson’s 

performative gestures from the very beginning of his professional career” (Neal 2012a, 

np). This is evidenced by the 1968 audition tape for Motown in which a ten-year-old 

Jackson performs Brown’s soulful vocal and movement style; an anecdote from Motown 

vocal choreography coach Cholly Atkins about The Jackson Five “stealing” his moves 

for groups such as Gladys Knight and the Pips (Atkins and Malone 2001); and their 

televised performances of their 1973 hit “Dancing Machine,” which highlighted him 

doing the Robot, a dance he learned from several young Soul Train dancers in Los 

Angeles (George 2014).9 As they matured as a group, The Jacksons began to 

collaboratively create their dance material, but Jackson increasingly took the lead in 

choreographing some of their routines in the 1970s and early 1980s (Jackson 1988). From 

the mid-1970s on, Jackson’s dancing was deeply informed by his in-depth training with 

multiple street dancers whom he hired as tutors. Some of his relationships with these 

tutors lasted decades.   

As my brief survey of his training and dance-making suggests, Jackson gathered 

movement from Black performance traditions circulated via the Chitlin’ Circuit, 

Motown’s musical artists, and the Chicago and Los Angeles-produced versions of Soul 

Train. He was equally versed in musical theater and film traditions. Indeed, Jackson was 

an erudite student of American entertainment history and had a particular fascination with 

the classic era of Hollywood musical films.10 He was undoubtedly aware of the vexed 
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cultural and racial politics central to the US musical theater and film traditions (Bogle 

2016; Dyer 2002). Dance scholar Brenda Dixon Gottschild uses the term “invisibilization” 

to describe the systematic exploitation and denial of the cultural contributions of African 

Americans within musical theater dance history (Gottschild 1996, 2000). These 

inequitable racial politics are illustrated by one of Jackson’s professed dancing idols, the 

white star Fred Astaire.11 Like many entertainers of his era, Astaire performed a mixture 

of African American social and tap dance idioms and Europeanist ballroom dance. Yet 

due to contemporary racial politics, Astaire and his white peers possessed a complicated 

relationship to the African American influences on their dancing.12 Astaire learned 

directly from African American tappers and paid homage to Bill “Bojangles” Robinson in 

one of his films, albeit via the problematic practice of blackface. Yet Astaire and other 

white stars like Gene Kelly were granted far more success and fame than his African 

American peers like the “class act” tap duo the Nicholas Brothers, who were subject to 

racist discrimination on the road and by the Hollywood film industry (Clover 1995; 

George-Graves 2017; Hill 2002a).  

Jackson studied Hollywood musical films as an avid viewer, but his tutelage in 

this lineage should not be understated. Throughout the 1970s, Jackson performed 

different styles of musical theater dance on stage, television, and film. After a successful 

residency in Las Vegas, all nine Jackson siblings starred on the short-lived CBS variety 

show The Jacksons (1976–1977). The show featured the siblings in elaborate song and 

dance numbers referencing Astaire and Kelly and tap-dancing alongside The Nicholas 

Brothers. In addition to working directly with Fayard and Harold Nicholas, the show’s 

choreographer Anita Mann claims she taught Jackson all of Astaire’s routines from 
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videos during this period.13 As mentioned earlier, Jackson subsequently worked on The 

Wiz (1978), where he had the opportunity to work with renowned choreographer Louis 

Johnson and many African American dancers versed in studio dance styles. While 

filming in New York City, Jackson also spent time in the city’s most famous discos, 

observing how people danced on the clubs’ crowded floors (George 2010).   

This brief overview of Jackson’s exposure to and participation in multiple dance 

cultures highlights Jackson’s rich education as a dancer and dance-maker, which is often 

glossed over in accounts of his status as an “un-trained” self-taught dancer.14 While 

Jackson is widely recognized for his singular virtuosity and the iconicity of his dancing, 

his dance-making process, like his songwriting and record production work, was 

collaborative. Therefore, I look beyond the solo figure of Jackson to emphasize the 

importance of his dancing chorus: the many dancers and choreographers whose labor and 

presence contributed to “his” works throughout the 1970s and 1980s.15 Throughout his 

decade-spanning solo career, Jackson learned from, worked alongside, and produced 

dances with myriad choreographers and multiple communities of dancers working in the 

Los Angeles entertainment industry and beyond. Although some of Jackson’s 

choreographic collaborators garnered strong professional reputations and a degree of 

fame from their involvement with Jackson, other dancers who worked alongside him are 

not necessarily visible outside the commercial entertainment industry or oral histories of 

hip hop.  

The lack of recognition granted both to Jackson’s extensive dance training and 

education and the contributions of his dancing chorus is not surprising, given popular 

misconceptions about the labor of dance (Franko 2002; Foster 2014). Despite dance’s 
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enduring centrality to popular entertainment, dancing and choreographic labor in the star-

centered US entertainment industry has historically been under-recognized and under-

credited (Billman 1997). The theatricalized social and vernacular dances of the 

Hollywood film musical typically linked dance with play, spontaneity, and frivolity 

(Feuer 1993; Malone 1988), and thus contributed to the notion that dancing labor is not 

labor at all and should not be recognized nor compensated as such. This paradigm is often 

doubled for African American performers, who have long been subject to primitivist 

stereotypes about “natural” inclinations for dancing and thereby denied recognition of the 

labor and effort put forth in crafting dancing skills and talents (Hamera 2017: Johnson 

2019; King 2013; Manning 2004). My emphasis on dancing and choreographic labor 

throughout the dissertation redresses these types of assumptions about Jackson and 

commercial dance workers more broadly. 

 
0.5 Research Rationale and Critical Interventions 

While there is an abundance of critical scholarship on Jackson, which I discuss in 

Chapter 1, scholars across the humanities predominantly discuss him as a singular, 

semiotic figure and only superficially address the dancing featured in his short 

films/music videos.16 In this regard, my dissertation makes an important intervention in 

the interdisciplinary field of Michael Jackson studies. More surprisingly, while the 

importance of his seminal short films/music videos to the development of the genre has 

been cursorily noted (Billman 2002; Dodds 2009; Genné 2004), dance scholars only 

began to engage meaningfully with Jackson and his oeuvre relatively recently. Harmony 

Bench (2014), Judith Hamera (2017), and Sherril Dodds (forthcoming) acknowledge 

Jackson’s choreographic collaborators in their scholarship, but do not necessarily 
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highlight the behind-the-scenes production of his works as their primary object of study. I 

posit my dual analytic framework of behind the screens and across screens produces a 

depth of knowledge that significantly moves the field forward on this front.  

Likewise, the commercial dance industry in Los Angeles has been relatively been 

neglected by dance scholars. Although there is a growing coterie of emergent scholars 

focused on different aspects of the broad genre of commercial dance (Benthaus 2015; 

Harlig 2018; Robinson 2018) and nuanced analyses of particular commercial dance 

productions (Dodds and Hooper 2014; Dunagan 2018; Elswit 2012; Foster 2014), the 

industry which produces some of US popular culture’s most widely viewed and 

influential dance has not been subject to rigorous study. Behind the Scenes and Across 

Screens interrogates the academic “values in motion” (Dodds 2011) implicitly expressed 

by this neglect.  

In historiographic terms, the case study of Jackson and his dancing chorus 

illuminates crucial connections between earlier eras of show business dance and the 

contemporary commercial dance industry. The Los Angeles commercial dance industry is 

simultaneously a producer of popular, mass-mediated dance content and a local 

community comprised of multiple generations of dancers and choreographers. While I 

primarily focus on the 1970s and 1980s, the genealogy that I chart throughout the 

dissertation via Jackson’s dancing chorus extends into the contemporary industry. 

Numerous dancers and choreographers with whom Jackson worked went on to work with 

pop stars such as Justin Timberlake, Beyoncé Knowles, and Jennifer Lopez, et al, and to 

establish and teach for influential training institutions.17 My study is the first dance 

studies dissertation to critically examine the Los Angeles commercial dance industry, 
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contributing important knowledge about this influential producer of mass-mediated 

popular culture.  

In tracing the genealogy of the Los Angeles commercial dance industry, my 

research also contributes to the scholarship on the incorporation of street dance styles into 

US popular entertainment (DeFrantz 2014a; Monroe 2014). Dance scholars have 

theorized the globalized spread of hip hop and street dance (Chakravorty 2017; DeFrantz 

2014b; Fogarty 2007; Osumare 2007, 2012), yet Jackson’s role in the dispersal of some 

of these aesthetics on global dance cultures has not been as closely studied, even though 

he is cited as an important influence and icon by contemporary Bollywood, K-Pop, and 

Afro-pop performers.18 It is crucial to establish a historically and culturally 

contextualized account of Jackson and his chorus’s works because the dance aesthetics 

promoted in their short films/music videos continue to inform both US and global pop 

entertainment. By offering specific analyses and focusing on the dominant themes of 

credit-giving, commodity culture, and race, Behind the Scenes and Across Screens 

contributes to popular culture studies more broadly.  

 
0.6 Methodology 

Before I describe my methodological framework and research methods, it will be 

useful to illuminate my relationship to the research material. I was born in 1983 at what 

many consider the height of Jackson’s popularity in the US, which means I learned about 

the early parts of Jackson’s career retrospectively. While I heard The Jackson Five and 

Jackson’s solo songs on the “Golden Oldies” and Top 40 radio stations respectively, my 

family was part of the three percent of Americans who did not own a television set in the 
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1980s.19 The first time I remember seeing Jackson dance was on broadcast television at 

my grandmother’s apartment circa 1991.20 Although I enjoyed Jackson’s music and short 

films/music videos throughout the 1990s whenever they would play on the radio or MTV 

at a friend’s house, my real fandom began in high school when I purchased several CDs 

and a poster that I hung in my bedroom. The cultural ubiquity of Jackson’s music, short 

films/music videos, and celebrity image, especially during the onslaught of retrospective 

media coverage of his career and life upon his unexpected death in 2009, meant that I 

came to the dissertation well-informed about his life and career.  

I also approached this research as a dancer who has come to understand (after 

years of practice and reflection) that the Africanist aesthetics within American social 

dance are central to my enduring love of movement, sense of musicality, and bodily 

habitus. In addition to copying the movements of my white Baby Boomer parents, who 

had danced the Twist and other dance “fads” of the 1960s, my (mostly) white childhood 

friends and I mimicked the aesthetics of late 1980s and early 1990s pop, R&B, and hip 

hop music video choreography in playground and slumber party dance contests. While I 

was educated about how American popular music and dance emerged out of the contexts 

of racial segregation, racism, and integration/assimilation, I was also exposed to 

multicultural, multiracial representations in mainstream entertainment and commercial 

advertising which implied US society and culture had progressed beyond the racism of 

the past.  

Alongside learning how to dance via social and media mimicry, I began my study 

of the “studio” forms of ballet, jazz, modern, and tap at eight years old.21 Early on, I was 

implicitly taught that commercial dance was “lesser than” the “high art” forms I practiced, 
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a cultural bias I seek to challenge in this dissertation. While I note the differences 

between Jackson’s and my dance education and cultural upbringing, my background as a 

dancer and choreographer grounds me in the understanding that dancing and dance-

making entail productive labor and should be valued as work. After being exposed to 

critical dance studies during an MFA program, I began to research and think critically 

about Jackson’s dancing and dance-making. When I surveyed the broad field of Jackson 

scholarship, I was surprised to discover that his works were barely addressed in the 

literature.22 As my research on Jackson became a dissertation project, I became aware of 

the lack of academic recognition of the commercial dance industry that produced so 

many of his works.  

Therefore, my methodological approach intends to redress this lack by 

highlighting the imbricated relationship of Jackson, his dancing chorus, and the Los 

Angeles commercial dance industry; the themes that arise from an examination of these 

mutually constitutive subjects call for nuanced exploration from multiple perspectives. I 

explore the dissertations’ three themes of choreographic and dancing labor, 

commercialism, and the dynamics of race via a critical methodology informed by various 

disciplines, the dual analytic framework of behind the scenes and across screens, and 

multiple research methods.  

The dissertation is rooted in the discipline of dance studies, which both takes 

dance as its object of study and contends that dancing performs its own theoretical work 

(Dodds 2019). However, the complexity of my research topic mandates I also engage the 

disciplinary lenses of historiography, production studies, African American cultural 

studies, racial theory, media studies, and screendance studies. These disciplines were all 
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affected by the “cultural turn” in the humanities; hence, the shared philosophical 

concerns across these fields regarding culture, representation, and power dynamics 

support my examination of the dissertation’s themes. I detail how specific knowledge and 

analytic perspectives forged within these disciplines specifically relate to my research in 

more depth in the literature review in Chapter 1.  

My behind the scenes analytic reflects the imperatives of the field of production 

studies, which is “grounded in the assumption there is a unique and significant 

relationship between artifact and context” (Banks 2015, 121). While this imperative is 

also the guiding principle of sociologist Pierre Bourdieu’s influential theory of the 

cultural fields of production (Johnson 1993), production studies emerges at the 

intersection of media studies and cultural studies.23 Although production scholars have 

studied and theorized multiple segments of the conglomerate entertainment industries in 

which Jackson and his dancing chorus worked, there has been virtually no attention paid 

to the commercial dance industry in production studies. Despite this, production studies 

offers a useful template for my study of the Los Angeles commercial dance industry. As 

production studies scholar Miranda J. Banks states, “In mapping the study of makers and 

making, we see both the complexities of the production process, but must also track its 

evolution: geographically, creatively, technologically, industrially, and professionally” 

(2015, 13). Themes within production studies that I have taken up in my study of the 

commercial dance industry, particularly in Chapters 2 and 4, include location, authorship 

and labor stratification, and workers’ self-theorization about the industry (Banks 2015).  

In addition to considering what workers who comprise the production culture of 

the Los Angeles commercial dance industry have to say about their work behind the 
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scenes, I consider how the meanings of their products shift and transform as they 

circulate across screens. The original intention of the producers frequently differs from 

how consumers receive and interpret the mass-produced artifacts. Like advertising, 

commercial dance asks consumers/viewers “to activate and localize specific meanings, 

relying on a density of references and intertextuality to produce the potential for varied 

readings dependent on varying contexts” (Dunagan 2018, 10). Music videos in the 1980s 

specifically implement references to other cultural texts and tropes to “hook” different 

audiences and draw on a rich web of possible associations (Billman 2002; Dodds 2009). 

Therefore, throughout the dissertation, but especially in Chapters 2, 5, and 6, I attend to 

the ways that different styles of dancing, cultural texts, and tropes circulate, are recycled, 

and recirculate across screens.  

In terms of reading the “text” of a commercial dance product, whether it be 

television program, short film/music video, or advertisement, media scholar Andrew 

Goodwin’s (1992) notion of a “musicology of the image” is a useful interpretive template 

because it accounts for a product’s synaesthetic qualities. Goodwin argues that music 

video analysis should attend to the dynamic interplay between sound and image and that 

aesthetic meaning emerges from the attributes of tempo, rhythm, arrangement, acoustic 

space, and lyrics.24 As the codes and conventions of music videos are inextricably linked 

to the televisual medium’s technical features, my analyses are also attuned to the ways in 

which cinematography and editing co-creates the choreography of Jackson’s short films. 

Dance scholar Sherril Dodds (2001) productively engages Goodwin’s analytic framework 

alongside a reading of the social, political, cultural, and economic meanings of moving 

bodies; these meaningful moving bodies work in conjunction with the camera and the cut 
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to create the “dance” on the screen (2001, xiv). Dodds states, “it is only with a dual 

critical methodology, based on a sound understanding of dance and film/television 

techniques, that an evaluative criteria for the study of screen dance can really develop” 

(2001, 22). Likewise, media scholar Carol Vernallis (2004) explicates the semiotic layers 

at play in music video. While she avoids discussing dancing bodies in any depth, 

Vernallis offers a useful view of the variegated ways music videos communicate though 

narrative/non-narrative, editing, actors, settings, props, lyrics, and the more abstract 

expressive capacities of color, space, texture, and time.  

I argue the dual analytic framework of behind the scenes and across screens 

bridges the gaps between the types of knowledge produced by the templates offered by 

production studies and music video/screendance analyses. As my critical examination of 

Jackson and his dancing chorus relies on both sets of analytical models to make sense of 

the works of the commercial dance industry, I demonstrate that the two analytic 

perspectives are never mutually exclusive. Moreover, the dual analytic perspective calls 

for multiple research methods, which include archival research, embodied research, field 

research in Los Angeles commercial dance studios, qualitative interviews with several 

members of Jackson’s chorus, and music video/screendance analyses, all of which I detail 

below. While the majority of my methods incorporate aspects of both analytic 

perspectives, the interviews I conducted produced insider/behind-the-scenes knowledge 

whereas my screendance analyses primarily deal with the “surface” of the texts. Given 

the epistemological limitations of each analytic framework, my multimodal approach is 

necessary.  
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My use of the term “archival research” to describe how I sought information 

about Jackson, his dancing chorus, studio and street styles, and the commercial dance 

industry is both loosely applied and aligns with the traditional definition of an archive as 

a physical repository or site. For example, my preliminary base of knowledge about 

Jackson, his dancing chorus, and their works was culled from a vast array of publicly 

disseminated media, including dozens of biographies and books on Jackson (George 1984, 

2010; Taraborrelli 2009, et al), documentaries (Grunditz 2013; Lee 2012, 2016), radio 

interviews, print interviews, and behind-the-scenes specials produced by MJJ Productions 

or other media entities like PBS, VH1, BET, and MTV, and countless fan webpages, 

blogs, and podcasts.25 Crucially, I also follow many dancers and choreographers who 

worked with Jackson on social media (Instagram and Facebook).26 As the citations in the 

endnotes suggest, the bulk of the video material to which I had access was via the user-

generated (often illegally published) annals of YouTube, but I also viewed pertinent 

materials via the Paley Center for Media’s digital collection. Beyond what was readily 

accessible online, I tracked down more obscure material by other means. This included 

my own private collection of commercially-available DVDs, as well as the video 

collections at the New York Public Library for the Performing Arts and the on-site 

collection at Paley Center’s Beverly Hills location.  

In addition to my research on Jackson and his dancing chorus, I gained a broader 

understanding of the sociocultural history of studio styles and multiple generations of 

studio-trained dancers working in the commercial arenas of Broadway and Hollywood 

through biographies, musical theater/film scholarship, and documentaries (Delamater 

1981; Franceschina 2012; Haley 1974, 1976; Hill 2009; Kelley 1985; McKayle 2002; 
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McLean 2018; Selby 1991; Winkler 2018, et al). Similarly, the history of west coast funk 

styles and their entrance into the entertainment industry is recounted by many street 

dance practitioners themselves via books, documentaries, and websites (Basil 2019; 

Carew 1983; Golonka 2019; Daniel 2017; Guzman-Sanchez 2012; Loya 2010; Quiñones 

forthcoming).27  

In addition to the knowledge produced in my research into studio and street 

practices and histories, I came to understand the history of the Los Angeles commercial 

dance industry through an in-depth examination of trade publications. I accessed back 

issues of Drama-Logue and The Hollywood Reporter and microfilm of Variety magazine 

from the 1970s through the end of the 1980s at the Los Angeles Central Library, focusing 

my attention on casting calls, class advertisements, and labor-related issues. I also looked 

through the complete 1980’s catalog of Dance Magazine housed in Temple University’s 

collection, as well as pertinent issues from the 1960s, 1970s, and 1990s. More broadly, 

my examination of digital archives including the Los Angeles Times (accessed via 

ProQuest Historical Newspapers), microfilm of The Los Angeles Sentinel, and the open-

source digital archives of Jet and Ebony magazines shed light on the cultural contexts, 

racial politics, and media landscape of the 1970s and 1980s. For my discussion of the 

contemporary commercial dance industry’s values and practices, I draw heavily from the 

book The Business of Dance (2013), a guide to succeeding in the commercial dance 

industry co-written by Courtney Miller Jr., a former Jackson backup dancer turned 

choreographer.28 The advice and information given in this small book provide invaluable 

insight into some of the prevailing ideologies and practices within the commercial dance 

industry. My analyses are also informed by official websites for dance studios and talent 
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agencies as well as other online journalism and blogs about the Los Angeles commercial 

dance industry.  

However, reading and viewing are a limited means of knowledge production; 

much of what I know of the dances styles I write about stems from the cultural and 

embodied knowledge transmitted in classroom and social settings. My previous 

experiences as a student of the studio styles of ballet, jazz, tap, and musical theater 

inform my understanding of their histories, lineages, and aesthetic values. Although my 

social dance habitus and aesthetic sensibility reflect the Africanist elements prevalent in 

American social dance, prior to undertaking dissertation research I did not have any real 

corporeal experience with the street dance styles most relevant to Jackson and his 

dancing chorus’s works. Therefore, I attempted to acquire some embodied sense of 

1970’s and 1980’s street styles. My embodied research in Philadelphia includes weekly 

classes in the west coast funk styles of “waacking” and “locking” at Urban Movement 

Arts (UMA). My teachers Vince Johnson and Andrew “Riot” Ramsey often discuss the 

social history of the styles and their personal, pedagogical connection to the early 

practitioners of these forms.29 While I watched street dance videos and films as part of 

my research, my corporeal study of these forms has given me insights that only embodied 

knowledge can impart, as well as access to information orally passed down by 

practitioners.30  

As the earlier description of my dance training suggests, I should not be 

considered, nor do I consider myself, a commercial dancer. However, as part of my 

research, I attended multiple dance classes at high-profile institutions of the industry: 

namely, Debbie Reynolds Legacy Dance Studio, The Edge Performing Arts Center, and 
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Millennium Dance Complex, which are all located in either Hollywood or North 

Hollywood. 31 My selection of classes was based upon the teacher’s background in the 

industry as well as the style they offered. At Debbie Reynolds I took a popping and 

locking class with Anthony Thomas, a street dancer and choreographer for Janet Jackson; 

at The Edge I took classes with the institution’s co-founder Bill Prudich, who has been 

teaching jazz and musical theater in Los Angeles since the 1980s, and Eddie Garcia, a 

jazz-trained dancer who was one of Jackson’s primary backup dancers throughout the 

1980s; at Millennium I took a “jazz funk” class taught by Karon Lynn, a studio-trained 

dancer who has worked with a number of notable commercial hip hop choreographers 

including Fatima Robinson, the (co-)choreographer of Jackson’s Remember the Time 

(1992) short film/music video.32  

Without having undertaken both archival and embodied research, I may not have 

gained access to members of Jackson’s dancing chorus. I certainly would not have asked 

the same types of questions or been able to have the same conversations. While my July 

2017 interview with studio-trained dancer and choreographer Kim Blank was not 

recorded due to a technical malfunction,33 I was able to successfully audio record and 

transcribe two other interviews. In July 2017, I interviewed Eddie Garcia after taking his 

Leaps and Turns class at The Edge. I subsequently interviewed street dancer and 

Jackson’s long-term street dance tutor Bruno “Pop N Taco” Falcon III, whom I visited in 

his home garage/teaching space in Long Beach in November 2018. These interviews 

provided valuable behind-the-scenes information about their work with Jackson and the 

network of dancers and choreographers that comprised the Los Angeles commercial 

dance industry in the 1970s and 1980s.  
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Since these interlocutors spoke primarily about their experiences in the past, I 

note that the act of remembering produces variations, functions rhetorically, and may 

produce contradictory accounts (Abrams 2010). Neither oral history nor qualitative 

interviews are research methods that produce quantifiable “facts” per se (although 

information will arise that is factual), but rather foreground the process of “understanding 

how the past is remembered, reworked, and reconstructed by people in the present” 

(Abrams 2010, 8). In oral history it is not only what is said but how it is said that creates 

meaning. Similarly, the emphasis in qualitative research interviews is on the personal 

experiences of the interviewee; interviews are structured as open-ended, feature non-

leading questions, and are dependent on the rapport between the interviewee and 

interviewer (King and Horrocks 2010). Importantly, both qualitative interviewing and 

oral history stress the intersubjective nature of the personal interview. In keeping with the 

historiographic nature of my project, I attend closely to the historical, political, and socio-

cultural contexts in which all of the information I amassed in my research was produced. 

My multimodal research methods produced a wealth of information, yet I 

acknowledge the limitations of such an expansive approach. My analyses are affected by 

what kind of primary and secondary sources to which I had access. Most significant in 

this regard is that the archival collection held by the Jackson Estate is not typically open 

to third-party researchers; likewise, my requests for interviews with several other 

members of Jackson’s chorus were not fruitful. My background as a dancer affected my 

degree of access to behind-the-scenes information. While I was able to meet Garcia by 

taking his jazz dance-based class, my understanding of the commercial dance industry 

continues to be from an outsider perspective; despite my burgeoning corporeal practice in 
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waacking and locking, I also consider myself an outsider to street dance culture. I 

undoubtedly would have approached the entire research project differently if I possessed 

the particular embodied and cultural knowledge of either a commercial dancer or a street 

dancer.  

Similarly, as dance scholar Colleen Dungan notes, textual interpretations are 

dependent “on where a given reader resides in relation to discursive structures and socio-

cultural contexts” (2018, 10). While I make interpretive choices that reflect my point of 

view as a dance scholar, my analyses throughout the dissertation acknowledge the 

multiplicity of semiotic readings possible. Specifically, my screendance/music video 

analyses attempt to account for the “preferred reading” intended by the producers, which 

in the case of Jackson and the corporations that produced them is founded on the 

marketing strategies of crossover: to simultaneously appeal to as many demographics as 

possible.  

 
0.7 Overview of Chapters 

Supported by the methodology I outlined above, my critical examination of 

Jackson, his dancing chorus, and the commercial dance industry revolves around the 

themes of attribution and recognition, commercialism and commodity culture, and racial 

politics and racial ideology. These themes and their corresponding research questions are 

recursively addressed throughout the dissertation’s chapters.  

 Chapter 1 Bodies of Literature provides a comprehensive survey of the 

scholarship that my research builds upon and extends. While I mostly address the field of 

dance studies, I also engage with literature from the fields of Michael Jackson studies, 
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African American studies, and media studies. Within dance scholarship, topics such as 

the history of racial politics in the US entertainment industry, dance’s relationship to 

labor and capitalist economies, and the cultural appropriation and commodification of 

African American expressive culture are key nodes that mandate my attention. I note the 

paucity of literature on Jackson as a dancer and dance-maker, the genre of “commercial 

dance”, and the industry located in Los Angeles, and suggest my research redresses dance 

studies’ neglect of these subjects.  

Chapter 2 Dancing Histories, The Industry, and Credit-Giving lays out some of 

the sociocultural and historical contexts and theoretical parameters of my research. I 

further define three significant elements of commercial dance: “studio dance,” “street 

dance,” and “industry.” I outline these elements’ various social histories, cultural ethos, 

and racial politics in response to my first research question: Who is credited and 

recognized for choreographic and dancing labor? In answering this question, I explore the 

divergent histories and practices of attribution and recognition that studio dance, street 

practitioners, and the Los Angeles commercial entertainment industry variously exhibit.  

I pay particular attention to the nascent form of the pop music video, whose form, 

function, and mass-circulation contribute to the historically vexed recognition of dancing 

and choreographic labor.  

In Chapter 3 Dancing Crossover and Commercial Television: Pop Music Video in 

Context, I argue 1980’s pop music video built on multiple precedents for staging 

popular/social dance forms on commercial television. The music video is theorized as a 

hybrid form that melds artistic and commercial aims (Dodds 2001; Dunagan 2018). I 

subsequently offer a genealogy of dance on commercial television from the 1950s 
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through the 1980s, tracking how racial and cultural semiotics are variously deployed by 

different dancers and entertainers, and how commodity culture frames the dancing on 

these television programs. This chapter engages my second research question regarding 

how the logic of crossover marketing shaped the dancing in Jackson and his chorus’s 

commercial dance works. Grounding my claims in empirical examples, I offer in-depth 

analyses of several of Jackson’s televised performances from 1969 and the mid-1970s 

that strategically use studio and street styles in order to appeal to multiple 

audience/consumer demographics.  

My second research question’s focus on appealing to multiple demographics and 

theme of commercialism is also taken up in the first half of Chapter 4 The Works of 

Commercial Dance. Through the case study of Jackson, I examine how commercial 

advertising deploys pop stars to sell products and how pop stars operate within the 

semiotic logic of branding to promote themselves across screens. Through a close reading 

of one of Jackson’s 1984 commercials for Pepsi-Cola, I explore how the unison 

choreography of the dancing chorus presents a vision of harmonious multicultural and 

multiracial collectivity that blithely elides the history and sociopolitical realities of racism. 

In the second half of the chapter, I direct my attention to what is not seen in commercial 

advertisements and music videos that deploy dance: the labor of choreographers and 

dancers behind the scenes in the commercial dance industry. In returning to my first 

research question about credit-giving and recognition, I examine the rank hierarchy of the 

Los Angeles commercial dance industry that structures opportunity and variously grants 

prestige to choreographers and dancers. While my assessment of the products of 

commercial dance is that political agency is limited by capitalist imperatives, workers in 
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the commercial dance industry have actively sought to redress the most harmful effects of 

capitalism on their livelihoods and careers, namely their bodily exploitation and their 

alienation from the products of their creative labor. An examination of the political 

advocacy within the Los Angeles commercial dance community suggests that industry 

workers highly value their creative and bodily labor and therefore fight for better working 

conditions, rights, and broader recognition.  

In Chapter 5 Circulations, Video, and Memory, I move between the behind the 

scenes and across screens frameworks to discuss how the creative production and global 

circulation/reception of Jackson and his dancing chorus’s works were affected by the 

circulation of dance via different screen mediums. After reflecting on the influence of 

filmed/televised dance on the cultural knowledge of both studio and street dancers, I 

suggest that the replication and re-viewing capacities of video technology engendered 

modes of creativity that enhanced the Africanist aestheses at the foundation of Jackson’s 

dancing and dance-making. Although scholars of postmodernism in the 1980s posited 

that the concurrent phenomena of late capitalism and postmodernity created a “crisis of 

memory” in which traditional modes of meaning-making and historicizing ceased to 

function, I theorize that Jackson and his dancing chorus’s works “re-member” the past in 

ways that variously recall, revise, and redress it. In this capacity, Chapter 5 speaks to part 

of my third research question regarding how Jackson and his dancing chorus’s 

commercial dance works challenged past racial paradigms. In looking at the global 

circulation of Jackson’s short films/music videos, I extrapolate upon my first research 

question about credit-giving by exploring how global dissemination affects the attribution 

and recognition of the cultural sources of the dancing featured in these commercial 
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products. While the circulation across screens of de-contextualized dance forms remains 

a critical concern, I cite several examples of the re-appropriation of Jackson’s short 

films/music videos that are generative and empowering for those in postcolonial contexts. 

In this way, his works demonstrate the paradoxical nature of cultural memory in 

globalized mass-mediated culture.  

In the US context, however, wherein the majority of Jackson’s works were 

produced, there are sociopolitical specificities that shape both the production and 

reception of his short films/music videos. In Chapter 6 The Multiracial Chorus in a 

Colorblind Era: Dancing Gangs, I directly answer my third research question: how have 

Jackson and his dancing chorus’s commercial dance works challenged or been complicit 

in reproducing racial paradigms of different eras? To this end, I investigate how multiple 

discourses about street gangs, street dance, race, and culture informed the dancing and 

narrative featured in Jackson’s iconic short films/music videos Beat It (1983) and BAD 

(1987). Both these works re-member themes and choreography from the musical film 

West Side Story (1961) and what dance scholar Thomas F. DeFrantz (2014a) terms the 

“breaksploitation films” that variously chronical, fictionalize, and capitalize on 1980s 

street dance culture. In so doing, Jackson and his chorus created complex works that blur 

theatrical fantasy and sociological realism. Through in-depth analyses of the videos’ 

intertextual choreographies and the behind-the-scenes production practices, I argue Beat 

It and BAD demonstrate both the potential and limits of commercial dance’s capacity to 

offer critical commentary about real sociopolitical issues.  

As a whole, Behind the Scenes and Across Screens examines the commercial 

dance works created by Jackson and members of his dancing chorus in the 1970s and 
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1980s in order to shed important light on the historical and enduring paradigms of the 

Los Angeles commercial dance industry regarding attribution and recognition, 

commercialism and commodity culture, and racial politics and ideology. As a 

historiography, the dissertation traces the genealogy and network of dancers, 

choreographers, and pop stars whose collaborative work produced some of the most 

influential commercial dance works of the late twentieth century. Via the six chapters’ 

different foci and specific case studies, I demonstrate how the example par excellence of 

Jackson and his chorus illuminate the works of commercial dance more broadly.  
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CHAPTER 1. BODIES OF LITERATURE 

 

My research on Jackson, his dancing chorus, and the commercial dance industry 

coalesces around the dissertation’s three central themes: the recognition of dancing and 

choreographic labor, commercialism and commodity culture, and racial politics and 

ideology. The breadth of these topics mandate I engage with a breadth of literature across 

multiple academic disciplines. Given the interrelated nature of all three themes, the 

chapter’s sections do not follow a neat alignment of each theme with relevant literature. 

Instead, I highlight how each particular theme or question relates to each specific body of 

literature I review, noting, when necessary, any dearth that I seek to rectify by way of 

Behind the Scenes and Across Screens.  

In section 1.1, I outline pertinent scholarship on Jackson, especially that which 

notes his relationship to the cultural and racial history of American popular entertainment. 

In section 1.2, I address dance scholarship on both African American expressive culture 

and the racial politics of American musical theater dance history. In section 1.3, I 

examine how multiple scholars have theorized dance’s status as labor and the ways in 

which commercial dancing has enunciated the labor regimes of different periods of 

capitalist economies. In 1.4, I explore the notion of the dancing chorus as it relates to 

Jackson’s works. As the appropriation and commodification of African American cultural 

expression are central to my research, I include salient scholarship on this topic in 1.5. 

Throughout, I note how my research either builds on, intervenes, or fills a void in this 

body of literature.  
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1.1 Michael Jackson 

Jackson is arguably the most famous and contentious public figure in American 

entertainment history. Both during his lifetime, but especially after his unexpected death 

in 2009, Jackson’s influential multimedia work, his eccentric private life, and a series of 

accusations of sexual misconduct writ large by his celebrity attracted a plethora of critical 

attention from journalists, cultural critics, and academics. A discourse analysis of the 

scholarly literature on Jackson reveals that the predominant academic interest in him is as 

a semiotic figure onto which critical theories of race, gender, and sexuality can be 

projected.  

Despite the lack of critical attention to Jackson’s dancing body, myriad scholars 

and cultural critics have theorized about his abstracted “body”; Jackson’s body is 

variously figured as a site of “productive ambiguity” (Awkward 1995; Fuchs 1995; 

Mercer 1986), as a freakish, pathologized spectacle (Martin 2002; Yuan 1996), and a 

cyborgian or post-human icon of utopic possibility (Johnson 1993; Vigo 2010). Perhaps 

revealing the biases and limitations of an earlier era of cultural studies that inherited its 

method of textual analysis from literary studies (Dodds 2011), Jackson’s visual image has 

been prioritized to the detriment of recognizing bodily movement as meaningful. The 

majority of textual analyses of Jackson’s short films/music videos are primarily 

concerned with the semiotic registers of visuality and narrative, and focus on issues of 

racial, sexual, and gender identity.  

While commentators often note his virtuosity and iconicity as a dancer, relatively 

few academics have cogently written about his dancing and dance-making labor. Indeed, 

his dance-making process and dancing performances have typically been elided in favor 
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of a focus on the cultural and identity politics legible within Jackson’s work, as 

demonstrated in essays by Steve Bruhm (2009), Kobena Mercer (1986), and Michele 

Wallace (1989). Scholarship that explicitly places Jackson within performance histories 

curtails this tendency to a certain extent, although the labor of the collaborating 

choreographers and dancers, as well as Jackson’s own choreographic labor, are generally 

overlooked or underexamined. In the following paragraph, I note some of the scholars 

who have acknowledged Jackson’s roots in multiple lineages of African American 

musical performance traditions.  

Mark Anthony Neal (2012a) emphasizes Jackson’s early training on the Chitlin’ 

Circuit; by conceiving Jackson’s body as an “archive” of African American expressive 

culture, Neal places African American aesthetics and sensibilities at the foundation of 

Jackson’s creativity and working practices. He characterizes Jackson’s performance 

practices as “sampling” from African American performance culture and states Jackson’s 

body “functioned as an archival resource of Black movement, voice, and gender 

performance” (Neal 2012a, np). Performance scholar Jason King (2013) locates the 

source of Jackson’s “paraperformative” or highly attuned perceptual skills in the African 

American musical tradition in which Jackson was immersed from his earliest years as a 

performer. Other scholars trace Jackson’s performance lineage back to “The Godfather of 

Soul” James Brown and Brown’s practice of “borrowing” performance tactics from black 

preachers (Dyson 1993; Jefferson 2006) or chart the generational reworking of the 

backwards gliding step Jackson renamed the “moonwalk” in a cultural history that 

recognizes the move’s recursive iterations back through 1970’s and 1980’s poppers and 

lockers, Cab Calloway and the jazz tappers of the swing band era, to the shuffling 
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Virginia Essence of minstrelsy (Pugh 2015). I follow these scholars in situating Jackson’s 

moving body in relation to African American cultural and historical performance 

traditions. My research expands beyond this foundation, however, to critically examine 

Jackson, his dancing chorus, and the commercial dance industry’s engagement with the 

divergent aesthetics, creative ethos, and lineages of both American musical theater dance 

and west coast funk styles.  

I explore the cultural and racial politics of American popular entertainment 

history in more depth in Chapters 2 and 3 as well as explicitly discuss racial ideology in 

Chapters 4, 5, and 6 regarding how Jackson and his dancing chorus’s works either 

challenged or reified racial paradigms. Therefore, here, I mention pertinent scholarship 

about African American performers’ historical negotiations of the racist strictures and the 

on-going legacy of blackface minstrelsy (Bogle 2016; George-Graves 2017; Trenka 

2014a, 2014b). A number of scholars have interpreted Jackson’s works as critically 

redressing the racist and white supremacist ideologies of the American entertainment 

industry. Popular music scholar Harriet Manning’s monograph Michael Jackson and the 

Blackface Mask (2013) explicitly places Jackson’s performance work in conversation 

with the racist stereotypes of blackface minstrelsy; less persuasively, she relates his dance 

aesthetics to the archival traces of the dances performed by blackface minstrels.34 

Following cultural historian Eric Lott (1994) and film scholar Carol Clover’s lead (1995), 

interdisciplinary scholar Elizabeth Chin (2011) reads Jackson’s short film/music video 

Black or White (1991) as a pointed critique of the unjust racial history of American 

popular entertainment. While Lott reads an earlier section as critical of racist stereotypes, 

Clover and Chin specifically read the short film/music video’s final dance portion as 
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critically operative through its intertextual references to the 1953 MGM musical film 

Singing in the Rain. Other commentators who claim Jackson’s intertextual references 

enacted critical Signifyin(g) in the Gatesian sense include film critic Armond White 

(1991/2009) and cultural studies scholar Joseph Vogel (2015).35 Not all of the authors I 

cited in the last few paragraphs work from an African American studies or critical race 

perspective, but it is important to note that by situating Jackson’s performance tactics 

within the cultural context of African American oratory, spiritual, and musical traditions, 

the aforementioned scholars view the moving body as both significant and capable of 

Signifyin(g). Therefore, it is crucial to delve into the body of literature on African 

American dance as a meaning-making practice. In addition to expressing shared cultural 

attitudes and individual selfhood, vernacular and street dancers practice an ethics of 

citation, attribution, and recognition grounded in African American ideas about 

originality, authorship, and communal creativity (Schur 2009); this ethos stands in high 

contrast to the problematic relationship that mainstream (white) American culture has 

with these cultural traditions and practices.  

 
1.2 Africanist/African American Aestheses and Cultural Politics 

First developed in the 1990s, dance theories regarding African American 

performance and expressive culture built on art historian Robert Farris Thompson’s 

(1973, 1983) work on West Africanist and African American aesthetics in art and culture. 

These dance theories form a constellation of ideas about the cultural ethos and 

particularities of creative practices and values that differ from Europeanist modes of 

creative production and aesthetic value. Dance scholars Katrina Hazzard-Gordon (1990, 

1996), Brenda Dixon Gottschild (1996), Jacqui Malone (1996, 1999), Kariamu Welsh-
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Asante (1996), and Halifu Osumare (2007) variously theorize common traits of 

movement principles and creative ethos as evinced by specific instances of historical 

dance forms and styles. The commonalities between theories proffered by these dance 

scholars are an emphasis on rhythm, polycentrism in the body, dialogic interaction, 

ephebism, a “flash of spirit,” the aesthetic of the cool, expressions of individuality via 

communally shared material, and intertextuality; these traits are all evoked as evidence of 

African aesthetics and values in various diasporic forms (DeFrantz 2002). These scholars 

theorize an inherent adaptability and mutability of black social dance and musical forms 

by explaining how movement and rhythmic patterns and steps reappear in different 

instantiations and social contexts.  

The shared notion here is that African American creative practices are not static 

over time but retain aesthetic qualities and functions that can be traced and termed a 

“tradition” even as they interweave and draw on other forms and aesthetics and result in 

myriad versions, revisions, and variations of movement vocabulary and body attitudes. 

Malone (1999) argues black diasporic forms implicitly contain a revisionary capacity and 

claims that in social performances of black vernacular dance, “[o]riginality and 

individuality are not just admired, they are expected. […] The point is to add to the 

tradition and extend it without straying too far from it” (1999, 225). However, this 

revisionary capacity is complicated when dances are modified and presented in theatrical 

settings or staged for television and film cameras, especially when “outside” spectators 

do not recognize the historical and cultural contexts from which the dances and aesthetics 

emerged. Therefore in the following paragraphs, I outline salient examples of dance 

scholarship that address what gets lost in translation and how choreographic attribution 
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has historically operated in both mainstream American entertainment and amongst 

communities of practitioners.   

Gottschild (1996) persuasively argues that the African American contributions to 

American popular culture and performance practices have historically been “invisibilized” 

and demand redress. Gottschild (2000) provides examples of how white privilege and 

power dictated the terms of cultural exchange in the American entertainment industry 

during the Swing Era (1920s–1940s) in the form of uncredited African American 

assistants to white dance directors. She explicitly names rhythm tapper John “Bubbles” 

Sublett’s relationship with Fred Astaire as invisibilized, which is of direct interest to my 

project given Jackson’s professed adoration of Astaire. Overt racial inequity, 

discrimination, and segregation in the entertainment industry were a reality at the 

beginning of Jackson’s career in the 1960s. The gains in African American cultural 

representation throughout the 1970s and the commercial embrace of multiculturalism as a 

useful marketing strategy in the 1980s further informs and complicates the terrain upon 

which Jackson and his chorus danced. Therefore, any discussion of Jackson’s short 

films/music videos necessitates the acknowledgment of the complexities of cultural 

borrowing and appropriation amidst the shifting racial politics and social dynamics that 

have shaped American popular culture from slavery to the present day.  

Of particular note is dance theorist Anthea Kraut’s (2010, 2016a, 2016b) 

scholarship regarding the inequitable history of the racial politics of borrowing as related 

to intellectual property rights. Kraut foregrounds the voices of dancers to highlight the 

ways twentieth-century jazz tap and Lindy Hop practitioners possess attitudes towards 

creativity and credit-giving that differ from European models of single authorship and 
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ownership. While 1970’s and 1980’s street dance undoubtedly departs in many ways 

from the vernacular dance of the 1930s and 1940s, I note their shared connection to the 

Africanist principles underlying African American creative practices of citation, 

versioning, and sampling (DeFrantz 2004; Neal 2012a; Schur 2009). Hip hop scholar 

Mary Fogarty explains how in street dance, “Both ‘creativity’ and ‘originality’ are judged 

in the context of what has come before and how a dancer has transformed movements 

and also expressed their own individuality” (Fogarty 2014, 93). Since the ethical codes of 

street dance culture mandate citations to teachers, mentors, and mediated influences, my 

own work strives to understand how these practices were affected by Jackson’s stardom 

and the political economies of the conglomerate entertainment/advertising industries in 

which Jackson’s short films/music videos were produced.  

 
1.3 Dance as Labor/Dancing Capitalism 

Despite dance’s centrality to popular entertainment, the American commercial 

entertainment industry has a tenuous relationship with dancing and choreographic labor, 

especially regarding practices of attribution and recognition for that labor. In the 

following paragraphs, I detail some explanations for dancing and choreographic labor’s 

vexed status. Before this, however, I note that dance scholar Mark Franko (2002) lays 

important groundwork for conceiving of dance as labor. He explores several historical 

instances in which he frames different types of dancers as workers. Franko argues that 

1930’s avant-garde modern dance politically aligned with the leftist labor movement via 

an “emotional body” that was charged with political urgency and agency whereas 

precision line chorus girls of the same era embodied the labor efficiency and emotional 

suppression required of industrial capitalism. In his study, he articulates the distinction 
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between “work” and “labor” by drawing on the philosopher Hannah Arendt: work is a 

productive activity, whereas labor is the force that accomplishes it. Dance, like labor, is 

“an action, a process” (Franko 2002, 2). This understanding of dance as labor is in strong 

opposition to commonly-held understandings of dancing as an unproductive activity.  

Franko suggests that due to the long-standing Western intellectual tradition of 

linking dance with “ludic play,” dance has struggled historically to become definable as 

wage-earning. This manifested in the American entertainment industry wherein 

choreographic and dancing laborers have historically been underpaid, under-credited, and 

under-recognized (Billman 1997; Selby 1991; Stevenson, Miller, and Russell 2013). The 

theatricalized social and vernacular dances of the Hollywood film musical explicitly 

linked dance with play, spontaneity, and frivolity (Feuer 1993; Malone 1988) and thus 

contributed to the misapprehension of the labor of dance. Film scholar Jane Feuer argues 

that Hollywood musical films “conceal the work of making dances” via an illusion of 

spontaneity in order to distract audiences from that the fact that “musical entertainment is 

an industrial product and that putting on a show (or putting on a Hollywood musical) is a 

matter of a labor force producing a product for consumption” (1993, 13). Hollywood 

musical films that circulate across screens reinforce the notion that dance is not labor, but 

leisure: a pleasurable, spontaneous activity that spectators can enjoy without being aware 

of choreographic or dancing labor.  

This misconception of dancing as unlabored is doubled for African American 

performers, who have long been subject to primitivist stereotypes about “natural” 

predilections for dancing and music-making (Gottschild 1996; Hamera 2017; King 2013; 

Kraut 2008; Manning 2004). That improvisation plays a key role in many African 
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American social and street forms has often served to deny recognition of the effort put 

forth in learning how to dance and in choreographing dances. As Kraut points out, this is 

supported by a long-standing “division between choreography and improvisation, with 

the former perceived as premeditated and intentional and the latter seen as impromptu 

and haphazard” (2008, 56). The under-recognition or misrecognition of the dancing and 

choreographic labor of peer-educated street dancers who train outside of formal 

pedagogical institutions has been critiqued by dance scholars (Bragin 2016; Fogarty 

Woehrel 2019; Johnson 2019) as well by scholars hailing from other disciplinary 

perspectives.  

For instance, Robin D. G. Kelley, a historian of African American culture, looks 

behind the scenes at sociocultural sites of street dance production to productively 

intervene in the semantic bifurcation of work and leisure, as well as the critique of 

“selling out” leveled at dancers who seek to professionalize and earn a living from their 

talents. Via his notion of “play-labor” Kelley avers “the pursuit of leisure, pleasure, and 

creative expression is labor” (1997, 45; emphasis mine). From the deindustrial landscapes 

of urban neighborhoods during the 1970s and 1980s, street dancers’ play enabled them to 

enter the entertainment industries; this self-commodification via play-labor “comprises a 

range of strategies within capitalism […] intended to enable working-class urban youth to 

avoid dead-end low-wage labor while devoting their energies to creative and pleasurable 

pursuits” (Kelley 1997, 45). The virtuosity and spectacular skills of street dancers that 

brought them success in the commercial entertainment realm served to reify extant 

aesthetic values of commercial dance (DeFrantz 2014a).  
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As stated in the Introduction to the dissertation, I define “commercial dance” by 

the context in which it is made rather than by its contents since the category is multi-sited 

and spans genres. However, in addition to being oriented towards a large audience, one of 

commercial dance’s most defining characteristics is its embrace of entertaining spectacle 

(Benthaus 2015; Franko 2002; Foster 2014; Robinson 2015). Taking spectacle as their 

starting point, multiple dance scholars claim that commercial dance (re)produces 

capitalist ideologies (Chakravorty 2017; Dunagan 2018; Foster 2014; Franko 2002).36 

Thus, the topics of dancing and choreographic labor and commercial dance’s imbrication 

in commercialism and commodity culture mandate consideration of relevant literature 

that probes these issues. Since the dissertation’s focus on the 1960s–1980s aligns with the 

shift in the United States from a capitalist economy based on industrialization to 

deindustrialization and neoliberal globalization (Harvey 2005; Hamera 2017), I briefly 

consider how the alignment of dance (as labor) with capitalist ideologies at different 

historical moments in the United States has been theorized. Here, the specific case studies 

of precision line chorus dancers, contemporary reality competition shows, and the figure 

of Jackson himself are relevant. 

As stated above, Franko cites the spectacle of precision dancing chorines of the 

1930s as the allegory par excellence of industrial capitalism and the labor efficiency 

necessary for rapid, mechanized production: “The chorus girl, supplementing Taylorism 

with an esprit de corps that in reality it lacked, does ‘precision dancing’ through which 

she imitates the machine or functioning of the political economy” (2002, 22). Franko 

suggests that labor efficiency is not merely represented but constituted through dancing 

via both the chorines’ atomized regimentation and the emotional suppression they model. 
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Their “demeanor, athletic strength, and collective discipline fostered a positive and 

entertaining image of unskilled labor under the regime of machine culture” (2002, 32). 

This positive image distracts the audience from the alienated conditions of workers 

endemic to industrial capitalism. Franko points out that beyond the allegorical meanings 

of the chorine as labor efficiency, a consideration of the dancer as worker makes apparent 

the commodification of her body and her work.   

In a completely different historical and economic context, dance theorist Susan 

Foster (2014) makes a related argument about the ways dancing articulates ideas about 

labor under late-stage capitalism. Describing the contemporary shift of the dominant 

economic system from machinist, Fordist modes of production to a Toyotaist model in 

which employees are asked to contribute not just physical labor but affective labor, Foster 

posits that what she calls the “industrial body” articulates “new” values of dancing as 

“jubilant labor.” 37 She suggests that the dancing featured on the contemporary reality 

competition television show So You Think You Can Dance articulates the affective, 

immaterial labor mandated by the new economic regime. Without considering preceding 

performance traditions that have already been theorized regarding the worker’s alienation 

from the products of their labor (such as the chorus dancer in Franko’s work), Foster 

suggests dancers are estranged from their bodies by the very routinization and 

repetitiveness of the choreographies they are asked to master and perform. Dancers “sell 

their labor at dancing for a chance at stardom, performing set choreographies and styles 

with the best technical virtuosity they can muster and the most passion they can act out” 

(2014, 9).  
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Significantly, Foster observes that the bodies produced in the contemporary Los 

Angeles commercial dance industry which epitomize this shift towards “jubilant labor” 

are multi-versed and oriented towards display; “schooled in a mishmash of traditions, 

including hip-hop, Broadway jazz, and occasionally, ballet, gymnastics, tap, and martial 

arts, the industrial body is most concerned with its appearance from a front defined by the 

camera’s position” (2014, 5). While Foster’s description of the “industrial body” is not 

inaccurate, she fails to moor her claims in any historical or sociocultural 

contextualization of the Los Angeles commercial dance industry that might explain how 

the so-called “industrial body” came to be. Moreover, Foster focuses on SYTYCD’s 

highly gendered choreographies, largely ignoring the critical aspect of race in her 

analysis of dancing labor. 

The relationships between shifting economic regimes, the physical and affective 

labors of dance, and race are productively theorized in relation to the dancing figure of 

Jackson by performance scholar Judith Hamera (2012, 2016, 2017), who locates Jackson 

in the cultural, political, historical, and economic context of the late twentieth century. In 

terms of economic regimes, Hamera argues that Jackson’s dancing illuminates the 

transition, and resultant crisis, between modes of capitalist production from industrialism 

to the deindustrialized or post-Fordist economy.38 She traces his development and 

meanings of his dancing from the postindustrial steel town of Gary, Indiana to 

neoliberalism’s “liquid modernity.” Via the trope of the human motor, Hamera (2012, 

2017) characterizes Jackson’s dancing as allegorical of the nostalgia for industrial 

regimes of work in the economic shift towards deindustrialization. She focuses on 

Jackson’s corporeal labor and virtuosity and emphasizes his work with professional 
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choreographers; in the process, she intervenes in the myth of the “naturalness” of the 

skilled black dancing body. Hamera also highlights how Jackson’s narration of the labor 

of dance in his autobiography rejects racist conceptions of African American dancers as 

natural and spontaneous. However, even as Hamera focuses on Jackson’s virtuosic 

performance of industriousness and acknowledges the “concert dance” choreographers 

with whom he collaborated, the context of the commercial dance industry in which his 

works were produced remains underexamined.  

The issue of recognition and attribution for choreographic and dancing labor 

extends to the lack of scholarship that acknowledges the behind-the-scenes labor that 

produces commercial dance.39 The general paucity of dance scholarship on the Los 

Angeles commercial dance industry and the laborers who comprise it is evident even in 

scholarship that directly looks at the products of this industry. In Melissa Blanco Borelli’s 

(2012) article on Jackson’s younger sister, Janet Jackson, she reflects on the corporeal 

relationship that can be forged between spectator and pop star via mimicry of mediated 

performances but does not mention Anthony Thomas, the street dancer who is well-

known within the industry for choreographing Rhythm Nation (1989).  

With several notable exceptions, including articles and chapters by Mary Fogarty 

Woehrel (2019), Sima Belmar (2016), and Colleen Dunagan (2015), dance scholarship 

has generally not highlighted the labor of the stars, choreographers, and uncredited 

dancers working in any of the industrial sites that produce commercial entertainment. 

Particularly, the crucial relationship between the pop star and their teams of collaborating 

choreographers and backup dancers, both behind the scenes and across screens, has not 

received its due attention. Although the choreographers of Jackson’s music videos 
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garnered strong professional reputations and a degree of fame from their involvement 

with Jackson, the dozens of backup dancers who appeared in his short films over the 

years are not necessarily visible outside the oral histories of hip hop communities or the 

commercial entertainment industry. In an attempt to redress this neglect, my dissertation 

stresses the importance of the many dancers and choreographers with whom Jackson 

collaborated. While my dissertation research aims to rectify this with regard to the fertile 

hub of the Los Angeles industry, I note that there are other active sites of North American 

commercial dance production that are also broadly ignored by dance scholarship 

including New York, Las Vegas, Toronto, and Atlanta. 

 
1.4 The Dancing Chorus 

Throughout the dissertation, I intervene in the paucity of research on the Los 

Angeles commercial dance industry and its workers by explicitly highlighting their 

crucial significance to Jackson’s influential works; implicitly, I suggest this dynamic is 

evident in the works of other pop stars. However, while I simultaneously conceive 

Jackson’s “dancing chorus” as a networked community of practitioners who collaborated 

behind the scenes, it is crucial to note that backup dancers provide a collective formation 

which he either dances with or apart from in his short films/music videos. Therefore, a 

brief survey of pertinent literature on chorus dancing bolsters my screendance/music 

video analyses in subsequent chapters.  

While collective unison dancing has taken on many different forms to different 

political ends throughout history (Giersdorf 2013; McNeill 1995), the formation of the 

precision chorus line featured in early twentieth-century entertainment is perhaps most 
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salient. Multiple dance scholars have contributed to the theorization of the archetypal 

(white, female) chorus line as paradigmatic signs of modern mass culture and 

mechanized industrial capitalism (Burt 1998; Franko 2002; Hewitt 2013; Elswit 2014). 

Other dance scholars highlight how African American dancers such as the famous Apollo 

Theater and Cotton Club chorus lines (both female and male) added swinging rhythm and 

humor to precise, regimented unison choreography (Allen 2010; Gottschild 2000; Hill 

2010; Johnson 2019). While scholars differ in their interpretation of how chorus lines 

functioned in particular sociocultural and historical moments, my primary concern in 

noting this body of literature is to remind the reader that the historical precedent of the 

chorus line informed the precise unison choreography featured in Jackson’s music 

videos/short films. 

Continuing the musical theater tradition of foregrounding the star performer 

against a multitude of other dancers, the clear hierarchy of star and chorus defines 

Jackson’s works. The choreographies featured in Jackson’s short films/music videos 

typically use unison to great effect: “his” backup dancers support and amplify his 

performance with their presence. This ties into the dissertation’s theme of recognition and 

attribution in important ways. Jackson was frequently positioned at the apex of triangular 

arrangements to underscore his star status. Indeed, Jackson’s backup dancers were only 

rarely placed into a single line behind him but danced in phalanxes and other geometrical 

formations in his short films/music videos. Although at times backup dancers represent 

particular characters that support the short films/music videos’ narratives, his dancing 

chorus always emphasizes his special star status by way of their anonymity.  
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Crucially, in contrast to the earlier iterations of the chorus line which were 

segregated along the color line, Jackson’s choruses in the 1980s were typically 

purposefully racially diverse. In Chapters 4, 5, and 6, I explore how Jackson’s multiracial 

chorus’s works challenged or reified racial politics and racial ideologies. Here, an 

examination of a chapter by musical theater scholar Warren Hoffman (2014), in which he 

parses the social and racial semiotics of the chorus line via the 1975 Broadway show, A 

Chorus Line, is useful. Hoffman likens the multiracial cast of the production to the Italian 

fashion brand United Colors of Benetton’s print advertisements of the 1980s which 

featured photographs of racially and culturally diverse models in brightly colored 

knitwear. Hoffman reads A Chorus Line as reflecting colorblind racial ideology; the 

multiracial chorus line “imagines a world in which everyone has equal chance to succeed 

in life and where one’s racial and ethnic background is not a hindrance to that success but 

an identity to embrace and a reason to celebrate” (Hoffman 2014, 144). My analyses of 

Jackson’s commercials and short films/music videos build upon Hoffman’s assertion that 

a multiracial chorus sells the (colorblind) American myth of equal opportunity while 

avoiding the realities of socioeconomic and racial disparity.  

Both the ethos of racial assimilation and aesthetics of chorus dancing can also be 

traced back to Jackson’s early tutelage in crossover strategies by Motown Records, the 

organization and management of which was modeled after the Detroit auto industry’s 

assembly line. While founder and president Berry Gordy emphasized discipline, order, 

and hierarchy, Motown vocal choreographer and former “class act” tapper Cholly Atkins 

was responsible for developing the movement aesthetics of group unison, rhythmic 

precision, and smooth polish to the company’s musical groups. His sense of complex 
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rhythmic interplay, timing, and logic connected new generations of performers to the 

aesthetics of rhythm tap (Atkins and Malone 2001; Malone 1988). Atkins’s influence on 

Jackson’s use of movement and group choreography should not be understated; the 

Jackson Five seemingly modeled their choreography on Atkins’s work.40 Malone’s 

scholarship about the vocal choreographer is an invaluable source of information about 

how Atkins’s creative process and aesthetic values influenced further eras of American 

entertainment. In addition to the factory line model of mass production promoted by 

Motown’s capitalist business ethos, the politics of respectability and crossover marketing 

are also pertinent to this lineage.41  

 
1.5 Commodification: Black Social Dance, Advertising, and the Pop Star’s Brand 

As suggested above, Jackson incorporated multiple streams of theatrical dance 

and black social dance in his performances; thus, any analysis of his commercial dance 

works mandates an overview of literature that explicates the effects of commercialism 

and commodity culture on African American social dance. Thomas F. DeFrantz explicitly 

critiques Motown for “establishing modes of social music and dance behavior as 

commodity” with “just enough soul’ but tamed” by the rhetoric of respectability and 

assimilation to appeal to mainstream (white) consumers (2012, 136). As DeFrantz points 

out, African American social dances are at the center of global discourses of the popular; 

technologies of mass mediation allow dances and aesthetics to circulate and spread 

globally without any engagement with the sociocultural conditions of the original 

location of creation. In his critique of the co-option of black social dance by neoliberal 

discourses of choice and freedom, DeFrantz analyzes the differences between the 

televised dance shows American Bandstand and Soul Train (The Jackson Five/The 
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Jacksons performed on both). The choreographies in Jackson’s short films/music videos 

are also undoubtedly at the forefront of these commodifications and global circulations. If 

this “revision dilutes the capacity of forms to function as creative resistance to 

mainstream hegemonies” (DeFrantz 2012, 135), the tension between Jackson’s grounding 

in African American aesthetics and creative practices and his commercial success in the 

(white) mainstream commercial realm deserves further unpacking along these lines.  

There is a growing body of work on the commodification of street dance or hip 

hop forms which I build upon throughout the dissertation; articles and chapters by 

DeFrantz (2012, 2014a, 2014b, 2016, 2017) and other dance scholars, including Inna 

Arzumanova (2014), Raquel L. Monroe (2014), and Naomi Bragin (2016), are salient. 

Arzumanova and Monroe, in particular, forward the argument that the commercialization 

of these dance forms mythologizes a multiracial utopia, a “multicultural panacea that 

homogenizes difference and makes us all one” (Monroe 2014, 183). As street dance and 

hip hop forms have typically been created in socially marginalized working-class 

communities of color, the displacement of the forms into the mainstream alters the 

original function and meanings. This displacement has the effect of replicating 

hegemonic racial ideologies which “bring black forms into a frame of whiteness” (Bragin 

2016, 539) or suggesting “a multicultural reality that traffics in racial transcendence and 

renders structural racism obsolete” (Arzumanova 2014, 173).  

Many of Jackson’s short films/music videos explicitly attempt to be anti-

discriminatory via a multicultural, multiracial appeal.42 I am not calling into question that 

this messaging genuinely expressed Jackson’s social and political consciousness. Neither 

I am suggesting that he was not sincere in using his artistic and celebrity platform for 
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positive ends. However, it is worth considering how the annexation of social justice 

concerns by commercial entertainment and advertising can thwart even a good-

intentioned effort to make a positive social statement. Indeed, the line between reality, 

entertainment, and advertisement is often quite blurred. This phenomenon occurs both 

behind the scenes and across screens: many music video directors and choreographers 

worked for commercial productions, and both forms share codes, conventions, and 

aesthetics.43 Several scholars hailing from dance studies and media studies have 

commented on the overlap between television advertisements and music videos.44 

Dunagan (2007) theorizes the relation between conventional signifying practices 

of the advertisements and entertainment industries by presenting the serialized television 

campaign for The Gap (1998–2000) as an example of how dancing bodies can be 

effectively employed as “commodity-signs.” She calls attention to how the use of social 

dance and musical film as intertexts blurs the line between advertisement and 

entertainment, and thereby also blurs the line between consumer and audience.45 

Dunagan (2018) critiques advertising’s incorporation of semiotics that index multiple 

cultural discourses in their endeavor to “hail” diverse subjects and reach more markets.46 

Of particular note is her work on the commodification of marginalized social identities 

through dance in advertisements, which she calls a “productive site for examining 

capitalism’s incorporation of expressive forms developed by marginalized social groups” 

(2018, 133). The assimilation of 1980’s street dances in the nascent pop music video 

should be analyzed with this critique in mind.  

Dunagan builds on the earlier work of Sherril Dodds (2001, 2009), who 

emphasizes how the commercialism of music videos affects the appropriation and re-
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conception of multiple popular dance traditions. Dodds (2001) theorizes the hybrid 

artistic/commercial form of music video, pointing out it shares the same promotional 

ethos as commercial advertising. As she later clarifies, “the desire to sell images 

frequently results in the dance undergoing various transformations in order to suit the 

promotional requirements of the particular recording artist” (2009, 248). Jackson’s 

widespread appeal is related to his multivalent sound and look; his incorporation of both 

studio and street dance idioms appeals to diverse groups of spectators who possess 

varying degrees of cultural literacy of the idioms and lineages from which he drew.  

Just as “advertising appropriates dance as part of its effort to diversify markets” 

(Dunagan 2018, 153), the dancing in Jackson’s short films/music videos promotes his star 

persona to a broad spectrum of consumers or audiences. Dance, film, and media studies 

scholars variously attend to the centrality of the pop star to music videos’ meanings and 

use-values as well as the commercial nature of the form (Goodwin 1992; Vernallis 2004; 

Dodds 2001, 2009). Andrew Goodwin suggests “fiction, narrative, and identity in music 

television are generally located at the level of the star-text, not within the discursive 

world of the fiction acted out by the pop star” (1992, 101). These scholars see 

viewer/consumers’ identification with the star-text as reliant on the performative potency 

of the celebrity entertainer. As media scholar P. David Marshall notes, “the economic 

power of the pop star is configured around affect” (1997, 183). Similarly, Dunagan 

highlights the use-value of the pop star in commercial advertisements in which “cross-

promotion uses celebrities to hook viewers, produce pleasure, and associate the affect of 

the star with the brand” (2018, 101). Film scholar Paul McDonald (2013) pushes this 

notion even farther in his theory of the “star as brand,” in which he links stardom directly 
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to the meaning-making processes of branding. These ideas undergird my theorization in 

Chapter 4 of how Jackson’s star-as-brand was strategically marketed to diverse 

demographics via his brand endorsements and his short films/music videos.  

In this chapter, I have noted the multi-disciplinary bodies of literature the 

dissertation builds upon and to which I contribute. While dance studies is the ground 

from which I build my perspectives and stake my claims, I am also indebted to the broad 

range of scholarship on Jackson. Throughout the dissertation, I engage with multiple 

scholars hailing from disparate disciplines, including musicology, media studies, and 

sociology, whose ideas assist in my analyses of practices of credit-giving and recognition, 

commercialism, and race in the works of commercial dance. The historiographic case 

study of Jackson and his dancing chorus acts as a prism into these particular aspects of 

the commercial dance industry, providing a foundation on which other scholars might 

productively build. In the following chapter, I define some of the key elements of the 

commercial dance industry, clarifying what I mean by “studio” dance, “street” dance, and 

“industry.”  
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CHAPTER 2. DANCING HISTORIES, THE INDUSTRY, AND CREDIT-GIVING 

 

It’s so much work. A lot of people, they’re used to just seeing the outcome 
of work. They never see the side of the work you go through to produce 
the outcome. 

  

So stated Michael Jackson upon the release of his album BAD (1987) in a video 

interview with Darryl W. Dennard, the co-host of the Ebony/Jet Showcase.47 While 

Jackson was referring to the behind-the-scenes labor of producing recorded musical 

works, the same could be said about the dancing featured in his iconic short films/music 

videos. Although I attempt to correct this elision by highlighting the centrality of 

Jackson’s dancing chorus to his works throughout the dissertation, I suggest that more is 

hidden from view than merely the labor of choreographing and dancing. In not seeing 

“the side of the work you go through to produce the outcome,” multiple cultural histories 

are obscured or under-recognized. Moreover, the cultural practices of an industry that 

produces globally circulating mass-mediated screendances remain largely unquestioned.  

In order to gain a deeper understanding of these phenomena, I examine three 

cultural forces that shaped the dancing in Jackson’s short films/music videos: “studio” 

dance, “street” dance, and the commercial entertainment “industry” in Los Angeles, 

California. In section 2.1, my aim is not to produce in-depth definitions and theorizations 

of “studio”, “street”, or “industry”. Rather, I tease out pertinent aspects of these terms as 

they relate to the larger themes of attribution and recognition, commercialism and 

commodity culture, and racial politics and racial ideology.  
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In section 2.2, I address who is credited for their dancing and choreographic labor 

by attending to practices of recognition and attribution within studio dance, street dance, 

and the commercial entertainment industry. Here, “who” refers to the individuals, dance 

groups, or cultural communities that might claim authorship over the work. Both studio 

dance forms and the US entertainment industry have long-standing practices of cultural 

appropriation and traditions of hierarchical privileging of stars and individual 

choreographers over the (often uncredited) assistant choreographers and collective of 

chorus/backup dancers; these dynamics are in contrast to street dancer ethos, which 

recognizes individual and collective authorship. In the 1980s, the pop music video 

became one of the most in-demand commodities the Los Angeles commercial dance 

industry produced. Therefore, I explore how the function, form, and circulation of the 

music video follows and reifies certain paradigms of the entertainment industries.  

 
2.1 Definitions and Theorizations: Studio, Street, and Industry 

 While a case could be made for defining “studio” dance by the theatrical idioms 

the term indexes, such as ballet, modern dance, jazz, and Broadway-style tap, this type of 

characterization elides how these particular forms have appropriated dance aesthetics and 

styles created in non-theatrical contexts. Therefore, “studio” is defined here as a way of 

training rather than a particular type of dance. This mode is distinct from learning to 

dance socially or in more vernacular contexts. While my categorization of “studio” and 

“street” potentially reifies a binary understanding of these terms, I seek to challenge the 

hierarchy that sets studio dance training above other modes of corporeal skill acquisition.  
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Therefore, throughout the dissertation, the term “studio” indicates a systematic 

and formal dance education in a studio, academy, or conservatory setting. Despite the 

widespread colloquial usage of “studio” dance as an educational paradigm, there has not 

been a detailed scholarly analysis of the category and its relationship to the aesthetics of 

music video or commercial dance. The term “studio” and my subsequent analysis of 

studio dance as preparation for a professional career in concert dance, musical theater, 

and commercial musical entertainment speaks to the term’s specificity in the 1970s and 

1980s, yet is flexible enough to include other styles appropriated in subsequent decades. 

Although the binary of studio and street was never as cleanly defined in practice as was 

assumed by colloquial discussion, my use of the term describes dancers and 

choreographers who received formal, institutionalized training. Dancers often start their 

formal training at a young age and study intensively throughout their childhood and 

teenage years. The pedagogical mode is based on a master-apprentice system in which 

students attend structured classes of codified dance forms taught by instructors who 

typically possess a professional level of technical and pedagogical expertise.  

While there is not space to list all of the individual institutions that trained the 

myriad studio-trained dancers Jackson employed, two institutions are worth mentioning 

by name since multiple dancers and choreographers who studied at these institutions 

worked professionally with Jackson: The High School of Performing Arts in New York 

City and the Roland Dupree Dance Academy in Los Angeles.48 Located in the 

performing arts and commercial entertainment capitals of the United States, these 

particular institutions prepared dedicated students for professional careers as multi-

faceted dancers.  
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Throughout its history, the New York High School of Performing Arts has been a 

publicly funded institution. In the 1970s and 1980s, the limits of budget and space created 

an intimate atmosphere where chosen students received close attention from their 

instructors, who were primarily professionals working in New York City in the modernist 

genre of concert dance. Notably, the musical film Fame (1980) and the spin-off television 

series Fame (1982–1987) were based on the school. The high school’s history and 

mission are summarized on its current website as such:  

In 1936, New York City Mayor Fiorello H. LaGuardia founded the High 
School of Music & Art in order to provide a facility where the most gifted 
and talented public school students of New York City could pursue their 
talents in art or music, while also completing a full academic program of 
instruction. In 1948, the School of Performing Arts was created to provide 
training in performance skills to students who wished to prepare for 
professional careers in dance, music or drama. The two schools became 
one organization in 1961, in anticipation of a move to a single building at 
Lincoln Center designed to meet the specialized needs of those gifted and 
talented youngsters chosen to attend.49  

 

The Dupree Dance Academy, on the other hand, was a highly successful 

commercial enterprise aimed at reaching as many dancers as possible. The for-profit 

dance school was founded by former child actor and Hollywood choreographer, Roland 

Dupree. Dupree contributed to the development of “West Coast Jazz,” also sometimes 

referred to as “LA Jazz,” which, according to the “Our History” section of the current 

Dupree Dance website, combined “the technique, line and placement of ballet, the 

isolations and interpretations of modern dance, and the very complex but exciting 

rhythms of tap, executed in body movement rather than sound.”50 Dupree’s was fully 

enmeshed within the commercial entertainment worlds of stage, television, and film. 
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When demand for his style increased, Dupree expanded from teaching celebrities and 

other students in a rented hall to opening the largest academy on the West Coast in 1978.  

By 1981, Dupree Dance Academy employed forty staff members, twenty-five of 

whom were technique teachers, and had a weekly student enrollment of 2,500. The 

Academy was only one limb of a multifaceted corporation under the title Dupree 

Enterprises; the other limbs included Dupree Casting, the Los Angeles Jazz Company, 

Showcase Dancewear, and D.D.A Production Company (Bradburn 1981). As evidenced 

by advertisements in Dance Magazine throughout the 1980s, Dupree’s offered a shifting 

range of classes from ballet to tap to jazz to aerobics to musical theater and even actorly 

training for the stage. In addition to offering these “traditional” studio forms, Dupree 

Dance Academy was also quick to capitalize on cultural and commercial trends from 

disco to aerobics to street styles. Notably, Dupree Dance employed street dancers such as 

Odis Medley, known as “Costume Man” on Soul Train, to teach to street styles in the 

early 1980s.51 The studios located on Third Street in West Hollywood have long been 

closed, but the Dupree Dance name is currently associated with popular touring 

conventions and competitions.  

While my focus here is on the pre-professional programs and institutions that 

shaped many of the dancers in Jackson’s chorus, it is important to note that the term 

“studio” is commonly used to describe local dance-training businesses that cater to 

recreational dancers as well as those interested in professional careers.52 Although the 

types of classes have shifted over the last thirty years and the trend of “competition dance” 

has shifted the terrain substantially (Weisbrod 2010; Foster 2017), since at least mid-

century dance studios have offered a variety of styles for students to choose to study 
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including ballet, tap, jazz, and modern. Current offerings also often include lyrical, 

contemporary, street jazz/jazz funk, and a diverse array of hip hop styles including 

“commercial hip hop.”  

Whether they are pre-professional or recreational, studio-trained dancers learn 

basic skills that prepare them to perform set choreography made of movement phrases, 

which is often metrically organized by even sets of eight counts. While some emphasis 

might be put on movement invention or individual choreographic embellishment, the 

performance values of unison, homogeneity, and precision are highly prized and 

inculcated. Studio dancers are taught to replicate movement shown to them; they ascend 

through levels and gain more advanced skills or “technique” as their training progresses. 

Indeed, “technical” or “trained” were other colloquial expressions dancers and 

choreographers in the early music video era used to express the difference between 

categories of “studio” and “street” (Selby 1991). I explicitly choose not to use these terms, 

however, as they too narrowly define what might comprise training or technique.  

As indicated by the array of forms offered by the High School for the Performing 

Arts and Dupree Dance Academy in the 1970s and 1980s, studio training prepared 

dancers for both the concert stage and multiple genres of show business. While dancers 

active in the early days of music video frequently referred to studio-trained dancers as 

“jazz dancers,”53 “jazz,” a loose term with its own complex historical roots and routes 

that crisscross vernacular and theatrical arenas (Guarino and Oliver 2014), does not fully 

capture the breadth of training, styles, and professional experiences Jackson’s studio-

trained collaborators possessed. Many of the studio dancers and choreographers I 

mention throughout the dissertation danced on Broadway and/or in Las Vegas and were 
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hired for live and televised nightclub acts as well as commercial advertisements. In the 

twenty-first century, studio dance covers an even wider breadth of idioms and aesthetics, 

including forms that originated as street such as tap, vernacular jazz, and hip hop. Studio-

trained dancers can choose to seek professional careers in “high art” concert dance, 

commercial dance, or, in defiance of the presumed generic binary, move fluidly between 

the two realms.54  

Studio styles’ historical relationship with the US entertainment industry is perhaps 

best articulated by the syncretic types of dancing typically seen in musical theater and 

Hollywood musical films. Historically, various idioms including ballet, ballroom, jazz, 

and tap dance have been incorporated into what might loosely be termed “musical theater 

dance” (Delamater 1981).55 The branching, multi-linear evolution of musical theater 

dance has resulted in a proliferation of different lineages, aesthetics, and codified styles. 

Simultaneously syncretic and appropriative, musical theater dance has historically drawn 

upon and fused African American social and vernacular styles with Euro-American 

theatrical idioms, resulting in codified forms that often departed from the aesthetics of 

their origins (Cohen-Stratyner 2009; Guarino and Oliver 2014; Hill 2009, 2010; Stearns 

and Stearns 1963/1994). Because of this long history of cultural appropriation of 

changing sociocultural trends, musical theater dance defies easy categorization both on 

Broadway and in Hollywood. As dance scholar Sima Belmar notes, “the flexibility, 

mobility, and instability of dance categories […] are what characterize the Hollywood 

film musical genre of dancing” (2016, 470). I extrapolate upon the issues regarding 

attribution or credit-giving in these intercultural exchanges/cultural appropriations in 

greater detail in the second half of this chapter. For now, suffice to say that the 
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complexity of American musical theater and film dancing arose from amalgamative 

methods of formation, a history of inequitable racial politics, and the forms’ development 

across multiple theatrical formats and screen media.  

While jazz dance was particularly popular throughout the 1970s and 1980s, and 

some of Jackson’s short films/music videos do specifically reference particular dance 

scenes from Hollywood musical films, which I address at length in Chapters 5 and 6, my 

use of “studio” throughout the dissertation indexes the broad variety of dance styles 

deployed in show business. The studio practitioners Jackson worked alongside brought 

corporeal skills and aesthetic values acquired from their varied experiences in the concert, 

commercial, and show business arenas to the nascent pop music video form.  

Importantly, studio dancers’ experiences and values differed from those of street 

dance practitioners who entered the Los Angeles commercial entertainment industry in 

the 1970s and 1980s. Like “studio,” the term “street” is wholly unprecise and does not 

adequately account for the historical and contemporary diversity of styles it encompasses. 

“Street dance” has been used by several generations of practitioners to describe the non-

institutional nature of forms’ developments and dancers’ training (Bragin 2016, 2018; 

Durden 2018). Instead of a formal master-apprentice pedagogical relationship in which 

students are taught specific, codified ways of moving, street dancers practice modes of 

community-based creativity common to African diasporic cultures; they tend to learn 

from their peer groups and invent new styles by building on existing dance forms and 

steps (Fogarty 2014; Hazzard-Gordon 1996).  
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“Street dance” has been somewhat of a catch-all for styles and forms developed 

by young people of color outside of a Euro-American pedagogical and institutional model. 

Here, the term mostly refers to the styles that Jackson incorporated in his work; these 

forms were not (yet) as formally institutionalized as studio idioms were in the 1970s and 

1980s (Guzman-Sanchez 2012; Pabon 2006).56 The particular forms and styles developed 

in the 1970s by creative young dancers in California have been largely conflated with 

breaking and other styles of hip hop and thus accorded less critical attention than these 

particular forms (Banes 1993; Chang 2005; Schloss 2009; Sommer 2009). There is no 

definitive consensus, but many practitioners refer to west coast-originated forms as “funk 

styles” (sometimes written “funkstyles”).57   

In California throughout the 1970s, the training grounds for these funk style street 

dancers were community centers, dance clubs, “socials,” and amateur dance contests held 

at junior high and high schools (Bragin 2018; George 2014; Guzman-Sanchez 2012; 

Pabon 2006). Local crews with dancers as young as twelve years old formed to perform 

for their local communities; while dance practice was social, their individual and 

collective formal innovations were often routinized and shared with a spectating audience 

beyond their crew. The early development of the general aesthetics and specific dance 

moves was both influenced by national trends (via syndicated dance shows such as Soul 

Train) and local trends, seen in dance clubs and competitions, and on locally-televised 

dance shows such as Shebang on the Los Angeles station KTLA (Guzman-Sanchez 2012, 

33). Thomas F. DeFrantz suggests, “social dance demonstrates histories of cultural 

exchange that confirm location, as in the recognizable physical articulations that confirm 

where a dancer matured as an expressive self” (2012, 130). According to street dance 
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historians, dancers in cities across California created local dance forms known by the 

names “Fillmore strutting,” “Chinese strut,” “Frankenstein hitting,” and “snake hitting,” 

“roboting,” and “bopping” (Guzman-Sanchez 2012; Pabon 2006). 

The funk style primarily incorporated by Jackson was “popping,” made popular 

by the Electric Boogaloo Lockers, who initially formed in Fresno and then relocated to 

Long Beach. (They were subsequently renamed the Electric Boogaloo by their manager 

Jeff Kutash.) The Electric Boogaloo view their style as indebted to the locking techniques 

developed by members of the dance crew The Campbell Lockers of Los Angeles (later 

renamed The Lockers). Some accounts credit the invention of popping to Electric 

Boogaloo dancer Sam “Boogaloo Sam” Solomon, but this origin story is contested.58 

Regardless, the influence and renown of these groups are directly related to their multiple 

appearances on both local and national television.59 

The mediatization and dissemination of their locally-forged style resulted in 

copious confusion of terminology. For instance, the step Jackson referred to as “the 

moonwalk” was actually called “the backslide” by street dancers, who frequently point 

this misnomer out in interviews.60 According to Geron “Caszper” Canidate, a second-

generation locker and popper who was one of the first dancers who tutored Jackson in the 

backslide/moonwalk and also danced in BAD (1987) and Smooth Criminal (1988), “there 

were styles within the style” including animation, boogaloo, ticking, puppeting, and the 

scarecrow (Loya 2010).61 Hip hop dancer and historian Jorge “Popmaster Fabel” Pabon 

attempts to clarify the terms involved: boogaloo was a dance that was “done by moving 

the body continuously in different directions”; popping became the umbrella term under 
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which other moves were subsumed including “strut, dime stop, wave, tick, twisto-flex, 

and slides” (Pabon 2006, 23).62  

 While street dance practitioners are typically aware of the specific histories and 

differences between styles, the incorporation of funk styles within the broader arena of 

hip hop (sometimes written hip-hop) dance can confuse cultural outsiders as to stylistic 

distinctions. As dance scholar Imani Kai Johnson explains, hip hop dance “refers to both 

adopted and invented genres, which overlap aesthetically” due to the shared “adaptation 

of traditional African diasporic aesthetic imperatives” (Johnson 2015, 22). While hip hop 

and breaking’s history of commodification, commercialization, and globalization 

intersects with that of funk styles, my focus is necessarily delimited to the specific styles 

and lineage that most significantly impacted the aesthetic of Jackson’s early short 

films/music videos. Therefore, my use of “street” throughout the dissertation specifically 

references west coast funk styles and largely excludes breaking and the myriad street and 

black social dances that have been created in the decades since the 1980s. 

Beginning in the late 1970s, Jackson hired multiple street dancers versed in 

locking, popping, and waacking to tutor him and dance in his short films/music videos. 

Jackson employed their moves, styles, and techniques within his work throughout his 

career, but some of them, including members of the Electric Boogaloo, have claimed they 

were not properly credited for their role as tutors or for their other creative contributions 

(Loya 2010).63 There are multiple causes of this general elision, including Jackson’s 

account of how he learned the moonwalk in his autobiography and a televised interview 

on the Oprah Winfrey Show in 1993. Another determining factor was music video’s 

formal lack of credit-giving for choreographic and dancing labor, on which I elaborate at 
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length in the second half of the chapter. Most significantly, the US entertainment industry 

possesses a vexed history of attribution and recognition for dancing and choreographic 

labor. Therefore, before I turn my attention to the divergent modes of credit-giving 

practiced in studio, street, and industry arenas, I must theorize “industry” in terms of 

economic regimes, production, and labor, as well as outline the empirical contours of the 

commercial entertainment industry in Los Angeles in which studio and street dancers 

found employment.  

Practically speaking, “industry” is what the conglomerate field of entertainment 

production in Los Angeles calls itself; the commodities produced by the industry span 

popular music, film, television, music video, and live entertainment. As pointed out by 

production studies scholar John Thornton Caldwell, the label “industry” may be 

significant ideologically and rhetorically, yet “the term covers over a great deal of 

cultural heterogeneity” (2008, 7). Although considerable overlap exists between 

segments of the conglomerate entertainment industry, specific sub-fields, such as the 

commercial dance industry, focus on producing different commodities for the market; 

thus, the types of labor and workers required varies correspondingly. 

Sociologically speaking, the commercial entertainment industry falls under Pierre 

Bourdieu’s classification of a cultural “field of large-scale production” whose dominant 

principle is the economic “bottom line” (Johnson 1993, 16). That all of the popular 

culture-producing industries self-reflexively refer to themselves as “industries” highlights 

the mass-market and for-profit orientation of the entertainment industry as a whole.64 In 

political-historical terms, “industry” connotes the Industrial Revolution and resultant 

social upheaval that took place throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries in 
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Great Britain, the United States, and other Western countries. Industry evokes 

mechanized factories and assembly lines organized around maximum productivity and 

profitability, as well as the inequitable dynamics between owners and wage-workers (or 

capitalists and proletariats.)  

Significantly, the industrial enunciation of capitalism has been thoroughly 

critiqued by nineteenth-century socialist philosopher Karl Marx and subsequent 

generations of scholars influenced by his work. Capitalism is defined by the Merriam 

Webster dictionary as “an economic system characterized by private or corporate 

ownership of goods, by investments that are determined by private decision, and by 

prices, production, and the distribution of goods that are determined mainly by 

competition in a free market.” The ideology of capitalism provides any industry its logic 

as revealed by various definitions of “industry,” again from Merriam-Webster:  

diligence in an employment or pursuit; systematic labor especially for 
some useful purpose or the creation of something of value; a department 
or branch of a craft, art, business, or manufacture, especially one that 
employs a large personnel and capital; and lastly, a distinct group of 
productive or profit-making enterprises.  

 

The American entertainment industries are first and foremost capitalist, profit-

driven enterprises that mass-produce cultural products.65 Marxist and neo-Marxist 

critiques of capitalism center on the exploitation of workers and the alienation of the 

worker from the products of their labor. In Chapter 1, I surveyed how several different 

dance scholars have theorized how this phenomenon transpires under different historical 

and economic conditions. My analyses of the Los Angeles commercial dance industry in 

the 1970s and 1980s acknowledge the precarity of the choreographer-as-worker and 
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dancer-as-worker under the specific contemporary regimes of late capitalism and nascent 

neoliberal economic policies.66 Following this logic, the term “industry” always-already 

indexes the commodification and possible alienation involved in dancing and 

choreographic labor, and the instability and risk involved in seeking a career in the 

commercial entertainment industry.  

In contrast to this reality, popular characterizations of the commercial 

entertainment industry often glamorize the experience of laboring in less than ideal 

conditions; the possibility of fame and fortune are cast as worth the risk.67 In common 

parlance “Hollywood” often serves as a short-hand for the mythological aspects of the 

conglomerate commercial entertainment industry. In the earliest scholarly treatment of 

the film industry, Hollywood, The Dream Factory: An Anthropologist Looks at the 

Movie-Makers (1950), author Hortense Powdermaker suggests its myth-making capacity 

is the basis of Hollywood’s cultural power.68 Indeed, the myth of Hollywood and its 

cultural status as a “dream factory” is pervasive in the larger cultural discourse about the 

entertainment industry even as workers behind-the-scenes stress hard work as the only 

route to success.  

This myth-making capacity notwithstanding, the geographical place of 

Hollywood is substantively important as particular units that now comprise the 

conglomerate entertainment industry aggregated in this location throughout the twentieth 

century. The motion picture/film industry was established in Hollywood in the first 

several decades of the twentieth century (Scott 2005). The mutually beneficial, 

intertwining relationship between Hollywood and the recorded music industry dates back 

to the 1930s (Smith 2008). For decades, Los Angeles has been home to many recording 
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studios, some of which were owned by film studios and some independent; many were 

located along Sunset Boulevard in Hollywood (Roberts 2017). The influential music 

company Capital Records was founded in Hollywood in mid-century (Sanjek and Sanjek 

1996). Westlake Studios, the West Hollywood recording studio where Jackson recorded 

Thriller (1982) was founded in the early 1970s.69 The film and recording industries made 

investments in each other through creative and corporate collaborations. Film scholar Jeff 

Smith suggests that between 1977–1997, the relationship between the recording industry 

and the film industry was defined by “cross-promotion, ancillary revenue stream, and 

means of spreading risk” (2008, 146). The aggregation of these entertainment industries 

aimed to further increase profit margins.  

The grafting of the recording industry and television production occurred in a 

similar fashion. In the 1950s television was aligned with commercial radio rather than the 

film industries. Early television borrowed radio formats for broadcasting popular music; 

throughout the latter half of the twentieth century, television became a critical means for 

the promotion of recording artists (Forman 2012). Location was also key to this important 

development as the bulk of television program production shifted from New York City to 

Los Angeles throughout the second half of the twentieth century (Scott 2005). While 

much more could be said about the history of aggregation and conglomeration of the 

entertainment sector in Los Angeles, it is most significant to my study that the ultimate 

motivation was to maximize profitability. 

Historically, all aspects of the US entertainment industries were controlled by 

white (or assimilative, white-passing) populations (Hall 2011; Hunt 2005).70 This 

hegemony was challenged in the early 1970s when both the Black-owned businesses of 
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Motown Productions and Soul Train relocated to Los Angeles (from Detroit and Chicago 

respectively).71 Motown specifically relocated to pursue its interests in television and film 

production, but it also built and maintained recording studios; Soul Train relocated for 

national syndication and subsequently developed several associated commercial 

enterprises.72 These African American-owned companies established Los Angeles as an 

important center for the production of popular entertainment featuring African American 

performers and culture.73 Jackson and his family relocated to the Los Angeles area from 

the working-class city of Gary, Indiana when The Jackson Five signed with Motown in 

1969.74 

In the 1970s and 1980s, the overlapping entertainment industries of popular music, 

film, and television production made Los Angeles an attractive destination for both studio 

and street dancers. Whether they were coming with established connections to workers 

already in the commercial entertainment field as in the case of Michael Peters, who had 

assisted choreographer Lester Wilson in staging the musical Jesus Christ Superstar in 

Europe and already choreographed for disco singer Donna Summers (Bailey 1984), or 

like the teenage group the Electric Boogaloo Lockers, who took a bus from Long Beach 

to Los Angeles and danced on the street corners of Hollywood Boulevard in the hopes of 

being discovered (George 2014), the appeal of employment and fame drew divergent 

dancing talent. While both studio and street dancers performed in live theatrical settings 

in the entertainment industry, film and television had the capacity to provide the most 

exposure. With the launch of the cable network channel MTV in 1981, the opportunities 

to dance on television expanded beyond weekly dance shows, variety shows, and 

television specials to include the “new” medium of pop music videos. The demand for 
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music videos featuring both studio and street dance forms vitalized the commercial dance 

industry. 

In its earliest days, however, MTV was publicly criticized as racist for not playing 

videos of African American artists such as funk musician Rick James. Executives at 

MTV defended their programming by claiming the station’s formatting was based on the 

extant radio format of AOR (Album-Oriented Records) which, according to its defenders, 

tended to be made by white rock bands and musicians (Denisoff 1992). Many popular 

accounts attribute the desegregation of MTV to Jackson (Marks and Tannenbaum 2011; 

Taraborrelli 2009).75 After the unprecedented popularity of his short films/music videos 

with viewers, MTV increased the airtime granted to other African American artists. 

Given Jackson’s crossover significance not only for the recording industry but the 

conglomerate entertainment industries as a whole, the racial diversity of dancers and 

choreographers he worked alongside is an important factor that I attend to in subsequent 

chapters.  

As my description of the conglomerate entertainment industries indicates, a 

singular notion of the “industry” is a necessarily imperfect way to describe the 

intersecting fields of the popular music recording and distributing companies, television 

broadcasting corporations, the film and television production industry, and the 

advertising industry. As in Bourdieu’s theoretical model of fields of cultural production, 

each field is “defined as a structured space with its own laws of functioning and its own 

relations of force independent of those politics and the economy”; each individual field is 

“relatively autonomous but structurally homologous with the others” (Johnson 1993, 6). 

While being its own entity, the sub-section of the Los Angeles commercial dance 
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industry is inextricable from all these other fields of mass-mediated cultural production. 

It has crafted its own training institutions, management agencies, guilds and unions, and 

its specific cultural identity within and in relation to the larger industrial complex of 

commercial entertainment. I discuss the subfield of the commercial dance industry in 

more depth in Chapter 4. For my study, it is most significant that the commercial dance 

industry is an integral part of the production and promotion of commercial musical 

entertainment or more commonly referred to as “pop music.” While choreographers and 

dancers are hired for live performances, award shows, and arena tours, the most 

paradigmatic example of commercial dance is the pop music video. A widely circulating 

promotional product, music video typically obscures the cultural and social origins of the 

featured dancing as well as the field of production in which it was manufactured. 

Therefore, I turn my attention to divergent practices of attribution and recognition for 

dancing and choreographic labor.  

 
2.2 Practices of Attribution and Recognition 

Dance scholars agree that mass-mediation always affects how knowledge about 

dance histories, cultures, and practices circulates (DeFrantz 2012; Harlig 2014; Malnig 

2018). Jackson’s chorus was comprised of both studio and street dancers, but Jackson’s 

global stardom eclipsed the recognition of the many dancers and choreographers who 

labored on his short films/music videos. As Mark Anthony Neal avers, Jackson’s 

virtuosity, and I would add unprecedented mass-mediated fame, “obscured the cultural 

sources from which he drew” (2012a, np). While there are multiple causes for this, I 

argue music video obscures both the specific contributions of Jackson’s dancing chorus 

and the cultural histories of these forms by virtue of their form, function, and circulation 
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across screens. Therefore in what follows, I highlight what is not made evident in music 

videos: the practices of recognition and attribution in musical theater dance and west 

coast funk styles. 

 While the same could be said about many studio styles of dance, I focus on 

musical theater dance to demonstrate the vexed history of credit-giving within studio 

styles. The primary issue regarding attribution is “invisibilization”: the “systematic denial 

and exploitation” of the influence of Africanist aesthetics and African American artists 

(Gottschild 1996, 2). The roots of American musical theater dance can be traced back to 

nineteenth-century blackface minstrelsy, which appropriated black cultural aesthetics to 

create demeaning racial stereotypes; these patterns shaped American entertainment even 

after performers stopped performing in blackface (Bogle 2016; Gottschild 1996; Knight 

2002). Invisibilization points to a history of cultural theft and a legacy of unpaid debt; 

one of the central (and enduring) paradigms of US popular entertainment is that styles 

and idioms developed by African Americans were approximated and appropriated by 

white entertainers who (whether demeaning and/or admiring their sources) profited more 

from these performatives than their black peers.76 Both the white hegemony of 

production and the primitivist views of critics and audiences occluded African American 

artists from the same level of financial success and fame their white counterparts were 

granted for performing musical and dance numbers that fused elements from Euro-

American and African American expressive culture (Gottschild 2000; Manning 2004). 

While I emphasize the inequitable foundations of American popular entertainment, 

I also stress that musical theater dance was never only a unilateral flow of cultural 

appropriation, but a complex cross-cultural exchange of Europeanist and Africanist 
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aesthetics (Gottschild 1996; Guarino and Oliver 2014). Yet as dance historian Susan 

Manning (2002) demonstrates via the example of choreographer Katherine Dunham, 

African American dancers faced a conundrum from critics during the mid-twentieth 

century: when performing Africanist movement vocabularies they were seen as “natural” 

performers and when they performed Europeanist association themes and forms they 

were considered derivative. This racist double-standard continued to shape the 

opportunities and recognition afforded to African American dance artists until the 

sociocultural and political changes stemming from the Civil Rights era seemingly altered 

the playing field.  

My emphasis on invisiblization is not to deny that African American performers 

made significant and hard-won inroads into the white-dominated entertainment industries 

throughout the twentieth century despite overt bigotry, social inequities, and systemic 

racism (Bogle 2016; George-Graves 2017; Hill 2010; Knight 2002; Woll 1989), but to 

highlight the racial politics that haunt musical theater dance idioms (Jones 2014). As 

musical theater migrated from vaudeville and variety stages to the revues and musicals of 

Broadway stages to the Hollywood screen, white performers continued to profit most 

from the hybridized forms while African American artists were often pigeonholed and 

denied the same status as their white peers. The mass mediation of musical theater dance 

via film amplified this paradigm. In the “golden age of the film musical” of the 1930s–

1950s, the stardom of white dancers like Fred Astaire and Gene Kelly contributed to the 

invisibilization of the contributions of African Americans to musical theater dance.  

 Throughout the 1960s and 1970s, however, the racial exclusion and segregation 

that had previously defined the American musical were increasingly seen as outmoded 
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(Bogle 2016; Hoffman 2014; Woll 1989). While the diversity of ethnic and racial 

representation did not change overnight, the sociocultural shifts wrought by the Civil 

Rights movement and the ensuing multiculturalist ethos of the 1970s and 1980s 

broadened the opportunities for African American and other artists of color working in 

musical theater and film musicals. The denial of African American influence and artistry 

in musical theater dance was somewhat attenuated by changes in the practices of casting 

and productions (Hoffman 2014). In the 1970s and early 1980s, Broadway shows that 

featured musical theater dancing included all-Black casts as well as multiracial casts. The 

stage and film musicals The Wiz (1975/1978), A Chorus Line (1975/1985) Sophisticated 

Ladies (1981), and Dreamgirls (1981/2006) are of particular note as many of Jackson’s 

collaborators worked on these productions. The studio dancers Jackson employed in his 

short films/music videos included many African Americans who were formally trained in 

multiple theatrical styles including tap, jazz, ballet, and modern dance, which typically 

granted them cultural capital as “serious” artists. While there was a notable increase of 

African American stars, choreographers, and chorus/backup dancers throughout the 

1970s and 1980s, the pronounced hierarchy that historically structured musical theater 

and show-biz dance remained intact. I note that this precedent heavily informs the 

commercial dance industry.  

In musical theater dance, the top of the hierarchy is the star performer. Following 

the precedents of Broadway and the musical revue, the Hollywood musical film emerged 

as a star-driven genre; musical films were often crafted around the star’s special abilities 

and persona (Cohan 2002). At the bottom of the hierarchy are the chorus dancers, who 

have a history of appearing en masse in musical revues, Las Vegas spectacles, Broadway 
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shows, and Hollywood musical films. In the case of capitalist-driven mass entertainment, 

chorines have been conceptualized as spectacular expressions of commodity capitalism 

and as mechanized cogs in an anonymous, unindividuated “mass ornament” (Burt 1998; 

Franko 2002).77 Theorized as ideologically symptomatic of modernity and modern 

alienation, chorus dancers’ sameness renders them interchangeable and undifferentiated. 

This blank anonymity defines their role and their status within the musical theater 

hierarchy. As in Las Vegas stage shows/revues that feature star performers, the musical 

theater chorus typically provides the visual spectacle and affective support that frames 

and magnifies the star. The hierarchy of performers in pop music videos follows these 

established paradigms regarding both their roles on screen and the attribution for their 

labor behind the scenes.  

Historically, studio-trained choreographers have navigated a system that 

celebrates the star and anonymizes the chorus/backup dancers. While choreographers 

have not historically received the same acclaim as performing stars, the prestige of their 

role has shifted over the course of the twentieth century. As a result of Hollywood 

musical films adopting “high art” Eurocentric ballet and modern dance idioms beginning 

in the 1930s (Cooper 2013), the role of choreographer in the film industry became 

increasingly valued in its association with the Western paradigm of the author. Thus, 

studio dance reflects the ideological values of what Bourdieu terms the cultural field of 

“restricted production” in which the hierarchy of authority is based on different forms of 

symbolic profit and cultural capital (Johnson 1993, 16).  

Yet choreographic recognition has historically been granted unevenly across stage 

and screen. For instance, choreographers working on Broadway are publicly recognized 
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through institutions such as the Tony Awards and the Academy of Television Arts and 

Sciences recognizes choreographers by granting them Emmys,78 yet the film industry’s 

most prestigious award-granting institution, the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and 

Sciences, has never created an Oscar category for Best Choreographer.79 However, 

according to dance on film historian Larry Billman, choreographers receiving on-screen 

credit was a “promising trend” in the Hollywood film industry throughout the 1970s and 

1980s (1997, 175). This trend manifests across the color line in both stage and film 

productions.  

Indeed, the increasing presence of studio dancers of color and street dancers of 

diverse racial backgrounds puts pressure on any binary alignment of studio dance with 

white bodies and street dance with black bodies. In an essay on the behind-the-scenes 

labor of the disco film Saturday Night Fever (1977), Sima Belmar claims that the 

successful careers of African American concert/theatrical dance choreographers and the 

subsequent incorporation of street dance into musical theater productions contributed to 

the “disruption of the black/white binary along dance historical lines” (2016, 470). I posit 

that the new dichotomy of attribution that emerged did not adhere to a racial binary but 

did follow extant paradigms of American entertainment. In the case of Saturday Night 

Fever and the rash of “breaksploitation” films of the early 1980s, an individual 

choreographer, typically formally-trained in studio styles, is credited while the behind-

the-scenes tutelage and individual improvisations of street dancers in these films are not 

recognized as choreographic labor.  

Relative to studio-styles’ history of invisibilization and the tradition of crediting 

an individual with the authorship of dances (even if they draw from the collective wells 
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of social and vernacular dance), street dance culture is characterized by different 

practices of recognition and attribution (Fogarty 2014). Significantly, the sociocultural 

contexts and communities of color out of which street dance emerged are recognized by 

street dance practitioners (Bragin 2018). While the majority of the west coast funk style 

pioneers were African American, during the 1970s and 1980s the communities in 

California in which locking, popping, and other funks styles were developed were not 

strictly racially segregated, but included young Latinx and Samoan American dancers.80 

This racial diversity was reflected by dancers who participated in the professionalization 

of funk styles (Carew 1983; Guzman-Sanchez 2012; Loya 2010). I address 

contemporaneous accounts of the racial equanimity street dance offered in more depth in 

Chapter 6. Here, I emphasize that street dancers, those who learned and developed their 

skills alongside their peers, developed a code of ethics in which awareness of the social 

history of the form’s development is valued alongside the recognition of individual 

innovators.  

In Chapter 1, I described the corpus of literature which theorizes the cyclical 

nature and creative traditions of African American social and vernacular dance. African 

American vernacular dance has evolved yet maintained its aesthetic characteristics and 

imperatives because of cultural institutions such as the jook joint, black fraternities and 

sororities, and social gatherings in predominantly African American communities 

(Hazzard-Gordon 1990; Malone 1996). I evoke this literature to link the ethics of 

attribution practiced by earlier generations of African American vernacular dancers to the 

ways the funk style dancers who worked with Jackson articulated their recognition of 

individual choreographic invention within a collective community.  
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Anthea Kraut (2016a) examines the ethical implications of collectively authored 

moves by way of jazz tap and Lindy Hop communities in the first half of the twentieth 

century. Innovation within tradition, fueled by the mimicry and revision of steps and 

moves, is what propelled the development of these forms. The notion of communally-

available movement material in many Africanist-derived vernacular dance practices was 

also a significant part of the west coast funk style ethos, yet individual attribution was 

given for specific moves and styles to the dancers who originated them. The borrowing 

and riffing that propelled creative innovation prompted the development of a code of 

ethics wherein movement material was shared, mimicked, and altered, but individual 

recognition was given for unique contributions. Kraut avers, “That was the contradiction 

of black vernacular dance: ideas of individual authorship and credit existed alongside 

copious borrowings and sharing, and the paradigm of property and commons existed in 

tension with one another rather than in opposition” (2016a, 153). For her analysis of these 

borrowings and re-workings, Kraut leans on primary accounts of jazz tap and Lindy Hop 

dancers collected in Jean and Marshall Stearns’ seminal study Jazz Dance: The Story of 

American Vernacular Dance (1963/1994). Kraut’s use of this previous generation of 

dancers’ voices provides the model for my examination of the ethics of attribution via the 

public assertions of funk style dancers themselves.  

Perhaps the most visible of Jackson’s collaborators, due to his popularity as a 

regular dancer on Soul Train and his subsequent fame with the disco group Shamalar, 

Jeffrey Daniel provides a salient example of these ethics of attribution. Right before his 

dance group Eklypse performed on Soul Train in 1979, host Don Cornelius asked about 

popping and Daniel readily cites the Long Beach crew the Electric Boogaloo for 
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developing the techniques of boogaloo and popping.81 He continually cites and credits the 

community from which the funk styles emerged and individual contributors to the form 

in recorded and written interviews.82 Daniel mentions the early pioneers of funk styles in 

the biographical section of his current website in addition to an entire subsection of his 

website dedicated to “Dance Pioneers,” where he gives credit to the individual “inventors” 

of the funk styles of locking, popping, and waacking, and thanks his “dance brothers.”83 

He even publicly corrects his past miscredits; he acknowledges that he is “guilty for 

calling the dance [popping] body-popping. Because that’s the little click I gave on it. And 

I was corrected later by Boogaloo Sam, who is the original member of the Electric 

Boogaloos, and he’s the one who really brought it to the forefront.” 

Street dance’s ethical imperative to “correctly” attribute both the collective and 

the individual also produces an oral history of the development of funk style dances from 

generation to generation of practitioners. There are copious other examples of early funk 

style practitioners crediting the “pioneers” of the forms; there are also rebuttals and 

contestations about the specific translocal histories of street dance (Guzman-Sanchez 

2012). Moreover, the media’s misrecognition of funk styles as “breakdancing” in the 

1980s provoked many early practitioners to actively counter these misnomers; I 

recognize these pedagogical efforts as a continuation of funk style’s ethics of attribution. 

Suffice to say, however, that the ways early practitioners theorized the development of 

their forms and publicly credited one another did not align with the credit-giving 

practices of the entertainment industries in which they sought employment.  

The (inadvertent) erasure of this vernacular practice of attribution can be 

explained by the entertainment industry’s failures of attribution. In addition to the 
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invisibilization I have already discussed, the under-recognition of dancing and 

choreographic labor has been a problem in the Hollywood film industry since its 

inception. According to Billman (1997), from the 1920s through the 1950s 

choreographers were frequently listed last in on-screen credits, left out of critical reviews, 

and relatively under-recognized by awarding institutions.  

As noted earlier, this paradigm of under-recognition shifted for some 

choreographers as musical theater and film dancing became more closely associated with 

Eurocentric ballet and modern dance styles. Dance scholar Ramsay Burt suggests 

authorship “is a relatively modern invention, particularly where theater dance is 

concerned. Choreographers were turned into stars in the twentieth century by the way 

ballet and modern dance were promoted” (2017, 118). These “high art” genres 

recognized a dance work as that of an individual choreographer’s artistic vision and 

formal aesthetic.84 The influx of “serious” ballet and modern dance choreographers into 

musical theater throughout the mid-twentieth century changed the status of the musical 

theater choreographer.85 Also contributing to a shift in status for musical theater and film 

choreographers were celebrated figures such as Jerome Robbins and Bob Fosse, who 

often assumed the dual authorial role of choreographer and film director on projects.86 

Both Robbins and Fosse appropriated elements of vernacular style and social dance in the 

creation of “their” choreographies. Despite these notable historical figures, the evolution 

in status over time, and the increase of on-screen credits, Billman’s observations about 

the relative under-recognition of choreographers in the entertainment industry are still 

relevant.  
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The pop music video demonstrates the historic problem regarding attribution and 

recognition for choreographic and dancing labor most clearly. Dance scholar Theresa 

Buckland notes,  

Choreographers of Western theatrical dance are generally accorded 
individual recognition as authors of their dance works. In the context of 
the music video, however, anonymity for the choreographer seems to be 
the norm, especially if they do not already enjoy a public reputation as a 
choreographer. Where credit is given for the choreographer, the star’s own 
expertise as a dancer, or indeed as choreographer, is likely to be a major 
aspect of their appeal as an entertainer, as in the obvious case of Michael 
Jackson. (Buckland 1998, 279–280) 

 

Buckland’s observations on the relative anonymity of music video choreographers 

underscore my assertions about the practices of attribution and recognition within the 

music video phenomenon.  

The function, form, and mass circulation of music videos denied most 

choreographers and dancers broad public recognition. In the 1980s, music videos were 

broadcast on network and cable television to promote the musical artist in the hopes that 

viewers would become consumers of their albums, ticket sales, and merchandise. Music 

videos were promotional products funded by record companies; typically, MTV did not 

have to pay for the videos they aired but instead earned revenue solely from commercial 

advertising. Music videos followed the paradigm established by commercial 

advertisements and did not normally run credits at the end (Dunagan 2018). Instead, 

despite being the collaborative effort of many people and institutions, only the recording 

artist, song title, album name, and record company were originally included in the corner 

of the screen at the beginning and end of the music video.87 The choreographer was 

typically not credited as part of this on-screen information.  
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Notably, certain of Jackson’s works provide an exception to this general rule. As 

Jackson conceived of his works as “short films” and not “merely” music videos, one 

might speculate this distinction led Jackson to give on-screen credit to his co-

choreographers. Salient examples include the opening credits for Thriller (1983) in which 

Michael Peters is given billing alongside Jackson.88 In the ending credits for Jackson’s 

full-length VHS movie Moonwalker (1988), which included an extended thirteen-minute 

scene featuring the song Smooth Criminal, Vincent Paterson and Jeffrey Daniel and 

Gregg Burge and Jeffrey Daniel, respectively, are given credit for their choreographic 

contributions.89 However, the abbreviated versions of Smooth Criminal, BAD, and 

Jackson’s other videos that ran on music television did not include these credits.  

Although Jackson listed the choreographers and dancers in the credits of his short 

films, the circulation of these films as music videos, abbreviated advertisements for his 

albums that played on music television, undercut his efforts to recognize the 

contributions of his choreographers and dancers. Hence, their dancing circulated across 

television screens mostly without these attached credits. Despite the half-decade I have 

spent researching Jackson’s dancing chorus, I am continually surprised at the challenge 

of finding backup dancers’ names. While I have not yet compiled an exhaustive list of the 

dancers who appeared behind and beside Jackson, in the Appendices I provide 

information about salient collaborators as well as list those who were officially credited 

and that I could verify as working with Jackson on more than one occasion.90 The 

citational challenges regarding dancers in Jackson’s videos index the larger issue of the 

obfuscation of specific cultural histories and dance practices. In contrast to documentaries 

or narrative films featuring street or studio styles of dance, music videos possess no 
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mechanisms that provide information to viewers about the cultural contexts or histories of 

any of the forms. I address these issues in more depth in Chapter 5, specifically attending 

to how the global mass circulation of Jackson’s short films/music videos obscure the 

cultural origins and histories of these dances.  

I conclude this chapter’s discussion on the divergent ways studio, street, and the 

industry practiced attribution and recognition for choreographic and dancing labor and on 

the effacing nature of the pop music video by reminding readers that the global 

circulation of Jackson’s promotional products was intended to generate revenue for him 

and his recording company.91 In the US context where Jackson and his collaborators 

produced his short films/music videos, it is observable that there were established 

patterns for using different kinds of dancing to “hail” different audiences and market 

demographics. How different kinds of dance are staged is inextricable from 

commercialism and commodity culture and racial politics and ideology. Thus, in the 

following chapter, I examine how the pop music video built on established precedents of 

the advertising industry as well as drew on the performing and cinematic arts. By tracing 

the previous four decades of dance on commercial television programs, I demonstrate 

how Jackson’s commercial dance works deployed the social semiotics of studio and street 

dancing in the service of crossover marketing.  
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CHAPTER 3. DANCING CROSSOVER AND COMMERCIAL TELEVISION:  

POP MUSIC VIDEO IN CONTEXT  

 

This chapter focuses on the employment of both “street” and “studio” styles of 

dancing on commercial television prior to and concurrent with the rise of music videos in 

the early 1980s. I explore how the logic of crossover shaped the dancing in Jackson and 

his chorus’s commercial dance works by situating Jackson’s use of both street and studio 

dance in relation to cultural trends and industrial practices evinced on commercial 

television. I provide a genealogy of the televised circulation and commodification of 

popular dance and music from the 1950s through the 1980s, emphasizing the complex, 

shifting racial and cultural politics of this phenomenon, and the strategies of crossover 

marketing in which Jackson’s dance works traded.  

Although it may be the commercial dance industry’s most exemplary product, 

music video is not the first form of American popular entertainment to simultaneously 

possess artistic and commercial intentions. With the emergence of the 24-hour cable 

channel MTV in 1981, cultural studies scholar E. Ann Kaplan (1987) was prompted to 

theorize music video’s proximity to and near-indivisibility from commercial 

advertisements as the epitome of postmodern televisual consumer culture. Yet Kaplan 

and other subsequent commentators also acknowledged that the form’s aesthetics and 

strategies drew on established precedents in the fields of entertainment and marketing 

(Goodwin 1992; Mundy 1999). Pop music videos in the 1980s were products of a larger 

“culture of promotion” that was, in part, fostered by preceding decades of commercial 

television (Dodds 2001). To simultaneously account for the historical and cultural 

antecedents as well the commercial and aesthetic ideologies that shaped pop music 
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video’s functions and aesthetics, I ground my consideration in Sherril Dodds’s (2001) 

theorization of music video as a hybrid forms and Colleen Dunagan’s (2018) notion of 

dance-commercials as “discursive assemblages.” 

I attend to these analytical frameworks in section 3.1, wherein I explore how 

music videos refute a simplistic binary of art/commerce (Dodds 2001), and function as 

complex “sites of discursive collage” that draw from multiple performing arts and 

advertising practices, values, and traditions (Dunagan 2018, 49). In section 3.2, I support 

this claim by providing a sociocultural history of popular music and dance on commercial 

television. Throughout this section, I highlight how televised dance from the 1950s to the 

1980s was thoroughly enmeshed within the rhetoric of consumer culture, and attend 

closely to racial and cultural politics and the strategies for commercial crossover. This 

historical context undergirds my analyses of the uses of different styles of dance on 

several episodes of the televised variety shows Hollywood Palace (1964–1970) and The 

Jacksons (1976–1976). I conclude section 3.2 with an examination of several popular 

television dance shows that aired just prior to and concurrent with Jackson’s best-known 

and lauded pop music videos of the 1980s, continuing my focus on the merging of street 

and studio forms and the shifting politics of commercial crossover. The broad historical 

and cultural context I provide in this chapter exemplifies how the aesthetics and 

commercial strategies that characterize all of Jackson’s dance works were influenced by 

the cultural and industrial practices of the conglomerate entertainment industries.  
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3.1 Pop Music Videos as a Hybrid Form/Discursive Assemblages 

Andrew Goodwin (1992) points out that music video developed its prevailing 

aesthetics during a period of increased convergence of media institutions. Dodds (2001) 

extrapolates Goodwin’s suggestion that the pop music video developed alongside and in 

relation to shifts in the methods and aesthetics of advertising during the 1980s, during 

which advertisers created ambiguous, polysemic, self-reflexive and even ironic 

advertisements in order to assuage and re-“hook” increasingly skeptical viewers. 

Extending Kaplan’s (1987) assertion, Dodds defines music video as a hybrid form that 

melds commercial and artistic values.  

Dodds’s theorization of the cross-media influences and inter-genre hybridity of 

music videos that deploy dance is founded upon close textual analyses of multiple forms. 

In her study of various screendance forms from dance in commercial advertisements to 

Hollywood dance films to video dance produced by avant-garde/postmodern 

choreographers, she resists the art/commerce binary by offering the notion of a 

“hierarchy of discourses” in which both promotional and aesthetic values are at play. 

Dodds suggests that while promotional texts such as advertisements borrow from the 

avant-garde strategies and aesthetics of video makers and vice versa, certain values 

override others: promotional texts are ultimately concerned with commerce, and video 

dance is ultimately concerned with aesthetics. Music video is a hybrid form that engages 

ideologies and aesthetics from both avant-garde/artistic and commercial discourses. 

Indeed, the pop music video articulates the merging and interplay of these discursive 

realms; the commercial and promotional imperatives of the funders/producers are in 

constant dialogue with the artistic visions and values of the creative collaborators, who 
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often also work in other fields of the entertainment industry. The recording artists, who 

profit from forging a star image by “branding” themselves through their promotional 

material, have both aesthetic and commercial concerns.92 Akin to Hollywood films, 

music videos are forms in which “commerce and aesthetics are symbiotic” (Maltby 2003, 

11).  

Originally called “promo clips,” music videos are typically funded by record 

companies. As advertisements, their primary objective is to sell albums, singles, and 

generally promote a recording artist on television. In the early days of the form, they 

were dismissively viewed by some creatives as such. In “Video Jukebox,” a 1986 BBC 

documentary on the history of the music video, Thriller director John Landis calls music 

videos “commercials for records.”93 Reportedly, he first turned down the offer to direct 

Thriller because of this and only agreed to direct the video only after reconceiving it as a 

14-minute “theatrical short,” thereby aligning the project with discourse about film’s 

artistic status (Lyle 2007). Jackson also treated Thriller, a retro pastiche of B-grade 

horror films and movie musicals, as a cinematic work. Notably, he funded the film with 

his own money since his artistic vision exceeded what his record company would fund. 

Jackson also wanted Thriller to be considered for the Oscars short film category, but it 

needed to have a seven-day run in a Los Angeles theater to be a candidate. To accomplish 

this, Landis arranged for Thriller to be screened before Disney’s animated classic 

Fantasia for a week.94 There was also a celebrity-studded private premiere at Los 

Angeles’s historic Crest Theater on November 14, 1983, which drew attention to the 

artistic, cinematic, and star-building elements of the “short film” (Hebblethwaite 2013). 

In this way, Thriller shifted the discourse about music video’s scope and ambitions. Thus, 
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Jackson’s short films/music videos from Thriller onward illustrate a melding of 

discourses, in part because the teams of creative workers who often labored across 

“commercial” and “artistic” realms brought their values, concerns, and biases to the 

project.  

This melding of promotional and artistic discourses and attributes has affected 

pop music video reception. In the popular press, Thriller is often noted for its elevation of 

promo clips to a cinematic art (Baker 2014). It is seen to have “transcended” music 

video’s primary purpose as commercials and is recognized as a celebrated work of art. 

According to an article by the Associated Press following Jackson’s death in 2009, 

Thriller became the first music video to be inducted into the National Film Registry of 

the Library of Congress, an organization dedicated to preserving “films that are 

‘culturally, historically or aesthetically significant” (Associated Press 2009). The Library 

of Congress website states, “[t]hese films are not selected as the ‘best’ American films of 

all time, but rather as works of enduring importance to American culture. They reflect 

who we are as a people and as a nation.” In deference to both populist and expert 

opinions, Thriller was chosen for inclusion “after reviewing hundreds of titles nominated 

by the public and consulting with the National Film Preservation Board” (Associated 

Press 2009).  

In 1983 and 1984, television viewers demanded the Thriller video so often that, 

for a period, MTV played it every hour on the hour, which increased the channel’s 

viewing audience market demographic and generated substantial advertising revenue. It 

is an underestimation to state that Thriller had an immense impact on the struggling cable 

network. The high ratings generated by Jackson’s short films/music videos solidified 
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MTV’s healthy financial state (Marks and Tannenbaum 2011).95 MTV co-founder Les 

Garland is quoted as saying, “MTV was running a 1.2 rating for a 24-hour period. We 

saw spikes into the 10s when we put ‘Thriller’ on. It was a very smart strategic move, 

putting MTV over the top in terms of popularity among the target 12–34 demographic. 

Madison Avenue was starting to get it” (Mitchell 2009). 

MTV may have been “saved” by Jackson’s success, but it also fueled his 

commercial sales and cultural prestige. The popularity of his short films/music videos 

positively affected MTV’s money-making ability and cemented the cable channel’s status 

as a pop culture phenomenon. Within popular discourse, Thriller’s commercial success is 

seen as evidence of its aesthetic worth. The media coverage of Jackson’s record-breaking 

commercial sales often conflated “best-selling” and “best” artistic merit. As literary 

scholar Phillip Brian Harper points out, “the popular media quickly translated Jackson’s 

commercial triumph into his unassailable supremacy as a performer, fueling the mania 

that was evidenced by his huge financial take” with Ebony magazine and TIME 

respectively proclaiming Jackson was “The World’s Greatest Entertainer” and “the 

biggest star in the world” (1996, 90).  

Therefore, in keeping with the merged hierarchy of discourses that pop music 

video animates, the promotional and commercial aims of Jackson’s short films/music 

videos should be considered in conjunction with the artistic intentions of the videos’ 

creative collaborators. Dunagan (2018), who extends Dodds’s discussion of the hybridity 

of aesthetic and commercial elements of screened dances, provides a useful lens. 

Although Dunagan focuses primarily on the use of dance in commercial television 

advertisements, her analytical methods and theorization of the semiotic and affective 
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potency of dance-commercials prove apt for examining the hybrid form of the pop music 

video. Dunagan defines dance-commercials as “sites of discursive collage” that 

“articulate with other cultural practices and the conventions, codes, and strategies” culled 

from live performance, television production practices, film musicals, music video, and 

cinema (2018, 49). In this conceptualization, Dunagan explores “how the dancing body in 

advertising multiplies the productive flow of signification by facilitating advertising’s 

increasingly hybrid deployment of discursive structures” (2018, 50). With regard to 

Jackson’s short films/music videos, the deployment of both studio and street dance and 

myriad other intertextual references signal different meanings to different audiences; this 

partially explains why Jackson’s videos have such broad commercial appeal. Like 

commercial advertisements, pop music videos are “spaces in which discourses and 

ideologies assemble to generate new meanings and possibilities, even as they reinforce 

the old” (Dunagan 2018, 81). Both commercials and music videos are rich sites of 

meaning that invite consumers and viewers to engage and decode their polysemic 

messages.  

Therefore, my analyses throughout this dissertation read Jackson’s short 

films/music videos as artistic works as numerous scholarly commentators have done 

(Mercer 1986; Vogel 2015; Wallace 1989), but I also explicitly consider the deployment 

of advertising rhetoric and the ideologies of consumer culture that Jackson’s video texts 

invariably contain. To contextualize Jackson and his collaborators’ participation in the 

melding of artistic and commercial aesthetics and ideologies in the 1980s, the following 

section focuses on the social semiotics and crisscrossing routes of street and studio styles 

of dance on commercial television from the 1950s through the 1980s.  
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3.2 Crossover, Consumer Culture, and Dance on Commercial Television 

In this section, I examine the larger context of consumer culture from the 1950s 

through the 1980s and inquire how the commercial incentives for racial crossover framed 

the dances screened in teen dance shows, variety shows, and other television programs 

which were important precedents to the music video in terms of mass-mediating popular 

dance. Significantly, a number of the choreographers and dancers who worked alongside 

Jackson were either directly involved or influenced by these circulations of dance across 

screens during these decades. In tracing both the continuities and shifts throughout these 

decades, the following sociocultural overview of dance on commercial television 

supports my assertation that the aesthetics and ideologies of Jackson’s works in the 1980s 

were shaped by the strategies for commercial crossover, the semiotics of street and studio 

dance, and the rhetoric of consumer culture of prior decades.  

While it may seem far removed from the cultural context of the 1980s, Jackson 

and many of his collaborators were born just before or during the 1950s and would have 

been aware of the decade’s cultural landscape, even if only through the pop culture 

nostalgia of 1970’s and 1980’s commercial media.96 I argue the racial politics of 

crossover and the social semiotics of popular dancing that laid the groundwork for 

Jackson’s enormous commercial success in the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s were already at 

work in the 1950s.97 During this decade, televised dance shows featuring teenagers social 

dancing to records of black rhythm and blues/rock ‘n’ roll music became extremely 

popular. Hosted by paternalistic “deejays,” the televised teen dance show extended the 

formal logic of commercial radio broadcasting: the host introduced the records, guest 

musical artists, and functioned as on-screen mouthpieces for the shows’ advertising 
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sponsors. The popularity of these programs, first on local stations and subsequently via 

national syndication, resulted in a shift of attitude for the music recording industry, which 

realized the consumer potential of a biracial teen audience for both rock ‘n’ roll and 

rhythm and blues records (Wall 2009).  

Crossover in the 1950s and 1960s was a result of industry-maintained musical 

charts and markets and changing consumer practices. For media scholar Tim Wall, 

crossover is defined as “the economic exploitation of a cultural phenomenon” and “the 

sales success of a product aimed at one market being reproduced in another” (2009, 191). 

As musicologist David Brackett posits, “the term ‘crossover’ implies that there must be 

discrete boundaries between musical styles, for a recording can only ‘cross over’ when 

one style is clearly demarcated from another” (1994, 777). Historically, the commercial 

market for records has been segregated by race, with music produced by and aimed at 

African American audiences termed “race music” on the Billboard charts of record sales 

until the late 1940s, followed by “rhythm and blues” and the broader category of “Black 

music” in the 1980s (Brackett 1994; Harper 1996). In the 1950s, however, artistic 

practice and consumer choices began to belie these market demarcations and “disrupted 

the prevailing mode of production in the record industry” (Perry 1988, 70). 

 Wall further contextualizes, “the genre categories of white mainstream pop, 

white country, and black R & B became blurred as songs were covered by artists from 

other traditions or crossed over from one market to another” (2009, 184). In the mid-

1950s, this artistic and commercial crossover in the popular music industry corresponded 

to the burgeoning Civil Rights movement, signaled most clearly by the 1954 Supreme 

Court ruling to desegregate schools. Crossover music had implications for both white and 
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black communities. In spite of the thinly veiled racism underpinning the anti-rock ‘n’ roll 

rhetoric voiced by white cultural conservatives, historian Brian Ward argues that many 

African Americans believed that the success of black musical artists with white audiences 

“heralded a significant shift in attitudes towards race,” mirroring hopeful attitudes about 

racial integration (quoted in Wall 2009, 184).  

Yet the majority of teen dance television shows, which showcased black music, 

were racially segregated. Many all-white shows limited appearances of black teenagers to 

certain all-black days. In addition to all-white shows, there were local shows that solely 

featured black youth such as The Mitch Thomas Show (1955–1958) which was filmed in 

Wilmington, Delaware and also aired in Philadelphia (Delmont 2012; Kittrels 2017; 

Malnig 2018). While racial discrimination and segregation was the norm for teen dance 

shows in the 1950s, there were a few exceptions on local shows in cities with large 

African American populations. Shows in cities such as Baltimore featured integrated 

teenage participants sharing the dance floor, although interracial couples were strictly 

taboo (Malnig 2015, 2018).  

Historian Matthew F. Delmont (2012) exposes the racism and segregationist 

social policies that undergirded the local Philadelphia production of American Bandstand 

(1952–1964). Despite host Dick Clark’s retrospective claims, racial integration on the 

show was not fostered when Philadelphia’s American Bandstand became nationally 

syndicated in 1957. Delmont pointedly states, “American Bandstand’s producers made a 

choice to pursue a commercial model for teenage television in an era when advertisers 

and television networks studiously avoided offending the racial attitudes of white viewers” 

(2012, 4).  
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Ironically, the majority of the social dances performed on the shows (including, 

but not limited to, the Madison, the Stroll, and the Twist) originated in African American 

youth communities. The cultural appropriation of black social dances by white teens in 

relation to American Bandstand’s discriminatory practices from its inception in 1952 

through its national syndication in 1957 is well-documented (Delmont 2012; Durden 

2018; Malnig 2018; Wall 2009). There was an interracial rock ‘n’ roll scene in 

Philadelphia, but this was definitively not represented on television, which effectively 

erased the cultural contributions of black youth to the dance styles made popular on the 

show (Delmont 2012). Often, white teenagers learned the dances from watching their 

black peers at school dances or as audience members of all-black televised dance shows 

(Malnig 2015, 2018). In footage from the 1992 documentary Twist, two white American 

Bandstand dancers confess they were not allowed to give credit to the African American 

creators of the dances they performed when asked about the origins of the dances on air.98 

Despite the hope Ward (1998) alleges some African Americans possessed about the 

success of black musicians changing the racial attitudes of whites, rock ‘n’ roll dancing in 

the 1950s continued the paradigm of cultural appropriation, commodification, and 

invisibilization that defined American popular culture throughout the early twentieth 

century (Gottschild 1996, 2000). Crossover primarily occurred in the realm of economics 

and did not typically change the lived experience of segregated communities in the 

United States. Wall (2009) points out that despite the biracial market for blues-based rock 

and roll records, the majority of white teenagers who watched the teen dance programs 

were exposed to black musical and dance styles in segregated cultural spheres.  
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The mass-mediation of black music and dance styles via the jukebox, radio, and 

televised teen dance shows reflected the vexed racial politics of the burgeoning consumer 

culture of the 1950s. Dance historian Julie Malnig explores “how the electronic medium 

[of television] shaped social dance, and in the case of the teen programs, used dance to 

perpetuate American social and cultural values of the time” (2018, 161). She claims, “[i]n 

this process, an emerging teenage population got recognized and identified as a serious 

market for rhythm and blues-based music and dancing, and teen paraphernalia” (Malnig 

2018, 164). To be clear, this new market was primarily white, affluent teenagers who 

possessed disposable income. Malnig argues the shows’ popularity hinged on the dual 

desire of this demographic to rebel against parental authority and to belong to a peer 

group, both of which could be attained via consuming the proffered commodities of black 

dance and music and products pitched on the programs. She states:   

advertising was ubiquitous on the shows. The number of products that the hosts 
pitched, from Green Mint Mouthwash to Clearasil, and that the kids consumed, 
from Good Humor Ice Cream to Topp’s Hamburgers, attested to the youth’s new 
purchasing power. (Malnig 2018, 167) 

 

However, advertising on television in the 1950s rarely featured African American 

subjects and the black consumer was not yet widely considered a target audience by the 

advertising industry (Chambers 2008). That the advertising industry generally ignored 

African Americans and thereby denied them full citizenship in an affluent society 

increasingly marked by consumerism was illustrated by the segregated teen dance show. 

As Delmont (2012) painstakingly details through the use of archival material and oral 

histories, the discriminatory practices developed when American Bandstand was catering 

to the four-state area surrounding Philadelphia, the show’s producers followed 
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conservative advertisers in acquiescing to white fears of miscegenation in televised 

depictions of American life. In contrast to Dick Clark’s later claims that he integrated the 

show when he became host in 1957, American Bandstand continued to practice a type of 

de facto segregation which “sought to maximize advertiser revenue by shielding regional 

television viewers from images of young people of different races dancing and 

socializing” until its move to Los Angeles in 1964 (Delmont 2012, 32).99 Yet all those 

who watched commercial television were exposed to the prevailing rhetoric of consumer 

culture. 

Throughout the first half of the twentieth century, many black Americans 

recognized and acted upon the urgent need to address discrimination and 

misrepresentation in the arts and media (Chambers 2008). In the early 1960s, due to well-

crafted planning and systematic economic pressure from Civil Rights organizations such 

as the National Urban League, CORE (Congress of Racial Equality), and NAACP 

(National Association for the Advancement of Colored People), major advertisement 

agencies began to include African Americans in advertisements for mundane items such 

as soap, toothpaste, and soda. 1963 was a watershed year for the inclusion of black 

people alongside white people in advertisements on television (Chambers 2008). Thus, 

the racist commercial mandates to which American Bandstand had previously adhered 

began to slowly shift; that the program moved to Los Angeles in 1964 also influenced its 

(moderately) more integrated audience and admission policies.  

 While representation in commercial advertisements may have been the direct 

result of civil rights action, throughout the 1950s and early 1960s the entertainment 

industry on the West Coast made gains towards cultural desegregation, or what cultural 
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critic Nelson George terms “natural integration” based on mutual musical and economic 

interest (1988, 56). Urban historian Dominic Priore (2015) argues that the music scene in 

Hollywood in the early to mid-1960s was the result of an increasingly integrated 

community that consciously fought against segregation, discrimination, and racism and 

that teen nightclubs were the beating heart of this brief-lived “idealistic” counter-cultural 

movement.100 In response to the commercial success of the diverse west coast musical 

scene, and in contrast to American Bandstand’s corporate and commercial interests in the 

1950s, “[t]he corporate world soon realized that, in order to appeal to the US youth 

market, it would have to adopt, however superficially, the liberal values of rock and roll, 

which espoused racial mixing and uninhibited sexuality” (Priore 2015, 18).  

The wave of nationally syndicated teen music shows of the mid-1960s, such as 

Hollywood A Go Go (1964–1966), Shindig! (1964–1966), Shivaree (1965–1966), and 

Hullabaloo (1965–1966) that arose out of this social and cultural context showcased a 

commercial version of this “racial mixing and uninhibited sexuality” in addition to 

featuring a catholic selection of rock ‘n’ roll, rhythm and blues, soul, folk, surf and 

psychedelic rock performers. The second decade of rock ‘n’ roll music was led by the 

“British Invasion” of groups from the United Kingdom, who often performed covers of 

songs originally performed by African American artists (Priore 2015). Many of 

Motown’s rhythm and blues and soul acts also appeared on these shows. While these 

programs differed from the (mostly) segregated teen dance shows of the 1950s in that 

they featured people of different racial backgrounds playing music and dancing together, 

the dancing on the shows still articulated past generations’ discourses and racialized 

stereotypes pertaining to African American musical rhythm, corporeality, and sexuality.  
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This new wave of teen music shows featured different generations of both street 

and studio dance and oftentimes merged the two sources of movement to different ends. 

This is demonstrated by the juxtaposition of the “wild” yet staged contemporary social 

dances on Hullabaloo and Shindig! with Cholly Atkins’s stylized vocal choreography for 

Motown groups, which featured suave, polished moves borrowed from 1920’s and 

1930’s social dances (Malone 1988, 1996). In a 1991 VH1-produced retrospective on 

Shindig!, dancer Anita Mann explained the differences in performance styles between the 

dancers, known as “Shin-diggers,” and Motown vocal groups: “The Temptations, you 

know, or those groups that were choreographed, were very tight and precise, where we 

were wild and loose and throwing ourselves all over the place.” 101  

The “wild” dancing on these shows capitalized on the “go-go” craze sweeping 

nightclubs in New York City and Hollywood. Shindig! and Hullabaloo employed studio-

trained professional dancers to perform a mishmash of 1960’s social dance trends and 

studio-jazz choreography. The ways these forms were combined varied and ran the gamut 

from go-go dancers who improvised with social dances, dance groups doing theatrically-

staged social dances in unison, and formal presentations of studio-jazz choreography. The 

majority of the dancers on Hullaballoo and Shindig! were white, although there were 

several Latinx and African American dancers who appeared on the shows.102 In the VH1-

produced retrospective, “Shin-digger” Maria Ghava (-Henley) recalled the breadth of 

dances the troupe performed on the show: “We did every dance feasible: from the 

Mashed Potatoes to the Swim to the Slop to…we even threw in the Lindy. I mean, we 

just did all, we even made up our own dances. I mean, there was constant new generation 

of movement all the time.”  
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David Winters, the choreographer of many of the Hullabaloo and Shindig! dance 

segments and other iconic television and film projects of the 1960s, recognized that the 

social dances of the 1960s, including “the Watusi, frug, swim, jerk, monkey, et al,” 

belonged to a continuum of African American-created dances.103 In a brief feature on 

Winters called “The Watusi Has a Real Choreographer Now,” in the May 20, 1965 issue 

of the Palm Springs newspaper Desert Sun, Winters states, “They are all variations on the 

Twist. Some became popular because a few of the young Hollywood crowd were seen 

doing the dances. But they were being performed in Negro clubs in the East five years 

ago.” The television shows’ professional dancers, like the white amateur teen dancers on 

American Bandstand before them, used black social dance to perform a youthful defiance 

of conservative white social strictures about feminine modesty and sexual behavior and to 

be “hip” and “cool” by being on the cutting edge of cultural fads.  

Winter’s comment reveals his own awareness of African American contributions 

to mainstream (white) American popular culture but as several generations of black social 

dances circulated across screens both how they were performed and who was shown to 

perform them changed. As Katrina Hazzard-Gordon suggests in her analysis of the 

adoption and incorporation of African American social dances by white culture in the 

1920s and 1960s: “during these eras, people were not prepared to accept the movement in 

its entirety. They were somewhat prepared to imbibe the philosophy while rejecting the 

philosopher. Both eras required white reinterpretation to render the dance movements 

palatable” (1991, 39).  

Some of the movements of these 1960’s dances were made “palatable” enough to 

be repurposed to sell products. In her analysis of advertising’s appropriation of black 
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social dance forms, Dunagan avers that commercials “abstract dancers and dance forms 

from their original social context, ignoring their histories and cultural complexities, to 

utilize the aesthetics of movement in a production of meaning that serves brand and 

product” (2018, 124). This can be seen in advertisements that aired during Shindig! by its 

sponsor the American Dairy Association. In addition to spots touting the health benefits 

of milk and the convenience of cheese as a snack, one commercial featured two white 

female “Shin-diggers” and teen idol Bobby Sherman drinking milk and doing the 

Monkey energetically.104 Their dancing articulates Africanist aesthetics while linking the 

affective potency of this dancing to the vitality, health, and energy that drinking milk 

ostensibly gives young people.  

In contrast to how black social dances of the 1960s alternatively signified 

youthful vitality or rebellious sexual liberation for the young mostly white dancers on 

Shindig! and Hullabaloo and in the commercials that deployed these dances, Motown 

founder and CEO Berry Gordy strategically used movement to sell a vision of his groups 

as elegant and genteel. By 1965, Motown was expanding its crossover reach beyond 

rhythm and blues music by placing many of its musical acts in elite supper clubs and 

venues that primarily catered to older white adults (Flory 2017). Gordy was equally 

savvy about television’s capacity to expand the consuming audience for his artists’ 

records and appearances, which I will address in more depth shortly. Here, I merely note 

that Motown’s slogan “The Sound of Young America” was accompanied by a “look”: 

“the company’s artists used comportment, choreography, and image fabrication to depict 

an idealized black middle class” (Flory 2017, 5). In his analysis of Motown’s grooming 
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and televisual presentation of the Supremes, Phillip Brian Harper suggests class signifiers 

play a significant role in commercial crossover:  

the bourgeois orientation signaled by the group’s sophisticated 
performances made the question of race irrelevant, since according to the 
consumerist logic that drives the conception of the United States as a 
“classless” society in the late twentieth century, “everyone,” “universally,” 
could identify with the “stylish” presentation the group offered up. (1997, 
87) 

 

Thomas F. DeFrantz posits that Motown’s approach had both positive and 

negative effects for black representation: “mediated presence in the 1960s offered an 

avenue of visibility for black Americans in the era of rising civil rights activism and 

simultaneously encouraged rhetorics of respectability and assimilation” (2012, 136). 

DeFrantz and others’ critique of Motown’s crossover strategies echo the sentiments of 

some African Americans amidst the shifting cultural and political landscape of the 1960s 

(George 1988; Neal 1997). As Motown’s sound and image were inextricably linked, both 

attracted criticism. Historian Gerald Early states, “During the height of the black power 

and black pride movement, many younger blacks thought Motown sounded too ‘white’, 

too crossover, and not authentically ‘black’ enough” (quoted in Flory 2017, 98). The 

increasing popularity of soul during the 1960s, a sound and aesthetic associated with 

gospel music, spontaneity, emotional expression and “authenticity,” and southern, 

working-class, rural themes, was frequently perceived by music critics and cultural 

commentators alike as urbane Motown’s polar opposite, despite the fact that Motown had 

plenty of artists who recorded soul music (Flory 2017).105  

While I have suggested that the disparities between how Motown groups and 

professional dancers comported themselves on 1960’s teen programs reflected the racial 
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and cultural politics of the era, this framing presents a simplistic binary that ignores the 

presence of African American performers on mainstream television that did not adhere to 

Motown’s aesthetic of “respectable” middle-class identity. Teen shows such as 

Hullabaloo and Shindig! featured many soul song stylists who brought a cathartic 

emotionality to the small screen. Most notably, “The Godfather of Soul” James Brown, a 

veteran of the Chitlin’ Circuit, showcased his flamboyant, signature dance moves in a 

much-lauded performance of his 1965 hit “Papa’s Got a Brand New Bag” on Shindig!.106 

He performed with a fervency that the Motown artists purposefully avoided.  

Yet this number was carefully staged in accordance with the prevailing racial 

logic of these shows. Brown’s high-energy performance was framed by the unison 

movement of his polished backing band and backup singers. The show’s choreographed 

bevy of writhing, light-skinned girls did the Monkey on raised platforms and wriggled 

their enthusiastic approval around Brown’s raised stage. A behind-the-scenes anecdote 

about this number’s staging recounted by “Shin-digger” Gina Trikonis reveals the limits 

of the corporate annexation of rock ‘n’ roll’s liberal values. After creating the number, 

the choreographer Andre Taiyir received notice from the Standards and Practices 

department that the white female dancers could dance around Brown and touch his 

clothing but were explicitly forbidden to touch Brown’s skin. If they violated these terms, 

the number would not be broadcast (Banas 2011).107 

Despite the influx of African American performers of varying comportments on 

commercial television and representational shifts within the advertising industry, the 

continuation of racist and discriminatory social and cultural practices and the resultant 

civil unrest of the 1960s dispelled the utopic vision of racial integration many African 
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Americans had held in the 1950s (Ward 1998). African Americans had made 

representational gains in the media landscape, but the daily discrimination, indignity, and 

violence many encountered in their daily lives often outweighed the gains of being 

recognized as consumer-citizens by the advertising and media industries. The concurrent 

rise of Black nationalism also shifted the landscape for dancing on television and the 

advertising that supported its dissemination and circulation. According to Wall, “Black 

Americans, frustrated with the failure of the civil rights movement to live up to their 

dreams, shifted their tastes to soul and funk with their articulations of an Afrocentric 

identity and a whole new set of dance floor, community-bound dances” (2009, 196). This, 

of course, was epitomized in the mediated sphere by Soul Train (1971–2006).  

DeFrantz (2012) suggests Dick Clark’s predominantly-white American Bandstand 

and Don Cornelius’s predominantly-black Soul Train offered “strikingly different 

conceptions of social dance” via their participants’ attitudes and the programs’ 

structuring devices. Yet both long-running, popular, and profitable shows were deeply 

immersed in consumer culture, as “each program assumed the context of a marketplace 

that could spread recordings, capacities of dance instruction, fashion trends, and the 

fantasy of a glamorous, fun-filled, and carefully controlled space centered upon social 

dance and popular music” (DeFrantz 2012, 133 and 132). Cornelius was shrewdly aware 

of capitalist imperatives; in order to keep the show on the air, he needed to have 

advertisement revenue. And he knew his demographic was multi-generational. While 

older musical artists did appear on the show, encouraging middle-aged viewers to tune in, 

Cornelius also catered to children and teenagers. According to researcher Ericka Blount 

Danois, “[h]e and his sponsors knew, like Dick Clark before them, that teens from the 
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soon-to-be-populous baby boomer generation had buying power and were particularly 

susceptible to advertisers” (Blount Danois 2013, 31).  

Significantly, The Jackson Five (and later The Jacksons) performed on both 

American Bandstand and Soul Train in their runs as nationally syndicated shows.108 Soul 

Train, like the two decades of teen dance shows before it, articulated and celebrated 

consumer culture. As in the radio programs that preceded them, teen dance shows had 

corporate sponsorships that were touted on air. Television commercials for consumer 

products intermittently interrupted the programs. The prizes given away for beauty and 

dance contests doubled as on-air advertising for the shows’ sponsoring companies. And 

as DeFrantz (2012) points out, alongside the recordings and recording artists themselves, 

both fashion and dance were promoted like commodities via both the shows.  

On Soul Train, Black self-representation was funded by Black capitalism and 

undergirded by Black nationalism: African American entrepreneur George E. Johnson, 

founder and CEO of the hair and cosmetic company Johnson Products was the show’s 

official sponsor. In addition to initially owning fifty-percent of the show, Johnson later 

exchanged half of his stock with Cornelius in return for ten years of commercial 

placement on the show without compensation and “[b]y 1975, Johnson Products’ profits- 

in large part generated from Soul Train advertising- reached $35 million” (Blount Danois 

2013, 21–22).109 The sponsorship by Johnson Products, as Blount Danois points out, 

meant “Soul Train was able to continue its programming with a level of autonomy that 

would not have been possible had it had to rely on a national sponsor that had to cater to 

Southern affiliates” (Blount Danois 2013, 28). This autonomy, however, was firmly 

within the bounds of consumer capitalism.  
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Johnson’s commercials proved to be a memorable aspect of Soul Train’s cultural 

phenomenon and are mentioned in several books on the program (Blount Danois 2013; 

George 2014). In Soul Train: The Hippest Trip in America, the 2010 VH1-produced 

documentary, the contemporary musician Questlove (née Ahmir Khalib Thompson) 

reminisces fondly about Johnson’s AfroSheen commercial featuring the likeness of 

abolitionist and intellectual Frederick Douglass that aired during the weekly program.110 

Afrocentrism and messages of racial and cultural pride abounded in Johnson’s 

advertising, which broke with historical stereotypes of African Americans as subservient 

to white consumers epitomized in the “mammy” figure of the Quaker Oats pancake brand 

Aunt Jemima (Morgan 1995). As advertising scholar Jason Chambers points out,  

advertising’s positive and representative depiction of blacks fulfilling their 
role in the consumer society would be symbolic evidence of blacks’ 
accepted status in society: stereotypes and subservient roles pointed to and 
justified discrimination, while positive and even simply accurate 
representations would point to their role as equal consumers and equal 
citizens. (Chambers 2008, 4)  

 

The commercials for Johnson Products, which were produced by Vince Cullers 

and Associates, the first African American-owned advertising agency, spoke to Black 

self-representation, pride, and social progress, yet also linked these ideas to commodities 

available for purchase (Blount Danois 2013, 27).111 As Soul Train’s cultural and 

commercial capital grew, Cornelius decided to invest in new ventures including an 

offspring of the short-lived Soul Train Gang Records: “The Sound of Los Angeles 

Records” or “SOLAR” with well-known music producer Dick Griffey (Blount-Danois 

2013; Brown 2011). Once this business venture proved solvent, Cornelius capitalized on 

the dancing featured on the show by opening a dance studio. In late May of 1978, 
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Cornelius christened the Soul Train Dance Instruction Studio on North La Cienega Blvd 

in Hollywood with a festive inaugural party (Jacobs 1978; Levine 1978).112 Whether 

Cornelius was responding to a general public interest in the dancing or catering to the 

entertainment industry’s appetite for the show’s stylings is unclear. However, the large 

number of casting calls for “Soul Train type” dancers in industry publications like the 

Hollywood Reporter and Drama-Logue in the late 1970s in addition to the studio’s 

Hollywood location suggests it was aimed at industry-types. 

While music and dance styles and racial politics transformed rapidly between the 

1950s and the 1970s, what can be gleaned from this overview of the evolution of the teen 

dance show is that the racial politics of crossover affected mediated popular culture, and 

that popular music and dance were deeply entrenched in consumer culture on television. 

Via these commercial programs, social or street dance styles circulated beyond their 

original social contexts and were often transformed by presentational studio-style logic as 

they were staged for the television screen and mainstream audiences. While the styles 

changed over the decades, street dance forms originating in African American and Latinx 

American communities were continually used to signal youthful vitality and “coolness” 

regardless of the bodies performing the movements. By virtue of circulating on 

commercial television programs that promoted lifestyles of consumption and acquisition, 

social or street dance could be apprehended as just another commodity form.   

The mandates of capitalist enterprise for new products and new markets often 

result in the appropriation of aesthetics and cultural forms created in subcultural social 

formations (Dunagan 2018), yet capitalist logic is not limited to this particular paradigm. 

In my brief survey of Motown’s crossover strategies, I suggest the use of class signifiers 
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were intended to attract new markets and demographics beyond the African American 

market. Motown’s musical artists presented themselves as “classy” via bodily 

comportment, speech, and image. This strategy extended to idiom and venue; Motown 

expanded its market reach via the musical and dance styles typically showcased in supper 

club, cabaret, and variety show settings. Therefore, I next examine how both street 

dancing and overtly theatrical studio styles, including musical theater idioms, were 

strategically deployed by the Jackson family for commercial ends in the late 1960s and 

1970s.  

Like all of Motown’s musical groups, The Jackson Five were meant to appeal to 

as broad of a market demographic as possible. As suggested previously, appearances on 

mainstream television were central to Gordy’s crossover and cross-promotional strategies. 

Musicologist and historian Andre Flory charts the change: while “Motown artists entered 

the fields of television and film during the mid-1960s as part of the youth-oriented market” 

(2017, 136), in the latter part of the 1960s Motown acts were booked more regularly into 

prime-time slots, thereby reaching the parents and even grandparents of the teenagers 

who had become fans via programs such as American Bandstand and Shindig!. In 1968, 

the year The Jackson Five signed with Motown, Gordy re-configured a wing of the 

Motown corporation to focus on television and film productions with the explicit 

intention of broadening the company’s market demographics. The newly-formed Motown 

Productions created and produced many prime-time specials for its roster of artists 

including The Supremes, Smokey Robinson, The Temptations, and The Jackson Five 

(Flory 2017). Akin to the “high-class” cabaret format many Motown artists were 

performing for their live shows during this time, Motown acts were booked onto 
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television variety shows in an attempt to appeal to older (and ostensibly more racially 

diverse) audiences.  

While Jackson and his brothers performed frequently as musical guests who 

danced as part of their stage act on teen dance shows like American Bandstand and Soul 

Train, and talk shows like The Merv Griffith Show and The Tonight Show, throughout the 

1970s, they also appeared frequently on multiple variety shows including The Ed Sullivan 

Show (1948–1971), The Flip Wilson Show (1970–1974), The Sonny and Cher Comedy 

Hour (1971–1974), and The Carol Burnett Show (1967–1978), which featured them in 

comedic skits and dance numbers alongside musical interludes. The Jackson family’s 

appearances on these bygone programs, as well as their own variety series The Jacksons 

(1976–1976), which I will discuss shortly, have attracted the least critical attention of all 

Jackson’s works. 

The televised variety show built on both the formal and aesthetic traditions of 

theatrical vaudeville and variety shows. It was a popular form of commercial 

entertainment from the earliest days of television through the mid-1970s. Dunagan (2015) 

explicates the ways television appropriated theatrical conventions and strategies in the 

creation of “liveness.” She describes how early commercial television (typically defined 

by television scholars as 1948–1952) modeled its programming on radio broadcasting, 

which tended to feature “live” rather than recorded events. “The sense of performance 

conveyed by television’s production conventions and the theatrical conventions of its 

broadcast content instilled a sense of liveness by association—the liveness associated 

with theatrical entertainment and presentation—into the television medium” (Dunagan 

2015, 171). The theatrical modes of vaudeville, variety, and theater informed how 
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television presented dance by staging a frontal perspective and using forms of direct 

address towards the cameras and, implicitly, the television audiences watching at home.  

Another residual feature of this borrowing of theatrical “liveness” regards the 

racial politics of musical theater dance. Vaudeville and variety owe much of their forms 

and aesthetics to the minstrel show, which featured an assemblage of songs, dances, and 

comedic interludes woven together by an interlocuter (Lott 1993; Toll 1974; Manning 

2013). Even after the dissolution of the blackface minstrel show per se, the racist 

stereotypes that denied black people equal dignity and humanity in the eyes of white 

spectators continued to haunt African American entertainers (Bogle 2016; Gottschild 

1996, 2000). To combat some of the pernicious stereotypes of minstrelsy that link 

African Americans with carnal amorality and brutish physicality, throughout early part of 

the twentieth century African American musicians and dancers strategically deployed 

high-class signifiers such as formal attire associated with white aesthetic ideals.113 Yet as 

Gottschild asserts, “African American interest in performing white styles is not 

automatically a rejection of black styles but an affirmation that blacks have as much right 

to appropriate the artistic property of the Other as do whites” (2000, 124).114 Gottschild 

argues against the notion that black artists performing white styles, or as is the case here, 

deploying class signifiers associated with white ideals, is a rejection of blackness as some 

critics would decry.  

Seen this way, Motown built on historical precedent. In the 1920s and 1930s, tap 

dancers who combined elegance and ebullience were known as “class acts”; tap dance 

historian Constance Valis Hill describes class acts as combining “singing, soft-shoe-

dancing, acrobatics, and rhythm tapping with precision and meticulous dress” (Hill 2010, 
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112). The careers of African American class acts, such as “Honi and Coles” (Cholly 

Atkins and Honi Coles) and “The Nicholas Brothers” (Fayard and Harold Nicholas), 

were affected by the segregationist and racist attitudes that defined mid-twentieth century 

entertainment. The bifurcation of black and white clubs and theaters around the US 

notwithstanding, the class act appealed to both black and white audiences (Atkins and 

Malone 2001). The legally enforced segregation that had shaped the 1930’s performance 

landscape had given way to different terrain by the 1960s when Berry Gordy hired Atkins 

to create elegant, polished “vocal choreography” for The Temptations, The Supremes, 

and other Motown acts. When asked later in life about Motown’s crossover strategy, 

Atkins responded, “in the recorded material, we would try to make it a little more 

palatable for the type of audiences they wanted to appeal to. In other words, we made it a 

little bit more sophisticated. Not as rough and as crude, you know, like regular street 

dancing” (WBGH 1995). Gordy’s attraction to the tradition of the “class act” was 

motivated by Motown’s crossover strategy yet, as Gottschild argues, this tactic should not 

be characterized as a disavowal of blackness. Malone credits Atkins with transmitting 

class act tapping’s aesthetics to new generations of performers who embodied the 

“precision, detached coolness, elegance, flawless execution, and dignity” of Africanist 

aesthetics (2001, xix). 

Therefore, acknowledging the discursive discord regarding Motown’s 

“assimilative” crossover strategy and the perceived “authenticity” of the soul aesthetic, I 

draw on Matthew Delmont’s (2010) analysis of how Motown’s early grooming 

influenced and informed the Jackson Five’s aesthetic and approach to dancing on 

television. Delmont compares The Jackson Five’s first television appearance on 1969’s 
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Miss Black American Pageant with their subsequent appearance on the nationally 

syndicated variety show Hollywood Palace which aired October 18, 1969, on ABC. He 

contrasts the effects of Motown’s grooming and comportment lessons seen in the slick, 

synchronized choreography performed on Hollywood Palace with the group’s earlier 

appearance on the Miss Black America Pageant, where they had demonstrated many of 

the performative attributes they had gleaned from their years on the Chitlin’ Circuit. At 

the pageant, the group performed a cover of The Isley Brother’s song “It’s Your Thing.” 

As the eleven-year-old Jackson moved about the stage in a (seemingly) improvisatory 

manner, he vocally inflected the song with soulful cries and calls and prompted the 

audience into a call and response. By way of contrast, during their performance on 

Hollywood Palace Jackson’s scripted banter was limited to a tongue-in-cheek 

commercial sales pitch: “We’d now like to do our first release on Motown. It’s on sale 

everywhere!” which was met by light audience laughter. By comparing these first 

televised appearances, Delmont contends television “both highlighted and reshaped the 

Jackson 5’s chitlin-circuit influences” as well as deepened their “ability to play to the 

preferences and desires of different audiences” (2010, 67 and 65).  

Delmont contrasts the Miss Black America performance with The Jackson Five’s 

subsequent musical appearance on Hollywood Palace, yet he glosses over the specificity 

of the show and the rest of the content of the episode. Hollywood Palace (1964–1970) 

was similar to other variety shows of the period in that it drew from “live” theatrical 

traditions, but as the name suggested, reveled in the glamour and star power of the 

Hollywood film industry. It did not feature a consistent host, but rather had famous guest 

hosts drawn from all veins of the entertainment industry: from crooners Bing Crosby and 
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Dean Martin to Hollywood dancers Ray Bolger and Fred Astaire to comedian Groucho 

Marx to cowboy actor Roy Rogers (Inman 2006). The changing hosts would ostensibly 

attract new viewers to the show who were fans of the particular star.  

The October 18, 1969 episode featured host Diana Ross, Sammy Davis Jr., and 

Michael Jackson in comedic skits. There was something to appeal to everyone in the 

family-friendly show: Ross and the Supremes performed their rhythm and blues material 

in multiple glamorous and sparkling costumes; The Jackson Five performed their 

Motown-created “bubble gum soul” songs; Davis sang a lounge version of a 1964 

Motown-penned tune “You Make Me So Very Happy,” which was back on the charts via 

a 1968 rendition by white jazz-rock group Blood, Sweat, and Tears; Ross and Davis 

discussed their love of old Hollywood movies before performing a ballroom dance 

homage to Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers;115 a musical comedy act by Alan Sues (the 

only featured white performer on the episode) sent up the poverty of the Great 

Depression; and the ventriloquist act of Willie Tyler and Lester featured a politically-

charged joke about a cocktail named “Uncle Tom Collins.” Although parts of the episode 

were taped in front of a seated, racially integrated audience, the show was tightly edited 

in post-production and made use of overdubs of canned laughter and several editing 

tricks to make it appear that Ross and Davis magically changed costume. A sense of 

theatrical “liveness” was also fostered by the editing. Interspersed throughout the 

program are wide shots of audience reactions. At the end of the show, a diverse group of 

children from the audience was brought on stage to share their social dance moves 

alongside the glamorous Supremes.  
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While it is particularly demonstrable in this Hollywood Palace episode, both a 

borrowed sense of theatrical “liveness” and the strategy of commercial crossover were 

incorporated into all of the televised variety shows Jackson and his brothers appeared on. 

This is apparent throughout the two short seasons of The Jacksons variety show (1976–

1977), which was preceded by several theatrical appearances at upscale Las Vegas 

venues.116 The siblings’ father, Joe Jackson, then-manager of the Jackson Five, had 

witnessed how Berry Gordy had capitalized on Las Vegas’s reputation as a mecca for 

“high-class” entertainment, demonstrated by the commercial success of The Supremes 

there in 1966. Joe Jackson thought The Jackson Five could also branch out beyond its 

current market. According to Michael Jackson biographer J. Randy Taraborrelli, Gordy 

warned Joe Jackson that The Jackson Five lacked the experience “necessary to please a 

middle-of-the-road, predominantly white audience” (2009, 118). Despite Gordy’s strong 

dissuasions, the Jackson family had successful performances at the Las Vegas MGM 

casino in April and August of 1974. Their Vegas variety-style show featured all the 

Jackson siblings including youngest son Randy and daughters Rebbie (née Maureen), 

LaToya, and Janet, and included impersonations, tap dance numbers, and performances 

of their Motown hits (Taraborrelli 2009). 

In 1975, following the family’s critical and commercial success in Las Vegas, Joe 

Jackson initiated a break with Gordy and Motown, citing the record company’s lack of 

promotion, poor sales, and denial of the brothers’ request to take more creative control 

over their musical output (George 1984; Greenburg 2014). A legal battle between 

Motown, CBS, and the Jackson family ensued. The struggle caught brother Jermaine in 

the crosshairs as he was married to Gordy’s daughter Hazel; ultimately, he decided not to 
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leave Motown with the rest of the Jacksons. Randy, the youngest brother, was added to 

replace Jermaine. The reconstituted group, legally barred by Motown from using the 

name The Jackson Five, signed a new recording contract with Epic Records, a subsidiary 

of CBS, under the name The Jacksons.117 Since The Jacksons were also contractually 

banned from recording any new records for CBS for eight months while the contract with 

Motown expired, Joe Jackson decided to fill that down-time by capitalizing both on the 

family’s experience in Las Vegas and their new CBS contract with a half-hour weekly 

variety show airing on CBS’s television channel (Taraborrelli 2009). In doing so, the 

Jacksons became the first African American family to host a variety show.118  

The result, which Michael Jackson harshly criticized in his autobiography by 

calling it “a stupid summer replacement TV series” (1988, 118), was a fast-paced, often 

hammy attempt to reach as broad an audience as possible. The array of guests and 

stylistic content of the show is evidence of its commercial strategy. As television 

programs rely on audience ratings for continued commercial sponsorship, it is essential to 

keep ratings up; one way of doing this is to appeal to as broad of an audience as possible. 

Each episode of The Jacksons seems designed to attract and appeal to multiple 

demographics: older adult viewers; white and black audiences; and the teenage and youth 

markets. Jackson bluntly stated, “The Nielsen ratings controlled our lives from week to 

week” (1988, 118).119 There were musical performances of disco, funk, rhythm and blues, 

and soul, musical theater numbers evoking classic Hollywood films, a series of skits in a 

cartoonish Wild West bar, Randy and Janet in various celebrity impersonations, and even 

an ongoing live-action bit referencing the cowboy television show The Lone Ranger 
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(1949–1954) featuring the adventures of The Lone Banana and his lemon sidekick 

“Tonto.”  

The episode that aired on February 2, 1977, guest-starred boxing great and 

political dissident Muhammed Ali and wise-cracking Italian-American comedian Dom 

DeLuise. The opening credits feature the brothers running and waving in slow-motion 

onto the stage set. This is followed by a tightly-choreographed performance of their 1975 

disco song “Moving Violation” before an enthusiastic audience. Another opening 

segment features Michael introducing his sisters and DeLuise as the whole family and 

five or so young white dancers sing the song “On the Wall” and smilingly perform a 

high-stepping, funky routine in unison. Following a brief joke-filled conversation 

between Ali and the brothers, the Jackson brothers and DeLuise perform a dance number 

that mimics the street dance group The Lockers’ television routines.  

Wearing a variety of big hats, brightly colored vests, suit jackets, and 

knickerbockers with striped knee socks, the number opens with Michael performing the 

Robot, mechanically hinging his arms into angular shapes and moving across the floor 

with small gliding steps. One of the other brothers jumps to land on his knees. The 

number features the emphatic pointing gestures, akimbo hesitations, and acrobatic stunts 

that had made The Lockers popular amongst viewers of Soul Train and led to their 

subsequent appearances on other mainstream shows and commercials throughout the 

mid-1970s.120 Gesturing and moving awkwardly, DeLuise talk-sings along to a backing 

track of K.C and the Sunshine Band’s 1975 hit “That’s the Way I Like It”: “Hi there 

folks- they call me disco Dom. I’m the one they learn the disco from. Nothing to it- you 

just shake, shake, shake. What the heck- I know it ain’t Swan Lake.” Simultaneously 
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poking fun at his own “innate” lack of ability and denying the learned corporeal skills 

involved in disco dancing, DeLuise collapses comedically as the Jackson brothers drag 

him back into their funky locking.  

Yelling “Gimme some skin!” the brothers and DeLuise perform a version of the 

elaborately exaggerated handshakes The Lockers often executed in their own television 

appearances.121 The group lines up for some simple synchronized locking, jutting elbows 

akimbo and hips sideways in rhythm with the funky downbeat. Then members of the 

group perform brief solos: Michael repeats the Robot, another brother jumps into and out 

of half-splits, and DeLuise spits his pink bubblegum bubble up into the air and catches it 

in his mouth (which is met with canned audience laughter). The joke throughout the 

number is that DeLuise is not “hip” (meaning black) enough to perform alongside the 

Jackson brothers, who perform locking with great skill and aplomb. Choreography for 

this episode was attributed to Anita Mann “with The Jacksons.” 122 As previously noted, 

Mann was a dancer on Shindig! and had worked alongside other dancer-choreographers 

such as David Winters and Toni Basil. 

Ostensibly, Mann also assisted in staging the elaborate homage to musical theater 

dance that aired January 19, 1977, in an episode hosted by African American comedian 

and star of the sitcom Sanford and Sons, Red Foxx. The song and dance medley begins 

with Michael and sister LaToya, respectively clad in a white tuxedo and top hat, and a 

sweeping red feathered gown and a coiffured blond wig, ballroom dancing to Michael’s 

sweet falsetto rendition of the ballad “They Can’t Take that Away From Me” from the 

Astaire and Rogers musical Shall We Dance (1937). The siblings’ syncopated soft-

stepping, buoyant dipping, and smooth swaying duet ends with Michael spinning LaToya 
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under his arm with several flourishing turns. As they lift their arms to signal the theatrical 

curtain behind them to rise, special effects editing creates the illusion of the curtain 

disappearing. Michael and LaToya are now revealed to be amongst four black tie-attired 

couples on a stage set evoking the patio of an elegant mansion, complete with pseudo-

Grecian statues and a burbling water fountain. Michael and LaToya take turns singing the 

hook “Gotta Dance” from the Gene Kelly vehicle An American in Paris (1952), which 

compels brief rhythmic tap retorts from each couple before the entire chorus quickly 

segues into a tap-dancing rendition of “Puttin’ on the Ritz,” made famous by Astaire in 

Blue Skies (1946).  

While the editing gimmick reveals the song and dance number was not wholly 

taped in front of a “live” theatrical audience, the choreography is oriented towards and 

filmed to recall a proscenium stage. The noise of audience applause accompanies the 

dancers in their strut “downstage.” Tapping canes and their heels along with the 

syncopated rhythms of the song, the dancers sing the show tune’s lyrics about high 

fashion and living luxuriously. The tapping itself is not overly complicated save a few 

solo bits from Michael which highlight his signature tight spins, but the choreography 

sweeps the ensemble across the space and creates a lavish stage spectacle in line with the 

musical theater genre that the number references. Towards the end of the song and dance, 

a special effect creates the illusion that Michael and LaToya are leaping, turning, and 

kicking in slow motion in front of the rest of the ensemble’s up-tempo simple, but 

visually spectacular, gesturing.123 The number ends with the group frozen in a typical 

show-biz pose, some of the men on their knees, all with their arms outstretched to the 

audience and smiling broadly.  
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These brief analyses of two different song and dance numbers demonstrate how 

the deployment of both street and studio styles of dance served different ends in The 

Jacksons variety show. In addition to showcasing the family’s versatility and skill, the 

variety show used tried and proven crossover strategies to reach as many different 

audiences and market demographics as possible. While Jackson was later dismissive of 

The Jackson’s variety show, in part, because he “didn’t have time to learn or master 

anything about television” (1988, 118), I suggest his work on variety shows provided 

important exposure to choreographic methods for staging street and studio styles. 

Furthermore, the choreographers and dancers who worked in the overlapping film, 

television, and music video industries in the 1980s developed their craft in relation to 

these established paradigms. 

  I argue there are continuities between established modes of staging and the 

social, racial, and cultural semiotics of street and studio dances on television shows that 

ran concurrently with Jackson’s seminal short films/music videos of the decade. In the 

late 1970s and early 1980s, popular dancing on television shows shifted in reaction to the 

disco craze. The dancing featured on commercial television bore little resemblance to the 

dancing in its original social and cultural context, however. As disco historians Alice 

Echols (2010) and Tim Lawrence (2004, 2009) have demonstrated, the improvisational, 

non-couple-oriented dancing to disco and funk records that developed in gay 

communities on both coasts in the early to mid-1970s was radically different from the 

polished, heteronormative version that appeared in mainstream media beginning with 

Saturday Night Fever (1977).124 As Sima Belmar states, “The disco dancing in Fever is a 

stylized representation of disco dancing as understood within and staged by commercial 
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and concert dance idioms” (2016, 463). In other words, commercial film and television 

(mis)translates the racial, gender, and sexual politics of disco dancing.  

 In a close reading of Saturday Night Fever, Belmar excavates the convoluted 

transmissions and transmutations of street and studio that took place both off and on-

screen. She posits the film’s white star John Travolta embodied a type of “coolness 

derived from blackness” both in his everyday strutting down the street and in his dancing 

in the disco (Belmar 2016, 462). While African American studio-trained choreographer 

Lester Wilson received official credit for the film’s dance numbers, white street dancer 

Deney Terrio had been hired to coach Travolta on how to perform “coolness” and taught 

him some of the techniques and moves of locking. Despite not being listed in Saturday 

Night Fever’s credits, Terrio credited himself with teaching Travolta to dance in 

television commercials for his disco dance instruction booklet “Night Moves.”125 The 

public recognition of Terrio as responsible for Travolta’s iconic dancing has been 

publicly contested by hip hop historians and practitioners who aver that Terrio brought in 

the founding Locker, Don “Campbellock” Campbell, to coach Travolta (Durden 2018). 

Terrio was verifiably acquainted with Campbellock; he had performed with an iteration 

of The Lockers in a Dick Clark-produced Robert Flack TV special on ABC which aired 

June 19, 1973. According to Toni Basil, who used her industry connections to get The 

Lockers the gig, Terrio was recruited to appear with the group only because network 

officials demanded the group be racially integrated (Billman 1997). Just as Belmar 

suggests regarding Saturday Night Fever, these types of commercial mandates indicate 

that “the presence of bodily movement coded black does not fall neatly into racialized 

categories of street/social/club and art/stage dance” but still traffics in “the cultural 
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commodity ‘blackness’” regardless of what bodies perform the dancing (Belmar 2016, 

470 and 465).  

The resultant mainstream popularity of “disco dance” was quickly capitalized on 

by televised dance contests such as the Merv Griffith-produced series Dance Fever 

(1979–1987), which was hosted by Terrio. Set in a brightly-colored, glittering club 

setting complete with mirrored walls, Terrio exuded a preppy “All-American” (white) 

style as emcee, but typically danced with the “strutting, straight masculinity” he had 

taught Travolta (Lawrence 2009, 199). The opening segment of a December 1979 

episode features Terrio strutting in with both a white and black woman beside him, clad 

in the luxurious furs and fedora hats associated with the mafia and blaxploitation films of 

the 1970s. The trio shimmies, shakes, and emphasizes the movement of their pelvises to 

the funky baseline of The Commodore’s song “Sexy Lady” (1979).126 “Brought to you” 

in this episode by the new Los Angeles Bonaventure Hotel, the Pontiac Phoenix Coupe 

and Morse Electric,127 Dance Fever showcased a mixture of “coolness derived from 

blackness” embodied by Terrio and the more “classy” Europeanist, Latin-inflected 

ballroom dance routines of its weekly contestants.128 In contrast to the stylized funkiness 

of the opening segment, the four couples competed with elaborate turns, technical 

partnering, and spectacular lifts to disco, rhythm and blues, and pop hits. B-list celebrities 

judged participants on the categories of originality, showmanship, style, and technique. 

The winning couple was subsequently awarded cash and prizes such as microwave ovens, 

car wax, and even cars from the show’s commercial sponsors.  

The slick production values and visual spectacle that characterized Dance Fever 

also manifest in the popular weekly program Solid Gold (1980–1988), although the music 
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featured on the program mimicked the Top 40 radio format by featuring the top-played 

songs from genres as wide-ranging as disco to pop to rock to country. Based on a 1979 

television special which starred vocalist Dionne Warwick as host, throughout its eight 

seasons Solid Gold had several different hosts, including Andy Gibb of the Bee Gees and 

Marilyn McCoo, lead vocalist of The 5th Dimension. Significantly, most of the show’s 

hosts were vocalists who performed genre-crossing music and therefore appealed to a 

wide demographic: Warwick became the second-highest selling female vocalist (after 

Aretha Franklin) by performing songs written by jazz-trained orchestral pop composer 

Burt Bacharach; prior to their record-breaking disco soundtrack for Saturday Night Fever 

(1977), the Bee Gees had success as light-pop balladeers in the 1960s; The 5th 

Dimension, most famous for “psychedelic pop” such as their rendition of “Aquarius/Let 

the Sun Shine In,” the hit song from the musical Hair (1969), performed pop, rhythm and 

blues, soul, Broadway hits, and jazz throughout their tenure.  

A similar mélange of styles was also evidenced in the flashy, LA-jazz 

choreography performed by a shifting roster of thin, long-legged, and muscularly-toned 

Solid Gold dancers. The choreographer for the first several seasons was Broadway and 

entertainment veteran Kevin Carlisle. The choreographer and cast changed throughout 

the eight seasons; after Carlisle, came Anita Mann (1983–1986), followed by Lester 

Wilson (1986–1988).129 While each choreographer brought different proclivities to the 

show, in general, Solid Gold’s choreography combined the rhythmic syncopation of 

1970’s disco and funk, the overt hetero-eroticism of Fosse-style jazz, and the extended 

lines and technical feats of ballet and ballroom dance.  
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Solid Gold showcased both studio and street styles: choreography paired double 

pirouettes with arm gestures and syncopated polyrhythms indebted to disco; dance 

aesthetics ranging from chorus girl kick lines to popping were deployed with the same 

energetic commitment. The theatrical bits of choreography could run from 15 seconds to 

a whole pop song; there was often a loose storyline or theme. Depending on the song and 

choreographic interpretation, the female dancers shot inviting, sultry looks or flashing 

smiles towards the cameras, thereby illustrating the adage “sex sells.” The high leg 

extensions, multiple jazz turns, split leaps, and heteronormative partnering showcased in 

much of Solid Gold’s spectacular choreography underscored the rigorous studio-training 

most of the dancers possessed.  

Although viewers tuned in to see pop stars and musical groups perform their 

current top 10 hits on the show, the Solid Gold dancers became “stars” with fan clubs and 

name recognition (Wheelock 1982). The Solid Gold dancers were both admired for their 

dancing skills and their fit, often scantily clad bodies. The VH1 special “100 Greatest 

Rock & Roll Moments on TV” that aired August 4, 2000, highlighted the sex appeal of 

the show’s professional dancers. The in-house comedian on the show for several seasons, 

Arsenio Hall, suggests, “It was really about those fine-ass girls, those Solid Gold dancers. 

No, but yeah- it was about eye-candy.” Solid Gold was lauded by journalist Julie 

Wheelock in the June 13, 1982 Los Angeles Times article, “TV: Steps in the Right 

Direction,” for giving choreographers and “thoroughly trained professional dancers” 

opportunities on the small screen. The program also received industry recognition in the 

form of several Emmy nominations for best choreography in 1984 and 1985. Yet there 

were also disdainful and scandalized viewers and reviewers who found the show’s 
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choreographic and sartorial approach to sex appeal lacking in taste or even offensive. In 

1985, New York Times pop music critic Jon Pareles dismissed the show as vapid “show 

biz”: “Costumed like a Las Vegas version of punk, kicking and writhing, the Solid Gold 

dancers enact mini-dramas (choreographed by Anita Mann) of covetousness, lust, and 

aerobic toning– routines that typically have a minimal connection with the songs that 

back them up.”  

I have detailed Solid Gold because the program featured the contributions of 

several choreographers and dancers who worked alongside Jackson or with other 

members of his dancing chorus in the 1970s and 1980s. Mann’s Emmy-nominated work 

on the show illuminates a through-line between the 1960s through the 1980s. As noted 

earlier, Mann and Basil had appeared as dancers on Shindig!, which led to other 

opportunities staging social, vernacular, and theatrical dance styles, including Mann’s 

work choreographing for The Jacksons variety show in 1976–1977 and Basil’s 

commercialization of The Lockers and creation of myriad professional opportunities for 

street dancers throughout the 1970s and 1980s.130 Solid Gold continued the incorporation 

and staging of street dances that both Mann and Basil had participated in via the 1960s 

teen shows as well as their subsequent work. Furthermore, Basil twice performed her 

1981 hit song “Hey Mickey” on Solid Gold, with choreography for herself and the Solid 

Gold dancers that combined elements of waacking, locking, cheerleading, and dynamic 

moves from studio styles including a balletic grande jeté and jazz pirouettes.131  

In addition to the studio-trained regulars who performed these stylistic 

amalgamations, street dancers who had learned their craft alongside their peers and honed 

their skills in the clubs were featured on the show. Following the popularity of his 
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“backslide” cameo in the film Flashdance (1983), street dancer Mark “Mr. Freeze” 

Lemberger was featured performing “today’s hottest new dance: electric breaking” to 

Irene Cara’s hit song “What a Feeling” from the film’s soundtrack. Mr. Freeze was 

backed by eight street dancers, including members of both Eklypse and the Electric 

Boogaloo, who performed unison choreography as well as took individual solos in their 

respective street dance styles of popping, waving, and breaking (Guzman-Sanchez 2012, 

145).132  

Solid Gold provided employment to the dancers and choreographers tangential to 

Jackson’s chorus, but it also included several people who worked alongside him. Among 

the most notable of these, street dancer Derek “Cooley” Jackson was hired to be a regular 

dancer on the show and was often featured performing street dance choreography in 

addition to partnering women and performing acrobatic stunts.133 Along with Jeffrey 

Daniel and Geron “Caszper” Canidate, Cooley was one of the street dancers in the group 

Eklypse who taught Jackson the backslide which was renamed the “moonwalk.” Cooley 

also appeared in Breakin’ (1983), Breakin’ 2: Electric Boogaloo (1984), and danced in 

Jackson’s short film/music video Smooth Criminal (1988).  

Another significant figure is studio-trained dancer Helene Phillips, who was a 

regular on Solid Gold between 1980–1982 and, in addition to a string of commercial 

dance movies including the Saturday Night Fever sequel Stayin’ Alive (1983) and A 

Chorus Line (1985), was a dancer and assistant choreographer for Captain EO (1986), 

Jackson’s 4D film collaboration with Disney theme parks. Like many of Jackson’s 

collaborators, Phillips continues to influence the entertainment and commercial dance 

industries through her work directing, choreographing, and teaching/mentoring, thereby 
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forging a bridge between the values and aesthetics of 1980’s dance on television and film 

and the contemporary commercial dance scene.134  

In this chapter, I have argued that popular dance and music on American 

commercial television has long been implicated in the capitalist ideology of commodity 

culture and ensnared in complex racial and cultural discourses. The genealogy that leads 

up to Jackson’s crossover dance works illustrates how commercial dance before the 

music video blurred the art/commerce binary. Jackson’s works also illuminate the racial 

and cultural semiotics involved in crossover marketing. Seen thusly, Jackson’s short 

films/music videos, which are often lauded as ground-breaking and innovative, actually 

extend both of these existing paradigms. 

In addition to highlighting the role commercial television played in the 

imbrication of dance in commodity culture, the history I charted in this chapter 

demonstrates how cultural and political changes in American society in the latter half of 

the twentieth century affected the show business tradition of staging black social dance 

for (white) mainstream audiences. Even as these choreographic and casting practices 

were altered for less explicitly racially segregated eras, the racial and cultural semiotics 

inherited from earlier decades persisted (albeit in modified form). That is, street and 

studio forms continue to connote racial and cultural significance. Jackson worked 

alongside dancers and choreographers who had a wealth of experience of staging both 

studio and street dance for television. In this way, their collaborative works built on 

extant traditions and conceptions of what different kinds of dance could mean for 

different audiences. 
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In borrowing from disparate cultural sources, Jackson’s works act as “discursive 

assemblages” (Dunagan 2018) that hail multiple demographics through the use of both 

street and studio dance. In all commercial dance works, but especially the pop music 

video, the ideologies and aesthetics from both artistic and commercial discourses are 

amalgamated and combined. Jackson’s crossover works particularly highlight this 

hybridization and blurring of the distinct boundaries between art and commerce. On The 

Jacksons variety show and in the advertisements and short films/music videos I analyze 

in Chapters 4, 5, and 6, Jackson and his chorus’s choreography explicitly incorporates 

“hip” street dance in addition to drawing upon “classic” musical theater tropes and 

referencing famous stars of the genre. In addition to appealing to a diverse breadth of 

audiences/consumers who variously recognize these different cultural references, his 

crossover works serve to associate Jackson’s star persona or “brand” with both a “hip” 

and “cool” style and a “classic” American art form.  

The following chapter explicates the notion of “branding” to further explore the 

ways in which Jackson’s works illuminate how dance on commercial television is 

grounded in commodity culture and deeply informed by the shifting racial politics and 

ideologies of the twentieth century. Therefore, I focus on Jackson and his dancing 

chorus’s involvement with television advertisements and salient ideologies, discourses, 

and hierarchies that shape the works of the commercial dance industry.   
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CHAPTER 4. THE WORKS OF COMMERCIAL DANCE 

 

The dancers, all seasoned pros and much in demand for commercial work, 
are quick to incorporate each new move and the rehearsal proceeds 
smoothly. After all, as dancer Rick Rozzini says, “This is the Thriller of 
commercials,” referring to the Jackson video on which many of these 
dancers worked. (Wheelock 1985, U56) 

 

As suggested by this excerpt and my discussion of the hybrid form of the music 

video in the previous chapter, “commercial dance” blurs the distinction between artistic 

and commercial aims. “TV Choreography: Selling by the Second,” the Los Angeles Times 

article cited above which reported on the works of commercial dance prompts further 

investigation into the themes of attribution and commodity culture. Accordingly, this 

chapter is organized around my dual analytic framework. I first interrogate the across 

screens function of commercial advertisements since that is how the majority of 

consumers/viewers have engaged with them. I then look behind the scenes to explore 

how the dancers and choreographers who labor to produce these works negotiate the 

artistic/commercial binary as well as the labor conditions under which they work. 

Specifically, I seek to reveal how the logic of crossover marketing shaped the television 

commercials in which Jackson and his chorus were involved and examine how the 

largely invisiblized labor force that comprises the Los Angeles commercial dance 

industry sees its own value.  

Section 4.1 focuses on the semiotics of selling as manifest across screens via an 

analysis of how the star and the dancing chorus interpellate or “hail” viewers/consumers 

into commodity culture.135 As with the rest of the dissertation, the case study of Jackson 

and his multiracial chorus offers particular riches because of his unique status as a 
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crossover star with an immense commercial appeal for multiple market demographics. 

Jackson exemplifies film scholar Paul McDonald’s (2013) notion of the “star-as-brand.” I 

draw on Dunagan’s (2018) work on dance commercials to demonstrate how Jackson’s 

potency as a crossover artist is highlighted via a survey of his career-long engagement 

with television advertisements; I specifically explore how crossover marketing maps onto 

choreographic choices in a close reading of Jackson’s 1984 commercial campaign for 

Pepsi brand soda. Lastly, by way of an analysis of the multiracial dancing chorus featured 

in one of these commercials, I suggest that the advertising industry in the post-Civil 

Rights era strategically deployed a vision of harmonious multicultural diversity, which 

characterizes many of Jackson’s short films/music videos.  

In section 4.2, I examine different economies of value in operation behind the 

scenes of the commercial dance industry. As Rozzini’s description of a Pepsi 

advertisement as “the Thriller of commercials” suggests, the commercial dance industry 

is a field of production that manufactures an assortment of works that muddy a clean 

binary of commercial/artistic. Thus, I survey the attitudes expressed by dancers and 

choreographers in the 1980s with regard to the “artistic” and “commercial” elements of 

their work, noting the variations between studio and street practitioners regarding artistic 

integrity or “selling out.” In section 4.3, using sociologist Pierre Bourdieu’s theory of 

cultural fields (Johnson 1993), I offer an analysis of how a hierarchical structure of pop 

stars, directors/choreographers, and dancers historically informed and continues to shape 

the politics of work in the commercial dance industry. In alignment with Bourdieu’s 

characterization of social actors in any given field as possessing agency and the ability to 

change that field, in section 4.4 I examine the ways choreographers and dancers have 
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created institutions that recognize their achievements and fight for their rights via 

political action. Salient attempts include collective and individual advocation for better 

working conditions, fair contractual and royalty agreements, and intellectual property 

rights.  

 
4.1 The Semiotics of Selling 

Jackson’s engagement in commercial advertisement is extensive but not 

particularly unique. The US advertising industry has a long tradition of using celebrity 

entertainers to cross-promote products, corporations, and brands (Eckert 1978; Segrave 

2015). The commercial recording, radio, film, television, and advertising industries, all 

steeped in capitalist ideology, have relied on star power to fuel sales since the earliest 

days of each medium. The easy alignment between celebrity and product endorsement 

stems from the fact that, as celebrity studies scholar P. David Marshall notes, “celebrity 

expresses a form of valorization of the individual personality coherent within capitalism 

and consumer culture” (1997, 19). Moreover, the pop star epitomizes the agential, 

consuming individual by highlighting the choice-making involved in self-creation. 

Consumer studies scholar Grant McCracken suggests that the celebrity endorser acts as a 

kind of “super-consumer” and “this experimentation makes the celebrity an especially 

potent source of meaning for the marketing system and a guide to the process of self-

invention in which all consumers are engaged” (1989, 317–318). The pop star creates 

their image through the act of consumption, in turn, modeling the agency involved in 

choosing.  
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Building on this scholarship, I adopt McDonald’s (2013) notion of the “star-as-

brand” in my consideration of the polyvalence of the pop star’s cultural power, both 

within the broader public sphere and in the field of the commercial dance industry.136 In 

McDonald’s analysis of the political economy of Hollywood stardom, he expands 

Bourdieu’s notion of cultural capital to declare that the power of celebrity is both 

“symbolic/cultural and economic/commercial” (2013, 12). The idea of the “star-as-brand” 

also broadens the marketplace implications of what Richard Dyer (1997) defines as a 

“star text” or “star image.” In marketing theory, branding is understood as a process of 

personifying a product or company. Stardom functions in the obverse; the notion of the 

star-as-brand explains how the constellation of images, meanings, and semiotic 

associations that adhere to a pop star are commodified and capitalized upon. McDonald’s 

theory of the star-as-brand illuminates how pop stars forge an image and “brand” 

themselves through their music videos.137 The pop star’s “star text” or “star image” is the 

brand “personality” used to sell their own products, whether it be pop music albums, 

tickets for tours or major motion pictures, or collectible merchandise that bears their 

image, name, or logo.  

The star-as-brand also harnesses this potential to sell other products. A celebrity’s 

appearance in an advertisement serves to promote their own brand while transferring their 

accrued symbolic meanings to another product or service.138 Via celebrity endorsement, 

products gain the “personality” and cluster of meanings associated with the celebrity. In 

other words, “the star endorser becomes a cultural mediator” by linking the intended 

associations and “meanings” of the commodities with the star (McDonald 2013, 60). 

Jackson’s star-as-brand saw multiple semiotic transformations over the decades. Likewise, 
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the products he promoted as a celebrity endorser shifted over time. Jackson’s evolution 

from child star to teen idol to iconic superstar can be traced through his appearances in 

television commercials for commodity products and corporate brands. The following 

genealogy and analyses of Jackson’s endorsements demonstrate how “[a]dvertising 

redirects the performance style and choreographic affect of celebrities, transferring it to 

product and brand” (Dunagan 2018, 110).  

From 1971–1974, in addition to regular appearances on myriad television shows 

and a popular ABC Saturday morning cartoon series, The Jackson Five starred in a series 

of commercials for Post cereal Alpha-Bits. Although the television advertisements used 

an original jingle, the colorful graphics of bubble letters and the cereal itself, shaped like 

the letters of the English alphabet, played off The Jackson Five’s hit song “ABC.” While 

the commercials don’t showcase the group in their Motown stage choreography, the 

young boys’ energetic bodily movement in “everyday” antics fuel the advertisements. 

Their adolescent singing voices, upbeat “bubblegum soul,” and the quick pace of the 

editing provided the cereal brand with positive connotations of playful wholesomeness. 

The commercial enhanced the group’s squeaky-clean image and cross-promoted their 

records amongst both the black and white youth markets at which the cereal was aimed.  

The Jackson Five’s endorsement of Alpha-Bits was intended to create new fans: 

by buying the box of cereal, consumers also bought their songs since plastic “flexi 

records” were embedded in the cardboard packaging itself (Amoeba 2015). The cereal 

box was also part of Motown’s vast offerings of promotional merchandise. From records 

to lunchboxes to concert tickets to joining the official fan club for access to posters, 

pictures, and letters from the young stars, there were myriad items fans could purchase, 
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all intended to foster a sense of intimacy and connection with the young stars.139 Thus, 

Post cereal benefited from the youthful, fun-loving “brand” of The Jackson Five. In turn, 

Motown and The Jackson Five reaped the benefits of the increased market exposure the 

commercials and cereal boxes gave them.  

Concurrent with the shift of Jackson’s star-as-brand from sweet, wholesome child 

prodigy to dapper young artist with the release and promotion of his album Off the Wall 

(1979), Jackson promoted his new status as a solo pop idol in the Japanese market by 

appearing in several commercials for the Suzuki motorbike model “Love” in 1980. 

Notably, the Suzuki advertisements are the first to feature Jackson dancing. These 

dancing advertisements illustrate Dunagan’s (2018) theorization of the affective qualities 

of dancing that link positive feeling and connotative meanings to products and underline 

the capacity of dance to interpellate or “hail” viewers as both audience and consumers. 

Jackson cultivated a newly mature, solo persona apart from his brothers via the Suzuki 

advertisements’ invocation of youthful, sexual independence and possibility through 

images of Jackson riding a motorbike and social dancing with an attractive young woman. 

One of the Suzuki spots used a snippet from the song “Off the Wall” and featured 

Jackson dancing alone next to the bike on an urban rooftop and then riding the bike in the 

sunshine.140 In another commercial, a tuxedoed Jackson places a glamorous young, blond, 

white woman in a red sequined dress astride the motorbike. Positioned behind the red 

sporty motorbike, they dance to his song “Rock With You.” They perform side by side, 

dancing together but facing towards the camera. This heterosexual coupling suggests the 

potential for youthful romance between them but still permits Jackson to be seen as 

available. The blond tosses her hair, clapping in time to the music, as Jackson performs 
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his signature movement vocabulary from this era: tight spins, rolling up his sleeves, 

slicking back his hair like a 1950’s “greaser,” and flicking his coat jacket open as he 

accentuates the beat with his pelvis.141 Both advertisements end with a close-up shot of 

Jackson’s smiling face as he says, “Love is my message” and blinks with both eyes, 

purportedly a Japanese non-verbal custom for communicating love.142 The Suzuki spots 

demonstrate how, following 1979’s Off the Wall, a twenty-one-year-old Jackson parlayed 

his new “brand” as a sexy, independent pop idol and boosted his commercial appeal 

within the international market. 

While his appearance in the musical film The Wiz (1978) and the critical success 

of Off the Wall (1979) underscored Jackson’s appeal as a young star, Jackson’s album 

Thriller (1982) catapulted Jackson to what arguably was the height of his fame in the 

United States. Thriller was in the top ten of album charts for 80 weeks, a record that has 

remained unbroken (Stutz 2015). As mentioned previously, Billie Jean (1983), Jackson’s 

first music video to promote Thriller, was widely credited with desegregating the 

previously white-dominated programming of MTV (Marks and Tannenbaum 2011). By 

the end of 1983, Jackson’s Beat It (1983) and Thriller (1983) short films/music videos 

were also being played in heavy rotation on MTV. The crossover success of Jackson’s 

works was quickly capitalized upon by the advertising world.  

Akin to the commercial absorption of the look and rhetoric of the Black Pride 

movement in the late 1960s and 1970s, commercials in the 1980s reflected how the 

advertising industry adjusted to cultural and societal changes. Different areas of the 

entertainment industry also engaged these changes. Following previous decades of 

fervent civil rights activism, both Broadway stages and Hollywood films presented more 
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productions featuring people of color in stories that appealed to both specific ethnic/racial 

groups as well as to mainstream audiences (Hoffman 2014). Yet the aesthetics of 

multiculturalism showcased in 1980’s crossover entertainment were also undergirded by 

commercial imperatives to sell to as many market segments and demographics as 

possible.  

This phenomenon is evident in the Jackson family’s own commercial, crossover 

intentions. While rock critic Dave Marsh (1985) suggests Jackson’s family pressured 

Michael to agree to a sponsorship agreement with the Pepsi-Cola corporation, other 

reports state that it was Jackson and his managers who first looked for an opportunity to 

get a corporate sponsorship deal with a soda company. According to a July 6th, 2009 

article by Monica Herrera for ADWEEK Online, Jackson’s managers initiated 

negotiations with Jay Coleman, the founder and CEO of Entertainment Marketing & 

Communications International, who first pitched the idea to the Coca-Cola corporation, 

which, in the words of Coleman, “gave it serious consideration yet couldn’t make that 

leap of faith. They saw anything to do with Michael as a more targeted, ethnic campaign” 

(Herrera 2009, np). However, Coca-Cola’s rival, Pepsi-Cola, which historically had 

greater success with African American markets, was looking for a new “hook” for a 

youth-oriented campaign.143 Pepsi recognized the marketplace potential of harnessing 

Jackson’s crossover success in both the radio and music video markets. If Jackson 

attracted more diverse audiences beyond MTV’s original targeted demographic of young 

white males and boost the cable channel’s advertising revenue in the process, the logic 

followed that Jackson’s presence in a Pepsi commercial would appeal to multiple 

demographics and hence, Pepsi would sell more of its product.  
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Therefore, Pepsi, acting in coordination with their advertising agency BBDO, 

struck a landmark endorsement deal with The Jacksons in 1983. At the time, the $5 

million-dollar agreement was the largest celebrity promotion deal in advertising history; 

it produced a very successful cross-promotional campaign.144 Despite Herrera’s reporting 

that the deal had been initiated by Jackson’s manager, it has also been widely published 

that Michael was quite reluctant to sign on since he did not drink soda and did not 

“believe in Pepsi,” and therefore had clauses written into his contract that stipulated his 

face would not be shown in close-up shots for longer than four seconds and he would not 

be shown holding a Pepsi can (Taraborrelli 2009, 271). Jackson’s misgivings about 

overexposure notwithstanding, The Jacksons agreed to appear in two advertising spots in 

return for partial sponsorship of their worldwide 1984 Victory Tour (Taraborrelli 2009). 

The commercials showcase the group in both “show” and “street” environments, thus 

promoting their Victory concert tour and showcasing young fans’ “real” reactions to their 

celebrity offstage as well as on.145 Respectively called “Concert” and “Street” by the 

award-winning commercial/music video director, Bob Giraldi, the commercials 

articulated how Jackson’s crossover as a pop artist is imbricated in the multicultural 

marketing logic of the era.  

The song that accompanies both commercials is a re-worked version of Jackson’s 

number one hit song “Billie Jean” (1982). An analysis by musicologist Joanna Love 

(2015) offers productive insight into how the advertisements attempted to “hail” the 

youth and teen markets as well as older generations through the song itself. Love 

analyzes the transformation of the sinister tones and themes of sexual deception and 

paternal illegitimacy in “Billie Jean” into the family-friendly jingle used in the 
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advertisement. She notes that in addition to excising the more anxious-sounding musical 

sections and using only the catchy, recognizable bridge and chorus, the creative team at 

BBDO created new lyrics to express Pepsi’s branding as the soda of youth and to 

capitalize on Jackson’s reputation as a “magical,” “thrilling” dancer and entertainer. “The 

result was a campaign that appealed not only to the soda giant’s targeted youth 

demographic but to Jackson fans of all ages by interweaving iconic visual and musical 

tropes that depicted the superstar doing what he did best: entertaining audiences” (Love 

2015, 180).  

This feat was explicitly accomplished in the “Concert” spot, which depicts 

Jackson and his brothers in their professional capacity as live musical performers. The 

commercial depicts the palpable excitement and energy of a live arena performance via 

quickly edited scenes. As Dunagan suggests, commercials that deploy theatrical musical 

and dance conventions “attempt to live in the gap between entertaining and advertising, 

drawing attention to the ways in which each practice promotes and relies on consumption” 

(2007, 4). We see the Jackson brothers attending to their final costume and makeup 

adjustments whilst drinking Pepsi in the crowded backstage area. These shots are intercut 

with those featuring the large audience waiting and cheering wildly in anticipation while 

armfuls of Pepsi are brought to them by ushers. The ubiquity of the Pepsi logo and Pepsi 

products throughout the advertisement is matched by the appearances of Jackson’s own 

iconized symbols. In brief, tantalizing snippets, the commercial reveals the “look” made 

famous by Jackson’s 1983 Motown 25 performance. There are close-ups of his single 

silver-sequined glove, his glittering silver-sequined socks, and his gleaming black 

Florsheim loafers. Just his feet and ankles are shown walking out of the dressing room, 
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first strutting and then crossing dramatically in a dynamic pose.146 Following the 

anticipation created by the song’s re-vamped musical structure and a montage of 

“branded” signs and symbols, The Jacksons are finally shown on stage performing for the 

crowd. Notably, the last shot is of the Pepsi logo overlaid on the attending crowd, 

implying that by consuming Pepsi, television viewers could be part of the lucky audience 

at The Jackson’s “live” concert.  

Conversely, the minute-and-a-half “Street” spot implies that fans can obtain 

further intimacy with Jackson beyond attending his concerts by drinking Pepsi. Although 

it may appeal to “Jackson fans of all ages” as Love (2015) suggests, this commercial 

explicitly targets a very young demographic. Those not old enough to attend a concert 

without parental guidance are highlighted in the “Street” spot as an autonomous and 

diverse group of street-wise kids who, while drinking Pepsi, catch a glimpse of The 

Jacksons (and, most importantly, Michael himself) and join them in a fun-filled 

choreographic romp in the street.  

During the opening moments of the commercial, two sounds serve to underscore 

the impression of a youthful social scene in an urban environment: a honking of a car 

horn and a computerized trill of an arcade video game. Michael’s lithe body, clad in a 

sparkling black and silver jacket and slim-fitting black pants, briefly appears in the 

doorway of a local pizza parlor. As the first thumping bass beats of “Billie Jean” sound, a 

close-up focuses on Michael’s silver-sequined socks and black loafers as he strikes a pose, 

his instep pressed against the ground.  
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Two white pre-teen males round the corner enthusiastically, pumping their arms 

to the beat of the music. They are dressed in a stylish manner, one sporting sunglasses 

and a trendy jean jacket and the other with a bandana casually tied around his neck. One 

of the Jackson brothers, Tito, wearing dark aviator sunglasses, smiles behind a 

windowpane of the pizza parlor as he sees the kids in the street. Two other boys enter the 

scene, bringing signifiers of 1980’s “street culture” with them: a Latino boy carries a 

large boom box on his shoulder as a white boy dances on the hood of a car, tossing off a 

quick arm wave and several beats of popping.  

The Jackson brothers exit the pizza parlor, holding soda cups with the Pepsi logo 

on them; they match the kinetic energy of the last shot with large flourishing gestures and 

big smiles. The next shot depicts three different male children nodding their heads and 

snapping their fingers to the beat; a small, fair-skinned African American boy in the 

background wears a red bow tie, pink skirt, and black jacket that recalls Michael’s outfit 

in Billie Jean. In the foreground, a white boy with slicked-back hair takes a generous 

swig out of a glass Pepsi bottle. Several of The Jacksons watch the kids with big-

brotherly approval. They nudge each other and point off-screen to another site of activity. 

The next quick shot shows three young black girls in light-colored sweatsuits grooving in 

front of a van, the bright plastic balls of their hair-ties bouncing as they bob their knees 

up and down and let ripples flow smoothly through their torsos.  

The next shot features a close-up of Michael’s sequined glove hand snapping to a 

series of rising and falling chords that serve to build anticipation. The rest of the Jackson 

brothers smile, swig Pepsi, and excitedly nudge each other to “get a look at that.” In the 

subsequent frame, we see another African American boy, clad like a mini-Jackson 
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impersonator in a wide-shouldered red-leather jacket and dark aviator sunglasses, making 

a funky entrance onto the scene. He imitates some of Michael’s signature dance moves 

with a finger snap, exaggerated pelvic thrusts, and a swiveling kick of his leg. The boy, 

played by child actor and dancer Alfonso Ribeiro, who had recently won accolades for 

his performance in the Broadway musical The Tap Dance Kid, performs “Michael 

Jackson moves” confidently, demonstrating his sartorial and corporeal identification with 

the pop star.147  

As the song transitions from the introduction into the sung chorus, all of the 

characters, including all the Jackson brothers except Michael, begin to amass in the street. 

At first, Michael’s non-diegetic voice sings the revised lyrics: You’re a whole new 

generation. You’re dancin’ through the day. You’re grabbin’ for the magic on the run.. 

Both groups strut towards one another with purpose and joy. Their animated movements 

match the upbeat rhythm of the lyrics: You’re a whole new generation. You’re loving 

what you do. Michael’s impending entrance is signaled by a quick shot of his sequined-

sock and foot stepping onto the pavement. Put a Pepsi in the motion. The choice is up to 

you hey hey! Still striding confidently, Ribeiro pulls his sunglasses off his face with a 

cocky flourish and turns to take a Pepsi from a friend. He tips his head way back and 

guzzles it enthusiastically as he slides backward in a moonwalk right into the oncoming 

group of Jackson brothers. He turns as he feels his back make contact with another body. 

The next shot is from below, enhancing the sense of youthful idolatry of a larger-than-life 

icon. For the first time in the commercial, we see Michael Jackson’s face.  

Michael swivels his head around to see who has run into him. His look back at the 

boy is initially playfully scolding, but he breaks into a small smile as the facial 
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expressions of Ribeiro and his peers change into shock and excitement as they recognize 

the pop star. Then Michael furrows his brow and lip-syncs the re-written Pepsi jingle, 

letting the rhythm of the song pulse through his upper body as he steps backward: 

“You’re the Pepsi Generation.” Several shots of wide-eyed and grinning kids are rapidly 

interspersed in the building choreographic action; one boy’s eyes widen in astonishment 

over a Pepsi can out of which he is drinking. The brothers and the kids move in time to 

the beat, clustering into a crowd of friendly comradery in the middle of the street. 

Together, they demonstrate a shared attitude of the “cool” despite the scene’s aura of 

childlike playfulness and wonder. Despite the initial glee articulated by the children’s 

astonished reactions, there are no typical fan histrionics. They don’t scream or clamber 

for the group’s autographs or photos as might occur in real life, but rather, (due to their 

shared enjoyment of Pepsi) the kids spontaneously join The Jacksons in a brief dance.  

Danced unison emerges out of the group’s bodily grooving as Michael sings: 

“You’re a whole new generation.” This casual communal groove is interspersed with 

high fives and stylized arm and hand movements. Guzzle down and taste the thrill of the 

day. Jackson and Ribeiro are shown next to one another, pulsing side to side as they 

mime buttoning imaginary cuff links. Michael’s single sequined glove shines. Ribeiro 

holds his can of Pepsi so that the label is visible. And feel the Pepsi way. Then the whole 

group takes large rhythmic steps in the same direction down the center of the street. They 

pose in a wide-legged stance, pulsing their necks and shoulders to the beat as they point 

their right arm forward. Then the camera angle changes to frame the children from the 

front, with the brothers behind them. We see the kids repeating this series of steps and 

gestures, finishing out the phrase with quick alternating reaches of their arms, robotic 
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ticks of their hands in a tight square in front of their torsos, and rapidly beating knees. 

And feel the Pepsi way. Taste the thrill of the day. And feel the Pepsi way. In the 

background, Michael and his brothers pivot turn and jog away. The kids are having so 

much fun they don’t realize for another eight counts of choreography that The Jacksons 

are walking away towards the end of the street. They finally turn around to wave goodbye 

and strike final poses. You’re a whole new generation. You’re a whole new generation. 

Ribeiro smiles broadly and breathlessly as his friends wave to their departing heroes. 

Visibly astonished at his good fortune, Ribeiro animatedly high-fives a friend, then still 

holding his can of Pepsi, swivels into a tight spin that ends with him on his toes, arms 

outstretched in celebration. The frame freezes on this joyous moment and the slogan 

“Pepsi The Choice of A New Generation” appears on the screen.    

Michael Peters served as the choreographer for the “Street” spot. Similar to his 

work for Thriller and Beat It, the movement vocabulary draws from studio styles as well 

as includes several brief interludes of street dancing.148 Like these preceding music 

videos, the Pepsi “Street” commercial extends several elements belonging to the 

Hollywood musical tradition: it features everyday people performing a theatricalized 

vernacular dance style that connotes both popular trends and urban hipness and a crowd 

spontaneously breaking from this casual mise-en-scène into polished unison 

choreography. Similar to all of Jackson’s works that include both street and studio 

dancing, Peter’s choreography for Pepsi’s “Street” advertisement thus serves to “hail” 

different audience demographics.  

Viewers literate in the style and rhetoric of musical films are offered familiar 

choreographic tropes and modes of staging. Both the ideals of wholesome community 
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and the pleasure of consumption espoused in many Hollywood musical films are also 

indexed and reified. Just like the crowd scenes that frame and naturalize a film star’s 

performance of song and dance in Hollywood musicals, the “amateur” chorus of child 

dancers in the Pepsi commercial provides a strong site of identification for television 

viewers. As dance scholar Beth Genné (2004) notes regarding Fred Astaire and Gene 

Kelly, the “Street” setting provides Jackson with an opportunity to demonstrate his 

accessibility in a “candid” non-professional environment. The “Street” spot legitimated 

Jackson as a pop star in touch with his fans, granting what Dodds calls the “concomitant 

urban savvy” a star performer gains from appearing in the street environment (2009, 254).  

The advertisement also possessed potent “hooks” for youths involved or 

interested in street dance and burgeoning hip hop culture more broadly. As Dunagan 

notes, “Continued growth within consumerism requires the constant manufacturing of 

new products and new markets. The appropriation and modification of marginalized 

social groups functions, at least in part, as a means for generating new markets and 

innovation in product lines” (2018, 136).  While scholars such as Tricia Rose (1994) and 

Thomas F. DeFrantz (2014a, 2014b) characterize hip hop as a subcultural formation 

created by young people of color in urban environments in the 1970s and 1980s that 

“speaks back” to their marginalization and disenfranchisement, the social and political 

potency of hip hop is elided in the Pepsi advertisement. The act of placing street dancing 

in commercials for corporate brands evacuates the meanings the forms possess in their 

original social contexts. The commercial replaces those meanings with new ones 

associated with the brand. Commodity signs “establish and maintain brand identity 

through the appropriation […] of social formations, which are distilled down to markers 
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of belonging that exist at a distance from their lived social relations” (Dunagan 2018, 

141). Street dance signifies (black) hipness yet is “reduced to style and spectacle” as it is 

appropriated into the Pepsi commercial (Dunagan 2018, 143). While the advertisement 

uses street dance as a marker of (black) hipness, the chorus of children performing in the 

video embodies the carefully constructed racial and multicultural diversity of 1980’s 

commercials.149 

According to a 1990 US government census, the 1980’s increase in the proportion 

of minority ethnic groups to a white majority was the biggest population shift of the 

entire twentieth century (Rossman 1994). In Multicultural Marketing: Selling to a 

Diverse America (1994), marketing expert Marlene L. Rossman frankly states,  

The trend in every aspect of American life is toward greater cultural, 
ethnic, and linguistic diversity. Hispanics, Asians, African-Americans, and 
other culturally distinct segments can’t all be successfully targeted with 
the same goods and services that succeeded when the United States was 
(or thought it was) a monolithic, Anglo-dominated market. In these 
difficult economic times, businesses have learned that money is just as 
green when it is spent by people of color. (Rossman 1994, 6) 

 

She unequivocally says that the marketer’s aim is “to increase profits for their companies,” 

not to make social or political statements (Rossman 1994, xi). This is accomplished via 

the practice of targeting specific market “segments,” but also via crossover strategies, 

wherein an entity such as a record company or television program attempts to reach 

multiple demographics at the same time by including “a little something for everyone.” 

The optics of racial equality, diversity, and harmony showcased in the Pepsi commercials 

and throughout Jackson’s works align with democratic, liberal, and antiracist ideals, but 
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savvy advertisers also capitalized on these optics in order to sell more products to 

increasingly heterogeneous markets.150  

Moreover, the line between social reality, entertainment, and advertisement was 

further blurred by the publicity prior to the airing of the “Concert/Street” commercials. In 

an unanticipated turn of events, the commercials received global news coverage because 

of the pyrotechnical accident that ignited Jackson’s hair during the “Concert” shoot and 

sent him to the hospital with third-degree burns on his scalp. In response to this 

unplanned but likely welcome publicity, MTV premiered the commercials during a half-

hour behind-the-scenes mini-documentary about Bob Giraldi’s work.151 MTV treated the 

Pepsi commercials like the premiere of a music video: something to await and consume 

with pleasure.  

During MTV co-founder Les Garland’s on-screen interview with Giraldi, Garland 

states that the Pepsi campaign allowed Giraldi, “the master of two forms: music video 

and commercials,” to bring them both together. In some ways Garland’s statement is 

redundant. Commercials in the 1980s attempted to appeal to a blasé consumer base with 

entertaining and even ironic “not ads” (Goldman 1992). In alignment with this trend in 

advertising, both Jackson/Pepsi commercials “engage performance conventions to 

subvert the advertising structure and to encourage consumers to view the commercial 

from an aesthetic standpoint” (Dunagan 2007, 8). Even if “the success of music videos 

and their initial proliferation on channels such as MTV and VH1 created an opportunity 

for cross-promotion” as Dunagan suggests (2018, 99), music video is always already 

indebted to commercial advertising techniques, practices, and values. The fact that 
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Jackson had chosen Giraldi to direct Beat It prior to Giraldi’s involvement in the Pepsi 

campaign reinforces this notion of the intractable mutuality of these two forms.  

In addition to the showcasing how pop music videos adhere to aesthetics and 

semiotics forged in the advertising industry, the Pepsi commercials exemplify how music 

videos harness the power of advertising and how advertising harnesses the power of the 

“pop star-as-brand.” Like many other commercial advertisements that feature pop stars, 

the “Concert” and “Street” spots work “to produce consumer pleasure through familiarity 

that is tied to an increased sense of belonging and/or access to being-celebrity” (Dunagan 

2018, 98). The sense of intimacy and affect generated by the celebrity is amplified by the 

use of dance, which “hails” viewers as both audience and consumers. As Dunagan (2018) 

points out, soda brands have been particularly keen to exploit the popularity of pop stars 

since the 1970s. The pop star-as-brand links the product of bubbly, sugary soda with their 

energetic vitality, charisma, individual success and the trendiness of youth culture. The 

pop star-as brand deploys a unique “look” and youthful sex appeal that works in 

conjunction with their signature vocal and dance abilities to generate a particular affect. 

Just as “branding forms a semiotics as signs mark differences in meaning between goods” 

(McDonald 2003, 43), the pop star’s particular constellation of accrued cultural meanings 

differentiates them from those of their peers. Each pop star’s “unique” individuality 

serves to rhetorically underscore all of Pepsi’s advertising campaigns that define the 

individual’s freedom to choose through consumption, made literal in the slogan “The 

Choice of a New Generation.”  

Pepsi’s commercials that feature pop stars capitalize on the multiple semiotic 

channels through which pop stars communicate, yet I argue that Jackson’s adoption of the 
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semiotics of advertising makes him an exemplar of the pop star-as-brand. From the sonic 

to the visual to the choreographic, Jackson successfully sells himself as a brand. In their 

cross-promotional campaign, Jackson and Pepsi worked in tandem to provide multi-

sensory “hooks” and sources of pleasure for a range of viewers in the attempt to sell more 

of both brands’ respective products. While other commercial advertisements starring 

Jackson feature him solo, the “Street” spot situates him in relation to his brothers in The 

Jacksons (which indexes their shared history in popular music), as well as a multiracial 

group of children, who act as proxy for a larger imagined community forged through the 

shared consumption of both Pepsi and Jackson’s pop star-as-brand. This young 

multiracial dancing chorus is significant because it underscores this phenomenon in 

Jackson’s works more generally. As suggested in the analysis of the advertisement above, 

Jackson’s multiracial dancing chorus provides multiple points of identification for his 

audiences. Viewers of many ethnic and racial backgrounds “saw themselves” by proxy in 

the multiracial dancing chorus that surrounded and amplified Jackson’s star-as-brand.  

Jackson’s dancing chorus was multicultural insomuch as it included both studio 

and street dance practitioners; both these groups included dancers from a variety of ethnic 

and racial backgrounds. In the course of my interview with Eddie Garcia, he suggested 

that Jackson purposefully chose backup dancers who could look like they represented 

multiple racial backgrounds. With the notable exception of the Egyptian-themed video, 

Remember the Time (1992), which fantastically celebrated African culture and beauty,152 

and a pair of videos directed by Spike Lee in 1995, Jackson’s dancing chorus was always 

pointedly racially and ethnically diverse. This is not to say that this diversity was 

disingenuous in the least. Jackson’s choice to be surrounded by a multiracial dancing 
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chorus squared with his general anti-discriminatory stance. Whatever the intentions 

behind the decision, it is important to note that the “look” of Jackson’s multiracial chorus 

aligns with the aesthetics of consumer-oriented, colorblind multiculturalism.  

My consideration of Jackson’s multiracial chorus as an example of consumer 

multiculturalism is not to meant to deny that Jackson and his collaborators were self-

consciously fighting discrimination and racism within the industry or in the public sphere 

more broadly. Together, they manifested positive change both behind the scenes and in 

diversified representations across screens. Throughout the twentieth century consumption 

increasingly became a “symbol of American social democracy” from which African 

Americans were excluded (Chambers 2008, 4). Thus, representation in commercial 

advertisements, which recognized African Americans, and other historically marginalized 

and underrepresented groups as “full and equal members of society,” is significant 

(Chambers 2008, 4). However, akin to Dunagan’s (2018) recognition of the ambivalence 

inherent to commercial advertising’s incorporation of diverse social identities, I draw 

attention to how a well-intentioned vision of antiracist harmony can dovetail with the 

“look” of consumer multiculturalism and its imperative to sell more. Taken to its logical 

conclusion, my theorization of Jackson’s multiracial chorus sheds light on the 

contemporary commercial dance industry’s progressive stance towards race, racism, and 

representational diversity and difference.  

In examining the particular phenomena of the multiracial chorus of children in the 

“Street” commercial and the multiracial chorus featured in many other of Jackson’s short 

films/music videos, I turn to Warren Hoffman’s (2014) study of the racial politics of the 

chorus line. Specifically useful is his reading of how the casting and narrative of the hit 
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Broadway show A Chorus Line (1975) articulated the time’s prevailing racial ideologies. 

Significantly, A Chorus Line was conceived and directed by the dancer-choreographer-

director Michael Bennett, who would subsequently create Dreamgirls (1981) with 

Michael Peters as his co-choreographer. Hoffman persuasively argues that A Chorus Line 

embodies the 1970’s celebration of ethnic and cultural difference but in adopting the 

ideology of colorblindness, blithely ignores the particular realities of racism that continue 

to affect the day-to-day lives and opportunities of many Americans: “this ethos […] 

imagines a world in which everyone has an equal chance to succeed in life and where 

one’s racial and ethnic background is not a hindrance to that success but an identity to 

embrace and a reason to celebrate” (Hoffman 2014, 144).  

In his genealogy of the chorus line, Hoffman cites the Ziegfield showgirls as the 

paradigmatic example of the theatrical construct of the racially “pure” chorus line. With 

historical roots in ideals of Anglo-Saxon feminine beauty, the homogeneity of the chorus 

line exemplified early twentieth-century racial ideologies. Like the Ziegfield stage 

spectaculars that inspired them, the elaborate musical ensemble numbers created by 

Busby Berkley in the 1920s and 1930s showcased a bevy of “matching” white women; 

each smiling pretty face as anonymous as the next (Franko 2002; Dodds 2014). 

Following a logic that figured racial difference as a “distraction” from aesthetic precision, 

the famous Radio City Rockettes did not integrate their line until 1987 (Hoffman 2014, 

160).  

Yet both white and black entertainers deployed chorus line aesthetics throughout 

the twentieth century. Indeed, the choral dancing in Jackson’s work reflected the 

aesthetics of precision, regimentation, and synchronization that characterized several 
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strands of American popular entertainment. These attributes were performed by the 

African American female chorus lines at Harlem’s famous Cotton Club and the era’s 

“class act” tap dancers (Allen 2010; Hill 2010). There were also the Cotton Club Boys, 

who “initiated a male style of precision dancing done in unison that was difficult to 

imitate” (Gottschild 2000, 62). These groups, however, showcased an Africanist 

corporeal attitude and their unison dancing was marked by swinging rhythms.153 Notably, 

Cholly Atkins was a former Cotton Club Boy and “class act” tapper (Atkins and Malone 

2001). Atkin’s contribution of subtly precise vocal choreography for Motown vocal 

groups meant that the values of precision and repetition practiced by this early generation 

of African American entertainers were passed down.    

I am not insinuating that the talented and skilled artists who worked at the Cotton 

Club nor the Motown groups who danced in unison reified aesthetics rooted in white 

supremacy without significantly altering them. Nor am I contesting that the diverse cast 

of A Chorus Line was an important landmark in American entertainment history. Rather, 

each era’s particular racial politics was reflected by the strategies and emergent practices 

regarding racial representation: together, these earlier generations expanded the aesthetics 

of uniformity central to the chorus line’s original racial (racist) semiotics. However, as 

Hoffman (2014) argues, the diverse chorus in A Chorus Line proves relatively superficial; 

the show’s narrative obscures the racism that differently affected members of this chorus 

in the real world. Reflecting the emergence of colorblind racial ideology in the 1970s 

(Omi and Winant 2015), A Chorus Line cast racial difference as no different than 

physical, ethnic, or gender difference. Its vision or “look” of multiracial harmony glossed 

over the realities of structural racism.  
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Linking the politics of entertainment to those of advertisement, Hoffman suggests 

the chorus resembles a “United Colors of Benetton” print advertisement. The Italian 

fashion company Benetton was both lauded and critiqued for its series of campaigns from 

the 1980s through the 1990s which capitalized on the notion of multiculturalism in their 

branding. Cultural critic Henry Giroux critically remarks that in the early Benetton 

advertisements, “racial differences are accentuated but linked primarily to dynamics of 

consumption and largely subordinate to the logic of the marketplace and commerce” 

(1994, 10). It is in relation to this larger shift of the “look” and commercial function of 

multiracialism/multiculturalism during the latter part of the twentieth century that I read 

the “Street” Pepsi commercial, as well as many of Jackson’s other short films/music 

videos that include a multiracial dancing chorus.  

Hoffman uses the phrase “diversity within conformity” (2014, 149) to describe A 

Chorus Line’s multiracial chorus. I find this term apt to describe the on-screen 

manifestations of Jackson’s dancing choruses. While racial differences were signaled 

visually, uniformity and sameness were highly valued attributes in the majority of 

Jackson’s short films/music video and live performance choreography. This is 

demonstrated primarily through the ample use of unison but echoed in the performance 

expectation that each dancer should be as similar in their lines, shapes, and tone as 

possible in order to appear as a unit rather than a group of individuals.154 Importantly, no 

one in the chorus should draw focus from Jackson, the star.155  

While I have tried to show how the power of the “star-as-brand” and the 

aesthetics of consumer multiculturalism gestures towards works beyond Jackson’s cross-

promotional relationship with Pepsi, these particular 1984 Pepsi commercials prove 
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especially productive for theorizing how these values and aesthetics operate in tandem 

with advertising logic as they circulate across screens. Yet what circulates across screens 

does not necessarily reveal the complex motives of the creative team nor values or 

politics at play behind the scenes. Therefore, in the following section, I move behind the 

scenes to consider members of the chorus’s perspectives regarding “commercial dance” 

and the politics of labor in the industry for different players. Via an analysis of 

choreographers’ and dancers’ discourse, I examine several different economies of values 

and political structures at work in the industry. 

 
4.2 Economies of Value 

The look and function of the “hybrid” pop music video are a result of the 

intersecting discourses and practices of advertising and various performing art traditions 

(Dodds 2001; Dunagan 2018; Goodwin 1992). Here, it will become evident that the line 

distinguishing pop music videos and commercial advertisements was also blurred behind 

the scenes. In addition to strategies and methods being shared across format, many of the 

same directors, choreographers, dancers, and pop stars participated in the making of 

music videos and commercials for television. Both studio and street dancers had opinions 

about the advantages and challenges of working in the commercial dance industry. As 

might be expected, these perspectives often varied depending on the choreographers’ or 

dancers’ background and reflect larger cultural discourses about “artistic” and 

“commercial” pursuits.  

Dancers and choreographers who came from studio backgrounds often 

encountered prejudicial bias regarding commercial work versus “concert dance.” Michael 
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Peters weighed in on the values of commercial work in a 1984 Dance Magazine feature 

article:  

He [also] realized that dancing in concert companies was precluding a 
comfortable lifestyle. After a tour with Alvin Ailey he vowed, “Never 
again would I work that hard and make so little money. Once I had a 
falling out with Talley [Beatty] because I chose to do a Broadway show 
over another season with his company. His attitude was, ‘Oh, you’re going 
commercial.’ But I didn’t give a damn. On the one hand it was a financial 
decision: The rent was due, bills had to be paid. On the other hand, I 
wanted to get involved with other aspects of dance. (Grubb 1984b, 67) 

 

“Other aspects of dance” included choreographing for Broadway as well as working as a 

choreographer for television commercials. By 1984, Peters had collaborated with Giraldi 

on six different commercials; he choreographed commercials for Canada Dry, Sassoon 

Jeans, Burger King, and Dr. Pepper, as well as The Jacksons’ 1984 Pepsi campaign 

previously analyzed (Bailey 1984).156  

As this anecdote about Peter’s “rebellion” against some of the values of concert 

dance reveals, studio choreographers’ and dancers’ attitudes towards commercial work 

varied. Julie Wheelock’s Los Angeles Times article, “TV Choreography: Selling by the 

Second,” describes the behind-the-scenes labor and perspectives of the choreographers 

and dancers working on a three-minute Pepsi-Cola commercial starring pop singer and 

crossover star Lionel Richie, formerly of the Motown soul/funk group The Commodores. 

Directed by Giraldi, this Pepsi advertisement was choreographed by Vincent Paterson for 

twenty-four young dancers “carefully selected for image, height, type, and ethnic balance” 

(many of whom had also appeared in the Thriller video) (Wheelock 1985, U56).157 

Paterson is quoted as saying he enjoyed the short-term creative challenge of 

commercials.158 The article points out that “in spite of the artistic limitations,” 
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commercials are quick gigs, pay well, and sometimes offer residual payments to featured 

dancers which keeps them afloat during sparser periods of employment. Wheelock 

suggests “local dancers queried seem to be of two minds about dancing in commercials” 

(1985, U56), which I will quote at length since it reveals the variety of opinions and 

values held by the dancers themselves.  

Cynthia Mann speaks for one faction when she says: “The dancing is very 
limited– showy and commercial– and not at all fulfilling. And you’re 
judged more on your looks than your dancing ability.” Wanja MacIntyre, 
on the other hand, says: “I love commercials. The artistic quality depends 
on the freedom given the choreographer– sometimes they’re elaborate and 
sometimes simple. But a lot of dancers forget that commercials are about 
selling products– dancing is secondary.” Or as Victor Manoel puts it: 
“Commercials pay the rent, but I prefer concert dancing.” (Wheelock 1985, 
U56) 

 

This perception of the opposing poles of the “artistic integrity” of concert dance 

and the financial gains to be made with commercial/music video work is amplified in a 

1990 Los Angeles Times article by Stephanie Gutmann entitled “The Michael Jackson 

School of Dance.” The article describes the “pyrotechnics and heart” of music video 

dancing, placing it in an oppositional stance to “serious” modern dance.159 Gutmann 

chronicles the dismissive attitudes of proponents of “high art” dance towards music video 

dance:  

[…] dance critics and respected artistic directors have a tendency to sneer 
at music video choreography, calling it repetitive, unimaginative, and 
“commercial”. Commercial is a discreet way of saying they think it is 
unsophisticated—and maybe even enjoyable, a highly suspicious thing to 
be these days. (1990, H9)  
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Yet as the previous quotes from Peters and Paterson suggest, not all concert dance or 

studio practitioners were prejudiced towards commercial work, even if they reified the 

stubborn binary of art/commercial in their defense of the “hybridized” field. Keith Young, 

a choreographer who danced for six years with postmodernist Twyla Tharp’s dance 

company before transitioning to music video choreography, describes videos as a “way to 

marry the lucrative side of commercials and the integrity of art” (Gutmann 1990, H9). 

This type of comment serves to rearticulate the assumption that concert dance operates in 

a purely aesthetic realm without deep investments in the marketplace or capitalism, 

which is patently false.  

And of course, not all choreographers and dancers working in the commercial 

dance industry hail from a concert dance background nor are motivated by the same 

ideologies. Indeed, Gutmann’s article acknowledges the diversity of backgrounds and 

styles that music video choreographers possess. In addition to discussing Young’s concert 

dance pedigree, the article discusses the background and careers of two other music video 

choreographers. Studio-trained dancer/choreographer Barry Lather is highlighted; his 

incorporation of the Robot, street styles, and “break-dancing” into 1970’s and 1980’s jazz 

dance aesthetics and conventions prefigured what is now termed “jazz funk.”160 The LA 

jazz dance aesthetic in which Lather was trained and taught was highly “commercial” in 

that the style was as frequently used in corporate industrials and employed in the 

advertising and film industries as on the concert stage. Notably, Lather was not reported 

to be critical of the commercial element of his work. Nor did the article suggest that 

choreographer Anthony Thomas, a self-taught popper and locker, held a pejorative 

attitude towards commercial work.161   
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Some street dancers expressed concern about “selling out,” which is akin to studio 

dancers and choreographers viewing commercial work as possibly detrimental to the 

integrity of their art. Despite his own eager participation in the entertainment and 

commercial industries in the early 1980s, street dancer and historian Thomas Guzman-

Sanchez characterizes the commercial exploitation of street styles as a negative thing for 

street dance generally. The incorporation of street dance into Hollywood movies and 

commercials and the ensuing rush to create new commercial-ready street style groups and 

for studio dancers to appropriate street moves spelled the “demise of urban street dance” 

(Guzman-Sanchez 2012, 144). From his perspective, the incentive to make money from 

dancing curtailed the creative integrity of the form.  

It allowed the bar of excellence to be lowered. The bar had been set by the 
creativity of the innovators and practitioners from the beginning. The 
quality and artistry was [sic] lowered to a mediocre level. It was this bland 
commercial attitude that watered it all down to a lukewarm version of the 
original. (Guzman-Sanchez 2012, 144)  

 

Incidentally, Guzman-Sanchez cites the appearance of Mr. Freeze and members 

of other street dance crews on Solid Gold (discussed in Chapter 3) as an example of how 

commercial opportunities could affect the quality of dancing even for the well-respected 

innovators of street styles: “Because of the music the routine was fast and noticeably 

lackluster. The fast tempo of the music forced them to rush their moves. This ensemble of 

backup dancers was clearly performing for a payday” (Guzman-Sanchez 2012, 145). Of 

course, Guzman-Sanchez does not speak for all of the street dancers who entered the 

commercial entertainment industry as workers in the 1980s. In DeFrantz’s article about 

the “breaksploitation” era of Hollywood movies, he comments on the pride that street 
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dancers demonstrate when discussing the difference between themselves and studio-

trained dancers: “This distinction arrives as a badge of honor for the dancers, who claim 

their ‘outsiderness’ to mainstream dance practice as a marker of their authenticity within 

hip-hop” (2014a, 120).  

While authenticity is central to hip hop culture, that does not mean street 

practitioners shun professional careers. In the documentary Breakin’ and Enterin’ (1983), 

“Shabba Doo is willing to claim identity as a member of a Professional Street Dance 

crew, a company organized to consider hip hop dancers as professional artists, 

responsible to the form and its professionalization” (DeFrantz 2014a, 120). This 

professionalization is seen by some as legitimization for the art of street dance. Today, 

street dancers are able to either seek a living in the commercial dance industry and/or the 

competitive arena of hip hop battles and conventions. Arguably, the contemporary global 

hip hop dance network operates in accord with some of the fundamental values of its 

practitioners: respect for history, lineage, and community and the imperative to “show 

and prove” one’s embodied knowledge in practice, especially through the highly valued 

skill of improvisation. The hip hop network is inextricably intertwined with the 

commercial marketplace in multiple ways: the competition’s prizes often include cash 

awards and events are typically underwritten by corporations. Although the contemporary 

commercial dance industry and the hip hop competition circuit function according to 

different imperatives, the fields are not mutually exclusive and overlap in many respects.  

But before the creation of the global hip hop network of battles, conferences, 

touring master teachers, and creation of an online community of practitioners and fans, 

the earliest street dancers found work in an industry dominated by the codes, conventions, 
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practices, and values of studio dance. Depending on the workers’ previous experience in 

the entertainment industry, they had different understandings of their role and 

expectations of how their contributions were both recognized and compensated. The 

commercial elements of music videos were not always foremost in every choreographer’s 

mind in the 1980s. In “Everybody Dance Now” (Selby 1991), Anthony Thomas reflects 

on his initial naivety. He recounts, “A friend of mine had pointed out, ‘Hey, do you 

realize that you, you and other choreographers, help sell millions of albums for these 

artists?’ And I was taken aback and I said, ‘You know, no I didn’t. I never thought about 

it like that.’” In interviews, other dancers noted the discrepancy between certain music 

videos’ financial takes and their own compensation. Michele Simmons, a professionally-

seasoned studio dancer who had performed with Jackson and other entertainers on 

television in the 1970s before joining the cast of Thriller frankly states what she sees as a 

blatant inequity.162  

I knew it was gonna be fabulous, but I was also of that mindset that we 
shouldn't have done it as a video [contractually speaking] [...] they show 
Thriller, still, all the time, and we're not paid a dime because it was 
considered publicity for the record company. So it was a huge rip-off. For 
the amount of people that were in Thriller and the amount of money that 
was made from it, they could have easily paid us. (Lyle 2007)   

 

Despite these differing testimonies, for many dancers and choreographers in the 

1980s, participation in an exciting new televisual medium meant innovation and creative 

satisfaction; working on music videos was an artistic accomplishment as well as a 

welcome paycheck (even if royalties were not included). Additionally, the cultural capital 

one accrued with working alongside a pop artist such as Janet Jackson, Madonna, or 

Michael Jackson had significant weight in an industry organized around star power. As I 
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will discuss in the following section, working with a pop star provides a certain amount 

of cultural capital, exposure, and creates further opportunities for both choreographers 

and backup dancers within the entertainment industry.  

 
4.3 The Game of Commercial Dance 

By first framing Jackson through the lens of the “pop star-as-brand” and 

subsequently discussing the divergent ideologies and values held by various members of 

the commercial dance chorus, I rearticulated the political hierarchy that has structured the 

commercial dance industry throughout its history. Therefore, I move to an examination of 

that hierarchy in a manner akin to dance historian Gay Morris’s A Game for Dancers: 

Performing Modernism in the Postwar Years 1945–1960 (2006), which employs 

Bourdieu’s theorization of the “game” played in cultural fields for accruing access, 

agency, and power. Here, I use Bourdieusian logic to analyze the hierarchy of star, 

“author,” and chorus that structures the “game” of the commercial dance industry.  

According to Bourdieu, a field of cultural activity should not be seen in isolation 

from social, cultural, and political contexts and histories. While it refracts outside 

influences, it is not an “unmediated reflection” of society (Morris 2006, xvii). In 

Bourdieusian terms, the field of commercial dance is semiautonomous within the 

conglomerate American entertainment industry; it possesses its own history to which 

“agents both assimilate and respond” (Morris 2006, xvi). Thus, the discourses and 

practices of the advertising, performing arts, film, and recording industries are variously 

present in the Los Angeles commercial dance industry. While the same could be said for 

these and many other industries and fields, the commercial dance industry is particularly 
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shaped by dynamics of rank, recognition, and association. Similar hierarchies exist in 

various strata of American society, but the particularities of the hierarchy that governs the 

workers within the commercial dance industry are its own.  

At the top of this hierarchy is the pop star. Pop stars, who rely on dancing to add 

visual and kinetic excitement to their music videos and spectacular live performances, are 

paramount in the commercial dance industry. Despite being employees of their record 

companies, pop stars are perceived to be autonomous creative workers, free to pursue 

their individual artistic and intellectual desires through their work (Stahl 2012). Typically, 

songs and music videos are interpreted as the creative work and self-expression of an 

individual pop star. That is to say, as recording artists and music video performers, 

commercial works are seen as “theirs” rather than the product of multiple collaborating 

parties and strategic marketing schemes. The flipside of this perceived creative freedom 

is utter precarity; the pop star’s power is ultimately reliant on public opinion, commercial 

success, fan devotion, and the cooperation of their record company. The individual pop 

star is always at risk of losing their popularity and being supplanted by another pop star.  

Despite this constant condition of precarity, pop stars represent both symbolic and 

commercial capital. It is this dual power that places them at the top of the commercial 

dance industry hierarchy: the “pop star-as-brand” generates both symbolic and 

commercial capital for other players within the commercial dance industry. Similarly, 

“name brands” provide workers in the commercial dance industry with labor 

opportunities and chances to exercise creativity. A history of the corporate use of dance 

in both industrial shows and television commercials is far beyond the scope of this 

dissertation, but it must be noted that well-known name brands perform some of the same 
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functions as the star-as-brand, conferring credibility and positive connotations to the 

worker who lists the brand on their resume. My necessarily limited focus here on the pop 

star as star-as-brand condenses a much larger, more complex economy of value.  

In crystallizing my study around the notion of the “pop star-as-brand” however, I 

highlight the divergent valences of commercial and symbolic capital in the commercial 

dance industry. The pop star is the reason music videos, live television appearances, and 

arena tours are produced. Pop stars provide employment opportunities and paychecks for 

choreographers and backup dancers, as well as creative producers involved from all other 

aspects of the entertainment business. All this hired labor ultimately serves to promote 

the pop star-as-brand. Depending on the gig and the ranking of the employee, there are 

varying lengths of commitment, different contractual details, and different compensation, 

all of which can create stability or add precarity to a freelance worker’s life. While 

workers are (variously) financially remunerated for their labor, the symbolic capital of 

the star-as-brand often outvalues the financial incentives. The symbolic capital of the pop 

star-as-brand can be harnessed by other players within the field. Working with a pop star 

is one of the best routes to gain exposure and influence within the entertainment industry. 

Being associated with a pop star provides cultural cachet both “inside” the industry and in 

media promotion and publicity. In an industry that prizes fame, dancers and 

choreographers can become “pseudostars” by appearing beside or working with a pop 

star (Stevenson, Miller, and Russell 2013).  

Today, this is clearly articulated through both the resumes and journalistic 

coverage of choreographers and dancers and the websites of commercial dance studios, 

who prioritize the famous names associated with them over all else. Contemporary 
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choreographers and dancers’ professional resumes and biographies typically highlight the 

names of the celebrities and well-known commercial brands for whom they have worked. 

Millennium Dance Complex’s website boasts about “the studio’s A-list clientele and a 

faculty of the most sought after dancers and choreographers in the world” and features a 

section called “Celebrity Shout outs.” On-site, the North Hollywood studio boasts a 

“Wall of Fame” of entertainment industry figures who have visited and worked in its 

studios.163 The Edge Performing Arts Center also spotlights its celebrity clientele with a 

photo section on its website.164 The website for Debbie Reynolds Legacy Studios plays 

up its historical importance in the commercial dance industry, citing multiple generations 

of celebrities including Lucille Ball and Cher as well as Madonna, Michael Jackson, 

Mariah Carey, and Usher.165 Clearly, invoking a connection to a star-as-brand lends 

credibility and value to players within the commercial dance industry.  

Underneath the pop star is another tier of “authorial” contributors. This tier 

includes the director and choreographer/dance director. Each director possesses varying 

amounts of prestige associated with the genre of film or video they typically work in. One 

can see this variation in prestige across directors who worked with Jackson such as 

Martin Scorcese, known for critically acclaimed drama; John Landis, who made camp 

comedy that performed well at the box office; and Bob Giraldi, one of the most accoladed 

commercial directors working in the advertising industry.166 Depending on the format of 

the work (commercial, music video, or short film) directors are also attributed differently 

in the credits. The director’s role as an overseer of many production jobs and departments 

is acknowledged, yet the director is also widely perceived as an “auteur” and generally 

given credit for the overall vision of the work. There are also choreographers and dance 
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directors who move into directing. In Jackson’s chorus, Vincent Paterson and Kenny 

Ortega are two relevant examples of how the choreographer can expand their “authorial” 

role beyond creating and/or staging dance movement.  

Although the creative agency of choreographers depends on the particular job or 

project, they are perceived within the commercial dance industry as being “the real 

masterminds of the visual process in front of the camera” (Stevenson, Miller, and Russell 

2013, 84). While they are ultimately subordinate to the star or corporate brand, being 

hired as a choreographer for a pop star opens the door for many opportunities within the 

conglomerate entertainment industry. Paterson provides the best example of this, as he 

credits his work with Jackson as propelling him into a successful and satisfying career as 

a choreographer-turned-director (MJCast 2016). Paterson is relatively renowned, as 

demonstrated by the number of awards granted throughout his career and celebrations of 

his work in the past five years including the documentary The Man Behind the Throne 

(Grunditz 2013) produced by Swedish television.  

However, the authorial agency of choreographers is incredibly limited by their 

position as “workers for hire” within the conglomerate commercial industries. 

Choreographers are freelance “gig” workers temporarily employed by larger corporate 

institutions, whether it be advertising agencies, the recording industry that funds and 

produces music videos, or any of the production companies that comprise the Hollywood 

film industry. In most instances, choreographers are affected by industry-wide practices 

that alienate workers from their creative contributions. As media scholar Matt Stahl 

(2012) states in his assiduous study of the politics of work in the recording industry,  
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The logic of work for hire brings the subordinating power of employment 
into even sharper focus, with a further twist: it highlights the employer’s 
superordinate position and associated power not only to control aspects of 
the employee’s labor but also to appropriate the fruits of that labor. It 
highlights the relationship between domination and exploitation. […] 
Work for hire highlights this dynamic because the superordinate status of 
the employer allows the employer to claim ownership of the work or value 
created by the employee. Employment and work for hire allow the 
employer to alienate creative employees who might otherwise have 
credible claims on authorial rights, under commonsense conceptions of 
authorship, creativity, and personality. (Stahl 2012, 212–213)  

 

Exacerbating their alienation from the products of their labor, choreographers 

who work across the various segments of the commercial media industry are not 

unionized and therefore lack the collective bargaining rights which might help procure 

standard rates or royalties for the projects they work on. Despite perceptions of their 

authorial role, their status as workers for hire within the gig economy of the commercial 

entertainment industry simultaneously grants them certain privileges and presents serious 

limitations. A particularly telling example that reflects the tension between some 

choreographers’ sense of their own authorship and their status as workers for hire 

involves Paterson. The finale of the 2013 season of the popular reality competition 

program Dancing with The Stars featured an homage to Smooth Criminal yet failed to 

give Paterson credit despite using many recognizable moves and segments of his music 

video choreography.167 I address this particular incident, and choreographers’ broader 

political activism regarding these policies and practices in more depth in the chapter’s 

last section but here only note that the slight was publicly characterized by Paterson on 

social media as a denial of his creative labor and an unapproved use of his intellectual 

property.  
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However vexed the issues of recognition of creative authorship and proper 

financial remuneration might be for choreographers working in the entertainment 

industries, they are not at the bottom of the hierarchy. As workers for hire, both 

“choreographers and dancers are often denied recognition and retain limited control of 

their moving image or choreographic labor” (Dunagan 2018, 193). Yet it is the ranks of 

backup or chorus dancers that form the bottom tier of the commercial dance hierarchy. 

Unlike choreographers, they lack the power and prestige that authorship lends a 

choreographer navigating the industry. Backup dancers’ possession of the least agency 

within the hierarchy is demonstrated by both historical and contemporary accounts of the 

exploitation of their bodily and creative labor.  

Backup dancers are expected to stay in the background. In The Business of Dance, 

the authors explicitly state, “Remember, you are with the star; you are not the star,” in the 

chapter called “Know Your Place” (Stevenson, Miller, and Russell 2013, 99). This advice 

is, in part, about egoism but it also clearly spells out the role of the dancer within the 

hierarchy: “The moral of this story is that you have to know your place as a dancer. You 

are backing up the singer. You are there to make them look good” (Stevenson, Miller, and 

Russell 2013, 100).  

There are other relationships that backup dancers must navigate carefully as well. 

Choreographers can be important figures in their careers as choreographers tend to hire 

the same dancers across their gigs for continuity and convenience. The Business of Dance 

states, “While getting in good with a working choreographer is the best career move you 

can make […] there are some political pitfalls you need to know about” (Stevenson, 

Miller, and Russell 2013, 85). The authors describe how since choreographers typically 
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lack job security, they may feel threatened by a particularly gifted backup dancer, 

especially one that demonstrates any choreographic talent. In the event that a 

choreographer takes credit for a section of choreography or series of moves a backup 

dancer created, their expert recommendation is to take it in stride.  

After you have built a rapport with a choreographer, and they start to book 
you directly without the hassle of an audition, you may be asked to 
choreograph a section. […] Most of the time, you will receive neither 
credit nor compensation for helping. But if you say no, you may not work 
with the choreographer again. […] If you are asked to choreograph a 
section by the choreographer, feel honored, knowing that this is a rite of 
passage, the stealing of choreography without receiving credit or pay, is as 
old as time. Actually, everyone who is currently a choreographer has gone 
through this process. (Stevenson, Miller, and Russell 2013, 94–95) 

 

In addition to this “time-honored” practice of stealing choreography, the backup 

dancer’s position at the bottom is also expressed in what Stevenson and Miller term the 

“caste system on the set” (2013, 92). Their low rank in comparison to every other worker 

on set often forces backup dancers to endure challenging or less than ideal working 

conditions. As Peters and Paterson state in “Everybody Dance Now” (Selby 1991), 

during the early days of music videos dancers were usually underpaid, abused and taken 

advantage of, and oftentimes had to dance on concrete or in other physically demanding 

conditions. They frequently had to fight for overtime and proper flooring. Not all pop 

stars or projects always operated this way. According to Paterson, Jackson paid for all of 

his dancers on Smooth Criminal to become members of the labor union SAG-AFTRA, 

(Screen Actors Guild-American Federation of Television and Radio Artists), in order to 

grant them protections and benefits (Pugh 2015). Yet in 2013, the authors of The 
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Business of Dance note some of the same exploitative dynamics and issues in later 

generations of dancers’ experience of rank within the industry.  

You are a pawn––remember that. […] Typically, dancers are not treated 
the same as actors or models. After a long day of hurry up and wait, you 
will probably dance at the end of the day, in heels, and on wet cement. 
You may not get the attention you deserved from hair and makeup, so 
bring your own supplies. (Stevenson, Miller, and Russell 2013, 91)  

 

Barry Lather echoes his early music video peers in “Everybody Dance Now” 

(Selby 1991) by stating that dancers “put up with” less than ideal conditions. Yet he also 

suggests that, on the other hand, music videos provided opportunities to work and were 

often a stepping stone for young artists. This sentiment continues into the contemporary 

milieu, as Miller and Stevenson attest via anecdotes about their own careers. Backup 

dancers are able to parlay the cultural capital gained from having worked with pop stars, 

commercial directors, choreographers, and national advertisement campaigns to advance 

their position and careers within the commercial dance industry. This power to maneuver 

allows workers to build their careers, but the commercial dance industry is inherently a 

precarious place of employment for all creative workers involved. Despite this 

contemporary accounting of the low rank of dancers and choreographers within the 

conglomerate entertainment industry, there have been considerable efforts since the 

1970s within the commercial dance industry that have attempted to amend and correct 

some of these dynamics.  
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4.4 The Politics of Work: Accolades and Action 

Workers’ rights have been fought for in a number of ways by the commercial 

dance community, but for the sake of brevity, I limit my examination to how award 

ceremonies and collective advocacy institutions have historically empowered workers. I 

acknowledge, but do not delve into the important role of the commercial dance agent, 

who works on behalf of the choreographer or dancer to get them auditions, jobs, and 

negotiate pay and contracts (Stevenson, Miller, and Russell 2013).  

I must briefly mention, however, the essential role Julie McDonald has played in 

the Los Angeles commercial dance industry.168 She founded the first dance-focused 

agency in 1985 and was crucial in getting dancers and choreographers jobs across the 

spectrum of the conglomerate entertainment and advertising industries. As a March 1987 

Dance Magazine article details, McDonald found dancers work on “Solid Gold, Dance 

Fever, Fame, Moonlighting, and Dancing to the Hits as well as a myriad of TV specials, 

galas, films, commercials, and music videos.” Her work as an agent and advocate is 

highlighted in “She Fights for the Rights of Dancers,” a 1991 Los Angeles Times feature. 

Notably, McDonald helped found Dancers Alliance in 1990, which I discuss below. After 

years of heading the dance division at Joseph Heldfond and Rix talent agency, McDonald 

and Tony Selznick founded McDonald-Selznick Agency (MSA) in 2000.169 MSA is one 

of the most prestigious agencies amongst its kind; others include The Movement Talent 

Agency, Doris Day Otis (DDO), BLOC Dance Agency, Clear Talent Group (CTG), and 

TRIO Talent (Stevenson, Miller, and Russell 2013).  

While having an agent working on one’s behalf dramatically improves one’s 

chances of finding employment, other labor-related challenges present themselves. As I 
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have evidenced throughout the dissertation, choreographers and dance directors have 

been under-recognized by the larger commercial entertainment industry. This paucity of 

credit manifests differently across different types of gigs. Commercial advertisements do 

not include credits for any of their creators; in press releases and online databases 

“advertising primarily promotes the authorial presence and recognition of film directors, 

ad agencies, and production companies” (Dunagan 2018, 192). Only the pop star, the 

record company, and director are named at the beginning and end of music videos: not 

the choreographer and definitely not the dancers. This logic also underpins other 

professional engagements in the commercial dance industry. Choreographers are not 

always mentioned in the press surrounding a pop star’s tour or “one-off” television 

performance such as an awards show or half-time performance. Choreographers who 

contribute to major motion pictures are treated in contradictory ways by the Hollywood 

film industry. On budget sheets they are “above the line” creative workers paid for their 

creative labor, yet since there is no category for Best Choreography for a Film at the 

Oscars their contributions go unrecognized by the most prestigious of all award shows.170 

Lastly, online sources of information tend to rank film and music video choreographers 

and dancers low, if at all. They are often listed last in official credits on the Internet 

Movie Database (IMDb) and the Internet Music Video Database (IMVDb), usually after 

“below the line” technical contributors such as gaffers, grips, et al or in the category 

“other crew.”  

This historical tendency towards improper attribution and under-recognition has 

been directly challenged by official accolades and awards ceremonies throughout the 

latter half of the twentieth century. Dunagan points out that awards are an important form 
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of recognition in a “capitalist economy where success is, essentially, grounded in 

promotion”; therefore, “this kind of recognition indicates forms of investment and the 

valuing of some forms of labor over others” (2018, 197). The majority of the awards 

shows I mention in this section blatantly value the work of the choreographer over the 

contributions of the chorus of backup dancers. Also, the works of commercial dance span 

multiple industries and formats and the presumed cultural prestige of the particular 

medium possess corresponding hierarchies of recognition. While the Oscars do not 

recognize choreographers as a category of importance, choreographers working in 

television are recognized by the Emmys and music video choreographers are recognized 

by cable channel awards programs such as the MTV Video Music Awards (known as the 

VMAs) which began in 1984, a short-lived VH1 awards show (2000–2001), and the Soul 

Train Awards on BET (1987–present).  

In response to the fragmented focus of these other award programs, in 1994 

participants in the commercial dance industry created a yearly event to recognize the 

achievements of its workers across film, music video, television, and commercials genres. 

First called the LA Dance Awards, they were rebranded as the Bob Fosse Awards (1996) 

and the Fosses (1997), before becoming the American Choreography Awards (Dunagan 

2018, 240).171 In a brief article about the 2004 awards ceremony (which happened to be 

the last), the LA Times dance critic Lewis Segal comments,  

If dancers are usually nothing more than sideshows or special effects in 
contemporary Hollywood, the annual American Choreography Awards 
allows them one long evening of delirious self-celebration and 
empowerment. Divided into eight categories, the awards honor 
achievements in dance on camera and often confirm the worst about the 
dancers’ status quo. But the event itself is more a carnival of the 
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dispossessed than a conventional, celebrity-laden giveaway” (Segal 2004, 
48).  

 

Despite the pejorative tone that Siegel takes in characterizing the works of commercial 

dance as “sleazy, derivative dance numbers from the most forgettable film musicals or 

TV shows,” he admits the ACAs empowered the commercial dance “family” (Segal 2004, 

48). For a decade, the ACAs served to foster a sense of collectivity, as well as confer rank 

and recognition on individuals within the commercial dance industry.172 Yet unlike the 

Emmys and the cable channel awards shows, the ACAs received relatively scant attention 

from the press. The ACAs were also not televised and therefore did not have much of an 

audience outside of the commercial dance industry itself. This is also currently the case 

with the monthly showcases produced by the commercial dance institution 

Choreographer’s Carnival. Choreographer’s Carnival was first established in 1998 in Los 

Angeles as a way “to give working choreographers and dancers a venue where they can 

have free artistic expression without the constraints of an artist, a director or a script” 

(www.choreographerscarnival.com/.) According to its website, Choreographer’s Carnival 

is now a global brand that has “satellite balls” in Chicago, New York, London, Sydney, 

and Tokyo. While it primarily functions as an alternative outlet and self-promotional 

stepping stone for industry insiders, Choreographer’s Carnival also awards Lifetime 

Achievement awards to individuals including pop stars, directors, choreographers, and 

agents as part of its annual Anniversary Show.  

In addition to these various institutional attempts to generate artistic freedom, 

accolades, and recognition, multiple advocacy movements have protected vulnerable 

dancers and choreographers working in the commercial dance industry throughout the 
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past forty years. While working consistently on certain Broadway, Hollywood, and 

industrial shows make union membership possible for some dancers, the short-term and 

gig-based nature of the commercial dance industry means that freelance dancers and 

choreographers have not always been able to garner membership or its benefits.  

The advocacy group Dancers Alliance, which McDonald helped found in 1990, 

currently provides a detailed history of the politics of labor for non-union dancers on their 

website. They chart this history from the exclusion of dancers from the Screen Actors 

Guild in 1933 through their 2012 victory to mandate fair contracts for dancers working 

on music videos.173 Notably, the development of the pop music video as a generative 

form that provided dancers and choreographers employment and creative satisfaction in 

the 1980s prompted workers in the industry to collectively advocate for better working 

conditions. As McDonald stated in 1991, “video work used to be a terrible area for 

dancers and it’s not that great now, but it’s improved and dancers have more protection as 

long as they hold out for alliance minimums” (Wheelock 1991, SDF4). Dancers 

Alliance’s current stated mission is to “improve the careers of professional dancers and 

choreographers through education and solidarity. We negotiate equitable rates and 

working conditions for non-union workers and represent the dance community on union 

boards and committees” (www.dancersalliance.org/da-mission). In addition to fighting 

for standard contracts and protections for music video dancers, Dancers Alliance also 

provides information about contract negotiation, healthcare, and taxes.  

Another older, but still active advocacy organization also bears mentioning here. 

Professional Dancers Society (PDS) was founded by a group of self-proclaimed chorus 

“gypsies” in 1976 in response to the feelings of vulnerability and precarity their non-
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unionized working status fostered. Although the non-profit organization has gone through 

several changes in mission since its inception, it now works closely with The Actors 

Fund of America, a national organization “dedicated to the welfare of all entertainment 

professionals” with a focus on benefits and protections for retirees of the industry 

(www.professionaldancerssociety.org/index).  The Society holds an annual awards 

luncheon honoring an individual’s contributions to the field of entertainment, which 

serves as a fundraiser for The Actors Fund.  

While they share some of the same concerns as dancers regarding beneficial 

contracts, positive working conditions, and fair compensation, choreographers have also 

historically had particular concerns regarding recognition and royalties for their work. As 

mentioned earlier, in 2013 Paterson made a public statement regarding “credit and 

choreographic plagiarism.” While the social media post was in response to not receiving 

credit or being asked for his approval of Dancing with the Stars’ homage to Smooth 

Criminal, it indexed the larger systemic exploitation that commercial choreographers 

have historically faced.  

The issue is that my work from Smooth and other dances I created for MJ 
have been exploited for a long time. In regards to Smooth Criminal 
specific examples include both MJ Cirque shows and THIS IS IT. Neither 
MP’s estate or I received compensation. And the infinitesimally small one 
line credit that Michael Peters and I received at the final line of the THIS 
IS IT credit crawl was almost embarrassing. 

 

In his post he goes on to state, “It is deplorable and inexcusable that the 

intellectual rights of choreographer’s [sic] are not legally protected” (Paterson 2013). 

Paterson, whose career in the commercial dance industry spans more than three decades, 

may have been aware of a 1984 effort in which more than one hundred choreographers 
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asked the Director’s Guild of America to join their union, an effort which was stymied by 

the Alliance of Motion Picture and Television Producers (Billman 1997). His concerns 

align with the contemporary mission of the volunteer organization Choreographers 

Alliance, founded in 2016, which is “dedicated to protecting the careers of 

choreographers in TV, film, commercials, music videos, and concert tours” 

(http://www.choreographersalliance.com/who-we-are/). Their main concerns are 

attribution, recognition, intellectual property, and union benefits for “work for hire” 

choreographers. In these ways among others, the commercial dance industry has 

empowered itself and collectively mobilized for professional recognition and workers’ 

rights. While much more could be said about these topics and actions, my brief overview 

points out the agency and activism of individuals and collectives who have worked for 

respect and fair treatment and against the historical trend to under-recognize and exploit 

the creative and bodily labor of choreographers and dancers.  

To summarize, this chapter has taken several different analytic routes to examine 

the prevailing ideologies, values, and political structures at work in the Los Angeles 

commercial dance industry. Via both across screens and behind the scenes analytic 

perspectives, it is evident that the commercialism of commercial dance is not as 

straightforward as it may first appear. As posited in my discussion of the semiotics of 

selling, the “star-as-brand” figure of the pop star and the logic of crossover marketing are 

salient characteristics of commercial dance; the mandate to appeal to multiple 

audiences/consumers and to sell to more market demographics shapes commercial dance 

works. However, both the hybrid form of the pop music video and commercial 

advertisements blur any perceived distinct separation of commerce and art.  
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Working dancers and choreographers from both studio and street traditions also 

actively trouble this binary by finding artistic merit in their “commercial” work. Dancers 

and choreographers also navigate a precarious political hierarchy based on stardom, rank, 

and cultural capital. Their labor has often been undervalued, invisiblized, and unfairly 

compensated; they have historically endured exploitative working conditions. In the last 

thirty years, the Los Angeles commercial dance community has organized to contest 

some of the unfair labor practices and credit-giving paradigms within their field. In these 

ways, the commercial dance industry both replicates capitalist ideology across screens 

while attempting to curtail its pernicious effects behind the scenes. Here, I have 

addressed the local production culture in which these commodities were produced. In the 

following chapter, I explore how the circulation of these commodities beyond this 

context reveals the paradoxical nature of cultural memory under globalized late 

capitalism. My dual analytic perspective of behind the scenes and across screens 

provides further insight into the creative practices of Jackson and his dancing chorus, as 

well as some of the larger theoretical issues that their short film/music videos raise 

regarding the circulations of screened dances, replication capacity of video technology, 

and the work of cultural memory in postmodern culture.  
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CHAPTER 5. CIRCULATIONS, VIDEO, AND MEMORY 

 

In this chapter, I direct my attention to the effects that television, film, and video 

technology have on the works of commercial dance, both behind the scenes and across 

screens. In the 1970s and 1980s, these technologies of replication and mass-circulation 

shaped the ways that knowledge about the cultural practices and histories of both street 

and studio dance forms was transmitted. I am prompted by this phenomenon and the 

global circulation of Jackson’s short films/music videos to investigate how cultural 

memory is affected by dance’s commodification and circulation across media. I expand 

the theoretical scope of practices of attribution and recognition beyond my previous focus 

on particular individuals and groups to include the larger communities and histories from 

whence these forms developed. The focus on cultural memory under late capitalism in 

this chapter indexes the dissertation’s larger themes of recognition and attribution and 

commodity culture.  

Cultural memory has been rigorously theorized in relation to embodiment and 

performance. Because Jackson and his chorus took inspiration both from mediated 

sources and learned from oral and bodily transmissions, performance scholar Diana 

Taylor’s (2003) distinction between the “fixed” archive and the more “malleable” 

repertoire provides a useful way to conceive the overlapping modes by which Jackson 

and his dancing chorus received and transmitted embodied knowledge. Performance 

scholar Joseph Roach also describes how the “historical archive of scripted material” and 

“orature” “have produced each other interactively over time” (1996, 12–13). Since I have 

already discussed what might be called the orature and repertoire of the embodied 
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pedagogical modes of both studio and street dance, in section 5.1, I focus on how Jackson 

and his chorus engaged with the “archives” of film and television. Specifically, I examine 

the dance show Soul Train and the MGM-produced film series That’s Entertainment, 

attending to how these sites of commercial entertainment provided viewers with 

information about the cultures and histories they showcased. These case studies 

demonstrate how divergent values about creativity, collaboration, and entertainment were 

transmitted through these shows. Drawing attention to the ways that commercial dance 

works always engage both artistic and commercial domains, I subsequently provide 

empirical evidence of Jackson’s engagement with video technology in two ways: as used 

in his collaborative creative processes and as globally circulating commercial products. 

In section 5.2, I theorize works as process and product. I first expound theoretical 

frameworks pertaining to Africanist aestheses regarding notions of originality, paying 

homage, and critically Signifyin(g) through “repetition and revision” (Gates 2014). 

Coining the term “re-member” in order to answer part of my third research question, I 

demonstrate how Jackson’s short film/music video Smooth Criminal (1988) revises the 

Hollywood musical film The Band Wagon (1953) and updates the original by including 

street dance. Specifically, I argue that this “re-membering” redresses the racial politics 

and ideologies evident in the earlier film. As cultural memory is always a site of 

contestation, the history I cover in this chapter stresses the power of both remembering 

and forgetting, especially regarding racial politics. 

Increasingly throughout the 1980s and early 1990s, a number of scholars began to 

argue that traditional modes of memory and history were being challenged by 

postmodernity, broadly defined as the radical departure from modernist assumptions 
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about culture, especially with regard to stability, master narratives, and universal values. 

In his 1990 book Time Passages: Collective Memory and American Popular Culture, 

cultural theorist George Lipsitz outlines some of the intellectuals who noted this issue. 

Cultural theorist Fredric Jameson claims this so-called “crisis of memory” is the result of 

the interrelation of postmodern culture and late capitalism; historian Russell Jacoby terms 

the problem “social amnesia”; and cultural studies scholar Lawrence Grossberg avers that 

in postmodernity there is no sense of progress, depth, or inheritance, and that the past is 

collapsed into the present (Lipsitz 1990, 22). Lipsitz suggests popular culture and 

commercial electronic mass communication are the catalysts for this disruption in the 

traditional function of cultural and collective memory.  

Whilst the “re-membering” process of Jackson’s chorus can be seen as a process 

of engaging with the archives and repertoires of both black vernacular dance cultures and 

American musical theater dance, the global circulation of the commercial product of the 

short film/music video meant that the references and signifiers in his screen 

choreographies were unmoored from their cultural and historical specificity. I therefore 

suggest the technological capacity of videotape/VHS cassette players to record televisual 

material, replay, and record over (thereby erasing the previous material on the tape) 

provides a conceptual framework for understanding how Jackson’s short films/music 

videos paradoxically “re-membered” the dance styles and choreographies from which he 

and his chorus sourced and effected the erasure of the cultural histories of the dance 

forms he sourced.  
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5.1 Street Dance, Studio Dance, and Video/VHS Technology 

Although film and broadcast television have been dominant forces in popular 

music and culture since the 1920s and 1950s respectively (Forman 2012; Mundy 1999),  

throughout the 1970s and 1980s, new technologies of replication including the video 

cassette recorder (VCR) and video home system (VHS) cassette tapes fundamentally 

changed the ways that viewers engaged with televisual content.174 In a 1986 article in 

Esquire, television critic Tom Shales terms the decade of the 1980s America’s “Re 

Decade” and claims the era was the “byproduct of the communications revolution” of 

cable, satellite, computers, and home video technology (61). The processes of “recycle, 

recall, retrieve, reprocess, and rerun,” which dominated popular culture during the “Re 

Decade,” informed how screened dances circulated, re-circulated, and were re-membered 

by Jackson and his dancing chorus (Shales 1986, 60).  

Increasingly inexpensive and available video technology made it possible to re-

screen and re-watch both the street and studio dancing first circulated by commercial 

television programs and Hollywood film studios. Therefore, I first examine how west 

coast funk styles were circulated nationally via the televised dance show Soul Train. I 

subsequently analyze how musical theater dance accentuated the star-powered 

entertainment values of Hollywood musical film as celebrated in the MGM film series 

That’s Entertainment! (1974–1985). Conjecturing about what Jackson and his dancing 

chorus might have learned from the “archives” of these television programs in addition to 

the bodily movements they watched, re-watched, and mimicked, I analyze how different 

cultural values are expressed both through the dancing and the programs’ rhetorical 

framing of the meaning of the dancing.  
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Soul Train (1971–2006) was a cultural juggernaut in an age in which commercial 

television served as a primary disseminator of popular culture. As Soul Train was created 

during the tail end of the Civil Rights movement, its ethos was reflective of burgeoning 

Black nationalist and Black Pride movements. Significantly, it was the first African 

American-owned television show to be syndicated nationally. Cultural critics and 

scholars alike have lauded its importance as a site of African American cultural 

expression, pride, positive self-representation and ownership (Blount Danois 2013; 

George 2014; Goldberg and Swain 2014; Lehman 2008). Both the social dancing and 

choreographed routines featured on Soul Train broadcast throughout the 1970s were 

foundational to Jackson’s later music video aesthetic: Jackson picked up movement 

vocabulary and style from the show’s regular dancers as well as hired members of the 

funk style groups Eklypse and the Electric Boogaloo as private tutors, choreographers, 

and backup dancers (Loya 2010; McMillian 2013; Taraborrelli 2009). 

That so many of the “amateur-turned-professional” west coast funk style dancers 

learned to dance in part by mimicking the Soul Train dancers from afar led me to 

postulate that Soul Train functioned as a type of pedagogical feedback loop.175 Soul 

Train’s feedback loop blurred the line between amateur and professional or anonymous 

dancer and star performer as moves were passed back and forth between the dance floor 

and the stage.176 Despite its programming focus on musical guests and celebrities, Soul 

Train also provided a chance for “unknowns” to become known. As indicated by the 

hundreds of fan letters members of the Soul Train Gang received each week, Soul Train 

offered some of its unpaid “social” dancers the opportunity to be noticed (George 2014). 

Exposure on the show could lead to a career in the commercial entertainment industry, 
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and many notable individuals entered the field of popular entertainment via the popular 

televised dance show.177  

As Nelson George suggests, “what viewers saw on Soul Train wasn’t just one 

style, but a polyglot of approaches, some indigenous street dance, some just individual 

flamboyance, and often happy accidents developed in the heat of competition” (2014, 31). 

The Lockers’ articulation of funk styles as choreographed routines were the first to be 

featured on Soul Train in the early 1970s; their televised performances inspired many 

other young people to form dance groups and create choreographed routines. While 

Jackson’s dancing was also influenced by the social dancing and choreographed Motown 

routines showcased on Soul Train, here I highlight the choreographed routines by west 

coast street dancers because of the significance of Jackson’s tutelage under funk style 

practitioners.  

Groups located throughout California formed a peer network of sorts. When more 

experienced dancers taught newer dancers they also passed along information about who 

developed what style. When Eklypse performed on the show in 1979, they credited the 

Electric Boogaloo from Long Beach with developing boogaloo and popping;178 this led 

host/owner Don Cornelius to book the Electric Boogaloo on the show (George 2014). 

The development of west coast funk styles and techniques within specific local, cultural, 

and social contexts is essential to note; all the groups I mention throughout the 

dissertation were based in California and participated in the local regional subculture by 

developing their dancing in clubs, competitions, and other performance events in 

relationship to the other crews and dancers (George 2014; Guzman-Sanchez 2012). The 
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techniques developed by these dancers blurred the lines between social and theatrical, 

amateur and professional, and community and individual creativity.  

Within the context of Soul Train, however, it was clear that the street dance forms 

were related to and developed out of the social dance styles performed by amateur 

dancers on the show. Soul Train’s format also allowed these routines to be contextualized 

within social and cultural history; when dance groups and choreographers appeared on 

Soul Train, Cornelius typically introduced them to the viewing audience and gave them 

airtime to say a few things about their performances and activities.179 For example, when 

the Electric Boogaloo performed on the show for the first time in 1979, Cornelius 

provided some context for their performance.180 Holding the microphone out to each 

individual dancer, all five of whom were clad in brightly colored zoot-suit inspired vests 

and baggy pants, Cornelius asks them to introduce themselves: “Dane Foster alias Robot 

Dane”; “Timothy Solomon alias Popin’ Pete”; “Boogaloo Sam better known as Sammy 

Solomon”; “Puppet Boozer”; and “Creepin’ Sid.” Cornelius explains further,  

The extra names that you have- this is- has to do with a certain dance that 
you do. The dance group is called the Electric Boogaloo. These fellows 
invented a style of dancing that’s becoming very popular except not many 
people beside them can do it. But it’s very exciting to watch and we’re 
fortunate to have the opportunity to present them before we look on 
television someday and see somebody else doing it for a whole lot of 
money and claiming that they invented it. But as for popping and the 
electric boogaloo- these are the fellows that started it. 

 

As the first beats of Prince’s pop-funk song “Sexy Dancer” sound, the crew forms 

an evenly-spaced pentagonal shape facing the cameras and on-set audience. The dancers 

play with a frontal perspective throughout the choreographed routine, occasionally 

turning sideways, facing the back, and moving in and out of linear formations. The 
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physicality of the dancers slips between what Laban movement analysts call a “bound 

flow,” a contained, controlled way of holding the body, and a more relaxed, loose 

corporeality. Their style is marked by a juxtaposition between small, precise bodily 

articulations and sequential waving and smooth gliding. Despite the quick pace of the 

movements and the abrupt shifts from position to position, their attitude is cool; their 

approach is subtle and controlled. At moments, the dancers appear to be mimicking 

robots, mimes, and wind-up toys, which gives the choreography a glitching, stop-motion 

animation quality. These percussive “dime stops” and rhythmic articulations are 

juxtaposed by smooth swivels and sharp movements that use momentum to create more 

liquid, gliding qualities.  

Their arms crisply snap, hover, and deliberately pop into different angular 

positions without ever reaching higher than shoulder height. While the dancers 

occasionally bend and twist from their waists to create new angles and take large 

sneaking steps to the side to propel sequential body waves, they remain relatively upright 

throughout the routine, using spiraling of their torso to create sequential ripples that often 

end in abrupt stops. The dancers’ legs and feet mirror the punctuated poses of their arms 

as well as move them into different spatial configurations. The dancers take small, stiff 

steps to locomote, swivel on the balls of their feet, and draw their knees up to hip height 

as if manipulated by puppet strings. Positions are frequently accentuated by “popping,” 

the muscular contraction and release of specific areas of the body, which creates an 

uncanny sense of movement without locomotion through space. As they stand in place 

they mark the funk rhythms of the bass guitar and drums by pulsing their knees and heels, 
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occasionally breaking into gliding, sliding, and “creeping” steps that travel them forward, 

sideways, and backward smoothly through space.  

Throughout the first minute of the choreographed routine, the group moves in 

precise, incremental, robotic unison through symmetrical configurations, adding different 

facings to create a sense of variety within the rhythmically unison movement. Despite the 

choreographic uniformity, each dancer’s idiosyncratic “flavor” and contributions to the 

collective are demonstrated: towards the middle of this particular routine, they pose in 

standing positions with bent arms held close to their torsos as each individual dancer 

takes a solo in their respective personal styles of “roboting,” “puppeting,” “popping,” 

“creeping,” and “boogaloo.”181 The routine ends in a unison accumulation in which the 

dancers exaggeratedly step and pause, step and pause, step and pause in a single file line 

to exit the stage.182  

The first performance of the Electric Boogaloo on Soul Train provides evidence 

of how the techniques of popping and boogaloo of the funk style family were, as 

Cornelius said, “invented” by this group of practitioners, although this claim has been 

contested by current hip hop historians, who cite older video and oral histories of 

Oakland area dancers (Bragin 2018). In either case, west coast funk styles are 

aesthetically linked to the social dance trends and practices featured by the Soul Train 

Gang. Funk styles are vernacular forms in so much as they were developed and shared in 

local communities by groups of people, but different techniques, styles, and movements 

were publicly attributed to specific groups and individual dancers.183 As described in 

Chapter 2, notions of individual authorship and communal practice are often in tension 

with one another within African American vernacular dance traditions (Kraut 2016a, 
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2016b). Here, I reiterate that the funk styles dance groups who appeared on television 

throughout the 1970s were part of a burgeoning off-screen network of California dancers 

who forged a shared aesthetic and culture through their interactions in community centers, 

clubs, and contests.184  

In other terms, west coast funk style dancers were both consumers and producers 

of a locally-forged dance culture. While I note that funk groups’ performances on Soul 

Train motivated dancers in other locales to take up the techniques developed by 

Californian street dancers, which brought funk styles under the larger umbrella of hip hop 

dances and directly influenced the subsequent global dissemination of funk styles, the 

feedback loop I describe here is a localized one: for Jackson and many of his street dance 

collaborators, Soul Train acted as a cypher.185 Although “cypher” or “cipher” is typically 

used to describe the circle in which individuals showcase their skills amongst a 

witnessing and participating community of dancers, I expand the term here to conceive 

how Soul Train produced a dialogical, circular engagement between the at-home viewers 

who became on-screen participants. Jackson and his brothers both starred on the show as 

musical guests and watched the show. According to Soul Train historian (and former 

dancer) Stephen McMillian (2013) and George (2014), the Jackson family also socialized 

with and learned dances from the Soul Train Gang behind the scenes. Jackson’s hiring of 

members of Eklypse and the Electric Boogaloo as tutors and collaborators in the late 

1970s and early 1980s on his crossover short film/music videos broke the cypher’s social, 

participatory circle because it brought dance forms developed in predominantly African 

American cultural milieus into US (white) mainstream and global commercial 
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entertainment arenas who had no social contact with the cultural contexts from which the 

dancing emerged (DeFrantz 2012).  

The innovative street dances televised via Soul Train were amongst many other 

styles of dance circulating across screens in the 1970s and early 1980s. In addition to the 

1970’s–1980’s musical films mentioned in previous chapters, studio forms from ballet to 

theatrical jazz were represented in feature films such as The Turning Point (1977), All 

That Jazz (1979), and Fame (1980), all of which focus on of studio-trained dancers’ 

training and professional experiences.186 While these examples highlight how multiple 

styles of studio styles of dance circulated across screens during this era, I draw attention 

to the MGM-produced That’s Entertainment! series, in which many song and dance 

numbers of Hollywood movie musicals of the 1930s–1960s were re-circulated. The first 

film, released in 1974, was an effort on the part of the new owner of MGM to capitalize 

on the “treasures in the vaults” for financial gain (Cohan 2005). That’s Entertainment 

(1974), That’s Entertainment II (1976), and That’s Entertainment Part III (1994), and 

That’s Dancing (1985) celebrated the “Golden Years” of MGM movie musicals (1929–

1961) by highlighting the stars who performed the mixture of tap, ballroom, ballet, and 

jazz associated with the era’s musical theater dance.187 These “documentary” films were 

subsequently released as VHS cassettes and then DVDs: purchasable commodities 

capable of being watched and re-watched by new generations of Americans.188   

Jackson was familiar with many of the Hollywood movies rescreened in this 

series; I will address Jackson’s invocations of the song and dance numbers from The 

Band Wagon (1953) and West Side Story (1961) presently. Here, I conjecture that the 

That’s Entertainment! series was included in Jackson’s astute study of Hollywood history. 
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Jackson’s interest in film industry lore and culture and his collection of movie 

memorabilia is well-documented.189 His long-lasting friendships with classic Hollywood 

stars including Liza Minnelli and Elizabeth Taylor are also well-publicized. Both these 

friends and other peers in the entertainment industry often remarked on Jackson’s 

curiosity and knowledge about “show biz” in interviews.190 Perhaps most famous, 

however, is his admiration for Fred Astaire’s movies and dancing. In a Television 

Academy interview with choreographer Anita Mann, who had collaborated with the 

Jacksons on their variety show (1976–77), Mann recounts that she taught Jackson all of 

Astaire’s choreography from videotapes (Mann 2018). Around this time, an eighteen-

year-old Jackson appeared with Astaire on the Dinah Shore television show Dinah! and 

gushed to the older dancer, “I just want to let you know I have all your old films on tape 

and I watch them all the time.”191 The episode aired November 12, 1976, at the tail end of 

the publicity blitz for That’s Entertainment 2! in which the seventy-six-year-old Astaire 

co-hosted with sixty-three-year-old Gene Kelly.192 As evidence of his enduring adoration, 

Jackson’s 1988 autobiography was dedicated to Astaire. Given the circumstantial 

evidence of Jackson’s interest in Hollywood musicals and Astaire specifically and the 

fact that one of Jackson’s music videos was included in That’s Dancing!, which I will 

discuss below, Jackson likely saw the That’s Entertainment! series.  

The series did not merely rescreen the song and dance numbers of the classic era 

of Hollywood musicals but framed them as quintessential American entertainment. This 

framing blithely ignores the genre’s fraught history of invisibilization and racial 

discrimination. The films are both celebratory of the art form and of what it identifies as 

the cultural purpose and value of movie musicals: sheer pleasure and entertainment. 
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Cultural theorist Richard Dyer suggests that “professional entertainment is the dominant 

agency for defining what entertainment is” (2002, 20). Dyer posits Hollywood musicals 

define entertainment as, “a type of performance produced for profit, performed before a 

generalized audience (the ‘public’), by a trained, paid group who do nothing else but 

produce performances which have the sole (conscious) aim of providing pleasure” (Dyer 

2002, 19). The self-reflexive definition posed by entertainers and the entertainment 

industry itself is one that only acknowledges the diverting “mindless” pleasure 

entertainment offers its audiences; not one that considers entertainment’s capacity for 

critical complexity. The That’s Entertainment! series reifies Dyer’s suggestion by 

showcasing a casual amnesia regarding the inequitable racial politics inherent to 

American musicals. It does this in part by celebrating the song and dance numbers at the 

heart of the musical.  

Dyer theorizes that musicals communicate “at the level of sensibility” (2002, 20) 

and that it is the eruption into song and dance numbers that communicates this affective 

charge: “[t]his movement of expansion and incorporation is at the heart of the musical’s 

construction of race” (41). Significantly, the musical’s space of affective, spatial 

expansion is denied to African American artists. Dyer points out that the joy of the 

musical, “bursting from the confines of life by singing your heart out and dancing when 

you feel like it” is a privilege afforded to white performers and denied to black 

performers, who are “ghettoized” as “only entertainers” and are thereby not allowed the 

“expansion into space, control over that space, and incorporation of what’s there” (41). 

This notion of expansion also extends to economic ideologies of consumption. As 

Colleen Dunagan notes, this era of film musicals promoted “cultural values that worked 
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in conjunction with capitalism” by creating “utopic worlds of abundance and positive 

affect” (2018, 7).  

While many explicit instances of this joyous (white) expansion feature across the 

series, I point to how the conclusion of Part II, which features Kelly and Astaire singing 

a new verse to the tune of “That’s Entertainment” from the backstage musical The Band 

Wagon (1953), works rhetorically to describe the affective capacity of the musical and 

the importance of stars to spreading this joy. As the aged dancers sing, they climb up and 

down an elaborate set of ladders while adjacent glowing black and white images of the 

film stars they mention are illuminated.  

Kelly: A show/that is really a show/sends you out/with a kind of a 
glow/and you say/as you go on your way: That’s Entertainment!  

Astaire: The art/that appeals to the heart/is a song that just has to belong/or 
a dance/that is sure to entrance: That’s Entertainment!  

Together: And now may we pause for a moment or two/cause there’s a 
chore that we feel we must do.  

Kelly: We’d like to name just a few of the stars you have seen – 

Astaire: Performing a song or a scene here. There were— 

Kelly: Judy Garland, Leslie Caron, Greta Garbo, Doris Day 

Astaire: Bob Taylor, Jack Buchanan, Tony Martin, Maurice Chevalier— 
 

And so on for another thirty-four names, walking grandly towards the camera, until 

together they sing with panache:  

That makes forty-two/we’ve missed one or two who’ve entertained 
you/And if it’s a hit then they’ll go on from there/they played a charade 
that was lighter than air.  
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As a clip from the 1953 film plays on a screen between them, the pair swing their bodies 

side to side, singing the original lyrics which define musical entertainment as pleasurable 

and happily frivolous in contrast to dreary dramatic tragedies.   

A good old-fashioned affair/As we sing this finale/we hope it’s up your 
alley/No death, like you get in Macbeth/No deal like the end of 
Camille/This goodbye/brings a tear to the eye/The world is a stage/the 
stage is a world of entertainment.  

 

While it is explicit in this finale number, the entire series highlights the 

importance of famous movie stars, telling the history of American musical film 

entertainment by primarily focusing on their charisma, talents, and performances. With 

smiling faces, gregarious gestures, and joyous movement through space, the singing and 

dancing stars effusively convey their pleasure in performing throughout the selected clips. 

In many of the numbers, they beckon to the camera as if to invite the audience into their 

world of pleasure, romance, and fun. The narrative commentary offered by industry stars 

also seeks to persuade the viewing audience about the importance and value of 

entertainment’s offerings of pleasure and escapism. In his review of the 1974 film, critic 

Roger Ebert indicates as much:  

That's Entertainment! is more of a documentary and a eulogy. Hollywood 
will continue to make musicals, of course […] But there will never be 
musicals like this again, because there won’t be the budgets, there won’t 
be the sense of joyous abandon, there won't be so many stars in the same 
place all at once, and most of all there won't be the notion that a musical 
has to be “important.” (Ebert 1974, np) 

 

Most significantly, by focusing on the centrality of lead performers’ talents and 

personalities the series affirmed the ideology of stardom forged in the studio era of 

Hollywood entertainment, harking back to MGM’s self-description of having “more stars 
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than there are in the heavens.” Certain stars get more recognition than others because of 

their legendary celebrity status: in Part I and Part II multiple performances by Kelly, 

Astaire, Judy Garland, Frank Sinatra, Cyd Charisse, Eleanor Powell, and Ann Miller are 

highlighted. Significantly, the series turns a (color)blind eye to the entertainment 

industry’s history of racism and discrimination. As Roach says “forgetting […] is an 

opportunistic tactic of whiteness” (1996, 6). Legendary vaudeville performers such as 

Bill “Bojangles” Robinson and Sammy Davis Jr, who began his career as a child “pick” 

on the vaudeville circuit, are given screen time but there is no mention of how their 

careers were affected by the legacy of blackface minstrelsy. The talents of Lena Horne, 

Ethel Waters, and The Nicholas Brothers are also highlighted, but without any discussion 

of the limitations that the racist practices and discriminatory culture of the 1930s–1950s 

placed on their careers (Bogle 2016). History is whitewashed more broadly still, by lack 

of recognition of the social and cultural milieus from which tap dance originally 

emerged; tap dance is framed as entertainment rather than as a social or vernacular 

practice. 

The fourth installment of the series, That’s Dancing! (1985) centers dance on film 

as the crown artistic and technological achievement of American entertainment. This film 

does acknowledge that dance occurs in other contexts, albeit in a haphazard and 

universalizing fashion. Announcing “long before the dawn of history, long before he 

could even sing or speak, man danced,” the film opens with a montage of different 

“ethnic” dances from around the world. It cuts from these uncontextualized dances to 

tapping lines of chorus girls’ feet and a colorful montage of spectacular show numbers. 

The film frames film musicals as the pinnacle of American entertainment while 
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simultaneously suggesting that the desire to and purpose of dancing are essential and 

unchanging across cultures and time. Host Gene Kelly’s opening narration conflates the 

cultural distinctions between social and ritual dances with dance as an art and 

entertainment form. He suggests that the traditional transmission of dance from teacher to 

student “throughout the ages” was revolutionized by motion picture cameras, stating that 

the advent of film recording technology created the conditions for the “art of dance” to 

flourish as never before by capturing “the most ephemeral of art forms.” 

The film connects this universalizing “history of dance” to the popular present of 

the 1980s. After the opening credits/montage that travels from global cultures to the 

Hollywood musical, Kelly visits a group of teenagers “breakdancing” in a graffiti-

covered basketball court in New York City and suggests the recent craze is a distant 

relative of the jitterbug. That’s Dancing! proceeds to outline the development of dance on 

the popular screen since the earliest motion picture to recordings to the 1980s. After 

surveying song and dance numbers from Busby Berkley spectacles to the eras of Astaire 

and Kelly, West Side Story’s number “Cool” from 1961, choreographed by Jerome 

Robbins, is featured before Kelly’s next narrative interlude:   

Dancing on film is nearing its one-hundredth anniversary. The innovations 
through the years have been remarkable. Now it’s no secret that the dance 
follows music. As music changes, dance changes with it. The music of the 
‘80s has had a profound influence on movie dancing and the changes 
we’ve seen continue to hold an exciting promise for the future.  

 

After showing clips of the “spectacular dancing of John Travolta” in Saturday 

Night Fever (1977) and the feature films Fame (1980) and Flashdance (1982), Kelly 

explicitly names music videos as heir to the American musical film tradition.193 Part of 
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Beat It (1983) is shown as evidence that Jackson was the leading star of the next 

generation of musical film entertainment. Kelly narrates, “The most innovative and 

certainly most successful exponent of this new medium is a young and gifted composer, 

singer, dancer and choreographer who obviously will be leading the way for some time to 

come.” Beat It is the last choreography screened in the movie; Kelly closes the film by 

saying “And that’s dancing!” Jackson’s own involvement in and knowledge of this 

symbolic “passing of the torch” is demonstrated by the fact that his record company, Epic 

Records, and his production company MJJ Productions gave permission for Beat It to be 

included in That’s Dancing!  

The circumstantial and anecdotal evidence I have relayed here undergirds my 

suggestion that Jackson encountered both the ideology of entertainment as a pleasurable 

escape from a harsh or dull reality and the ideology of stardom promoted by the MGM-

produced That’s Entertainment!/That’s Dancing! series. Although his aim to be the most 

commercially successful recording artist of all time cannot be solely related to his 

absorption of the values promoted in the series, I have highlighted this series because it 

exemplifies how the singing and dancing stars of American musical film entertainment 

are framed as legendary by this self-reflexive entertainment documentary series. While 

famous composers and a few directors and choreographers were mentioned in the That’s 

Entertainment! series, the chorus dancers remained anonymous and the individual 

dancing stars took center stage. This dynamic continues into the present, as does the lack 

of attribution for the dancing chorus and recognition of the sociocultural histories of the 

dance styles featured. I suggest that the ideology expressed in the series about 

entertainment, stardom, and being remembered by history would not have been lost on 
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Jackson. Indeed, as my analysis of Smooth Criminal suggests below, Jackson’s short 

films/music videos reified these paradigms even as they partially redressed the 

invisibilization and segregation of earlier eras of movie musicals by featuring an African 

American pop star and a multiracial chorus.  

While the circulations of street and studio styles of dancing across television and 

film screens provided part of Jackson and his collaborators’ education, new inexpensive 

home video recording technology enabled Jackson and his dancing chorus to engage and 

re-engage with some of these dances in new ways. As attested by collaborating 

choreographers and dancers, Jackson and his dancing chorus used both recorded 

videotapes of televised programs and commercial VHS tapes as archival material.  

 Pop N Taco, who worked as Jackson’s street dance consultant for over twenty 

years, told me about Jackson’s enormous VHS library. He also mentioned that Jackson 

commissioned Popin’ Pete and him to make original instructional street dance videos for 

his private use. In his book on street dance history, Thomas Guzman-Sanchez (2012) 

relays an anecdote about Paul Guzman-Sanchez, the author’s brother and fellow member 

in the funk styles crew Chain Reaction. Paul Guzman-Sanchez was recommended to 

Jackson by Pop N Taco. Jackson had originally asked Pop N Taco and Michael 

“Boogaloo Shrimp” Chambers to dance in Thriller but they were unable as they were on 

tour with pop singer Lionel Richie.194 Upon Pop N Taco’s recommendation, Guzman-

Sanchez was hired for the video, along with several other street dancers. Paul Guzman-

Sanchez claims that “behind closed doors” Jackson and director John Landis were 

watching taped videos of the television program Rock of the ‘80s Showtime Special 

(1983) and an episode of Eye on LA that featured Chain Reaction performing.195 
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Moreover, Paul Guzman-Sanchez claims Jackson borrowed the “walking forward 

undulating movement” from a videotape of cabaret choreography but that “the lineup 

with him in front and the monster dancers in back in the triangle formation is what we 

had done in the Rock of the ‘80s” (Guzman-Sanchez 2012, 81–83). Tracing and verifying 

all of the references, borrowings, and possible “biting” that occur in Jackson’s works is 

beyond the scope of this dissertation. Given that Vincent Paterson credits Michael Peters 

as the inventor of the undulating movement in question (Chu and Rowe 1984),196 and 

Suga Pop claims to have choreographed the popping sections of Thriller,197 I merely cite 

Guzman-Sanchez’s claim as further anecdotal evidence that Jackson was watching and 

borrowing from televisual material recorded by home video technology. Indeed, 

Jackson’s references are open to multiple interpretations for different viewing audiences 

who possess different levels of cultural literacies to street and studio dance forms and 

various film genres.  

I suggest some of the references were intended to be more visible than others 

however. Jackson and his co-choreographers may have employed videos of both studio 

and street styles of dance as choreographic inspiration, but specifically borrowed from 

and re-membered Hollywood musical films. The conscious incorporation of Hollywood 

film choreographies has been publicly acknowledged by Jackson’s collaborators: 

choreographers Vincent Paterson and Jeffrey Daniel both recall watching The Band 

Wagon and West Side Story as research in multiple interviews.198 In my interview with 

Eddie Garcia, who began his stint as one of Jackson’s primary backup dancers by 

dancing in Smooth Criminal, he recalled that all of the dancers were required to watch it 

as research for developing their characters. I will contextualize Jackson’s “borrowings” 
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as a central to Africanist creative processes in the second part of the chapter, but in 

keeping with the dissertation’s articulation of works as both process and product, I first 

turn my attention to Jackson’s commercial engagement with the commodity of VHS 

(home video cassettes).  

Throughout the 1980s, Jackson capitalized on his popularity by taking full 

advantage of the global commodity market. Fans around the world were buying copious 

Jackson paraphernalia in addition to his vinyl albums, audio cassettes, and concert tickets. 

Alongside the unprecedented commercial association with the Pepsi-Cola company, 

Jackson’s “branded” image was licensed for a plethora of merchandise. Posters, T-shirts, 

collectible playing cards, and Michael Jackson dolls were available for purchase.199 The 

popularity of VHS rose due to its relative affordability in the 1980s and Jackson also 

capitalized on this new commodity item. His feature-length movie Moonwalker (1988), 

an assemblage of his short films, music videos, concert footage, and animated vignettes, 

bypassed a theatrical release and was released “straight to video” to great commercial 

success. Moonwalker sold 800,000 VHS units in the first year of its release and has since 

been reproduced in other formats and certified eight times Multi-Platinum by Recording 

Industry of American Association.200  

Jackson also used behind-the-scenes footage to promote his products. During the 

production of his short films/music videos, Jackson often recorded footage intended for 

“making of” featurettes and documentaries, which echoed some of the promotional 

tactics used by the That’s Entertainment! series.201 While some of these documentaries 

were shown on commercial television, others were made available for purchase as VHS 

tapes in the 1980s (and subsequently other formats such as LaserDisc and DVD).202 The 
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behind-the-scenes documentaries reflect the hierarchy of the film industry: The Making of 

Thriller highlights the roles of director John Landis, co-choreographer Michael Peters, 

and the innovative makeup and special effects team; it includes footage of both studio 

and street dancers but keeps the dancers relatively anonymous. Jackson’s commercial 

videos reify some of the hierarchical traditions of American entertainment in this way. In 

addition to releasing work directly to video, Jackson found ways to commodify the 

behind-the-scenes labor of his short films/music videos. The Making of Thriller (1983) 

has sold 9.5 million copies worldwide to date (Hebblethwaite 2013). This set a precedent 

for the use of his personal archival footage that has continued posthumously.  

Jackson likely video recorded his “jamming” sessions and rehearsals for his 

personal use. Testimony from collaborators including Paterson suggests he used video 

recordings to see what the choreographer had created in his absence; footage of Jackson’s 

private popping sessions with Pop N Taco and Daniel can be found online.203 Yet the 

majority of Jackson’s archival material is carefully protected by the Michael Jackson 

Estate, whose interests are to monetize Jackson’s posthumous commercial legacy as well 

as protect his historical legacy; therefore, the Estate does not typically allow third-party 

researchers to access the archives (Smallcombe 2015).204 An example of how the Estate 

commercializes Jackson’s archival material can be seen in the Spike Lee documentary 

BAD 25 (2012) which was co-released with a 25th-anniversary commercial re-issue of the 

BAD album. BAD 25 features video footage of Jackson and street dancers Daniel and 

Geron “Caszper” Canidate riffing on movement ideas together in late-night rehearsals for 

BAD in Jackson’s suite at the Helmsley Hotel footage. I am not suggesting that video 

recording of Jackson’s rehearsing and choreographic processes was always intended for 
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public consumption, merely pointing out that his home video archives have been 

posthumously used by the Estate for commercial purposes.  

These examples, however, allow me to conjecture that Jackson and his 

collaborators frequently used video recording to capture movement and ideas generated 

in these jam sessions as well as record and borrow from both street and studio screened 

dances. VCR/VHS technology, defined by the capacity to record and replay televisual 

material which could then be recorded over, aligns conceptually with the paradoxical re-

membering processes of cultural production as well as the erasures and new uses that 

result from the global circulations of Jackson’s short films/music videos. I discuss the 

ways in which cultural memory is affected by late capitalism and commodity culture in 

the following section.  

 
5.2 Re-membering and Cultural Memory in Postmodernity 

The act of re-visioning a previously existing work of art goes by many terms: 

adaptation, cover, revival, pastiche, re-enactment, re-working, and so on. Dance scholars 

and cultural theorists have rigorously examined the theoretical and historical significance 

of these types of performances and creative practices, especially as they manifest in 

Western theatrical contexts (Burt 2017; Dyer 1997; Franko 2017). However, as Jackson’s 

artistic sensibilities were rooted in African American cultural contexts and traditions, I 

draw on literature that examines the self-reflexive historicity of black expressive forms in 

which the artist speaks back to the past while signifying their own individuality in the 

present. Much of the scholarly literature on African American dance foregrounds the 

historical reflexivity, citational riffing, and intertextual nature of black creative practices. 
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Therefore, I ground my conception of “re-membering” in aestheses central to African 

American and African diasporic cultural forms, specifically those of sampling and 

versioning. However, the changing status of cultural memory in mass-mediated, 

postmodern culture mandates another lens as well.  

Re-membering possesses multiple meanings that assist in articulating the complex 

ways Jackson’s works engage with cultural memory. Re-membering describes Jackson’s 

and his chorus’s relationship to the cultural and technological processes that 

characterized the “Re-Decade” of the 1980s; it indexes the generative/interpretive 

creative practices of versioning and sampling by suggesting that disparate parts are re-

assembled into new formations with novel, yet associative, meanings. Finally, the hyphen 

that disrupts the word “remembering” points to the ways that cultural memory 

simultaneously operates and fails to operate in mass-mediated markets and postmodern 

culture.  

While his work on Jackson has not yet been published in a peer-reviewed format, 

I find Mark Anthony Neal’s conception of Jackson’s “body/body of work” as an archive 

of African American performance a useful theoretical framework for thinking through 

Jackson’s acts of borrowing from screened dances (2012a, n.p). Neal contextualizes 

Jackson within the Black performance tradition in a popular undergraduate course at 

Duke University (Neal 2012b). In a related blog post he posits, “Part of Michael 

Jackson’s singular brilliance was his capacity to archive a virtual history of Black 

musical performance and movement and to then to [sic] reproduce this archival material 

beyond simple mimetic sensibilities to create something that was truly original” (2012a, 

np). Neal observes that Jackson’s creative practices were undergirded by an Africanist 
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principle of originality that differs from European models of authorship and ownership. 

He cites American studies scholar Richard Schur:  

African American originality departs significantly from dominant notions 
of creativity […] the creativity of black vernacular speech 
emphasizes language use over language meaning. It matters not whether a 
speaker/writer first coined a phrase, idea or expression; what matters is the 
art by which it is used to convey a new meaning and make a new 
connection. (2009, 29)  

 

Neal connects Jackson’s creative processes with the “sampling” practiced by hip 

hop producers, “practices that are themselves deeply indebted to communal sharing 

practices long valued in localized Black communities” (Neal 2012a, n.p). Musical 

sampling in hip hop is the re-contextualization and reworking of snippets of sound into 

new configurations. In its earliest manifestations, vinyl records of funk and soul music 

were frequently sampled and mixed with the aid of two turntables. Later more 

technologically advanced “samplers” enabled this mode of borrowing, re-mixing, and re-

purposing in the 1970s and 1980s. African American literary theorist Henry Louis Gates, 

Jr. describes hip hop’s sampling as an innovative exemplification of his theory of 

signification in which “repetition and revision” is extended to “revision through 

recontextualization” (2014, xxxi) which “sustains and alters what was said” (xxxiii). In 

this way, technologies of replication accentuated the principles of innovation within 

tradition and originality central to African diasporic cultural forms.  

This is demonstrated by Jackson and his chorus’s engagement with the archives of 

screen-mediated movement. As I articulated previously, early funk style dancers were 

heavily informed by television media. In developing the techniques that comprise funk 
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styles, street dancers took movement inspirations from a range of screen sources: James 

Brown and their funky peers on Soul Train; the television performances of mime artists 

Shields and Yarnell and Marcel Marceau; martial arts films; The Nicholas Brothers; and 

the stop-motion animations of Ray Harryhausen (Banes 1993; Guzman-Sanchez 2012).205 

In addition to this type of choreographic sampling, the practice of paying homage or 

versioning was also amplified by technologies that enable further recycling and remixing 

of cultural texts and styles of dances.  

While sampling often works to comment on the past, “versioning” engages 

cultural memory even more explicitly. Hip hop scholar Tricia Rose offers that versioning, 

“unlike sampling, entails the reworking of an entire composition. The referenced version 

takes on alternative lives and alternative meanings in a fresh context” (1994, 90). 

DeFrantz defines versioning as “the generational reworking of aesthetic ideals” or “a way 

to tell an old tale new” (2004, 82) in his historiography of Alvin Ailey American Dance 

Theater.206 Riffing on Hazzard-Gordon (1983, 1996) and Malone (1996), who both 

theorize the cyclical nature of African American vernacular dance, DeFrantz describes 

how versioning operates at large in American popular culture: “[b]orn of transplanted 

modes of African orature, it has given rise to decades of popular music styles and dances, 

from ragtime to hip hop, from the cakewalk […] to the running man” (2004, 82). In 

versioning, the connection to history and cultural memory is central; DeFrantz avers 

“dancers honor and signify on the past by renewing it with their own individual version 

of its memory” (84). Blurring the distinction between generative and interpretive modes, 

versioning is “generative interpretation” (83). Both Rose and DeFrantz cite cultural 

theorist Dick Hebdige’s work on Caribbean music in which he claims that the basis of all 
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Afro-American and Caribbean music has this principle of borrowing and quoting at its 

core. Hebdige directly addresses the Eurocentric critical tendency to denigrate the 

practices of repetition and revision found in these forms:  

That’s what a quotation in a book or on a record is. It’s an invocation of 
someone else’s voice in order to help you say what you want to say. In 
order to e-voke you have to be able to in-voke. […] That’s the beauty of 
quotation. The original version takes on a new life and a new meaning in a 
fresh context. (Hebdige 1987, 14) 
 

An analysis of Smooth Criminal’s invocation of the 1953 MGM musical film The 

Band Wagon sheds light on this process.207 Smooth Criminal was an homage, but 

“updated the original” by bringing together studio and street styles.208 I first frame this 

short film/music video as versioning in which Jackson and his dancing chorus “honor and 

signify on the past by renewing it with their own individual version of its memory” 

(DeFrantz 2004, 84). Following an overview of this narrative, stylistic, and 

choreographic versioning of an extant musical theater text, I suggest that street dance acts 

as a re-contextualized sample within the larger composition, aligning with Gates’s theory 

of “revision through recontextualization” (2014, xxxi).  

The loose narrative scheme of Smooth Criminal presents Jackson as a mysterious, 

aloof private detective similar to Astaire’s lady-killer character in the backstage musical 

comedy The Band Wagon. Specifically, Jackson’s short film references the play-within-a-

play dance number known as “The Girl Hunt Ballet” which featured Astaire as a film 

noir “private eye.”209 Both dance sequences are proceeded by the lone character of the 

private detective traversing stage-sets of dark alleyways. In The Band Wagon, ballet and 

musical theater choreographer Michael Kidd’s swinging, high-energy movement is set in 
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“Dem Bones” nightclub which is patronized by aggressive gangsters in dark suits and 

glamorously seductive women.210 Smooth Criminal also features a large crowd of dark-

suited gangsters and elegantly dressed women drinking, smoking, and dancing in a bar. 

Jackson wears a version of Astaire’s 1930’s costume: a white fedora hat, white suit, blue 

dress shirt and white tie, with blue socks peeking out above his spats. The way Jackson 

tilts his hat down over his eyes is also borrowed from Astaire’s character. Smooth 

Criminal’s principal female dancer, Tina Landon, wears a red sparkling dress and black 

elbow-length gloves that mimic Cyd Charisse’s vamp costume in “The Girl Hunt 

Ballet.”211 Jackson’s short film/music video directly alludes to the costuming and setting 

yet deviates in lighting from the 1953 musical comedy; while “The Girl Hunt Ballet” is 

brightly lit and filmed in Technicolor, the Smooth Criminal nightclub is darkly shadowed, 

ominous, and more foreboding. Another important distinction is that “The Girl Hunt 

Ballet” features an all-white cast dancing to big band swing music whereas Smooth 

Criminal has a multiracial chorus performing to Jackson’s genre-crossing pop song.  

Before I move into a discussion of the behind-the-scenes labor, I should clarify 

that there are actually four different versions of Smooth Criminal in circulation. Jackson’s 

1988 feature-length straight-to-video movie Moonwalker has a slightly longer cut of the 

vignette, but there were several other shorter edits of the music video made for 

commercial play on music television which were also released on Jackson-produced 

DVDs. Here, I analyze the nine and a half-minute short film/music video posted on 

YouTube by the VEVO account associated with the Michael Jackson Estate.212  

Like all of Jackson’s creative projects, Smooth Criminal was the result of 

complex collaborations between multiple parties. Special effects coordinator Colin 
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Chivers is officially credited as Smooth Criminal’s director, although choreographer 

Vincent Paterson had conceived much of the vision prior to Chivers being hired. That is, 

Paterson came up with the short film/music video’s concept, created the chorus’s 

movement, and staged the choreography. Like much of Jackson’s work, the choreography 

was created collaboratively. As reported in 2011 on the blog Boomitude, Paterson says he 

“would leave space for MJ to create his own movement and do his thing. He worked hard 

to come up with his own specific way of moving and I wanted to always afford him the 

opportunity to highlight his dancing.”  

Mid-way through the creative process, Jackson hired Jeffrey Daniel to 

choreograph a short section that featured street dancing. Daniel, who gained popularity as 

a dancer on Soul Train in the mid-1970s before Don Cornelius enlisted him to be part of 

his SOLAR-produced disco trio Shalamar (1978–1983), was one of the dancers whom 

Jackson had hired to teach him the backslide/moonwalk. In the years between this tutorial 

interaction and before being asked to choreograph for Jackson’s BAD (1987) video, 

Daniel had been working professionally in the entertainment industry in London, having 

appeared in Andrew Lloyd Weber’s rock opera Starlight Express and several screen 

projects with ex-Beatle Paul McCartney in 1984. Street style was not solely represented 

by Daniel, but by several other less well-known street dance emissaries who had 

appeared in the Hollywood-produced street dance films Breakin’ (1984) and Breakin’ 2: 

Electric Boogaloo (1984) including Pop N Taco and Popin’ Pete.  

The collaborative team of Smooth Criminal also looked back to past cultural texts 

for inspiration. Alongside the references to The Band Wagon’s sartorial style, setting, and 

pulpy send-up of film noir, Paterson referenced movement vocabulary from Michael 
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Kidd’s choreography as well as other Astaire movies.213 Excerpts from an online 

interview with Paterson reveals the mode of collaboration he and Jackson utilized in co-

choreographing the movement.  

I knew Michael liked the movies of Fred Astaire, so I researched 
movement from Astaire’s musicals, usually choreographed by Hermes Pan. 
Michael was in the recording studio during much of my initial creative 
process with the dancers. He gave me a soundstage on which he had had a 
wooden floor constructed for the safety of the dancers. The bottom floor 
of the set that we had discussed was on the soundstage. He also gave me 
an incredible sound system, a video camera and 10 dancers with whom to 
begin choreography. 

Every morning, we would have a dance class, then I would begin to 
choreograph movement on the dance floor and then move the dancers into 
the set. At the end of the day I would video what I had done. I would go to 
Michael’s house and we would watch the work. (Boomitude 2011)214 

 

While Paterson has publicly stated he was not consciously mimicking The Band 

Wagon, the costumes, setting, and campy film noir style result in what seems to be a 

direct homage to the scene “The Girl Hunt Ballet.”215 However, dancer Eddie Garcia’s 

testimony that Jackson assigned the cast to watch the movie as research and to study 

particular characters in order to “bring some of their vibe” into their own performances 

complicates Paterson’s claims. Moreover, a handwritten personal note shared with the 

public by Karen Bradford, archivist for the MJ Estate, in the documentary BAD at 25 

(Lee 2012) suggests Jackson was thoroughly researching this specific scene as well as the 

work of other musical film choreographers, most notably Bob Fosse.  

Therefore, although Paterson had a lot of creative say with regard to the narrative, 

choreographic style, and staging, the multiple other parties involved puts pressure on the 

notion of a single authorial voice. The larger collaboration that produced Smooth 
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Criminal includes Jackson’s record and production companies, the director and film crew, 

and a roster of other participants. Smooth Criminal is the result of a complex 

collaboration between Jackson and his dancing chorus, yet as dance scholar Sarie Mairs 

Slee’s textual analysis of Smooth Criminal emphasizes, the images and actions 

throughout the short film/music video highlight Jackson as the star: “Jackson’s character 

is well-established as other-worldly, capable, and holds the highest status in the room. He 

is ‘amazing’” (Slee 2004, 157). In Smooth Criminal, Jackson literally fills Astaire’s shoes 

as the star performer and protagonist. Besides the starlet Cyd Charisse in The Band 

Wagon, the rest of the characters in both the original and revised are relatively 

anonymous, serving to provide the dance scene with dramatic character, mood, and 

kinetic energy.  

The stylistic similarities between The Band Wagon and Smooth Criminal are 

readily apparent. The most salient feature of both dances is the tensile corporeality and 

simmering energy held in the bodies of all the dancers; limbs extend linearly into space 

and quickly draw back. All bodies are marked by a taut, controlled physicality. The tense, 

anticipatory pauses and accompanying “frozen” group poses as Astaire and Jackson enter 

their respective scenes’ nightclubs work to build both numbers’ drama and suspense. 

Highly stylized, acrobatic fight choreography is employed in both dances. Guns and 

knives are wielded by the gangsters. While both scenes include gunshots by fired Astaire 

and Jackson, there is no bloodshed accompanying the theatricalized violence. Two 

minutes and forty-five seconds into this version of Smooth Criminal a group of men 

crouching around a craps game and pounding rhythmically on the floor in an animated 

exchange re-members Kidd’s choreography for the musical Guys and Dolls (1955).216  
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“The Girl Hunt Ballet” features a stylized jazz duet between Astaire and 

Charisse’s temptress character, which is reimagined by Jackson and Landon in Smooth 

Criminal. Jackson and Paterson’s choreography for Smooth Criminal revises and updates 

the splayed angularity and syncopated rhythmic patterns of Astaire and Charisse’s 

ballroom/jazz duet. There is an underlying sense of danger and eroticism created by the 

lighting, editing, and movement material throughout the short film/music video, but this 

simmering energy is especially highlighted in Jackson’s character. Astaire and Charisse’s 

short section of choreography features them dancing side-by-side as well as in a sexually-

charged, closely-held ballroom position with their pelvises glued together. Their limbs, 

especially their legs, frequently stretch and jab outwards into the side space, creating 

lines that contrast with Astaire’s quick knock-kneed accents. The nonchalant elegance of 

Astaire and Charisse in The Band Wagon is amplified in Smooth Criminal. In both 

choreographies the women’s long, outstretched legs are sensually displayed as 

indications of their dangerous wantonness and sexual desirability. In Smooth Criminal, 

Landon’s dancing response to Jackson’s eroticism is amplified by a chorus of other 

women, who mirror her swooning full-bodied undulations.  

Jackson’s solo dancing blends musical theater style with popping techniques; his 

torso, chest, and shoulders punctuate the pulse of the driving music while his quick 

footsteps, precise arm gestures, and rapid neck and head movements add a sharp edge not 

found in Kidd’s choreography. Many of Jackson’s movements echo Kidd’s motif of the 

use of side space however: he repeats a “gun” gesture with splayed hand and outstretched 

arm to the side several times throughout the dance. The wide-legged, akimbo stance of 

Kidd’s choreography is incorporated and accentuated by a number of steps in Smooth 
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Criminal, including a rhythmic beating of inwardly-turned knees. In one of his more 

iconic moves, Jackson embellishes Astaire’s bent-knee high kick with a faster rotational 

swivel of the hip. In general, the dancing in Smooth Criminal is much tighter, more 

polycentric, and rhythmically dynamic. The rapidly shifting shot angles, ways the camera 

moves around the dancers, and quick, rhythmically punctuating editing also charge 

Jackson’s short film/music video with more kinetic energy than The Band Wagon.  

The influence of popping is evident in Jackson’s solo dancing, but this street style 

is explicitly represented by Daniel’s contribution of a brief section of choreography that 

occurs about seven minutes into the short film/music video after the iconic “anti-gravity 

lean” Jackson and four male chorus dancers perform.217 Daniel’s choreography, 

performed in unison, features the exaggerated stepping, segmented movements, terse 

freezes, slick illusory gliding of the feet across the floor, and smooth circling of the upper 

torso characteristic of popping and boogaloo. While Daniel created the choreography 

specifically for Smooth Criminal and therefore did not sample directly from an existing 

choreography, I suggest that in the context of the larger work, this section performs the 

“revision through recontextualization” of funk style dancing that Gates (2014) avers is 

performed by sampling in hip hop music.  

Whether or not viewers have the cultural literacy to catch the references to 

Hollywood films and incorporation of funk style techniques throughout Smooth Criminal 

is another matter. This street dance section, and Jackson’s integration of studio and street 

styles of dance into his works more generally, indexes the slippery line between re-

contextualization and de-contextualization in mass-mediated entertainment. Jackson and 

his dancing chorus may have versioned Hollywood musical films and sampled the funk 
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style of popping in conscious acts of re-membering the histories of dance idioms they 

practiced, but the global dissemination and circulation of his short films/music videos 

meant that the references and signifiers in his screen choreographies were unmoored from 

their cultural and historical specificity.  

Therefore, despite Jackson’s grounding in Africanist aestheses, the 

commodification of the cultural forms he incorporated and the global circulation of his 

music videos call for a theorization of Jackson’s works that accounts for the cultural 

condition of postmodernism. While there are many theorists who track the connections 

between the aesthetics and sociocultural conditions attributed to postmodernism and the 

deregulated, neoliberalized global economy of the latter part of the twentieth century, I 

find Lipsitz’s theorization of “counter-memories” particularly generative. Lipsitz defines 

counter-memories as the production of new, localized meanings which “forces revision of 

existing histories by supplying new perspectives about the past” (1990, 213).218 Lipsitz’s 

theory leavens the critiques of postmodernism offered some of the more pessimistic 

theorists, particularly Jameson (1991) who claims that postmodernism’s effect on cultural 

memory and history is wholly negative, a “crisis” of memory and history.  

Yet Jameson’s critique provides a useful starting point for discussion as he clearly 

articulates the issue at hand by linking cultural changes to economic regimes. Jameson 

defines postmodernism as the cultural symptom of the development of multinational 

capitalism, periodized as the third epoch of capitalism following early market capitalism 

(relating to the aesthetic mode of realism) and monopoly or imperialist capitalism 

(relating to the aesthetic mode of modernism). He argues, “Every position on 

postmodernism in culture […] is implicitly or explicitly a political stance on the nature of 
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multinational capitalism today” (1991, 3). In the postmodern condition, culture becomes 

commodity; the production of new forms for consumption is mandated by the market and 

by fashion.  

What has happened is that aesthetic production today has become 
integrated into the commodity production generally: the frantic economic 
urgency of producing fresh waves of ever more novel-seeming goods […] 
at ever greater rates of turnover now assigns an increasingly essential 
structural function and position to aesthetic innovation and 
experimentation. (Jameson 1991, x) 

 
It should be noted that economic and postmodernist frameworks for 

understanding Jackson’s works dovetail with theories of Africanist dance aestheses in 

certain respects. Hazzard-Gordon suggests in an essay on hip hop dance that black 

vernacular dances are driven by what anthropologist and choreographer Zora Neale-

Hurston terms a “will to adorn” but also align with larger socioeconomic forces.219    

[T]he cyclical nature of African American secular dance may reflect 
unique social forces; the rapidity of which the dance vocabulary is 
recycled and renamed in African American dance appears to be a by-
product of the ever changing U.S commodity market, which continually 
demands new dance material. (Hazzard-Gordon 1996, 221) 

 

Likewise, Halifu Osumare notes that its “inherent revisionist vitality is what 

makes the [Africanist] aesthetic extremely useful for shifting economic eras in the 

cultural zeitgeist” (2007, 155). DeFrantz (2012) critiques how the “freedom” offered by 

black social dance’s improvisational structures has been coopted by the discourses of 

neoliberalism and commodified on the global marketplace. At the level of process, 

Gottschild (1996) sees intertextuality as the primary affinity between 

poststructuralist/postmodernist thought and Africanist aesthetics. Gottschild claims “a 
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theory of Africanisms parallels a theory of intertextuality, which seeks to deal with the 

how or process-phenomenon of the living text, rather than the text as product” (1996, 4).  

Yet postmodernism, while not wholly in alignment with poststructuralism as 

propounded by figures such as Jean-Francois Lyotard (1984), Jean Baudrillard (1994), 

and Michel Foucault (1972) who trouble the notions of grand narratives and the fixity of 

the relationship between the signifier and the signified, also troubles the possibility of any 

“true” interpretation of a text. This sense of the fragmentation of meaning expressed by 

both postmodernism and poststructuralism underlies Jameson’s critique of the 

superficiality of late twentieth-century culture. Jameson sees historical and cultural 

references as being drained of all critical or signifying potential: “the past as “referent” 

finds itself gradually bracketed, and then effaced all together, leaving nothing but texts” 

(1991, 18). Ignoring the possibility of spectators’ divergent identification of different 

intertextual references, he sees intertextuality “as a deliberate, built-in feature of the 

aesthetic effect and the operator of a new connotation of “pastness” and pseudohistorical 

depth, in which the history of aesthetic styles displaces ‘real’ history” (20). 

Jameson describes the “depthlessness” of the postmodern condition wherein 

everything is a surface and thus modernist ways of understanding aesthetic production 

fail to penetrate the multiplicity of surfaces. Instead of depth or a cohesive chain of 

signifying events, there are only referents. To bolster this claim, Jameson picks up 

Baudrillard’s theory of simulacrum, in which the potency of the representational image 

overpowers that of the object itself. As Jameson explicates in his analyses of the nostalgia 

films of the 1970s and 1980s, even the past becomes a referent; history becomes a 

playground in which to play.220 
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This approach to the past by way of the art language of the simulacrum, or 
of pastiche of the stereotypical past, endows present reality and the 
openness of present history with the spell and distance of a glossy mirage. 
Yet this mesmerizing new aesthetic mode itself emerged as an elaborated 
symptom of the waning of our historicity, of our lived possibility of 
experiencing history in some active way. (Jameson 1991, 21) 

 

Yet as filmmaker and scholar Roger Beebe (2007) has argued, Jameson’s theory 

of postmodern pastiche and the crisis of memory develops from his observations 

regarding certain films by white, male directors and ignores other directorial voices and 

cultural logics. Despite the inadvertent alignment of the Africanist principles of 

innovation and revisionism and the logic of late capitalism, Africanist 

aestheses/aesthetics and poststructuralist/postmodernist theories articulate radically 

different understandings of history and cultural memory. Although Jackson’s works have 

been characterized by scholars as postmodern due to their spectacularity, televisual 

emphasis, and intertextuality, this lens does not always account for the cultural memory 

or historical continuity that were central to his creative process.221 As his creative 

aestheses/aesthetics were rooted in Africanisms, Jackson’s works strain the limits of 

Jameson’s claims about postmodern culture’s “crisis of memory.” I am not the first to 

make this argument, however. In a direct rebuttal to Baudrillard’s theory of simulacrum, 

Black feminist scholar Michele Wallace argued that Jackson’s short film BAD was an 

example of what she termed “Black Modernisms,” which work towards a “consistent 

pursuit of meaning, history, continuity, and the power of subjectivity” in the face of 

historical erasure (1989, 303). Yet whereas Africanist-derived modes of expression value 

the processual and revisionist within the context of cultural tradition, the global 

commercial circulation of Jackson’s short films/music videos beyond audiences familiar 
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with African American culture and history mandates a multi-faceted theoretical 

framework that accounts for both remembering and forgetting.  

Here, a return to the concept of video technology’s capacity to record, replay, and 

erase televisual material by being recorded over is fruitful. Lipsitz suggests that the 

“remembering” of history and “forgetting” that mass media encourages paradoxically 

cohere into a dialectic totality (1990, 6). He states that the crisis in historical thinking is 

real; but “[t]he very same media that trivialize and distort culture, that turn art into 

commodity, and that obscure origins and intentions of artists also provide meaningful 

connections to our own pasts and to the pasts of others” (5). There may be loss but there 

are also new modes of meaning-making gained; the “crisis” is not a cataclysmic event, 

but merely a shifting paradigm. Furthermore, “[t]his capacity of electronic mass 

communication to transcend time and space creates instability by disconnecting people 

from past traditions, but it also liberates people by making the past less determinate of 

experiences in the present” (5).  

Lipsitz’s theory of “counter-memories” also provides an alternative to what 

literary scholar Susan Willis (1994) describes as an impasse. In examining the range of 

perspectives the field of cultural studies possesses regarding agency under hegemonies of 

capitalism, Willis queries if mass culture can preserve the cultural memory articulated in 

folk and oral traditions, especially for disenfranchised groups. While she acknowledges 

subcultural theory’s emphasis on the agential capacity for creating new meanings out of 

the “detritus” of commodity culture, Willis focuses on how commodity culture fissures 

producer and consumer.  
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This community of production/consumption is canceled out by mass 
culture, which is synonymous with capitalist culture, and the commodity 
form, whose primary feature is the distinct separation between those who 
control and produce the cultural commodity and those who buy it. (Willis 
1994, 179)  
 

Willis ultimately does not offer a resolution to the problem of memory in mass 

culture but ends her essay with the hopeful suggestion that memory as form, which 

“suggests a structure of meanings more fundamental than the sort commonly attached to 

theories of resistance that focus on the content of meaning making” may provide “access 

to a continuum of cultural forms—some older than capitalism—whose influence on 

social relationships may continue into the present, as an alternative to alienation and 

abstraction” (1994, 187). Willis offers that cultural literacy at the formal level could 

provide a way to retain cultural memory amid commodification and cultural consumption. 

But of course, different audiences possess different levels of cultural literacy and modes 

of reception. The global circulation of Jackson’s screened dances mandates that divergent 

audiences receive his short films/music videos in different ways based on their cultural 

literacy. This regards both form, including Africanist aesthetics, and the content of 

cultural references such as street dance styles, different popular entertainers, and 

Hollywood film genres.  

Here, dance scholar Clare Parfitt’s theory of embodied cultural memory in 

relation to mass mediation proves valuable. Parfitt (2009) crafts a theory of cultural 

memory in which mediated dance images produce an embodied spectatorship. Because 

dance is fundamentally of a kinetic nature, Parfitt argues that intertextual references to 

dance and music in contemporary cinema “connect the spectator physically and 
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intellectually with memories of the affective experience of moving and watching 

movements on screen” (2009, 407). Importantly, her theory accounts for different 

spectator positions. Parfitt’s case study, Baz Luhrman’s MTV-style musical Moulin 

Rouge (2001), contains multiple layers of historical and cultural references that she 

claims spectators variously recognize and discern, depending on their own cultural 

history and cultural literacies. Parfitt suggests “the spectator can physically enter into a 

network of historically, culturally, and politically diverse bodies and viewing positions” 

while cautioning that “the politics of the film prescribe the limits of memories and 

identities available for embodiment” (415). For many viewers both in and outside of the 

US context, the circulation of Jackson’s short films/music videos serves to erase the 

social and cultural contexts of both studio and street dancing. Because one of the primary 

aims of Jackson’s short films/music videos was to promote sales of his music and ascend 

him to global superstardom, the complex realities of the divergent groups of people who 

developed and contributed to the dance forms are “forgotten.”  

Yet paradoxically, this forgetting also allows Jackson’s short films/music videos 

to be re-appropriated for the forging of postcolonial identities in sites ranging from India 

to Gabon. I take this notion directly from anthropologist Alice Aterianus-Owanga’s 2017 

article, “‘They don’t care about us’: representing the postcolonial subject through the 

appropriation of Michael Jackson in Gabonese urban dance,” in which she analyses how 

“the identification with African American icons has constituted the lever for an identity 

construction which combines nationalist claims and connections with transnational black 

nation” (2017, 2). While visits from soul, funk, and reggae artists such as James Brown 

and Bob Marley also played a significant role in the growing Gabonese awareness of the 
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“Black is Beautiful” message throughout the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s, Aterianus-

Owanga details the primacy of the figure of Jackson as “the medium for memories and 

ideologies that valorize blackness and black pride” (2017, 9). Aterianus-Owanga’s 

primary interlocuter is a Jackson imitator professionally known as Michel Anicet (neé 

Jean-Anicet Ngadi), who says he is highly conscious of “how, as a Gabonese, I dance 

Michael Jackson” (2). Anicet uses the term “gabonize” to describe his local adaptation 

and alteration of Jackson’s video choreographies. Rather than mere imitation, Anicet’s 

“gabonization” of Jackson’s short films/music videos offers “a way of representing a 

black and Gabonese subject freed from (post)colonial complexes, while interacting with a 

global context” (2).  

While such a specific and detailed analysis does not undergird my second 

example of Jackson’s influence on the postcolonial Indian context, there are several 

noteworthy commentaries on Jackson’s significance in India in the 1980s and 1990s, in 

which the nation had undergone radically transformative changes on account of economic 

liberalization. In a Huffington Post article entitled “Michael Jackson and the Dawn of 

Global India,” media scholar Vamsee Juluri suggests that the airing of Beat It on pre-

liberalized Indian state television in 1983 “was one of the first occasions on which we felt 

part of a global media event.” Juluri avers Jackson “represented the world beyond India 

we had only heard about, as well as the possibility of catching up to it” (2009, np). 

Jackson was, as music journalist Geeta Dayal puts it, “the crowning achievement of 

1980’s globalization” (2009, 151). As in Gabon, Indian imitators of Jackson, called “desi 

Michael Jacksons,” melded Jackson’s dancing with their own cultural backgrounds, most 

famously in Telegu actor Chiranjeevi’s adaptation of Thriller for a scene in his 1985 film 
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Donga. Jackson continues to be a touchstone for popular culture in India, especially in 

Bollywood and the reality television show industry. To this point, dance scholar Pallabi 

Chakravorty (2017) devotes an extended footnote on her book on contemporary dance in 

India to postulate that the appropriation of Jackson’s style by contemporary dancers in 

the Bollywood industry assists them in redefining masculinity.   

What a Gabonese dancer and a Bollywood dancer might recognize and resonate 

with in Smooth Criminal differs; both their embodied connection to the choreography’s 

aesthetics, rhythms, movements, attitude and their various interpretations of race and 

gender are determined by their own cultural histories and personal experiences (Parfitt 

2009). These two examples, and many others I have not mentioned here, suggest that the 

global circulation of Jackson’s short films/music videos provides opportunities for 

myriad subjects to appropriate the dance vocabulary, style, and iconography of Jackson’s 

videos for their own purposes. The “counter-memories” produced in postcolonial 

contexts don’t necessarily recognize the different cultural histories of the street and studio 

forms that Jackson amalgamated, nor American entertainment’s vexed history of racial 

politics, but provide an opportunity for the production of new, localized meanings that 

are also in dialogue with global popular culture.  

Akin to the capacity of video technology to recall, record, and be re-recorded over, 

Jackson’s screen choreography both provides insight into the past and offers fodder for 

future appropriations and “counter-memories” regarding multiple histories of 

invisibilization, marginalization, and colonialization. This is an important point, as 

dominant historical narratives and the collective memory of hegemonic culture often aid 

the erasures wrought by the cultural dispossession of marginalized groups. The 
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invisibilization of African American artists and the blithe avoidance of the historically 

inequitable racial politics of American entertainment in That’s Entertainment articulates 

this paradigm. Therefore, Jackson’s short films/music videos that incorporate 

contemporary black dance forms in the re-membering of American musical films pose 

the questions “Whose forgetting? Whose memory? Whose history?” (Roach 1996, 6).  

In sum, Jackson’s works have a paradoxical relationship with the cultural 

memories of the dance forms he incorporated. Film and television, and especially video 

technology, radically altered how cultural and embodied knowledge was transmitted 

about both street and studio dance in the 1970s and 1980s. This change was not 

inherently positive or negative. Rather, my survey of the theoretical frameworks of 

aestheses of re-membering and the “forgetting” that results from postmodernity’s 

commodification of culture indicates different meaning-making processes occur in the 

collaborative creative labor behind the scenes and the national and global commercial 

circulation of his commercial products across screens. While I recognize the complexity 

of the postmodern condition and the divergent modes of reception that global audiences 

and individual spectators bring to Jackson’s short films/music videos, I believe it 

worthwhile to consider how a focus on “the raw materials, the initial content, which it 

confronts and reworks, transforms and appropriates” can illuminate both the critical, 

Signifyin(g) capacity of Jackson’s work as well as its limitations (Jameson 1991, 7).  

Therefore, in the final chapter of the dissertation, I offer analyses of Beat It (1983) 

and BAD (1987) that highlight how Jackson and his chorus re-member multiple cultural 

texts and tropes. Aided once again by a dual emphasis on behind the scenes and across 

screens, I explore the complicated and contradictory elements within the works. While I 
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situate both works within the particular context of their production in the commercial 

dance industry in the 1980s, the multivalence of their references and the complexity of 

the narratives leaves them open to myriad interpretations dependent on one’s viewing 

position.  
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CHAPTER 6. THE MULTIRACIAL CHORUS IN A COLORBLIND ERA:   

DANCING GANGS 

 
In early March 1983, we shot Beat It in two nights in downtown Los 
Angeles near Skid Row. Real members of the two most famous rival 
gangs of L.A., the Crips and the Bloods were among the dancers. Mike 
had little interaction with them, but he knew that their presence would 
give the short film a rough and authentic touch. […] We were shooting a 
fiction about violence in one of the toughest neighborhoods in Los 
Angeles. For most of us it was our first clip and we felt like we were 
shooting a feature film. (Paterson and Tofte 2018, np)222 

 
 

In his memoir, Vincent Paterson reminisces about the making of Jackson’s short 

film/music video Beat It (1983), on which he labored as a principal dancer. Like the rest 

of Jackson’s works I have surveyed thus far, Beat It was a promotional product 

collaboratively created, in part, by workers in the commercial dance industry. While 

filmed in an “inner city” location, the choreography for Beat It was previously rehearsed 

at the Debbie Reynolds Studios in North Hollywood. As Paterson suggests, the decision 

to shoot on location and include real gang members alongside the hired dancers was 

intended to lend an “authenticity” to the product. I include Paterson’s quote above to 

highlight how Jackson’s star-promoting, entertaining commercial dance works draw upon 

sociocultural “realism” to make positive social statements. 223  

Beat It and BAD (1987), both of which feature all-male multiracial dancing 

“gangs,” use narrative and choreography to convey a message about nonviolent 

resolutions to tension and conflict between socially marginalized young men.224 Like 

Smooth Criminal, these short films/music videos “re-member” multiple cultural texts and 

tropes. Specifically, both Beat It and BAD re-member the themes and choreography of 
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the 1961 musical film West Side Story, the sensationalized and racialized media coverage 

of street gangs’ criminality, violence, and culture, and the “breaksploitation” films of the 

early 1980s, which characterized street dancing as a positive alternative to gang 

membership. Notably, Jackson’s dancing chorus includes dancers and choreographers 

who hail from both studio and street backgrounds who were also involved in the 

breaksploitation films. These connections provide a means to examine how street dance 

and street dance culture was staged by the commercial dance industry more broadly.  

Via analyses that look both behind the scenes and across screens, I theorize how 

Jackson’s commercial dance works both challenge past racial ideologies and are 

complicit in reproducing the colorblindness of the 1980s. I work towards these larger 

claims through detailed analyses of the productions, the cultural texts and tropes that both 

works re-membered, and the screendance choreographies themselves. In section 6.1, I 

explore Beat It at length. In section 6.2, I discuss the “reality” of gang culture as Jackson 

likely encountered it in the 1980s through “breaksploitation” films, news media, and 

members of his dancing chorus. Lastly, I examine BAD in section 6.3.225 In both of 

Jackson’s works analyzed in this chapter, the inclusion of a multiracial chorus redresses 

mid-twentieth century racial politics, yet the amalgamation of all of these disparate 

references and the blurring of fiction and reality ultimately results in a colorblind 

portrayal of race and culture. 

 
6.1 Beat It 

The song “Beat It” is often touted as a prime example of the success of Jackson’s 

crossover strategy (Brackett 2002; Crawford 2015). In his autobiography, Jackson admits 
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that producer Quincy Jones and he purposefully attempted to make “a rock type of song 

with “Beat It’” (1988, 264). Musicologist David Brackett describes how crossover works 

on a musical level in “Beat It”:  

Jackson took two genres believed to lie on opposite sides of the affective 
and associative spectrum, heavy metal and electro-funk, and did not so 
much fuse them as create a generic montage. A distorted heavy guitar is 
superimposed on a robotic sounding funk groove, and Eddie Van Halen, 
the best-known rock guitar virtuoso of the early 1980s, lays a blistering 
solo over the middle of the tune. The music, then, clearly mixes or blends 
genres in ways that evoke a kind of racial integration. (2012, 172) 

 

My reading of the music video Beat It, however, suggests the racial dynamics 

portrayed through danced performance is far more complex than mere “racial integration.” 

Following Billie Jean (1983), Beat It was the second music video released to promote 

Jackson’s album Thriller (1982).226 It was the first of Jackson’s works to include a large 

chorus of backup dancers. Beat It was also the first collaborative effort between Jackson, 

Bob Giraldi, and Michael Peters.227 While Beat It features a cohesive narrative through 

the song and dance, it technically begins and ends with the musical backing track like a 

standard music video.228 Therefore, I hesitate to term Beat It a “short film” as it doesn’t 

possess a long non-musical preamble or epilogue like so many other examples within 

Jackson’s oeuvre. However, Beat It evokes the genre of Hollywood film musicals by re-

membering West Side Story (1961).  

Beat It references West Side Story in multiple ways, although as I will evidence 

later, not all the collaborators agreed on the intentionality of this citation. By re-

membering West Side Story, Jackson draws on its cultural status as a much-lauded 

cinematic masterpiece.229 The musical’s first instantiation was on the Broadway stage in 
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1957. Its original collaborative team included director/choreographer Jerome Robbins, 

composer Leonard Bernstein, librettist Arthur Laurents, and lyricist Stephen Sondheim. 

West Side Story (herein referred to as WSS) was released by United Artists in 1961 to 

great critical acclaim (Berson 2011). The film won eleven Academy Awards including 

the “Honorary Award for Brilliant Achievements in the Art of Choreography on Film” 

for Jerome Robbins, who also shared the Best Director award with Robert Wise. 

WSS modernizes William Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet. The classic tragedy 

about lovers from feuding families became the “star-crossed” tale of Maria and Tony, 

teenagers affiliated with rival ethnic youth gangs in urban New York City.230 The Sharks 

are comprised of first-generation Puerto Rican immigrants; the Jets are a motley 

assortment of second-generation European immigrants. Despite the initial intentions to 

create a “theatrically sharpened illusion of reality” as Laurents described it (as quoted in 

Berson 2011, 41), the transition from the play to the film was guided by Wise’s feeling 

that the film would not succeed as “just a photographed stage play” but had to be 

moderately believable (Acevedo-Muñoz 2013, 13). Therefore, cursory sociological 

research was conducted by members of the production team on the topics of juvenile 

delinquency and the culture of street gangs.  

This pseudo-sociological approach built on Robbins’ earlier preparation for the 

stage production. While he stated that his approach prioritized theatrical rather than 

empirical truths, Robbins did collect news coverage of juvenile delinquency and gang 

violence and attended at least one high school dance in Spanish Harlem to observe 

teenagers in their local environment (Jowitt 2004). Significantly, both Robbins and Wise 

watched fictional movies about gangs, juvenile delinquency, and street life as preliminary 
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research. Robbins viewed Blackboard Jungle (1955), Rebel Without A Cause (1955), 

Crime in the Streets (1956), and On the Bowery (1957) (Jowitt 2004). Wise watched the 

now lost 1928 film Gang War, about which he unironically stated, “I think it adds 

appreciably to our store of knowledge about juvenile gang warfare” (as quoted in 

Acevedo-Muñoz 2013, 11). In another attempt to make the film more “authentic,” several 

scenes were filmed in rundown West Side neighborhoods. In this way, the Hollywood 

produced film blurred the lines between social realities and fantasy in what many critics 

have seen as problematic ways, especially regarding race (Herrera 2012, 2015; Sandoval 

1999). 

The racial characterization of the two gangs in WSS is expressed through song and 

dance, which inflect the Europeanist balletic and symphonic bases of the numbers with 

aesthetics of “jazz” and “Latin” vernacular forms;231 the respective associations of each 

style with European “high” culture, African American culture, and pan-Latino cultures 

made the music and dancing itself a site of racial and cultural meaning (Duerden and 

Rowell 2013).232 The portrayal of the rival gangs also reflects the racial ideology of the 

mid-twentieth century in which “a complex system of races had given way to a strict 

scheme of black and white, which itself implied an absence of race on the white side and 

a presence of race on the black” (Jacobson 1999, 110–111). Hence, the Jets, an 

assemblage of offspring of Italian, Polish, and Irish immigrants are unmarked as “white” 

and the Puerto Ricans, who in reality are a heterogenous, multiracial group, are racialized 

as “brown.”233  

Thematically, Beat It recalls WSS’s gang rivalry and youthful criminality, stylized 

fight choreography, and the setting of the choreography in run-down urban locations. The 
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title of the song “Beat It” references one of the opening lines of dialogue in the film 

musical’s choreographic prologue. (When several Sharks encroach upon the Jets’ 

territory, a Jet spits out the phrase “beat it!”) Beat It re-members several choreographic 

scenes in WSS: the opening prologue which sets up the gang rivalry and the climactic 

“rumble” at the end. Beat It also re-members the moral message of WSS regarding the 

futility of gang rivalry and violence. However, rather than including WSS’s central theme 

of tragic love across rival gangs, Beat It focuses solely on gangs and the pressure to fight 

to prove one’s masculinity. As is highlighted in the following description, the music 

video posits that violence is not the only means a man has to prove himself worthy of 

respect. Jackson embodies this message by bringing the rival groups together through the 

power of song and dance. In a significant departure from WSS’s racial ideology, Beat It’s 

dancing gangs are not segregated by race or ethnicity. I discuss the unintended 

consequence of this representation of multiracialism after the following description.  

Beat It begins in a fluorescent-lit, dingy diner. At the far end of the café counter, a 

waitress serves a couple. Several African American men wearing fedoras sit apart at the 

long counter. The far-seated man stands up, a cigarette dangling from his lips, walks 

down the row of chairs, and roughly pats the back of the other, signaling to him “it’s 

time.” The other man grimaces and stands up with a flourish. Without exchanging words, 

they stride together out of the bar. The first electric tones of the song reverberate 

ominously as the café doors swing closed.  

Outside in the dark, a motley group of men quickly form a diagonal line, their 

faces lit by a streak of street light. In contrast to WSS’s racialized depiction of street 

gangs, they are a multiracial group, banded together by their tough attitude. For a second, 
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they stare defiantly into the camera. Just as quickly as the line formed, they snap their 

fingers in quick succession and scatter, jumping lightly off a ledge, crowing, and running 

down the street. In the street, a manhole cover slides open and several men emerge from 

the sewers below as an insistent rhythmic beat kicks in. Next, a pool hall. A white man 

with blond hair regards a game as he chews a toothpick in a blasé fashion.234 His look is 

vaguely punk rock. He wears one dangling earring and a yellow and black striped shirt 

beneath a leather jacket adorned with multiple buttons. He stands up and glances around 

at several men clustered around the pool table. They follow his lead and saunter coolly 

out of the hall, bodies gathering in number as they exit.  

As a guitar riff joins the steady bass line, a new character is introduced: a light-

skinned, mustachioed African American man wearing big sunglasses and a studded 

choker.235 His role as gang leader is established by his men helping him into his white 

coat, which has a large dragon emblazoned on the back. He turns, puts his hand on one of 

the guy’s shoulders and they, too, exit the bar, walking purposefully, gathering members 

as they depart. A brown-haired, olive-skinned guy who had been wrapped in an Asian 

woman’s arms tugs her head back by her hair, kisses her brusquely, and joins them.236 

Outside the pool hall, this group struts down the dark street with chins held high and 

chests pumped forward in a menacing posture.  

The next shot reveals Jackson in a small, dimly lit bedroom. He is laying on his 

bed, clutching his pillow in an angry embrace, spitting out the verse “the fire’s in their 

eyes and their words are really clear, so beat it, just beat it.” The setting and tone recall 

the scene in WSS that takes place in the private space of a bedroom in which Anita warns 

her fellow Shark girl, Maria, about getting involved with Tony, the former leader of the 
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rival gang, the Jets, as the relationship could only lead to trouble. Like Anita’s warning to 

Maria, Jackson voices the moral of the song and video: do not join the fight, stop the 

rumble. The scene frames Jackson as the narrative’s protagonist; his separation from the 

groups suggests his specialness.   

Footage of the two aggregate gangs advancing through back alleys is intercut, 

building tension. Jackson, still alone in his room, sings, “You better run you better do 

what you can. Don’t want to see no blood, don’t be no macho man. You wanna be tough, 

better do what you can, so beat it. But you want to be bad.” Sirens sound; an old man 

peeks out through blinds at the streets below. Danger is impending. Jackson sits up 

emphatically in bed, clutching his fists, his slender body taut with intensity. He stands 

and directs the words “show ‘em how funky, strong is your fight” to the camera. He 

walks forward, his profile shrouded in dark before moving into a patch of light. He snaps 

his head to face the camera and through the ominous shadows cast across his features, he 

snarls, “Beat it! Just beat it!”  

Meanwhile, the gangs gather more and more members. They jump onto the backs 

of pickup trucks. Don’t want to be a boy, you want to be a man. Jackson, now in a red 

leather jacket, paces out into the hall. His full body is silhouetted; the tension in his body 

erupts into angular shapes and abrupt rhythmic accents. The scenes cut quickly back and 

forth between shots of the gangs, now numbering dozens each, walking through back 

alleys towards one another and Jackson. Alone, he vocalizes and embodies the song’s 

building tension as he visits the places the gangs were earlier: the café, the pool hall, the 

bar. Bursting through doors and pushing his way through these now empty, 

claustrophobic spaces, he hits tense poses, tightly spins, clenches and shakes his fists, and 
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glares directly into the camera. His anger about the futility of the impending violence is 

barely contained: “It doesn’t matter who’s wrong or right, just beat it!”  

The gangs arrive at a warehouse. They pull open the large garage-style doors and 

enter, forming a long clustered line, a threatening formation that suggests the lines of a 

battlefield. The camera pans down the line, moving slowly then more quickly, showing 

the resolute, firm expressions on their faces. The leader in the white coat descends from 

his perch on a forklift as a virtuosic rock guitar solo screeches. It tremolos higher and 

higher and faster and faster, bringing the sonic tension to a crescendo. The camera pans 

down the line of the other gang. Both groups are clad in an assortment of leather jackets, 

fedoras, sunglasses, and bandanas tied around their heads; their specific gang status is 

unmarked by colors or any other sartorial sign. A quick flicker of fear is barely 

perceptible on the blond leader’s face, but both leaders mask their emotions and separate 

themselves from their lines, sauntering backward towards one another. They bump backs 

and swivel abruptly to face each other. What follows is reminiscent of the rumble scene 

in WSS: a fight between two men encircled and supported by their respective gangs; 

stylized, choreographed violence.  

Both gang leaders thrust their arms out and someone quickly winds a cloth around 

their wrists to bind them together. They stare at each other menacingly as the gangs 

cluster around them, enclosing them in a tight circle. Switchblades open, their reflective 

surfaces flashing. The leaders lean back from one another and away from their bound 

hands, drawing their knives back and pivoting around each other. The whole circle of 

men expands and closes with their movements. Together, they all crouch, lean, and 

stretch away from the duo’s sharply jabbing knives.  The leaders jump, careen, and 
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swivel to escape the other’s attempts to stab. The gangs echo their movements, an 

empathetic chorus counterpointing their steps.  

Then Jackson enters. He is shot from beneath and appears tall and powerful as he 

strides down the stairs, snapping his fingers and whipping his head from side to side. 

Like the protagonist Tony in WSS, he breaks the two fighting leaders apart, placing his 

body directly in between them. He puts his hand on the blond leader’s shoulder and sings, 

“It doesn’t matter,” then turns to the dark-haired leader and clutches his white-jacket, 

emphasizing “who’s wrong or right.” Unlike Tony, who ultimately fails to stop the 

violence and dies as a result, Jackson persuades the gangs to cease their rumble. The gang 

leaders fall into formation behind him as he struts forward, thrusting his right forearm out 

and in by his side. They flank him and join his tense snapping and pacing. Their walk 

forward builds a low rhythmic simmer from which they all erupt into full-throttled 

punches into the space above them.  

In complete unison, the trio reaches their arms forward of their bodies and pull 

them back towards their hips, simultaneously moving backward in space. More gang 

members join in, creating a phalanx behind Jackson and the gang leaders. In the far back, 

barely seen through fog, gang members lean up against the wall, silently watching those 

who dance. The camera shoots the dancers from a frontal perspective, cutting between 

close-ups of Jackson’s face, full-body shots, and shots of the whole group. Thrusting their 

arms out low and to their sides, they pivot quickly, whipping their heads to the back and 

then forward as if retreating and advancing from conflict. Small convulsions of their 

torsos punctuate their outwardly striking limbs. Tensile, rippling undulations of pelvises 

and torsos set loose quickly waving arms. The choreography shifts between dynamic 
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explosions outwards and close, containing movements. The men rock their hips and lean 

back as they snap their fingers low and fast on the horizontal plane, keeping their elbows 

drawn into their sides. En masse, the entire group repeats this series of movements, all 

enmity forgotten and forgiven in their shared dance. They lift and stamp their right legs 

several times and fan-kick their bent left legs in an arc, pounding the step into the ground 

before flailing their arms up and retracting quickly into a low crouch.  

They spring out of the crouch, clapping their hands and breaking out of unison to 

gather around Jackson in the briefest of cyphers. He swivel-kicks, opens his jacket wide 

as he pulses his pelvis, and performs his signature tight spin. The next shot is a close-up 

of one of the backup dancers/gang members rapidly popping and convulsing his whole 

body in a spastic manner.237 Everyone is cheering them on. Jackson, looking down 

intensely and snapping his right forearm out and in, spins and moves into a backward 

undulating move. Seamlessly, the dancing switches from these brief solos back to unison.  

Those around Jackson join him, rippling their torsos and hips and sliding 

backward in space in a canon until they all are sliding backward, waving their bodies in 

unison. They break out of the undulation in a triumphant skip, jumping and pacing into 

formation again. The camera switches between close-ups of Jackson and low, side angles 

of the group. Then, they repeat the refrain’s choreography together: fingers snapping, 

hips pulsing, arms springing out and in, turning, whipping, pacing forward towards the 

camera. The dancing chorus of gang members performs the choreography as the camera 

pulls away slowly, showing Jackson in the center of the large group, all punching out the 

moves together in unison. They continue dancing as the garage doors slowly close, 
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briefly creating a proscenium frame around them as the sounds of a crowd cheering 

overlay the musical track and everything fades to black ...  

Although Beat It re-members multiple themes and choreographies featured in 

WSS, the critical distinction that I want to draw attention to is that the music video 

updates the original to showcase the prevailing racial ideology of the 1980s: 

colorblindness. While the rival gang leaders in Beat It could register to viewers as “black 

versus white,” the production was actually colorblind as it featured multiple ethnic and 

racial types in both gangs. This casting decision rendered both racial identity and 

structural racism irrelevant to the narrative of gang conflict.  

Furthermore, Jackson’s desire to include real Los Angeles street gangs to bring 

“authenticity” to the music video complicates the picture, as the real-life gang members 

hired as extras were not multiracial nor multiethnic. As Paterson, Giraldi, and Jackson 

highlight in their accounts of making the music video, Beat It used members of the Crips 

and Bloods gangs in an attempt to bring an “authentic” toughness to the music video.238 It 

is worth noting that both the Crips and the Bloods were primarily comprised of African 

Americans.239 Yet their presence in the video is not necessarily distinguishable from 

those of other actors/dancers. However, their inclusion, and more importantly, the 

narration about their presence on set, was intended to lend an aura of authenticity to the 

music video. However, as many publicized comments about the production of Beat It 

suggest, “real life” experiences and the theatrical depictions of the streets were often 

conflated. For example, Rob Weisner, Jackson’s manager at the time, is quoted about the 

early stages of production for Beat It.  
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For ‘Beat It’, Michael and I spent a lot of time trying to define exactly 
what we wanted, and to find someone who could translate that. I looked at 
hundreds of demo reels, and the one that stuck out was Bob Giraldi’s. He 
had a PSA on his reel for a free clinic or something. It was very street, and 
that’s what we wanted: we wanted to do a contemporary version of West 
Side Story. (Marks and Tannenbaum 2011, 181)240  

 

This account is contradicted by Giraldi on the same page of Marks and Tannenbaum’s 

book.  

Everybody says ‘Beat It’ was taken from West Side Story. It’s not true. I 
had no idea what West Side Story was. My inspiration was the streets of 
Paterson, New Jersey, where I’m from. I listened to the song over and over 
and I realized it was about the Italian hoodlums I grew up with—
everybody trying to be tougher than they are, but really, we’re all cowards 
at heart. 

 

This sample of “inspirational sources” indicates that for Beat It’s primary 

producers, WSS’s depiction of “white” versus “brown” gangs, a general “street” mentality, 

and Italian hoodlums of 1950’s Paterson, New Jersey were seen as interchangeable 

archetypes. Such lack of specificity is the crux of colorblindness, a radical universalism 

which propounds “the view that race is irrelevant” (Vickerman 2013, 61). This racial 

ideology is based on the presumption that the best way to deal with discrimination is to 

treat everyone equally, regardless of race, ethnicity, and cultural background. It is an 

avoidance of the history and structures of racism and an ideology supported by the 

American ethos of individualism.  

Sociologists Michael Omi and Howard Winant’s (2015) genealogy of 

colorblindness traces the ideology’s development from the racial resentment and backlash 

spawned by the progress of the Civil Rights, Black Power, and other social movements 
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through its insidious hegemony in the 1980s. Throughout the era of President Ronald 

Reagan (1981–1989), the direct links between the reduction of state-supported resources 

for historically dispossessed and disenfranchised communities and the ensuing rise in 

gang culture, criminality, and the drug trade were typically ignored by mainstream 

(white) discourse. Instead of acknowledging the many types of racism that challenged 

black and brown communities, blame was placed on those who could not easily rise 

above the social degradation foisted upon them in the same ways that some groups of 

immigrants or white working-class communities could. The use of code words such as 

“welfare handouts” and “law and order” reasserted racist tropes about poor African 

Americans, Latinos, and other marginalized groups (Omi and Winant 2015, 218). Low-

income and working-class communities of color were pathologized and demonized by 

both politicians and mainstream news coverage (Hunt 2005; Vickerman 2013). 

Significantly, mainstream media coverage of gang culture and violence tended to 

trade in these stereotypes. White-owned media companies typically did not adequately 

contextualize the phenomenon within the economic policies, deindustrialization, and 

systemic racism that created the “inner-city ghettos” in which crime, violence, and gang 

activity flourished. Sensationalized newspaper and journal articles and television news 

coverage focused on the symptoms rather than the causes of gangs. The increasing 

poverty in communities of color was brought on by white flight, discriminatory housing 

and lending practices, and legal and civil disenfranchisement (Alonso 2010; Vigil 2002). 

Yet much of the news media’s focus was gang-related crime and violence (Hunt 2005).241 

However, as discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, positive representation for people of 

color in advertising and on commercial television shows did increase throughout the 
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1960s and 1970s. This had the effect of creating the illusion that more sociopolitical 

progress had been made than was evident in the lived experienced of communities 

historically disenfranchised by racism (Hunt 2005). Significantly, Jackson and his 

family’s “rags to riches” story supported the American ideal that hard work and 

determination would inevitably be rewarded.242 Moreover, Jackson’s hard work and 

talent were often cited as part of his crossover success and “breaking of the color barrier.” 

The ideological underside of the “American Dream” was that anyone that struggled and 

did not succeed was either not trying hard enough or not skilled enough. The notion that 

“qualities acquired through the application of agency (notably, education and skills) and 

moral rectitude (et, [sic] “character”) rather than skin color determine upward mobility in 

America” gained prevalence, primarily amongst white people (Vickerman 2013, 9).  

In the 1980s, this rhetoric increasingly underpinned mainstream news coverage 

and social policy regarding communities of color. In this way, the poverty and criminal 

behavior that affect disenfranchised communities of color become conflated with culture 

(Kelley 1997).243 As Robin D.G Kelley points out, “terms like nihilistic, dysfunctional, 

and pathological have become the most common adjectives to describe contemporary 

black urban culture” (1997, 16). Street gangs were seen as the most obvious symptom of 

communities’ failure to thrive. Crips and Bloods were made notorious by mainstream 

discourse, which implicitly linked gang activity with African American culture in the 

mainstream (white) imaginary. Therefore, it is worth examining how Giraldi and Jackson 

both do and do not address race, racism, and the gang phenomenon in their respective 

testimonies about the music video. Giraldi narrates his experience in an interview:244 
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When we talked about directing Beat It for the first time, he asked me if I 
would have some Crips and Bloods in––as actors. And I said, “Michael, 
how can I, first of all I’m not going to go cast them, I’m not going to walk 
in East LA in the middle of the night you know with a sign saying: Crips 
and Bloods: who wants to be in Michael’s video?” But Michael said, “You 
know what? I’ll get them Bob. I’ll get them. If I get them would you film 
them?” I said, “Absolutely Michael- as long as there’s enough cops there. 
I’ll be fine.” So, he gets them.245  

And so, it’s the first day of shooting Beat It. And it’s in a warehouse 
downtown, as history shows, it’s in a warehouse in downtown East LA. 
Very tough. With plenty of cops. I’m photographing Michael doing the 
preliminary stuff before we get to the warehouse. And one gang, led by 
Vince Paterson, the white gang leader, has got some of the Crips. And the 
other gang, led by Michael Peters, the black gang leader, has got other 
Crips and Bloods. And dancers! So, we got these two gang leaders, we 
have dancers, and we have real gangbangers: Crips and the Bloods.  

And in between takes, they start to get a little bored, as you do in the 
movie business. So around early evening there’s a couple of boom boom 
boom boom, couple of smacks. And the cops get nervous and one of the 
Crips goes down. And they kinda like take care of him. And he was beat 
up by a couple of the Bloods. The cop comes to me and says, “You know 
Bob, this, you know, it was a great idea of Michael’s but, just, we have to 
pull the plug. I don’t want to- we can’t shoot anymore.” I said, “I came 
this far.” I said, “I tell you what. I wasn’t going to do the big dance scene 
finale at the end until tomorrow. Let me try it right now. Let me just throw 
the music on. Let me try and see if I can just diffuse this situation and then 
we’ll go home, and I won’t call the Crips and Bloods back tomorrow. I 
have enough footage of them anyway.” Now, these are some pretty tough 
kids, killers in many ways. So, he says, “Oh, I’ll give you one take. Let’s 
go for it.” And I run around screaming, “Get everybody ready!” And I tell 
the choreographer; “No they weren’t supposed to dance ‘til tomorrow!” 
And we get set up.  

The doors go up. Michael Peters jumps on the forklift. He comes. The 
gangs come at you, wrap the hands, whatever. And Michael Peters, the 
black gang leader, and Vince Paterson, the white gang leader, start 
dancing. Michael Jackson comes down the boxes. And they start dancing. 
And then all of a sudden, the other dancers start flailing their arms and 
start dancing. And I’m watching the Crips and the Bloods. They’re just 
lined up, supposedly watching this thing going on. But the looks on their 
faces are so fascinating that I run over to the cameraman and I say, “Get 
those faces! Show those faces!” And he pans their faces because their 
mouths were open. They’re hanging open, watching young African 
American, probably gay men, being more macho than they ever could be 
in their lives. They were watching the beautiful grace and symmetry of the 
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dance, of the choreography. That they knew, tough as they were, they 
could never do that. It was extraordinary. It was extraordinary. That to me, 
was really the essence of Beat It, was watching the real dudes giving 
homage to the kids that could dance. Nice story isn’t it? (Laughter) True 
every bit of it.246   

 

In the first quote from Giraldi, he states Beat It is about how everybody is “trying 

to be tougher than they are, but really, we’re all cowards at heart,” but the longer story 

above dramatizes his trepidation to cast gang members and the perceived need to bring 

law enforcement on set to police them because of the threat they represented to “law and 

order.” He both suggests that toughness and machoism are acts or fronts, yet these young 

men pose a real threat and need to be policed. Giraldi’s contradictory statements reflect a 

certain ambivalence. It is significant that while Giraldi enthusiastically repeats the story 

about the gang fight in multiple interviews, neither Jackson nor Peters nor Paterson ever 

corroborated this event.247 Even more telling is that in a television interview in 1983, 

Giraldi simply states “there was not one bit of trouble.”248  

Jackson discusses the gang members’ toughness by psychologizing the gang 

phenomenon in a long passage in his autobiography. He emphasizes that the gang 

members’ tough exteriors belied their actual kindness and that the experience of filming 

the video together was a positive one for everyone involved. In Jackson’s eyes, gang 

members just want recognition and respect like everyone else. At the end of the passage, 

he contradicts himself and reasserts the claim that their “toughness” is who they really are 

and as a result of their inclusion, Beat It is permeated with their authentic “menacing” 

spirit.  

I had street gangs on my mind when I wrote “Beat It,” so we rounded up 
some of the toughest gangs in Los Angeles and put them to work on the 
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video. It turned out to be a good idea, and a great experience for me. We 
had some rough kids on that set, tough kids, and they hadn’t been to 
wardrobe. Those guys in the pool room in the first scene were serious; 
they were not actors. That stuff was real.  

Now I hadn’t been around really tough people all that much, and these 
guys were more than a little intimidating at first. But we had security 
around and were ready for anything that might happen. Of course we soon 
realized we didn’t need any of this, that the gang members were mostly 
humble, sweet, and kind in their dealings with us. We fed them during 
breaks, and they all cleaned up and put their trays away. I came to realize 
that the whole thing about being bad and tough is that it’s done for 
recognition. All along these guys had wanted to be seen and respected, and 
now we were going to put them on TV. They loved it. “Hey, look at me, 
I’m somebody!” And I think that’s really why many of the gangs act the 
way they do. They’re rebels, but rebels want attention and respect. Like all 
of us, they just want to be seen. And I gave them a chance. For a few days 
anyway.  

They were so wonderful to me—polite, quiet, supportive. After the dance 
numbers they’d compliment my work, and I could tell they really meant it. 
They wanted a lot of autographs and frequently stood around my trailer. 
Whatever they wanted, I gave them: photographs, autographs, tickets for 
the Victory tour, anything. They were a nice bunch of guys.  

The truth of that experience came out on the screen. The “Beat It” video 
was menacing, and you could feel those people’s emotions. You felt the 
experience of the streets and the reality of their lives. You look at “Beat It” 
and you know those kids are tough. They were being themselves, and it 
came across. It was nothing like actors acting; it was as far from that as 
possible. They were being themselves; the feeling you got was their spirit.  

I’ve always wondered if they got the same message from the song that I 
did. (Jackson 1988, 203–205) 

 

Together, Jackson and Giraldi’s contradictory comments about the gangs reveal a 

lack of critical awareness about the political and sociocultural conditions that foster the 

phenomenon of gang culture. While they both suggest gang members’ toughness is a 

front, they also echo the mainstream media discourse by characterizing toughness as a 

behavioral choice and a pathological condition. While neither Jackson nor Giraldi is 

unsympathetic, they are seemingly oblivious about the racist policies and practices that 
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contributed to the increase of gangs in the late 1970s and early 1980s. Despite the 

positive social message the video ostensibly hoped to convey, the depictions of race and 

gang members in Beat It align with the racial logic of colorblindness. On the one hand, 

the gangs in Beat It are multiracial, implying that the experience of being in a gang might 

be universally applicable to all young men. Yet the racialized rhetoric that suggests gang 

members are pathologically or inevitably tough because of their lived experience creeps 

into the discussion of why real Crips and Bloods were cast as extras. Ultimately, the 

video’s narrative suggests that the solution to gang violence is an individual intervention, 

not a systemic reordering of the social conditions that might be responsible for joining a 

street gang in the first place. As Brackett says, “such conflicts seem the result of 

individual whims rather than the result of historically embedded power relations or of 

institutionalized relations between race and class” (2012, 173). Jackson, whose angry, 

forceful dancing persuades the rival gangs to put down their fists and weapons, embodies 

the individual choice-making that would free “all” young men from the pressure to prove 

themselves through violence.  

The desire to universalize the gang phenomenon, but still keep it “authentic” 

enough meant that sociological reality and mediated depictions of gangs were blended in 

contradictory ways in Beat It. That West Side Story’s themes and musical theater 

choreography were re-membered alongside the inclusion of real gang members in Beat It 

reifies the conflation of fantasy and reality that WSS had articulated via a different racial 

logic thirty-two years previously. As Jackson was influenced by the early 1980’s 

“breaksploitation” films which also blur sociocultural fact and fantasy regarding street 
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gangs and street dance, I examine the messages conveyed by several of these films in 

order to elucidate the more overt inclusion of street dance in BAD in 1987.   

 
6.2.  Street Gangs/Street Dancing 

“Breaksploitation” describes the series of documentaries and commercial films 

released in the early 1980s that variously documented, dramatized, and capitalized on the 

burgeoning hip hop scenes on the East and West coasts. The New York scene is featured 

in Style Wars (1983), Wild Style (1983), and Beat Street (1984).249 Breakin’ and Enterin’ 

(1983), Breakin’ (1984), and Breakin’ 2: Electric Boogaloo (1984) are set in California. 

While Style Wars and Breakin’ and Enterin’ are documentaries, they articulate certain 

themes that are subsequently dramatized in the commercial films. Here, I primarily focus 

on Breakin’ and Enterin’ since it features some of the street dancers who taught Jackson 

throughout the 1980s, most notably Bruno “Pop N Taco” Falcon III and Michael 

“Boogaloo Shrimp” Chambers. While I focus my attention primarily on Breakin’ and 

Enterin’, the commercial films Breakin’, Breakin’ 2, and Beat Street are also discussed. 

In addition to re-membering the tropes and aesthetics of these films, there are multiple 

behind-the-scenes connections to Jackson and his dancing chorus. 

Breakin’ and Enterin’ (1983) by filmmaker Topper Carew features street dancers 

from across California gathered together for some vague, unnamed street dance event.250 

The stylized documentary film simultaneously elucidates certain aspects of street dance 

culture and eclipses others; it captures the transition between street dance as a community 

of practitioners and its codification, professionalization, and entrance into the commercial 

world of entertainment. Adolfo “Shabba-Doo” Quiñones, who danced on Soul Train and 
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performed with The Lockers in the 1970s and thus had connections across the 

entertainment industry and street dance community, acted as the documentary’s talent 

coordinator. Shabba-Doo is also one of the documentary’s primary interlocutors. He 

emphasizes his role as one of the original Lockers, a “professional street dance group. 

That means we take the street dance that’s in the clubs and discos today and we put ‘em 

on a professional level, so we can perform in Las Vegas and whatnot.”251 DeFrantz 

(2014a) theorizes that their proximity to the Hollywood entertainment industry and the 

successful commercialization of The Lockers in the mid-1970s resulted in Californian 

street dancers being more oriented towards spectators than their East Coast 

counterparts.252 Many of the street dancers featured in Breakin’ and Enterin’ went on to 

have careers in multiple parts of the entertainment industry, including the Los Angeles 

commercial dance industry.  

The predominant theme of the documentary is that the creativity and dedication of 

these young, mostly male street dancers provided them with a positive alternative to the 

criminal and gang activity that permeated their neighborhoods. I note that Breakin’ and 

Enterin’s narrative of street dance as an alternative to gang activity stands in contrast to 

the dominant (false) narrative espoused with regard to hip hop’s origins out of gangs in 

the Bronx.253 To this point, the documentary’s emcee, Ice-T, a former gang member and 

emergent rapper (neé Tracy Lauren Marrow), and multiple dancers discuss how street 

dance and hip hop culture provided an alternative to gang involvement. Two African 

American dancers, who go unnamed in the documentary, explain the positive roles street 

dancers play in their neighborhood.  
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We stay in an area where, you know, it’s gang-related, so you know, if we 
keep at least five young mans [sic] off the streets, you know, that’s 
probably five lives we can save, you know? And that’s what everybody 
should do, you know? This area, you know, is--an incident happened not 
too long ago, where, you know, one of their close friends, you know, got 
killed and if he was doing what we doing, it probably would have never 
happened, you know. I say as long as long we keep ‘em off the street and 
dancing and doing things to look up for they’ll never go that route, you 
know?  

 

In an interview with The Blue City Crew, comprised of four American Samoan 

brothers originally from Carson, California, one of the brothers shared their experience of 

street dance as the antidote to gang violence.254 

I used to be a gang member. But dancing, you know, dancing was our life 
and stuff. You know, like they say now, like dancing is all, you know, it’s 
turned around right? Instead of fighting we’re going to take it to the floor 
and dance, you know. And that’s what we believe too. So, you know, 
down there, man, Carson used to be known for gangbanging but now—it 
ain’t like that, you know. Everybody’s into dancing. If you come here 
when our regular practice, you have about fifty guys breakin’ on this floor. 
They’re from groups from everywhere. They used to be all gangbangers. 
But that’s why it’s all calm now. You don’t have that many killers in 
Carson. Cause they’re all into dancing. Guys come out of jail and they 
look, and they say, “Man, this is what’s happening?” Better hit the floor, 
start hitting the moves. That’s what it’s all about.   

 

The same member of the Blue City Crew also suggests that street dance culture on the 

West Coast is not complicated by racial animus.   

In LA, man, there ain’t no racial thing in LA. I heard New York, you 
know, they don’t play that, you know. There’s all these like, you know, I 
guess PRs, just that’s all they be getting off on breaking and if they see 
somebody else doing it, you know, they laugh them right out of town. But 
in LA it ain’t like that. If you got the moves, you go out and you can hold 
down. It’s all good.  
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Of course, these testimonies were chosen by Carew and the documentary’s editors 

to advance the film’s narrative, but there is no reason to doubt the veracity of the dancers’ 

claims. Of course, not every street dancer who entered the entertainment industry had a 

similar experience. Despite this, I suggest Breakin’ and Enterin’s depiction of street 

dancing as a viable alternative to gang violence might have been a pedagogical text for 

Jackson regarding street dance culture. However, his professional relationships with some 

of the film’s street dancers must have also underscored his understanding of street dance 

as a sociocultural formation. Jackson’s twenty-year-long relationship with Pop N Taco is 

especially relevant. 

Pop N Taco, a second-generation Mexican-American, came to street dance as a 

high schooler in Long Beach, California. In our interview, I asked Pop N Taco if Breakin’ 

and Enterin’s characterization of street dance as an alternative to gangbanging was true. 

He immediately affirmed that was his personal experience. He described his involvement 

with gangs and street dancers in the early 1980s at Long Beach Polytechnic High School 

(commonly known as Poly). He was “jumped in” but was actually quite naïve about what 

gang membership entailed. I quote him at length on the subject of gangs organized 

around racial identity and suggest how, in contrast, street dance offered interracial 

alliances.  

There were different gang members, but I was…I just liked the way they 
dressed. T-shirts were ironed and starched, same as their khaki pants and 
bandanas, like pirates and stuff. So, I liked the way they dressed but there 
was more to it you know, and I got a little confused on that part cause they 
would go, “You wanna come with us for a stabbing?” and I was like, 
“Excuse me? I beg your pardon?” 

I was at Polytechnic School and I went, I said, “No.” I said, “I have to 
second think this.” You know, I go, “I like the way they dress” but I go, “I 
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can’t hang out with them” so I just hung out with the guys that were doing 
the popping stuff and the boogalooing. […] 

But the street kids were in their own, back to Poly, were in their own 
cliques and stuff so… The Africans were in the Insane Crip gang. Theirs 
were the Bloods and then the Crips. And ours the Westside Longo: Longo, 
meant Long Beach. So, it was cool, it was nice to get that- until I started 
hanging out with the dance group. Then that started making sense. No 
punching each other, which that’s how things started in our group. You get 
punched in. You have to fight eight guys in a circle. And they get beat up 
so bad, but then they start hugging you and shaking your hands and saying, 
“You did it! You made it!” You know, they talk in that,“Ese you did it 
man, you became one of the Westside Longos.”  

 

Maria La Ganga’s July 28, 1983 Los Angeles Times article, “L.B Poly Struggles 

to Erase Image of Turbulent Times,” corroborates Pop N Taco’s account of the 

prevalence of gangs at Poly. The article juxtaposes incidents of interracial violence in the 

late 1960s and early 1970s and continued gang presence with the school’s athletic 

successes and accelerated academic and magnet programs. LBPD Officer Roger Osborne 

is quoted as stating, 

Poly is a good school, but they have a large problem with the Samoan 
gangs, and they also have some West Side Longo problems. It’s attended 
by some West Side Longos, but it’s in East Side Longo territory. It’s also 
in the area of the Insane Crip Gang. The gang problems are more 
concentrated at Poly because of the number of gangs in the area. (La 
Ganga 1983, LB1)255  

 

As can be registered through Pop N Taco’s and Osborne’s descriptions, all the 

Long Beach gangs mentioned were groups that cohered around racial identity. As the 

infamous enmity between predominantly African American Bloods and Crips or the 

suggested rivalry between the “cholo” or Mexican American West and East Side Longos 

might suggest, it was not necessarily the case that gangs were allied against each other 
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solely on the basis of race, but it is worth underscoring that group cohesion was founded, 

at least in part, on racial and cultural identity.  

While I do not mean to overstate the capacity of street dance to forge interracial 

bonds, Pop N Taco’s account of how he entered into tutelage under and then partnership 

with Timothy Earl “Popin’ Pete” aka “Pistol Pete” Solomon possesses this subtext. Popin’ 

Pete’s younger brother attended Polytechnic High School with Pop N Taco and had told 

Popin’ about “this Mexican kid that did these weird moves.”256 On a day when members 

of Popin’ Pete’s dance crew happened to be on campus, Pop N Taco and Popin’ Pete 

were introduced by Darrell Johnston, aka “King Cobra,” a neighbor of the Solomon 

family who had danced with an early iteration of the Electronic Boogaloos. Upon their 

initial meeting, Popin’ Pete first asked Pop N Taco to show him “snaking” then 

demanded he show him popping. According to Pop N Taco, Popin’ Pete’s response was 

“that’s the first time I’ve ever seen a Mexican pop” and that’s how he got his street dance 

nickname. After a period of several months during which Pop N Taco skipped school to 

go to Popin’ Pete’s house early in the morning to watch him practice, Popin’ Pete and 

Pop N Taco formed a performing duo called Salt and Pepper. They participated in 

competitions at a time when, as Pop N Taco noted, “it was rare to see another color doing 

the dance.” While this anecdote runs the risk of overstressing the interracial nature of 

street dance and Pop N Taco’s experience definitely was not the experience of every 

street dancer who worked in the entertainment industry during the 1980s, I highlight Pop 

N Taco’s story to emphasize that Jackson not only encountered the narrative of street 

dance as a multiracial alternative to gang life in the movies but perhaps through the real-

life story of one of his most enduring street dance tutors.   
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There are similarities between the street dancing presented in the narratives of 

Pop N Taco’s personal account, Breakin’ and Enterin’, and the Hollywood-produced 

breaksploitation films. For instance, the central conflict of Breakin’ 2 is that a community 

of street dancers have to rally together in order to save their youth club from private, 

corporate development. The film’s plot was inspired by a real-life incident involving the 

Los Angeles youth center RadioTron, which is featured in Breakin’ and Enterin’ (KCET 

2012).257 This demonstrates how the films’ narration of street dance culture can variously 

index reality and be subject to dramatic, aesthetic alteration; sociocultural specifics are 

made more general in an attempt to universalize the commercial film’s appeal. The 

Hollywood-produced breaksploitation films are not about street dance and its 

sociocultural formation in marginalized communities, but rather employ street dance in 

generalized narratives about some type of conflict that a multiracial group of teenagers 

confront. In generalizing street dance as a positive way for adolescents to assert their 

agency, street dance was absorbed and became “a containable, shorthand narrative 

marker of race, class, and upward-mobility aspiration” in the Hollywood productions 

(DeFrantz 2014a, 129). The majority of dancers are of color, although as Raquel L. 

Monroe (2014) and Thomas F. DeFrantz (2014a) both note concerning the Breakin’ 

franchise, a white woman versed in studio styles of dance is placed at the center of these 

films. Because the aim of the Hollywood-produced films was mass-entertainment, they 

either gloss the sociopolitical history that created blighted urban neighborhoods or ignore 

it altogether, as in the Breakin’ franchise. That is to say, these films reveal how street 

dance gets framed within colorblindness, which street dance scholar Naomi Bragin calls 
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“an ideology characterized by a reluctance, if not refusal, to engage seriously with the 

history, culture, and politics of black communities” (2016, 538). 

Beat Street, Breakin’, and Breakin’ 2 also collectively demonstrate how street 

dance is incorporated into extant paradigms for choreographic staging and credit-giving 

in the commercial entertainment industry. The Hollywood-produced breaksploitation 

films featured street dancers performing both improvisationally and in set routines they 

created themselves (Grubb 1984a). However, the employment of seasoned 

choreographers versed in concert dance forms and in the staging of variety and nightclub 

acts reveals the industry’s prioritization of what Bragin terms “choreocentricity”: “an 

assumptive racialized logic that reconstitutes hip-hop forms into efficient formulae for 

mass profit” (2016, 539). The choreocentricity featured by the breaksploitation films 

underscores how an industry previously structured on the invisibilization of dancers of 

color shifted the optics of representation but did not significantly alter the use-value of 

blackness as a cultural commodity. Breaking with earlier more overtly discriminatory 

eras, the choreographers hired for these productions were not white. The majority of them 

did, however, possess the cultural capital and choreographic skills associated with studio 

styles, which were variously incorporated and featured in the breaksploitation films. I 

mention these specific choreographers because of their professional connections to 

Jackson and his chorus.  

Beat Street engaged the services of seasoned choreographer Lester Wilson, who 

has already been mentioned multiple times in the dissertation. His entrance into 

commercial work was through concert dance; like his mentee Michael Peters, he was 

associated with Bernice Johnson’s Cultural Arts Center in Queens, New York.  
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According to several Dance Magazine articles, during his senior year at New York City 

College Wilson was “discovered” by modern dance choreographer Martha Graham and 

educator Martha Hill, who offered him a scholarship to Julliard. He studied with and 

danced for modern dance choreographers Alvin Ailey, Lucas Hoving, Mary Hinkson, and 

Donald McKayle before training intensively under jazz choreographer Bob Fosse, who 

exposed him to the style of Hollywood choreographer Jack Cole (Veljkovic 1982; Grubb 

1984a). Best known for his work on Saturday Night Fever (1977), Wilson choreographed 

for myriad other films, commercials, award shows, both live and televised nightclub acts, 

and two seasons of Solid Gold. Wilson’s mark is most indelible in the neo-African 

modern dance numbers in Beat Street, but he also collaborated with the street dancers on 

how best to film their dancing (Grubb 1984a).  

The Breakin’ franchise slightly deviates from the established hiring practices of 

choreographers; the pattern of hiring dancers with a background in studio styles is 

disrupted in the sequel, which employed a choreographer from a street dance background. 

The choreography for the first Breakin’ is credited to Jaime Juan Rogers, a Juilliard-

trained dancer of Puerto Rican descent who had appeared in the film West Side Story as 

“Loco,” a Shark gang member. Rogers subsequently had an enduring, successful career 

as a choreographer for television (Billman 1997). His career charts the arc of dance on 

commercial television I described in Chapter 3: Rogers worked on Hullabaloo (1964–65), 

The Sony and Cher Show (1976–77) where he crossed paths with Jackson on Episode 2.3 

aired October 10th, 1976, and the popular television show Fame (1985–87). Rogers was 

primarily responsible for the jazz dance scenes in Breakin’ but, like Wilson, likely helped 

to stage some of the street dancing for the camera.258 Choreography credit for Breakin’ 2 
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is given to African American dancer and choreographer Bill Goodson, an early 

practitioner of waacking and other club/street dances who worked in the commercial 

entertainment industry after being “discovered” by Toni Basil.259 Most notably, he had 

appeared as a dancing gang member in Beat It.260  

The placement of street dance next to jazz and modern dance in these films makes 

them appear interchangeable; the choreocentricity “brings black forms into a frame of 

whiteness,” as Bragin asserts, “effectively reducing their anti-institutional tendencies” 

(2016, 539). That dance is used in the breaksploitation films to express multicultural and 

multiracial alliances reflects both the reality of the sociocultural contexts and 

communities in which street dances were practiced and the Hollywood-ization of this 

trope. Monroe succinctly characterizes the clichéd narrative arc taken up by these 

mainstream hip hop movies: dance “saves disenfranchised youth from the violence of the 

inner city; dance is the multicultural panacea that homogenizes difference and makes us 

all one” (2014, 183). In the following section, I argue the prevailing themes that Monroe 

articulates are precisely what Jackson incorporated into BAD.  

 
6.3 BAD 

The rhetorical impact of the breaksploitation films and Jackson’s exposure to Pop 

N Taco’s story is evident in BAD, in which Jackson’s message not to engage in violence 

and crime is delivered in a song and dance routine. Before I turn my attention to the short 

film/music video, however, I consider the media discourse about Jackson’s race, gender, 

and sexual identity leading up to BAD’s release in 1987. In the years between the albums 

Thriller (1982) and BAD (1987), there was a media backlash to Jackson’s popularity 
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severe enough to motivate rock writer Dave Marsh (1985) to devote an entire book to the 

subject.261 This backlash might be understood in several ways, but there was an 

undeniable increase of media focus on Jackson’s personal eccentricities, perceived 

effeminacies, and supposed disavowal of his blackness through plastic surgery and skin-

lightening.262 As cultural studies scholar Kobena Mercer summarizes, “the definite sense 

of racial ambiguity writ large in his new image is at the same time, and by the same token, 

the site of a sexual ambiguity bordering on androgyny. […] The media has seized upon 

these ambiguities and have created a ‘persona’, a private ‘self’ behind the image, which 

has become the subject of speculation and rumour” (1986, 28). Jackson’s “star-as-brand,” 

which had been carefully crafted through his songs, music videos, and commercials, was 

increasingly de-stabilized by the media coverage of his “eccentric” personal life and 

speculations regarding his gender, sexual orientation, and racial identity.263  

It was in this context that Jackson’s management thought that he (and they) would 

benefit commercially by depicting a more conventionally heteronormative masculine 

persona. Quincy Jones, producer of Off the Wall, Thriller, and BAD, spoke to this market 

imperative in 1986: “We wanted a tough album, we wanted to get a tough image anyway, 

because it’s important you keep trying to change” (Lee 2012). Jackson discussed the 

song’s title “BAD” in a 1987 interview on Ebony/Jet Showcase.   

It is quite different than anything I’ve ever recorded, or ever written. It’s a 
bold statement to say. I mean it in all goodwill. Don’t take it too seriously. 
I’m saying, it’s like a way of saying you’re cool, you’re alright, you’re 
tough. I’m not saying I’m, like, criminally bad. Of course, that’s how 
people would take it. Um, it’s a bold statement to make.  
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An often-shared story about the BAD album cover illuminates the negotiation of 

Jackson’s image with regard to gender norms. Jackson initially wanted to use 

photographer Greg Gorman’s close-up of his made-up face behind a veil of black lace, an 

image inspired by a 1924 Edward Steichen photograph of film star Gloria Swanson. 

Walter Yetnikoff, the president of Epic/Columbia Records, refused to use it. He 

demanded Jackson’s then-manager Frank DeLio change the image (Lee 2012; 

Taraborrelli 2009). Jackson was subsequently persuaded to use a “tougher” image of him 

in a black leather outfit adorned with dozens of silver buckles.264 The word BAD is 

scrawled across the album in red font mimicking spray-painted graffiti.  

Jackson wears this outfit in the lead video for BAD, an eighteen-minute short film 

that ends in a climactic song and dance number in the Hoyt-Schermerhorn subway station 

in Brooklyn, New York. Like Beat It before it, BAD promotes a tough image of Jackson. 

Jones asked acclaimed film director Martin Scorcese, who in turn asked screenwriter 

Richard Price to come up with several treatments for the short film. In the documentary 

BAD 25 (Lee 2012), Price humorously comments on his assignment: “I don’t remember 

who said this, but they said MJ wanted to make a video to show the brothers he’s down. 

So, he goes to the nerdy Italian asthmatic, he goes to the Jewish asthmatic and we’re 

[chuckling softly] we’re going to make Michael a homie.”  

To accomplish this task, Price took inspiration from a real-life event: the 1985 

shooting death of African American teenager Edmund Perry by a white plainclothes 

officer. The shooting garnered significant media attention when it was revealed that Perry 

was a prep school graduate with a scholarship to Stanford University. The man who shot 

him accused Perry and his brother of an attempted mugging. The accuser was exonerated 
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by multiple witnesses, but the event touched a resonant chord regarding racial profiling, 

police brutality towards black communities, and the social pressures of the “ghetto.” In 

dramatizing this real-life incident, BAD extrapolates from the beginning premise of 

Perry’s story and envisions a different outcome. Jackson stars in the film as “Daryl,” a 

young man from the inner-city who attends an exclusive suburban private school. While 

“Daryl” is named in the film, I refer to the character as Jackson in my description below 

because BAD promotes his album and star-as-brand.  

How commentators interpreted Jackson’s deployment of the trope of the inner-

city in his promotional products varied. In a 1988 Los Angeles Times article, former Crip 

and rapper Ice-T critiques Jackson for employing gang imagery in his music videos.265  

Nobody in entertainment has done more to promote gangs than Michael 
Jackson. He was in search of a masculine identity, so what did he put 
behind him in his videos- Crips and New York street gangs. He could’ve 
showed the Guardian Angels or someone in a police uniform, but he used 
gangs as his vision of masculinity. And that sent a message to the universe 
that being in a gang is rough and is ok. (Goldstein 1988, L89)266  

 

In contrast to Ice-T’s critique, scholar Michele Wallace interprets BAD through a 

black feminist lens, stating the short film/music video demonstrates a “grappling with 

Jackson’s problematic professional identity in relationship to a world of white, 

established wealth or cultural hegemony, and a world of black homelessness and poverty” 

(1989, 314). Wallace sees BAD as a critical intervention. Via a description of BAD’s 

choreography and an analysis of the complex collaborative behind-the-scenes creative 

process, I suggest it can be both an important critical intervention and a reification of 

problematic conflations of African American masculinity and criminality.  
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BAD portrays Jackson in limbo between his two worlds, as somehow not fully 

belonging to either. The contrast between the well-kempt stone buildings of his school’s 

campus and the carefree attitude of his white classmates and the blighted, impoverished 

neighborhood he returns to is starkly drawn in black and white cinematography. Jackson 

wears a light hoodie under a long, tailored wool coat on his journey “back to the hood.” 

Returning home for winter break, he is first greeted enthusiastically by his friends, a 

joking and boisterous trio of African American teens who are wearing clothes and using 

slang associated with East Coast hip hop culture: “Black is back my man! Yo, yo, yo!” 

They exchange friendly handshakes and seem happy to see each other after a semester’s 

separation. As the film continues, however, the growing differences between Jackson and 

his friends are made apparent. When they encounter a drug dealer on the street and he 

threatens them by revealing he is carrying a gun, a slow camera pan across their faces. 

Jackson grimaces in fear and discomfort. In contrast, his hardened friends simply stare 

back in a refusal to be intimidated.   

The final straw comes when Jackson is reluctant to join his friends in the “hunt,” 

their code for mugging people. His friend suggests prep school has changed Jackson.267 

With the disgusted utterance, “Homeboy ain’t home,” he suggests Jackson doesn’t belong 

with them in their neighborhood any longer. Both he and Jackson get increasingly 

agitated as they argue, pushing each other and yelling.  

 

Are you bad? Hmm? Or is that what they teach you up at that little sissy 
school of yours? How to forget who your friends are? Well, let me tell you 
something. I don’t care what they teach you up there! You’re either down 
or you ain’t down! So the question is are you bad or not? 
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Finally, Jackson angrily gives in to their pressure: “You want to see who’s 

bad!?!?” Down in the subway station, the group of friends silently split up, taking hiding 

positions behind the white-tiled columns. Jackson pulls his hood up around his face, 

readying for the crime. An old man approaches and Jackson steps towards him and 

demands he give him a quarter. The old man stutters fearfully in Spanish that he doesn’t 

have any money. At the last minute, overwhelmed with sympathy for the intended victim, 

Jackson pushes him away and yells for him to run. His friends explode with anger, 

perceiving Jackson’s refusal to commit a crime as a rejection of them: “You ain’t down 

with us no more! You ain’t down. You ain’t bad!”  

Then, as in The Wizard of Oz, the film transitions from black and white to color. 

Several tough-looking guys leap out from behind the columns. Jackson drops 

dramatically from the ceiling like a hero. His lithe body is clad in the buckled black 

leather outfit. A multiracial group of about eight males poses around Jackson, some 

crouching low, others crossing their arms defiantly. Another cluster of men peel out from 

behind the columns, their faces hard and unsmiling. They gather around Jackson and 

stand silently. He acknowledges their presence with a cool look. They all stand together, 

gazing directly at Jackson’s friends. The camera pans upwards from Jackson’s 

elaborately adorned boots, multi-buckled pants, and jacket, circling up his body to his 

face. His jaw is set, his eyes unblinking. The trio of friends and would-be petty thieves 

assess Jackson and his gang with suspicion. Jackson pulls his chin up and slightly 

grimaces. Behind him, his backup gang restlessly changes position. Fists clench 

expectantly. Jackson exhales quietly through his teeth.  
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Psssssst! A steam pipe close by suddenly bursts, spewing a stream of mist. Both 

groups whip their heads to look in that direction. This unison swivel is accentuated with a 

non-diegetic wooshing sound, mimicking martial arts sound effects. The groups assess 

each other in the building tension. The leader of the trio steps forwards aggressively, 

gesturing with his arms wide. “So what’s up?” Jackson glances back at his backup gang, 

grits his teeth, and slices his right arm on the diagonal to snap. Woosh. The funky bass 

line of BAD begins.  

Jackson and his backup gang step together in unison, their legs angled and wide-

spread. They circle their hips as several dancers jump through the cluster: the first 

performs a center split-leap followed by two who exit the group with quick tuck jumps. 

The rest of the dancers step forward rhythmically, maintaining a wide-spread stance as 

they accent sharp movements of their shoulders, hips, and knees. Jackson and his crew 

scat, yell, and grunt along with the building choreographic momentum. Jackson, curling 

his lips, grabs his crotch and the back of his head in a stylized move. After the brief flurry 

of cacophonous movement, the group snaps back into unison, leaning forward, pointing, 

and whispering shhhhhhh in an intimidating fashion through their teeth.  

The camera focuses on Jackson as he sings the first verse. His sternum pops up 

and down aggressively as he snarls and points towards the camera. “Your butt is mine. 

Gonna tell you right. Just show your face in broad daylight. I’m telling you on how I feel. 

Gonna hurt your mind. Don’t shoot to kill. Come on.” Behind him, his backup gang 

moves restlessly. They strike various poses, repeating the motif of turning away and 

towards the camera; they are ready to strike but holding back...for now.   
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In unison, all the dancers join Jackson, crossing their arms across their chests and 

sliding sideways with angled, bent legs. Their bodies are held taut but loose-jointed, 

allowing maximum speed and clarity of motion. Terse, percussive movements are 

juxtaposed against fluid, rippling movements. They face away from the camera, perform 

rolling isolations of their shoulders, then turn to the side and punch straight out to the 

front. The whole gang joins Jackson in a stylized, hip-swinging strut forward, 

aggressively moving towards the camera. They halt their cocky strut with Jackson at the 

apex of a triangular formation. They all strike wide-legged poses, accentuating the 

propulsive beat of the song with variations of jabbing arms and pelvic thrusts. Small 

groups of them break away with confident struts. Jackson continues to sing, grab his 

crotch, and point aggressively at the camera. He and a group of five dancers form a small 

triangle and swagger forward, slicing the air with their right arms to the accompanying 

swoosh sound effect.  

The group’s dance of defiance moves them out and through the subway station. 

They rowdily break into a run in front of the gates, whooping and hollering as Jackson 

builds to the chorus: “And you say the sky’s the limit. And to me that’s really true.” 

Jackson and several dancers jump nimbly up on the turnstiles, pausing to dance, and then 

jumping off. But my friend you have seen nothing. Just wait til I get through! Jumping the 

turnstiles without payment is considered a minor criminal offense; this gang might not 

have the money to pay but is not beholden to laws that would constrain their movement. 

Jackson and his crew sing and posture defiantly in front of the turnstiles: “You know I’m 

bad, I’m bad, I’m really really bad.”  
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In an instrumental interlude, the group moves into unison once again, clapping 

and pivoting around quickly. They yell affirmations as they sharply accent their shoulders 

and hips. All together, they slide into a scootching walk that moves from left to right. 

This rhythmically driven shuffle is accentuated with rapid looks towards the camera and 

back forward, repeating the motif of threatening violence while holding back established 

earlier. The group gathers momentum as they stride forward, stepping in perfect unison. 

The camera frames them from beneath, creating an illusion of intimidating height. They 

stop and pulse in place, alternating thrusting their hands out as if to say “stop” and 

placing them back on their bodies.  

The camera circles Jackson’s face and turns the background into a blur of color 

and motion. As he sings, he squints his eyes, stretches his lips, and bares his teeth. The 

next shot shows Jackson and a crew of dancers running up a flight of stairs. Jackson’s 

arm is held aloft in a defiant fist. He races to an air grate and pulls it off the wall, 

releasing a billow of steam. The chorus repeats. You know I’m bad, I’m bad, I’m really 

really bad. Jackson sings through his grimace as the dancers sing and gesticulate behind 

him. Jackson again strikes his defiant pose, clenched fist and arm outstretched with legs 

wide and lets out a long yell.  

The bass line builds momentum as the gang begins to retreat, running away from 

the camera back down the subway platform. Jackson turns to follow them and then with a 

quick swivel, joins them in a low crouch. They travel forwards in unison, performing 

movement vocabulary borrowed directly from West Side Story: low sweeping legs, small 

tuck jumps, a flamenco pose. These actions are emphasized by verbal explosions and the 

sounds of their hands slapping their bodies. They theatrically thrust their arms downward 
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as if shooting a gun: “POW!” They pivot, crouch, and rush forward with lightly pattering 

feet. They burst out into space with arcing, elongated legs and arms, perhaps the most 

iconic choreographic image from WSS. They roll their necks emphatically, then the 

camera pans right and left quickly to show several feats of athleticism: four guys swipe 

their legs around to move quickly in and out of a breaking-style backbend and a dancer 

limberly split leaps over another dancer, widespread in a low X, to land in the same 

outstretched low, wide-legged stance.  

You know I’m bad, I’m bad, I’m really really bad. As the chorus repeats, Jackson 

and a small group perform the scootching movement from earlier, their pelvises pulsing 

and propelling them forward. Another group clusters behind them and pops their chests in 

time with the beat. As the first group exits, Jackson’s dancing merges with the second 

group in a quick series of arm gestures and crisscrossing steps. The next shot angles 

downward to show Jackson singing and gesturing up at the camera. He spins into another 

crotch grab as several small groups of dancers cut across his space, hunched and angling 

low as they move in and out of frame. A larger group approaches from behind with 

gallops that rotate in the air as they jump, whipping their arms through classical ballet 

positions.  

The next shot shows a dancer spray painting the word “BAD” on a wall. A 

shifting group of men street dance in several rapidly edited shots. The dancers interject 

their posing, waving, and popping with single-leg kicks, knee drops, and double-leg 

jumps. A dancer backflips in. A man wearing red roller-skates is shown pulling himself 

up slowly and smoothly out of a split by the neck of his jacket. Jackson and his crew run 

up the stairs again, rushing around the columns and gathering together. Jackson struts and 
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sings as the group behind him repeats the crouching, snapping walk and upright turning 

gallops from earlier. Jackson clenches his fist and stares directly into the camera. Who’s 

bad? 

The trio to whom this posturing song and dance was addressed stands with arms 

crossed. Their faces are blank. The music ends. Jackson and his backup gang fill the 

sudden silence with an acapella call and response. Jackson calls, “Who’s bad?” His crew 

responds, “Who’s bad?” “You’re doing wrong.” “You’re doing wrong.” The call and 

response builds from a simple spoken repetition to a more impassioned invocation of 

gospel aesthetics. Jackson builds melodically, using the background chorus of chanted 

phrases as a metric beat. “Who’s bad.” “Who’s bad.” “Ya know it!” “Ya know it!” 

“You’re doing wrong.” “You’re doing wrong.” “Ask your brother.” “Ask your sister.” 

“Ask your mother.” “Ask me.” After a full minute and a half of escalating emotion, the 

group utters a long whisper through gritted teeth, raising their hands in emphasis. 

Shhhhhhhhhhhh!  

Jackson’s friend abruptly grabs his outstretched hand as if to fight him. With a 

deft move of his wrist, Jackson deflects his advance. Frozen, they share a long, drawn-out 

look. Jackson’s face is resolved. His friend’s expression conveys misgiving and mistrust, 

which slowly gives way to begrudging acceptance. He licks his lips and breaks Jackson’s 

gaze. “So that’s the way it goes down, eh?” Jackson doesn’t respond. His friend holds up 

his hand and Jackson smiles as he clasps it firmly. Together, they hold their handshake 

for a lingering moment. A rueful look passes across his friend’s face as he turns away, 

slightly shaking his head. The other two friends follow, looking somewhat stunned. 

Surrounded by his stone-faced crew of dancers, Jackson smiles softly as they retreat. As 
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they exit the subway platform, the trio briefly glances back at Jackson. The camera pans 

left as the film returns to the stark black and white of the non-musical scenes. Jackson 

stands alone, back in his hooded sweatshirt and long overcoat. The camera pans in and 

freezes on his face which is sad but resolute, staring after his departing friends. Whether 

his performance convinced viewers or not, BAD suggests Jackson satisfactorily proved 

his toughness and maintained the moral upper hand in his confrontation with his peers.  

Like Beat It four years before it, BAD contains a positive social message about 

choosing not to participate in violence and crime. Its message goes beyond that of Beat It, 

however, to critique the distance between black poverty and white wealth through an 

empathetic depiction of a young man caught in the middle. In her essay on Jackson, 

Wallace notes,  

Jackson appears to be groping for an individual solution to a global 
problem as he attempts to generate somewhat primitive or naïve historical 
readings from a position (that of black male pop star/black male in the 
street/black male of sexual ambiguity) in cultural discourse ordinarily 
experienced by mainstream (white) culture as profoundly silent, 
nonexistent, and unspoken for. (1989, 318)  

 

This important point should not be overlooked, even despite the limits of Jackson’s works 

as political critique. Wallace contextualizes BAD within other of Jackson’s music videos 

and performances that speak specifically to racial injustice, arguing that Jackson’s “recent 

videos substantiate that he thinks of himself as speaking for/to the black male” (1989, 

304). Yet Wallace focuses solely on BAD’s narrative and all but disregards the actual 

song and dance portion of the short film/music video, saying only, “He is joined by a 

collection of male dancers from various races—he is flanked by an Asian male and a 

white male. Together they dance a very athletic dance which attempts to substitute 
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discernably masculine gestures for the feminine gesture of an old-fashioned chorus line” 

(1989, 314). In glossing the dancing, Wallace misses what the choreography itself 

conveys. BAD is indeed “deliberate and forthrightly critical of the world we live in” (312), 

but even the most well-intentioned, sincere critique of social and economic injustice is 

complicated by the history and conventions of commercial dance.  

BAD’s choreography was co-credited to Jackson, Jeffrey Daniel, and Gregg Burge. 

These African American men hail from different backgrounds, dance lineages, and had 

very different experiences in the entertainment industry. I detail Daniel’s transition from 

a member of the Soul Train Gang to featured street dancer to a professional multimedia 

entertainer in previous chapters as well as in Appendix A. I also provide more 

information about Burge’s training and career in Appendix A; suffice to say here that 

Burge was a tap dance prodigy who studied ballet, jazz, and modern at the High School 

for Performing Arts and Juilliard. Before working with Jackson and Daniel on BAD, 

Burge had appeared in featured roles in the Broadway shows The Wiz (1975–76), 

Sophisticated Ladies (1981), and the musical film A Chorus Line (1985).268  

Their expertise in disparate forms meant that the amalgamated dancing “hailed” 

different audiences, including those familiar with West Side Story and those familiar with 

the breaksploitation movies. As Mark Anthony Neal (2010) astutely suggests, in order to 

maintain his success with both white mainstream and African American audiences, 

Jackson needed to “market and promote himself in a way that was complex and 

multifaceted and that speaks very different things to very different audiences.”269 Yet 

while Jackson’s crossover strategy is demonstrable, I hesitate to state that this is the sole 

factor at play. An examination of what was happening behind the scenes illuminates how 
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Jackson and his dancing chorus engaged in both the creative practices of street dance and 

the conventions of staging inherited from studio traditions.  

According to behind-the-scenes footage included in BAD 25 (Lee 2012) and later 

interviews, Daniel was involved in the project prior to the hiring of Burge. In footage 

shot on location on December 1, 1986, Daniel states, “Michael was very interested in 

incorporating body popping into his videos. So, he feels like the dancers themselves 

know more about what we’re doing so he chose to use the street dancers to co-

choreograph the videos with him.” BAD 25 also includes archival footage of Daniel, 

Jackson, and Geron “Caszper” Canidate which shows the three men riffing on movement 

ideas together. In the documentary, Daniel describes their creative process.    

We would work with the dancers in the daytime, but me and Caszper 
would go to the Helmsley Palace Hotel and work with Michael at night, 
and we’d be working until 2:30–3:00 in the morning. You know, we’d 
take turns creating different things, making different things happen, and 
that- then he would get in there and he would do his thing. I’d get in there 
and do my thing. And we would take turns doing that. It wasn’t like a 
dance off, like, competing against each other. But like, pushing each other. 
Inspiring each other. And pushing each other to the next limit. So, at first 
it was myself and Caszper and Michael only. Then, after I got ahold of 
Gregg Burge, and Gregg Burge started coming over to the rehearsals with 
us as well. And we were just gellin’. Just coming up with ideas. It was 
nothing constructed yet.  

 

This suggests that much of what the incorporated street dancing was created by 

freestyling; improvisation guided their earliest collaborative dance-making process. 

However, these early generative jams eventually gave way to borrowing directly from 

WSS’s movement vocabulary and eventually became defined by choreocentricity. In a 

2009 interview on NPR’s All Things Considered, Daniel points out the differences in 

approaches between Burge and himself.   
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We were watching things like West Side Story to kinda get inspiration 
about guys hanging out- the gang dancing- and I tried to incorporate what 
was happening currently on the streets with things that we were inventing. 
Now Gregg Burge, he was kinda taking West Side Story steps verbatim, 
but I was really trying to keep it current and contemporary at the same 
time. (Daniel 2009) 

 

Akin to Smooth Criminal’s re-membering of The Band Wagon, BAD redresses 

WSS in certain capacities. Namely, the choreographic references to Robbins’s iconic 

moves and stagings “invert the historical pattern of acclaimed white artists taking from 

non-white dancers” (Kraut 2016a, 268). This move defies the invisibilization and racial 

politics that previously defined American popular entertainment. However, I argue BAD 

inadvertently replicates the underlying racial paradigms of WSS. My analysis of the short 

film/music video reveals the insidious ways that blackface minstrelsy haunts even the 

most progressive works of the musical theater canon. As discussed earlier in this chapter, 

the two gangs in WSS reflected the black/white binary of mid-century racial ideology; 

“white” was racially unmarked, while the Puerto Ricans were racially marked, partially 

through the use of brownface.  

However, I suggest the minstrel haunting of WSS is more complicated than the 

more obvious element of brownface. I argue WSS deployed Africanist aesthetics in order 

to mark the “white” Jet’s “at-risk” social status as juvenile delinquents, particularly in the 

song and dance number “Cool” from which BAD liberally borrows. In “Cool,” African 

American slang and aesthetics are used to signify an “edginess” that associates outsider 

status with African American aesthetics and forms. After participating in the rumble that 

resulted in two deaths, the Jets gather in a parking garage and grapple with their strong 

emotions in the “jazziest” song and dance number of the whole musical. Similar in tone 
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to BAD’s performative containment of strong emotions, the character Ice admonishes the 

Jets to not let their anger and fear get them into further trouble but to “stay cool” instead.   

Theorists of West African and African diasporic aesthetics note that an “aesthetic 

of the cool” connotes individual composure and social stability (Gottschild 1996; 

Thompson 1973; Welsh-Asante 1996). Black feminist scholar bell hooks (2004) 

identifies the African American (masculine) expression of “cool” in blues and jazz, 

cultural forms that offered resources for both resistance and protection from 

psychological and physical violence. hooks suggests, “black male cool was the ability to 

withstand the heat and remain centered. It was defined by black male willingness to 

confront reality, to face the truth, and bear it not by adopting a false pose of cool while 

feeding on fantasy” (2004, 138). Here, I must note Robin D.G. Kelley’s (1997) critique 

of a narrow reading of the “cool.” According to Kelley, when “cool” is solely 

characterized as resistive and not as an aesthetic in and of itself, the suggestion is that 

black expressive culture is first and foremost a response to oppressive conditions. He 

further argues that “[b]y reducing the cool pose to a response by heterosexual black males 

to racism, intra-racial violence, and poverty” the notion is reinforced that “there is an 

essential black urban ghetto culture created by the oppressive conditions of the ghetto” 

(1997, 33). Thus, even when wielded by progressive, well-intended scholars, this 

interpretation of the “cool” can unfortunately dovetail with larger stereotypes about 

African American expressive culture.  

Kelley’s important intervention into the way that “cool” has been theorized in 

relation to pathologized concepts of African American working-class culture bolsters my 

discussion of the linkage of the “cool” and rebellious resistance prevalent in (white) 
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popular entertainment. In her extension of hook’s definition of the political valence of 

“cool” in Way Too Cool: Selling Out Race and Ethics (2015), scholar Shannon Winnubst 

argues “cool” has long been co-opted by hegemonic powers. Since she cuts to the heart of 

white and capitalist co-option of this strategy of resistance, I quote Winnubst’s argument 

at length.   

As an aesthetic that originates in US black culture, ‘cool’ offers resources 
for resistance and rebellion through access to ‘something better’. This 
racialized character of ‘something better’—or what we can also call 
jouissance–– marks black culture as both alluring and dangerous in the 
white imaginary. But as coolness is gradually co-opted, first into white 
masculinist postures of detachment and irony (James Dean, Marlon 
Brando) and then, through the advertising machines of the 1970s, into 
contemporary white, consumer-class aesthetics of hipster rebellion, it 
becomes commodified. (2015, 3) 

 

From this perspective, the jazz aesthetics of the music and dance associates the 

Jets with the “cool” white rebel figures of the 1950s.270 Norman Mailer’s infamous 1957 

essay “The White Negro” articulates the notion of “hipsters” as white men romanticizing 

and appropriating African American culture in order to rebel against “the Man” (George 

1988). Brenda Dixon Gottschild borrows the term “naughtily illegal” from folklorist 

Allan Jabbour to describe the phenomenon of European American adolescents adopting 

African American culture to “satisfy their rebellious needs” (1996, 22). The lyrics, music, 

and dance in “Cool” stage this. Significantly, the depiction of the Jets’ maintenance of 

composure and social stability in the face of violence draws on these cultural tropes. The 

implied link between African American cultural forms and criminal or socially deviant 

behavior is, of course, problematic (Kelley 1997). Thus, the re-membering of this 

particular song and dance number in BAD complicates the short film/music video’s more 
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overt narrative. The blurring of fantasy and reality is also reflected in the references to the 

breaksploitation films and the media coverage of Edmund Perry’s murder. Indeed, the 

range of cultural texts and tropes re-membered in BAD is precisely what makes it such a 

complex and multivalent site of meaning-making.  

The different cultural and choreographic references serve to hail different 

audiences and market demographics. Moreover, the logic of Jackson’s crossover dancing 

dovetails with the pre-existing racialized logic of American commercial entertainment, 

wherein the cultural and commercial imperative for the “hip,” “cool,” and “new” has 

been met generation after generation by forms characterized by Africanist aesthetics. 

While there is no reason to doubt that the incorporation of both studio and street dance 

was motivated by an appreciation and understanding of both dance lineages behind the 

scenes, these forms were always already freighted with racial meanings in the American 

mainstream imaginary. Thus, BAD, with its combination of studio and street styles, 

indexes the limits of crossover: while “invisibilization” is partially redressed in Jackson 

and his multiracial dancing chorus’s “re-membering” of WSS, these works ultimately 

replicate the enduring paradigm of the commodification and co-option of African 

American cultural forms.  

Despite both short films/music videos’ ostensibly sincere anti-gang and anti-crime 

messaging, Beat It and BAD ultimately turn a (color)blind eye to the systems of racial 

oppression that contribute to the gang phenomenon and inner-city crime. Beat It and BAD 

suggest individual behavior and choice-making are the solutions to these complex 

sociological issues. While I generally commend celebrities for using their platform to 

speak out about injustice and I admire Jackson and his collaborators for making works 
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that address pressing social issues, the marketing imperatives of commercial dance 

should always be considered in interpretations of popular entertainment.  

Like Jackson’s image, or “star-as-brand,” his works act as a “‘social hieroglyph’, 

as Marx said of the commodity form, which demands, yet defies decoding” (Mercer 1986, 

28–29). This complexity is contained within all Jackson’s works; different audiences, 

who are hailed via the divergent references and aesthetics featured, interpret these 

complex and contradictory texts in myriad ways. My own understanding of these works 

stems from research into the behind-the-scenes collaboration as well as analyses of how 

the works articulate the racial ideology of the 1980s. Therefore, I am able to state that the 

contradictions hold: Jackson’s short films/music videos are rightfully lauded for breaking 

the color barrier, increasing the representation of people of color in entertainment, and 

addressing multiple issues of injustice, yet the overlaps between commercial 

multiculturalism, crossover, and colorblind racial ideology that solidified during this 

period ultimately reveals the critical limits of Jackson’s dance works.  
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CONCLUSION  

 

7.1 Research Focus, Themes, Questions, and Chapter Summaries 

Behind the Scenes and Across the Screens: Michael Jackson, His Dancing Chorus, 

and the Commercial Dance Industry uses the unique case of Jackson’s crossover works 

to illuminate some of the enduring paradigms and shifting dynamics of the commercial 

dance industry. In the 1970s and 1980s, the incorporation of new street dances alongside 

more “established” studio dance forms galvanized the Los Angeles commercial dance 

industry. This phenomenon was made most visible in the burgeoning form of the pop 

music video. Jackson, the world’s most famous and influential pop star, who worked 

alongside myriad dancers and choreographers skilled in both studio and street dance 

practices throughout his forty-year career, is widely recognized for “revolutionizing” 

music videos by incorporating highly-stylized choreographies and cinematic tropes. His 

unprecedented commercial success was aided in large part by the use of crossover 

strategies in both his music and his screendances (Vena 2009). In these ways, Jackson is 

the case study par excellence of commercial dance, which seeks to appeal to and 

entertain as large of an audience as possible. Hence, my particular focus on his 

choreographic and dancing collaborators, the different styles of dance incorporated into 

their works, and the dynamics and aims of the conglomerate entertainment/advertising 

industry in which these works were produced contributes to a critical examination of the 

commercial dance industry more broadly.  

The case study of Jackson and his dancing chorus illuminates larger issues that 

historically defined the commercial dance industry; paradigms that endured across the 
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latter half of the twentieth century demonstrate their lasting power into the contemporary 

commercial dance industry. My research reveals that commercial dance works, defined as 

both a creative process and as an industrial product, are historically (and currently) bound 

up in issues of labor, capitalism, and race. I highlight three specific themes within these 

broader critical issues: practices of attribution and recognition for dancing and 

choreographic labor; commodity culture and commercialism; and racial politics and 

ideology. Throughout the dissertation’s chapters, I answer three research questions that 

correspond to these three central themes. In Chapters 2, 3, and 5, I address who is 

credited and recognized for choreographic and dancing labor (wherein “who” variously 

indicates an individual’s, dance groups’, or community’s cultural contributions). In 

Chapters 3 and 4, I explore how the logic of crossover marketing shaped the dancing in 

Jackson and his chorus’s commercial dance works. In Chapters 4, 5, and 6, I explain how 

Jackson and his chorus’s commercial dance works challenged or were complicit in 

reproducing racial paradigms of different eras.  

As I conceive of the works of commercial dance as both process and product, my 

dual analytic framework of behind the scenes and across screens sheds light on 

commercial dance’s complicated, sometimes contradictory, multivalence. The analytic 

perspective of behind the scenes engages the creative labor and production processes of 

commercial dance. It makes visible the original intentions of the creator and producers as 

well as reveals how the production culture of the Los Angeles commercial dance industry 

historically functioned (and continues to function) in social, political, and economic 

terms. The analytic perspective of across screens allows an examination of how 

divergent dance aesthetics, cultural trends, and semiotic tropes circulate via different 
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screen technology, are re-circulated as cultural commodities, and might be received by 

divergent audiences/consumers. Thus, throughout the dissertation, I take note of what is 

obfuscated, lost in translation, or re-membered as a result of the across screens 

phenomenon. In the summary that follows, I observe which analytic lens produced which 

insights as well as which themes I addressed in each chapter.  

Following the review of pertinent bodies of literature in Chapter 1, I begin 

Chapter 2 by clarifying my definitions of studio dance, street dance, and industry. In 

examining the theme of attribution and recognition for choreographic and dancing labor 

as practiced both behind the scenes and across screens, I explain how the studio dances of 

musical theater forms were shaped in large part by the invisibilization of African 

American cultural expression; how street dancers recognize individuals, groups, and 

sociocultural localities in their credit-giving practices; and how the Hollywood film 

industry’s practices of attribution established precedence for the commercial dance 

industry. As the (arguably) most archetypal commercial dance product, I argue pop music 

video, via its form, function, and mass-circulation across screens, tends to obfuscate 

choreographic and dancing labor, the sociocultural histories of the dancing featured, and 

the cultural field of production in which it was manufactured.  

In Chapter 3, I contextualize the pop music video within the history of dance on 

US commercial television across screens from the 1950s through the 1980s. This 

genealogy draws attention to the themes of commercialism and race; namely, televised 

dance’s imbrication within commodity culture and its enunciation of changing racial 

politics and ideologies. Music video, theorized as a hybrid form which assembles 

discourses from multiple cultural and ideological domains as in the chapter’s example of 
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Jackson’s short film/music video Thriller, refutes a simplistic binary of 

commercial/artistic because it draws on multiple performing arts, advertising, and 

cinematic traditions (Dodds 2001; Dunagan 2018). Most significantly, the dancing in pop 

music video was informed by the staging conventions, cultural practices, and racial 

semiotics already established by televised dance programs. The chapter’s multiple case 

studies illustrate how studio and street dance forms have been variously employed in 

order to appeal to and “hail” different demographics across thirty years of dramatically 

shifting sociocultural contexts and racial ideologies. Through these case studies, I 

demonstrate how the marketing strategy of crossover shaped the dancing that appeared on 

commercial television throughout the latter half of the twentieth century.  

The notion of “dancing crossover,” or appealing to as broad a demographic as 

possible, is echoed in Chapter 4. There, I explicitly address the manifestation of 

commercialism and commodity culture in commercial dance works. First, I look across 

screens. I examine Jackson’s career-long engagement with advertising in order to flesh 

out a theorization of the semiotics of selling. Pop stars, who transfer the affective force of 

their persona to a brand, reify the ideology of consumer capitalism even while blurring 

the lines between advertising, entertainment, and art (Dunagan 2018; McDonald 2013). 

By way of Jackson’s 1984 Pepsi advertisements, I explore the overlaps between the 

capitalist imperative to sell to multiple demographics and the multicultural, multiracial 

community performed by Jackson and his chorus in the commercials. In addition to 

envisioning the (colorblind) look of racial accord and harmonious multiculturalism, 

Jackson’s multiracial dancing chorus “hails” and provides affective points of 
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identification for diverse viewers/consumers, both in commercial advertisements and in 

his short films/music videos.  

Rather than stopping at textual analyses, in the second half of Chapter 4, I ask 

how commodity culture and commercialism are experienced by those who labor in the 

industry that creates the dancing in commercials, music videos, and other mass-circulated 

products. Therefore, I look behind the scenes in order to examine different economies of 

value that affect commercial dance workers. Attending to the theme of attribution and 

recognition, I explore the ways in which dancing and choreographic labor have been 

variously undervalued within the US entertainment industry and conversely, how 

commercial dance laborers have valued their own work. I also articulate some of the 

politics of work in the Los Angeles commercial dance industry via a Bourdieusian 

analysis of the hierarchies that structure the industry and a survey of the labor activism 

that seeks to counter some of late capitalism/neoliberalism’s most pernicious effects on 

workers.  

In Chapter 5, I explore how the circulation of dances across screens, compounded 

by the increased availability of home video recording technology and commercial VHS 

cassette tapes, affects cultural memory. I argue that how film or television programs 

contextualize dancing is highly significant, as framing offers knowledge couched in 

cultural, racial, and economic ideologies. Specifically, in the That’s Entertainment! series, 

the ideology of individual (white) stardom is propounded while the African American 

artists and communities who created many of the dance styles and aesthetics taken up by 

dance in musical film are invisibilized. In the case of Soul Train, which is rightly 

celebrated for its empowering self-representation of African American expressive culture, 
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the dancing is socioculturally contextualized, but commodified by the advertising and 

capitalist logic of the program. In this way, cultural memory relates to the dissertation’s 

broader themes of recognition and attribution and commercialism and commodity culture. 

I theorize in Chapter 5 how the increased availability of home video recording 

and the phenomenon of music video in the 1980s radically shifted how dances circulate 

across screens. Indeed, video was named by Fredric Jameson (1991) as the archetypal 

media of postmodernity, which he defined as the cultural condition of late capitalism. 

Rather than indicate a total “crisis of memory” as postmodern philosophers such as he 

claimed at the time, video paradoxically produces the ability to both elide the 

sociocultural contexts and historical specificities of studio and street dance forms and “re-

member” cultural texts in new ways through new assemblages of referents and citations. 

In the hybrid art/commercial product of the music video, dance is easily de-

contextualized and re-contextualized. While this has the effect of obfuscating and eliding 

the sociocultural and political histories of the featured dancing, music video is not wholly 

devoid of critical potential. In addition to suggesting Smooth Criminal redresses the 

invisibilization of the Hollywood musical film The Band Wagon, I demonstrate that the 

re-contextualization of some of the referents from Jackson’s short films/music videos can 

be fodder for “counter-memories” that agentially rewrite historical scripts of colonialism 

across the globe (Lipsitz 1990). 

In Chapter 6, however, my focus on two of Jackson’s iconic short films/music 

videos reveals the limits of commercial dance’s ability to critically comment on 

contemporary societal problems, particularly regarding the fraught issue of race in the US. 

Here, the dual analytic framework of behind the scenes and across screens reveals 
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Jackson’s works as multivalent and contradictory with regard to racial politics and racial 

ideology. In looking behind the scenes, the different aims and intentions of various 

collaborating artists and producers are made evident. An across screens analysis 

illuminates multiple cultural texts and media discourses that influenced Beat It and 

BAD’s gendered and racialized stereotype of gang and street dance cultures. While I 

recognize the value of both works attempts to make a positive social statement about 

masculinity, gang violence, and criminality, I ultimately conclude that the colorblindness 

and individualism of the short films/music videos stymie the positive messages Jackson 

and his collaborators ostensibly sought to convey. This is not to say that the collaborative 

teams that produce these works should not be lauded for their efforts to make positive 

social statements, but that the paradigms regarding labor, commercialism, and race in 

which the commercial dance industry is imbricated can curtail progressive political 

critique.  

 
7.2 Contributions, Interventions, and Possibilities 

My focus on Jackson as a dancer and dance-maker serves to enrich the large body 

of critical scholarship on Jackson, much of which has theorized him as a singular, 

semiotic, figure through the identity lenses of race, gender, and sexuality (Awkward 

1995; Fuchs 1995; Vigo 2010). While there is significant literature that critically assesses 

his musical production, screen performances, and intervene in the racialized notion of 

Jackson as preternaturally skilled by stressing his dancing labor (Brackett 2012; Hamera 

2012, 2017; King 2013; Fast 2014; Vogel 2015), I am contributing the first academic 

study to center Jackson’s work as a dancer and choreographer, and to acknowledge the 
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extent of his collaborative engagement with many studio and street dancers and 

choreographers, and the Los Angeles commercial dance industry more broadly.  

My research also makes several important contributions and interventions to the 

field of dance studies that I want to detail at length. Perhaps most importantly, Behind the 

Scenes and Across Screens is a significant contribution to the field with regard to 

Jackson’s work as a dancer and dance-maker, the history of dance on commercial 

television and in early music video, and the production culture of the Los Angeles 

commercial dance industry. These last two points have particular historiographic 

significance as the genealogy of commercial dance on the West Coast has been vastly 

under-represented in dance studies; the lineages I trace throughout the dissertation add to 

the extant historical record (Billman 1997). Behind the Scenes and Across Screens draws 

critical focus to the historical, sociocultural, and political contexts of the dance forms that 

converged the Los Angeles commercial dance industry in the 1980s during the nascent 

period of pop music video, as well as to the production culture and ideologies that inform 

commercial dance works.  

In researching and theorizing the Los Angeles commercial dance industry, my 

dissertation interrogates the “values in motion” (Dodds 2011) within dance studies, a 

field that has historically dismissed “show biz” dancing as too commercial, too shallow, 

or politically inept. Furthermore, my research reveals that a simple binary of “artistic” 

and “commercial” fails to satisfactorily explain the works of the commercial dance 

industry; rather, the industry and genre combine and hybridize divergent discourses and 

value systems. My focus on choreographic and dancing labor emphasizes that 
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commercial dance is not “less than” other forms of dance and therefore deserves 

unprejudiced, nuanced analyses. 

By addressing the shifting racial politics of dancing and choreographic labor 

across the latter half of the twentieth century, I contribute to the established body of work 

on the commodification and co-option of African American social dance, street dance, 

and hip hop forms into the (white) commercial mainstream (Bragin 2016; Belmar 2016; 

DeFrantz 2014a, 2014b; Dunagan 2018; Gottschild 2000; Hazzard-Gordon 1991). Indeed, 

the commodification of black expressive culture remains a central problematic of the Los 

Angeles commercial dance industry that deserves further critical attention, especially 

since self-commodification is not necessarily “emancipatory, revolutionary, or resistive” 

under late capitalist and neoliberal economies (Kelley 1997, 45). However, I follow 

DeFrantz (2014a) in admitting that the phenomenon does provide employment and 

careers for street dancers from marginalized communities of color in the entertainment 

industry; I note that street dancing and choreographic labor have been increasingly 

recognized, valued, and more fairly compensated since the 1980s, even as street dance 

practitioners are subject to the same dispossession and denial of their intellectual property 

rights as studio-trained dancers and choreographers.   

While I stress that exploitation of commercial dancers is an on-going problem and 

acknowledge Foster’s (2014) apt neo-Marxist critique of the dancer’s alienation from the 

products of their labor, I reject the assumption that the commercial dance industry is not a 

place where dancers can be empowered, either individually or collectively. There are 

negatives: participation in the gig-based economy of the industry is defined by precarity 

and the tricky navigation of political hierarchies. Indeed, the flexibility, creativity, and 
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dispossession of freelance workers support the central tenets of neoliberalism (Stahl 

2012), but as I detail in Chapter 4, there is collective political advocacy occurring behind 

the scenes in the industry which has produced multiple victories for commercial dance 

workers’ rights. By including the voices and actions of the dancers and choreographers 

themselves in my analysis, I nuance extant theorizations of commercial dance as wholly 

alienating labor.  

While Behind the Scenes and Across Screens primarily focuses on the industry in 

Los Angeles, the analytic template I employ might be productive for looking at other 

leading sites of commercial dance production in the US, including New York City, Las 

Vegas, and Atlanta. In terms of my own development of this research, there are multiple 

avenues to pursue in the future. Although Jackson was a particularly rich case study, my 

focus on him and his dancing chorus could be expanded towards a broader understanding 

of the commercial dance industry throughout the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s, and might 

consider other popular artists, such as Madonna, Paula Abdul, Janet Jackson, Toni Basil, 

Prince, and Bobby Brown, who were well-known for their dance ability and use of 

backup dancers. While I can assume that there will be similarities between these pop stars 

and their dancing choruses, thorough analyses of different works would also inevitably 

reveal distinctive racial, gender, and sexual politics that differ from my case study of 

Jackson and his collaborators. Another productive angle might be a shift of the analytical 

focus away from the top-down hierarchy of stardom I have privileged here and instead 

include case studies that highlight the careers and contributions of less famous backup 

dancers and choreographers.  
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Throughout the dissertation I note the extent of Jackson’s influence on global 

dance culture and different realms of dance production such as the Chinese hip hop scene 

(Wilcox forthcoming), the K-Pop industry, and Bollywood (Chakravorty 2017). The 

affect that US commercial dance has on increasingly glocal culture is open terrain for 

scholars interested in probing the complex flows of commodified culture, proliferating 

media, and the connections between race, labor, and neoliberal capitalism. Because the 

dissertation explores the nascence of this situation at a crucial point in the 1980s, it is my 

hope that Behind the Scenes and Across Screens: Michael Jackson, His Dancing Chorus, 

and the Commercial Dance Industry might be used as jumping-off point or touchstone in 

future examination of these and other related phenomena.  
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NOTES 

 

                                                
1 What came to be known as the “music video” had historical precedence in the 
“Soundies” of the 1930s and 1940s; from the 1970s onwards, they were often referred to 
as “promotional clips” or “promo clips” before the advent of music television in 1981 
(Mundy 1999).  
 
2 Lather, like many of his peers, rose from the ranks of backup dancers to become a 
choreographer. In the documentary, his experience as a backup dancer is not mentioned. 
See Appendix A for information about Lather’s biography, career, and work with 
Jackson.   
 
3 Throughout the dissertation I variously use the terms “African American,” “black,” and 
“Black” to index the multiple ways cultural and racial identity has been articulated across 
the time period I cover. Since I don’t address the pre-Civil Rights era in much detail, the 
term “Negro” only appears once or twice in pertinent quotations. My decision to do this 
is an attempt to square with the preferred parlance of the subjects and the scholars I quote 
throughout. This decision also references the title of Nelson George’s book Post-Soul 
Nation: The Explosive, Contradictory, Triumphant, and Tragic 1980s as Experienced by 
African Americans (Previously Known as Blacks and Before That Negros) (2004).  
 
4 As an example of how this binary operates in public discourse, on the website for a 
dance school in Chicago, there is an article called “Concert dance versus Commercial 
dance.” Commercial dance is defined as “most often seen on TV and in venues like 
arenas and cruise ships. While these dances can still tell stories, the main focus is pure 
entertainment. Examples of commercial dance would be professional dance teams, music 
videos, and most of the numbers on SYTYCD. A common track for a dancer pursuing a 
commercial dance career would be high school training, moving to a city where there are 
a lot of commercial opportunities (most are happening in LA), continuing to train and 
take class, attending auditions and maybe getting an agent, and ultimately booking gigs 
or projects” (Bronson 2015).  
 
5 For several albums, The Jacksons worked with the songwriting and producing team of 
Kenneth Gamble and Leon Huff of Philadelphia International Records. They also created 
Soul Train’s theme song.  
 
6 The Wiz was jointly produced by Barry Gordy’s Motown Productions and other 
Hollywood production companies. The Wiz was not an “all-Black production”; while the 
whole cast was African American, the writer and director were white.  
 
7 In using the term “aestheses” rather than “aesthetic” I heed the example of dance 
scholar S. Ama Wray (2017), who suggests the emphasis on process rather than effect is 
meaningful with regard to West African/Africanist diasporic practices.  
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8 See Appendix A for a more detailed career biography of Ghent.  
 
9 Charles “The Robot” Washington had been performing the move on Soul Train for the 
two years prior to Jackson’s 1973 appearance (George 2014).  
 
10 Musical film scholars including Rick Altman (1987), Jane Feuer (1993), and Richard 
Dyer (2002) have characterized this era as being comprised of the “integrated” musical 
films created between 1933 and 1965.  
 
11 Jackson frequently mentioned Astaire as an influence and inspiration; he dedicated his 
autobiography to Astaire and included a photo of the two men together on the dedication 
page. 
 
12 For example, Astaire’s choreographic collaborator, Hermes Pan, first learned black 
social dances from his family’s African American servants. He parlayed this knowledge 
into a successful show business career as a choreographer and dance director 
(Franceschina 2012). 
 
13 “Michael asked me to go to his home after taping every night- filming- or after work, 
whether we were rehearsing- and we put on Fred Astaire movies and I taught him- I 
could watch them and learn the routines right away. And I taught Michael every routine 
Fred Astaire ever did in a film” (Mann 2018). See Appendix A for a more detailed 
account of Mann’s career and work.  
 
14 This is even noted by Beat it and Thriller choreographer Michael Peters, who 
emphasizes that Jackson did not possess the technical language “trained” dancers use to 
discuss movements and steps (Selby 1991). 
 
15 While I do acknowledge the directors of Jackson’s music videos/short films, my use of 
“dancing chorus” does not include the director nor other members of the film production 
teams such as cinematographers, make-up, costume, and set designers, or any of the other 
technical crew. Nor do I typically include mention of the dense collection of personnel 
involved in the legal, financial, and production components of Jackson’s works. There 
were myriad managers and producers who made significant decisions and handled 
logistics, not to mention the multinational corporations which financed the production 
and made deals for its national and global distribution. While they were essential to 
Jackson’s career and commercial success, the parameters of the dissertation obviate an 
in-depth consideration of this broader consortium of people, companies, and 
corporations. 
 
16 I note the exception of Vogel (2011, 2015), who attends very closely to the 
songwriting, producing, musicians, and sound recorders and engineers with whom 
Jackson collaborated.  
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17 For example, Timothy Earl “Popin’ Pete” Solomon has worked with Timberlake and 
Chris Brown. Frank Gatson Jr., who danced in Smooth Criminal (1988) and alongside 
Jackson in multiple award shows, worked as Beyoncé’s primary choreographer and holds 
the record for the most MTV Video Music Awards for Best Choreography. Randall 
“Randy” Allaire, who performed with Jackson on multiple world tours and in Smooth 
Criminal, founded The Edge Performing Art Center in West Hollywood, one of Los 
Angeles’s best known and successful commercial dance training institutions. Jaime King, 
who was a backup dancer on Jackson’s Dangerous tour, became the entertainment 
industry’s most successful director for tours and live shows; according to the MSA 
website, he is responsible for over two billion dollars of ticket sales.  
 
18 Regarding Jackson’s role in influencing the spread of hip hop in China, see Wilcox 
(forthcoming). Other online posts that evidence Jackson’s influence on global popular 
culture industries include the India Times post, “Michael Jackson’s Bollywood 
Connection,” (2014), the ALL KPOP blog post, “11 Idols who were Smooth Criminals 
like Michael Jackson” (2016), and an essay about Jackson’s influence on African popular 
music and performers (Shonekan 2014). All websites last accessed April 24, 2019.  
 
19 According to statistics reported in Austen (2005).  
 
20 While my memory is not entirely clear, I believe I viewed the short film/music video 
Black or White when it premiered in November of that year. For commentary on Black or 
White, see Lott (1994), Clover (1995), Chin (2011), and Vogel (2015).  
 
21 I note that my studies produced varying degrees of expertise across these forms.  
 
22 There is, however, excellent scholarship on Jackson as a musician and performer; see 
Vogel (2011), Fast (2014), and King (2013).  
 
23 Notable contributors to this field include John Thornton Caldwell (2008, 2009), 
Miranda J. Banks (2009, 2015), and Vicki Mayer (2009, 2011). Scholars who study the 
popular music industry are also relevant (Hesmondhalgh 2010, 2019; Stahl 2012; 
Toynebee 2000).  
 
24 Indeed, following dance scholar Jacqui Malone’s (1996) assertion that African 
American vernacular dances make rhythm visible, all music video dance that incorporates 
black social, vernacular, or street dance should be understood by its relationship to the 
music. 
 
25 MJJ Productions Inc. is Jackson’s production company. High-quality fan blogs and 
podcasts include the Dancing with the Elephant, run by US academics Willa Stillwater 
and Lisha McDuff (https://dancingwiththeelephant.wordpress.com/) and The MJCast 
Podcast, which is produced in Australia (http://www.themjcast.com/). Both pages last 
accessed April 24, 2019. I also follow official Jackson Estate-run accounts and dozens of 
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fan pages and social media accounts created by fans across the world (e.g. 
@michaeljacksonbrasilforever and @mjfootsteps).  
 
26 The accounts that I follow include the personal Facebook and Instagram accounts of 
choreographers and dancers Jeffrey Daniel, Vincent Paterson, Kenny Ortega, LaVelle 
Smith Jr., Travis Payne, Eddie Garcia, Sean Cheesman, Popin’ Pete, Michael “Boogaloo 
Shrimp” Chambers, and the FB fan page of Pop n Taco, which is operated by his sister. 
 
27 As useful as these primary accounts are for understanding the relationship between 
street dance and the commercial dance industry, they tend to be self-serving and often 
contest others’ claims about the social history and development of styles and street 
dance’s commodification. 
 
28 The Business of Dance was co-written by Miller, business manager Harvey Russell, 
and dancer/choreographer Tim Stevenson (Aka Mo’at). Miller was a backup dancer on 
Jackson’s History tour (1996–1997) and in the Ghosts short film (1997).  
 
29 Both Johnson and Ramsey are associated with Philadelphian hip hop concert 
choreographer Rennie Harris, who has emphasized the cultural history and early pioneers 
of different forms now under the hip hop umbrella through conferences and performances 
over the past twenty years. As director of UMA, Johnson writes educational newsletters 
regarding the history and culture of particular styles.  
 
30 For example, Ramsey has trained under popping and locking pioneer Steve “Suga Pop” 
deSilva, who worked with Jackson throughout the 1980s. In class once, Ramsey noted 
that the particular way Jackson pointed was indebted to Suga Pop’s tutelage in the 
techniques of locking.  
 
31 Since my visit in November 2018, the building that had housed Debbie Reynolds 
Studio and her collection of Hollywood memorabilia since its opening in the 1970s was 
sold and razed, despite the LA dance community’s protests and political advocacy. 
Debbie Reynolds Legacy Studio has since relocated to another location in Burbank, 
California.  
 
32 While uncredited in the short film/music and on IMDb, New York-raised Emilio 
“Buddha Stretch” Austin states in interviews that he was an assistant to Fatima Robinson. 
He credits their work as introducing Jackson to “hip hop” dance (Hugeunin 2010).  
 
33 See Appendix A for more detailed information about Blank’s career and work with 
Jackson. 
  
34 By connecting Jackson’s poses and movements directly back to blackface minstrelsy, 
Manning overlooks the Africanist or African American aesthetics that were appropriated 
into the racist and demeaning stereotypes of minstrelsy. Gottschild (1996) offers a more 
complex and nuanced consideration of how the dances and musical forms represented on 
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the minstrel stage approximated (and misinterpreted) some of the aesthetics of African 
American song and dance traditions.   
 
35 Literary theorist Henry Louis Gates Jr. (2014) elaborates on the work of folklorist Zora 
Neale Hurston by coining the Derridian-inspired neologism “Signifyin(g)” which he 
posits is the dominant trope of self-reflexive tradition. Gates is primarily concerned with 
Signifyin(g) and Signification as acts of double-voiced critique and semantic subversion, 
but he outlines four different modes of Signification. Most significant here is 
unmotivated Signifyin(g): the practice of paying homage and remembering the past. 
Meaning is wrought in reference to other instances of creative work. Gates does not argue 
that these particular ways of meaning-making are solely the domain of language, 
suggesting they are prevalent in jazz music and hip hop.  
 
36 By stating this, I do not mean to overdetermine the meanings or affective resonances of 
commercial dance. I recognize that commercial dance’s embrace of emotive pleasure, 
vivacity, and visual spectacle can also align and overlap with non-hegemonic social 
formations, as articulated by cultural theorist Richard Dyer in his essay “In Defense of 
Disco” (1995).  
 
37 The scare quotes around “new” are meant to pointedly indicate my critique of Foster’s 
suggestion that dance as affective labor is, indeed, a new phenomenon. I take issue with 
her baseless supposition that “as recently as twenty years ago, dance was most often 
located as either an artistic pursuit whose economy lay outside and beyond the world of 
conventional commerce” (2014, 1).  
 
38 In a less persuasive yet provocative article, anthropologist and performance studies 
scholar Maya Stovall (2015) relates Jackson’s use of bodily metaphors for technology 
and androgyny to the African American factory worker’s under-recognized contributions 
to the aesthetics of modernity. Stovall foregrounds the racist environment of industrial 
factories and brings together analyses of the Lindy Hop and Jackson’s dance aesthetics as 
deriving from the same strategy of “survival performances” African American factory 
workers learned on the Fordist assembly lines of the industrial age. 
 
39 As I explicate in Chapters 2 and 5 with regard to the dearth of attribution for dancing or 
choreographing music videos, this is often not the sole fault of the researcher. In her 
study of dance in advertising, Dunagan (2018) notes the challenge of figuring out who 
contributed to and performed in advertisements because they are not officially credited. 
See Appendix B for further evidence of this challenge.  
 
40 While the influence of their earliest hired choreographer, Clinton Ghent, should not be 
overlooked and The Jackson Five never worked with Atkins directly, Atkins recounts 
how they observed him at work and mimicked the groups he trained and choreographed 
(Atkins and Malone 2001). 
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41 Many scholars and critics have dealt with these issues. Regarding Motown specifically, 
see DeFrantz (2012), George (1988), and Neal (1997).  
 
42 Jackson grew increasingly political in the 1990s, with works such as Black or White 
(1991) that explicitly critiqued bigotry as well as two separate Spike Lee-directed videos 
(1995) for the song “They Don’t Really Care About Us,” which respectively excoriate the 
historical mistreatment of black communities and other marginalized populations by the 
US criminal justice system and the postcolonial government in Brazil (Fast 2014).  
 
43 A salient example is Bob Giraldi, who got his start as an art director for an advertising 
firm. He directed both 1984 Pepsi commercials and Beat It (www.giraldimedia.com). 
While I do not discuss Jackson’s short film/music video The Way You Make Me Feel 
(1987) in the dissertation, director Joe Pytka is one of the most accoladed commercial 
directors in the industry (www.pytka.com). Both sites last accessed September 17, 2019.  
 
44 In particular, see Dodds (2001, 2009), Goodwin (1992), and Mundy (1999).   
 
45 For a consumer research-oriented treatment of dance in advertising, see Huntington 
(2011).  
 
46 Dunagan relies on Marxist philosopher Louis Althusser’s theorization of 
“interpellation”: the process by which a subject is called into subjecthood by ideology; 
notably, this process is co-constitutive: “ideology has always-already interpellated 
individuals as subjects, which amounts to making it clear that individuals are always-
already interpellated by ideology as subjects, which necessarily leads us to one last 
proposition: individuals are always-already subjects” (Althusser 1971, 176).  
 
47 The entire interview, filmed on November 13, 1987, is accessible on YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=UM7qnFqx6vI. Last accessed September 
17, 2019.  
 
48 Notable members of Jackson’s chorus who attended either of these institutions include 
Michael Peters, Gregg Burge, and Desmond Richardson, who were alumni of the 
Performing Arts High School/LaGuardia. In my interviews with them, Kim Blank, Eddie 
Garcia, and Pop N Taco all mentioned they trained at Dupree Dance Academy during the 
early 1980s. Also notable is that Randall “Randy” Allaire, a long-term backup dancer for 
Jackson throughout the 1980s and 1990s, taught there during his tenure with Jackson 
before co-founding The Edge Performing Arts Complex in Hollywood in 1992.  
 
49 www.laguardiahs.org. Last accessed September 17, 2019. 
 
50 Dupree’s history is recounted on Dupree Dance’s current website.  
http://dupreedance.com/aboutus_ourhistory.php. Last accessed September 17, 2019.  
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51 Demonstrated by the inclusion of “Street Dancing” in the list of curriculum offerings in 
advertisements in Dance Magazine in 1983 (for the Junior Holiday Workshop of Dupree 
Academy’s Junior Division). Dupree also advertised their new Street Dancing classes 
(including “Pop-Locking, Breaking, Waving, and Electric Boogaloo”) taught by Odis 
Medley of Soul Train in the June 9–15, 1983 issue of Drama-Logue. Notably, Medley 
came to prominence as an often wildly costumed dancer on Soul Train. He also danced in 
Smooth Criminal (1988).  
 
52 The magazine Dance Studio Life provides a pertinent example of the conception of 
“studio” as both pedagogical and business-related. My knowledge of this type of “studio” 
is informed by my experiences teaching ballet, pointe, modern, jazz, and tap in private, 
for-profit dance studios in Iowa, Wisconsin, and Pennsylvania that offer pre-professional 
training and recreational dance classes between 2004 and 2019.  
 
53 For example, Eddie Garcia self-defined as a jazz dancer in our interview. In separate 
documentaries and interview videos, funk style dancers, specifically Caszper and Suga 
Pop, use the term “jazz dancers” (Loya 2010; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GB-
tx_1-XJM). Last accessed September 17, 2019.  
 
54 The most relevant example of someone spanning concert dance and commercial realms 
is High School for the Performing Arts alumnus Desmond Richardson, who has been 
principal dancer for Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater, American Ballet Theater, and 
Complexions, danced in Fosse on Broadway, and appeared in Jackson’s BAD (1987) 
short film/music video and in Jackson’s 30th Anniversary Show at Madison Square 
Garden in 2011.  
 
55 Film scholar Adrienne McLean argues that the “cultivated, skilled, and highly 
professional…[and] relatively limited repertoire of familiar dance techniques- variously 
inflected forms of ballet, tap, and ballroom- that populate most of the later canonical 
integrated musicals” only cohered in the 1930s with the films of Fred Astaire and Ginger 
Rogers and that “show dancing” prior to this consisted of a “wildly eclectic and 
energetic, if often rough and unpolished assortment of performance styles” (2018, 116). 
This astute observation and intervention notwithstanding, my use of “musical theater 
dance” refers to the “classic” idioms that are highlighted in the 1985 film That’s 
Dancing!, an MGM-produced paean to dance on film. I discuss this film in more detail in 
Chapter 5.   
 
56 Throughout the 1990s, hip hop was increasingly incorporated into US studio contexts 
(DeFrantz 2014a). The global dissemination of west coast funk styles and breaking via 
video and pioneers touring as performers and teachers also increased during this decade 
(Fogarty 2007, 2012).  
 
57 In an Instagram video posted May 25, 2019, Popin’ Pete claims he coined the term 
“funk styles” in 1998 for an Electric Boogaloo event. He says the term “belongs to us” 
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because of this coinage and that the generic usage of the term denies the Electric 
Boogaloo their authorship/ownership of this particular term.  
 
58 This is the story that members of the Electric Boogaloo propound; it is also recounted 
in George (2014); see Appendix A for more information on the Electric Boogaloo. 
However, current popping practitioners/historians contest that Boogaloo Sam “invented” 
the style and point to video footage from earlier in the 1970s of kids from Oakland 
performing similar styles. This point was made by Rashaad Pearson in a popping 
workshop I attended at Urban Movement Arts in Philadelphia in June 2018. Pearson is a 
DC-based professional dancer, educator, and international “ambassador” of popping who 
is dedicated to teaching the history and lineage of street styles.  
 
59 Chapter 3 more fully notes the role of Toni Basil, a white woman trained in studio 
styles who had been working as a professional rock ‘n’ roll choreographer for television 
shows since the mid-1960s. A self-professed popular dance aficionado, Basil was told by 
a friend about Don “Cambellock” Campbell’s unusual moves. After seeking Campbell 
out at a nightclub, Basil co-founded and managed The Lockers with Campbell. Beyond 
her own career as a choreographer and one-hit wonder pop star, Basil is recognized for 
her role in getting The Lockers and myriad street dancers gigs in the entertainment 
industry. http://www.tonibasil.net/bio.html. Last accessed April 24, 2019.  
 
60 See Loya (2010) and an interview with Daniel on YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ij802zpxLxM. Last accessed September 17, 2019.  
 
61 Various sources spell Canidate’s last name “Candidate” (Taraborrelli 2009, Daniel 
2019), while in the credits of Jackson’s Moonwalker (1988) and Beyond the Moonwalk 
(Loya 2010) he is named by the spelling I am using here.  
 
62 I note this definition is contested by Popin’ Pete, who frequently complains about the 
use of popping as an “umbrella term” instead of naming the many individual styles 
practiced by funk style dancers.  
 
63 Suga Pop and Popin’ Pete discussed this at a panel during Rennie Harris’s The 
Legends of Hip Hop Festival (2004) New Victory Theater (NYC). Footage from this 
conversation is on YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kvurA6CRQT0&t=4s. 
Last accessed April 1, 2019.  
 
64 The term “industry” is used on the websites for two of LA’s most established training 
institutions: The Edge Performing Arts Center (http://www.edgepac.com/the_center.htm) 
and Millennium Dance Complex (http://millenniumdancecomplex.com/). Last accessed 
April 24, 2019.  
 
65 With the exception of The Jackson Five’s early years performing on the Chitlin’ 
Circuit, the whole of Jackson’s multi-media body of work was produced within what has 
been pejoratively called the “culture industry.” The German philosopher Theodor 
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Adorno, who coined the term in 1947, and his Marxist colleagues at the Frankfurt School 
initiated the discourse on mass production, the capitalist market, and the agency available 
to consumers of commodified culture. However, the cultural turn within the humanities 
during the latter part of the twentieth century and the resultant cohesion of the field of 
cultural studies countered this early wholly pessimistic view of mass-market “cultural 
dupes.” The influential strain of subcultural theory emerging from the University of 
Chicago’s school of sociology and Birmingham Center for Contemporary Cultural 
Studies argues that consumers can and do make agential, even subversive, use of mass-
produced commodities. Cultural studies therefore rejects the cultural hegemony the 
Frankfurt school claims that the “culture industry” forces upon the consuming public. My 
use of the term “industry” acknowledges this extended critical discourse across the 
humanities and social sciences and the negotiations between hegemonic forces and 
subversive possibilities always at work in mass-mediated popular culture.  
 
66 Deregulations of the media industries in the 1980s contributed to the global economic 
state now called neoliberalism. The guiding tenets of neoliberalism presume that a free-
market maximizes profits and benefits human progress; it has been critiqued for the 
insidious manner in which it creates economic precarity and exploits workers (Harvey 
2005). For critiques of neoliberalism’s effects on dance, see DeFrantz (2012), Kedhar 
(2014), and Quinlan (2019). 
 
67 Relevant examples include Janet Jackson’s music video Dream Street (1984) and the 
music video Hollywood Tonight (2011), which was posthumously created by the Jackson 
Estate.  
 
68 This myth-making capacity extends to the city in other ways as well. Communications 
scholar Allison Trope (2011) argues that Hollywood operates as a brand and multivalent 
cultural symbol, while historian Robert Sklar suggests Hollywood connotes “a location, a 
people, and a state of mind” (as quoted in Trope 2011, 2). 
 
69 http://www.westlakestudios.com/about/. Last accessed February 17, 2019.  
 
70 Regarding the centrality of Jewish immigrants to the development of the Hollywood 
film industry, see Gabler (1988). Gabler argues that the prime movers of the early studio 
system desired to assimilate into an American way of life; writ large by the movies 
themselves, this early generation of studio-owners and filmmakers created the myth of 
America as a place of ample opportunity.  
 
71 While it began as a business that was owned by and employed African Americans, 
Motown did increasingly hire white executives (George 1988).  
 
72 The local Chicago Soul Train stayed on the air until 1976, at first with Don Cornelius 
as host and then choreographer Clinton Ghent (Lehman 2008). 
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73 Also notable is that the jazz musician, composer, and arranger (and first African 
American record executive) Quincy Jones moved to Los Angeles in 1965 to work on 
scoring film soundtracks. Jones met Jackson on the set of The Wiz and subsequently 
produced three of his top-selling solo albums (Jones 2008).  
 
74 The Jacksons bought an estate they call “Hayvenhurst” in the elite, historically white 
enclave of Encino. Members of the Jackson family still reside there. Jackson lived there 
until purchasing a home and property in Santa Barbara Country, California in 1987.  
 
75 Other popular journalism articles that reiterate this narrative include Nittle (2018) and 
Palmer (2013).   
 
76 A relevant example is the case of Fred Astaire, his choreographer Hermes Pan, and 
John Williams “Bubbles” Sublett. Sublett, a professional African American tapper known 
as “the father of rhythm tap”, privately tutored Astaire in the 1920s. Neither Pan nor 
Sublett are widely known outside of tap and musical theater history. Pan, who worked 
behind-the-scenes, never had the stage or film career as a performer that Astaire or 
Sublett had. Despite Sublett’s breaking of the color line, the arc of his career was affected 
by overt racism and segregation (Hill 2002b). In contrast, Astaire, who passed away in 
1987, is still a household name.  
 
77 Both dance scholars take up cultural critic Siegfried Kracauer’s 1927 essay “The Mass 
Ornament.”  
 
78 The first Tony award for choreography was given in 1947, but nominees were not 
announced until 1956. (www.tonyawards.com). Last accessed April 24, 2019. Notably, 
Michael Peters received a Tony award for his contributions to the Broadway production 
of Dreamgirls in 1982. I surmise that his professional reputation, enhanced by this 
reception of this prestigious award, was part of why he was credited in 1983’s Thriller as 
co-choreographer alongside Jackson. The history of the Emmy awards, which granted the 
Outstanding Choreography Award since 1955, is recounted on its official website. 
https://www.emmys.com/academy/about/history. Last accessed July 14, 2019.  
 
79 There have been a few exceptions to Hollywood’s lack of recognition to choreographic 
contributions to films: there were four awards given for Best Dance Direction between 
1935–1837 and four Special Awards given between 1949–1968 (Billman 1997). 
 
80 Mexican American Pop N Taco and Puerto Rican/Italian American Ana “Lollipop” 
Sanchez are the some of the best known Latinx street dancers. For Samoan involvement 
in hip hop culture, see Henderson (2006); Suga Pop, who danced with the Electric 
Boogaloo and worked with Jackson on multiple projects throughout the 1980s and 1990s, 
is the arguably the most salient street dancer of Samoan descent, although later Jackson 
backup dancers and choreographers Rich and Tone Talauega are also Samoan-American.  
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81 This brief interaction can be seen on YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rb4vUxhow_s. Last accessed April 24, 2019.  
 
82 This admission is made in a video interview accessible via YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ij802zpxLxM. Last accessed April 24, 2019.  
 
83 As written, Daniel’s dance brothers include Cleveland Moses Jr., Tyrone "The Bone" 
Proctor, Geron Casper Candidate, Derek Cooley Jackson, Michael Jackson, Bruno Taco 
Falcon, Poppin Pete, Skeeta Rabbit, Leland Ferguson and Lil Jeff, Robot Dane Parker, 
Sinbad, Jimmy and Ammo - The Twilight Players, Robert Vinson. 
http://www.jeffreydaniel.com/Thanks.aspx. Last accessed April 24, 2019.  
 
84 Here, I note dance scholar Sally Gardner’s intervention in the (false) binary conception 
of choreographer and dancer in modern dance scholarship. Gardner argues that this 
division of labor emerges within the terms of industrial modernity by “linking the 
ideology of the disembodied ‘work of art’ to a particular, dominant mode of economic 
production” (2007, 40).  
 
85 According to Bernard Taper (1996), the biographer of ballet choreographer George 
Balanchine, Balanchine introduced the billing “choreography by” in lieu of the standard 
“dances staged by” on Broadway in 1936. Balanchine did not, however, receive these 
credits on his Hollywood films of the same period (Delamater 1981). I note that the 
association of the term “choreography” with writing connects this term to the Western 
tradition of a singular authorial “genius.”  
 
86 Thank you to Mark Franko, for pointing out that Robbins’ use of dance as plot in West 
Side Story (1957/1961) was essential to conferring him with directorial status.  
 
87 Incidentally, during the rise of the music video director or “auteur” in the early 1990s, 
MTV was pressured by the Music Video Production Association to include the director 
amongst the information (Beebe 2007). 
 
88 To my knowledge, this was the first time any choreographer’s name was featured in the 
opening credits of a music video. However, the cast of dancers and the assistants to the 
choreographer are not officially credited. (Vincent Paterson says that he assisted Peters in 
multiple interviews. In a conference roundtable discussion at Dance Studies Association 
2019, former commercial dancer and dance researcher Heather Castillo mentioned that 
Joseph Malone assisted Peters on Beat It.)  
 
89 I note that Daryl Richardson, who assisted Burge on BAD is not listed in the credits. 
The credits for Moonwalker can be found on YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=FhQntx6eghg. Last accessed September 
17, 2019.  
 
90 Part of the difficulty in putting together a comprehensive list lies in the fact that while 
choreographers and dancers who worked with Jackson typically state this in their 
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biographies and resumes, there is a marked lack of specificity about dates and which 
particular videos, tours, and/or award shows in which they appeared.  
 
91 Jackson’s label during the early 1980s, Epic Records, was a subsidiary of Columbia 
Records. It was purchased by the multinational/Japanese corporation Sony in 1987. 
 
92 There are varying opinions about the effects of the confluence of artistic and 
commercial values in Jackson’s work. For example, in a retrospective look at Jackson’s 
career, Vanity Fair writer Navy Griffin (2010) suggests that Jackson’s concern with sales 
numbers corrupts his artistic vision. She cites Glen Brunman, Jackson’s then-publicist at 
Epic Records: “It was all about the music, until it also became about the sales and the 
awards, and something changed forever” (Griffin 2010).  
 
93 He goes on to describe MTV’s strategy as “brilliant” since they get music videos for 
free from the record companies themselves, which revitalized the struggling recording 
industry in the early 1980s (BBC 1986).  
 
94 Despite this effort and the short film/music video’s unprecedented popularity, it was 
not nominated for an Oscar.  
 
95 Viewers, of course, respond in a variety of ways to the promotional and aesthetic 
content of music videos as they circulate across screens, whether they are “hailed” 
successfully into consumptive fandom and/or are responsive to the aesthetic content of 
the music video in other ways entirely, as in the global phenomenon of amateur 
performances of the Thriller’s choreography (Bench 2014). As Dodds (2009) points out, 
music videos can serve as a pedagogical tool for viewers and can inspire new 
practitioners and incite further innovation; this is evident in Soul Train’s effect on the 
development of funk style dances. Blanco Borelli’s (2012) theorization of how affective 
fandom can be corporeally produced by learning pop stars’ music video choreography 
also highlights agential modes of reception.  
 
96 The popular films American Graffiti (1973), Grease (1978), The Outsiders (1983), 
Back to the Future (1985) and the television series Happy Days (1974–1984) are prime 
examples of this nostalgia for the 1950s. For commentary on this phenomenon, see 
Dwyer (2015).  
 
97 This is not to suggest that similar cultural paradigms were not present throughout the 
whole of the twentieth century; certainly, the popular music and dancing of the ragtime, 
jazz, and swing eras followed the same patterns of cultural appropriation and 
commodification (Robinson 2015; Gottschild 2000). However, my focus on the medium 
of commercial television and consumer culture mandates that I start my survey in the 
1950s when US households increasingly owned television sets.  
 
98 This clip is also pointedly included in the documentary film Everything Remains Raw 
(Durden 2018). In retaliation for taking credit for the dance, which they termed “The 
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Strand,” a group of black teenagers beat up the two white dancers who stole the dance.  
That Dick Clark was fully aware of both the appropriation and retaliation is evidenced by 
his hiring of protection for the two white dancers after the incident. Delmont’s (2012) 
account of American Bandstand, however, indicates that it was often black dancers 
attempting to get onto the show who were beaten up or threatened with physical violence 
by white dancers in the studio’s parking lot.  
 
99 The first host and deejay, Bob Horn, had transposed his radio show to television with 
limited success until he modeled the program around another locally-produced television 
program 950, which featured teen dancers. The discriminatory practices of what was 
initially just called Bandstand were established during his tenure, although the historical 
records show that Dick Clark did little to change the status quo.  
 
100 Priore points to the 1953 LA Musicians’ Union official desegregation as a seminal 
moment and suggests the movement to integrate musicians, entertainers, and audiences 
“followed into the nightclubs of Hollywood” (2015, 13). 
 
101 As Viacom Corporation owns the archives of MTV, VH1, and BET productions, these 
archives are generally closed to public access and archival researchers. (There are some 
exceptions, however, that can be viewed in the collections of the Paley Center for 
Media.) The VH1 program on Shindig! is unauthorized/illegally posted on YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KdO4TP21Xys&list=RDKdO4TP21Xys&t=883. 
Last accessed September 12, 2019.  
 
102 For example, Maria Ghava (-Henley) and Karen Hubbard appeared on ShinDig! and 
Barabara Alston on Hullabaloo.  
 
103 Winters had appeared in Jerome Robbin’s West Side Story in the original Broadway 
stage musical (1957) as the character Baby John and as A-rab in the musical film (1961). 
Some of Winter’s relevant credits include the Elvis Presley and Ann Margaret vehicle 
Viva Las Vegas (1964), The T.A.M.I Show (1964), and a 1981 Diana Ross television 
special on CBS which guest-starred Jackson.   
 
104 The female dancers were Anita Mann and Pam Freeman (-Csiki). This commercial is 
included in the VH1 Shindig! retrospective (1991).  
 
105 Flory (2017) persuasively argues this binary was the creation of marketing strategies 
rather than the disparate sounds and styles of music Motown and Stax Records’ 
“Memphis Sound.”  
 
106 Many of Brown’s moves, like his one-legged quavering rendition of the “applejack,” 
were recycled social dances from the 1940s (Durden 2018). Video clips of Brown’s 
performance on Shindig! can be found on YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=hMoEXGbdyc0. Last accessed February 
14, 2019.  
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107 Like Winters, Shindig! choreographer Andre Tayir and dancer Gina Trikonis also 
appeared in the film West Side Story.  
 
108 The Jackson Five first appeared on then-integrated American Bandstand in February 
1970. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2GifYwVOGjI. Last accessed February 14, 
2019. They appeared as The Jacksons in 1979. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zFHAdVFuNMY. Last accessed February 14, 2019.  
 
109 Johnson is interviewed about his involvement with Soul Train in a Johnson Product-
sponsored video clip: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NAmLcVc_xZw. Last 
accessed September 17, 2019.  
 
110 A video clip of the AfroSheen commercial is posted on YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g8ffzI2czHs. Last accessed September 17, 2019.  
 
111 A brief video history of Vincent Cullers can be found on YouTube.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6WBXDyq3g7E. Last accessed February 14, 2019.  
 
112 I first learned about the Soul Train dance studios in my July 2017 interview with 
dancer Kim Blank, who mentioned it off-handedly. I have only been able to find several 
mentions of the studio’s 1978 opening in the historical archives of the Los Angeles Times, 
the African American newspaper The Los Angeles Sentinel, and the Hollywood Reporter.  
 
113 Dance scholar Danielle Robinson (2015) explores the European-style ballroom 
dancing engaged by elite African Americans during the Harlem Renaissance as a social 
strategy for “racial uplift.” Robinson avers that despite the adoption of European-style 
ballroom forms, dancers “revised” the forms by adding certain Africanist aesthetics and 
thus created a new social identity enacted by a kind of “bodily code-switching.” 
 
114 In her socio-cultural biography on the African America ballroom dance team known 
as Webb and Norton, Gottschild (2000) explains the double standards that groups such as 
these faced on the vaudeville circuit.  
 
115 This episode of the Hollywood Palace was choreographed by Buddy Schwab. Schwab 
worked on Broadway throughout the 1950s and is credited with musical staging on the 
1968 musical film Camelot as well as Thoroughly Modern Millie from the same year 
(Billman 1997).  
 
116 Technically, The Jacksons had one pilot season and one renewed season.  
 
117 According to George (1988), when The Jackson Five signed to Motown they were 
granted a royalty rate of 2.7 percent per record sold and had the expenses for their 
grooming deducted from their earnings; when they signed to Epic/CBS they received 27 
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percent royalty on wholesale record prices as well as a $350,000 signing bonus per 
release.  
 
118 Comedian Flip Wilson and entertainer Sammy Davis Jr. had previously hosted their 
own variety shows.  
 
119 The Nielson ratings are basically audience measurement systems. According to 
Nielson’s official webpage: “For more than 90 years Nielsen has provided data and 
analytics based on scientific rigor and innovation, continually developing new ways to 
answer the most important questions facing the media, advertising, retail and fast-moving 
consumer goods industries” (http://www.nielsen.com/us/en/about-us.html). Last accessed 
September 10, 2019.  
 
120 In a footnote in her chapter on Saturday Night Fever, Belmar thanks Caitlin Marshall 
for pointing out the traces of minstrelsy in The Lockers’ routines (2016, 475). I surmise 
that this is due to the influence of Toni Basil, whose parents were vaudeville 
professionals. Basil had a dominant hand in staging the routines.  
 
121 The phrase “Gimme Some Skin” possibly refers to the title of a 1977 James Brown 
song. Recent tutorials of a handshake by original Lockers Don “Campbellock” Campbell 
and Leo “Flukey Luke” Williamson can be viewed at the following links: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9fAmoJ_lgGE and 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hAVf6dbvN8w. Both videos last accessed 
September 17, 2019.  
 
122 Not credited is Mann’s assistant, “Yanco,” who is named in a photo caption of Mann, 
Yanco, and DeLuise in his Locker costume on Mann’s website. 
http://www.anitamannproductions.com/history.php. Last accessed April 11, 2019.  
 
123 The use of slow motion as an effect is precedented in the Astaire vehicles Carefree 
(1938) and Easter Parade (1948) (Thomas 1984).  
 
124 Lawrence (2004, 2009) focuses primarily on disco dancing in the New York scene. 
Punking or waacking, which developed in California and was danced to disco music, is 
discussed by Bragin (2014, 2015), Fogarty (2011), and Guzman-Sanchez (2012).  
 
125 The commercial is posted on YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c6SSbRj0xqU. Terrio is also credited with teaching 
Travolta in a 2017 BBC documentary celebrating Saturday Night Fever. (I received 
Vimeo access to the documentary courtesy of Amy Gibb, a producer on the program.) 
Additionally, a sepia-toned photograph of The Lockers is posted on the official Deney 
Terrio Dance Party Facebook page in which he appears alongside dancers listed as Slim 
the Robot, The Deputy, Don Campbell, Doreen, Tony Go-Go, and Alpha. In Guzman-
Sanchez’s (2012) account of this particular appearance by The Lockers, Terrio is not 
mentioned by name as a performer. Both websites last accessed September 17, 2019.  
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126 This clip from Dance Fever is on YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F9dyhvwcmsc. Last accessed September 17, 2019.  
 
127 The sponsors are included in a video clip posted to YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gbc0-BJyrmc. Last accessed September 17, 2019.  
 
128 “Classy” or “sophisticated” were terms frequently used by the show’s celebrity judges 
to describe dances that were not “funky,” which seemed to be the cumulative effect of the 
rhythms, body lines, and performative approach of the couple. For an analysis of the 
history and racial politics of ballroom dance, see McMains (2006).  
 
129 According to the unconfirmed credits listed on IMDb, assistant choreographers 
included Diane Arnold, Marianna Pecora, Betty Brawley, Rick Rozzini, and Susan 
Donovan.  
 
130 Basil frequently worked with members of the Electric Boogaloo and other dancers 
who also worked with Jackson, most notably Popin’ Pete, Suga Pop, and Pop N Taco.  
 
131 The first performance described is on YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6t6Y1mvQ4hY. The “Encore Performance” 
featuring different choreography (including Derek “Cooley” Jackson) is also on 
YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UhpknmPEGew. Both videos last 
accessed September 17, 2019.  
 
132 Amongst the crew are Pop N Taco, Popin’ Pete, Cooley, Caszper, and Suga Pop, all of 
whom worked with Jackson multiple times. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j-
lbtbHgD98. Last accessed February 14, 2019.  
 
133 Cooley’s biography on IMDb says he was “discovered” by Mann. His work as a 
regular dancer on Solid Gold is highlighted in a YouTube compilation video. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v7xtAshYTR0. Last accessed April 24, 2019.  
 
134 Phillips received her training as a dance major at UCLA and on scholarship at Dupree 
Dance Academy. She also has been highlighted in a YouTube compilation video. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-JUbX86iFcs. For more information on her career, 
see http://helenephillips.com/. In 2018, Phillips was a master teacher at former Jackson 
backup dancer Eddie Garcia’s commercial dance industry-oriented summer camp CAMP 
ME. https://www.campme.org/about.html. All sites last accessed September 17, 2019.  
 
135 In this context, I use Marxist critic Louis Althusser’s idea of “interpellation” as a 
process in which subjects are “hailed by” and thus internalize ideology. Specifically, my 
use describes how commodity culture and capitalism “hail” a consumer as such; see 
Dunagan (2018).  
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136 While I theorize Jackson as a “star-as-brand” since he pioneered the contemporary 
symbiosis of advertising tactics and celebrity persona, my use of this term is somewhat 
ahistorical. Indeed, as the cited scholarship by McCracken (1989) suggests, the term 
“celebrity endorsement” was used in the 1980s to characterize celebrities’ engagement in 
promoting consumer products. Thanks to advertising scholar Devon Powers for bringing 
this distinction to my attention.  
 
137 McDonald (2013) points out that “star endorsement” is somewhat of a tautology as all 
stardom can be seen as an endorsement, whether it be for particular films or television 
programs or pop music or even fame itself. 
 
138 In Dunagan’s words, “cross-promotion uses celebrities to hook viewers, produce 
pleasure, and associate the kind of affect of the star with the brand” (2018, 101). 
 
139 Motown’s records for The Jackson Five included inset advertisements for the official 
fan club. For different prices, fans would receive various items designed to foster a sense 
of intimacy and access with any of the Jackson brothers. Information from the author’s 
personal collection.  
 
140 This commercial is posted on YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wPv2VjGRzVc. Last accessed September 17, 2019.  
 
141 The Michael Jackson Estate posted a YouTube clip of the commercial to its official 
website. https://michaeljackson.com/news/do-you-remember-michael-jackson-suzuki-
commercial/. Last accessed September 17, 2019. 
 
142 Multiple YouTube commentators suggest that Jackson was performing the Japanese 
custom of blinking with two eyes to signify love at the end of the Suzuki commercial. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w5-e7ras-fI. Last accessed September 17, 2019.  
 
143 Pepsi’s relationship with African American consumers is mentioned by Chambers 
(2008). An interview with Debra Sandler, former director of “ethnic consumer 
marketing,” about the strategies employed by Pepsico, Inc., in the book Multicultural 
Marketing: Selling to a Diverse America, “offers valuable insights into Pepsi’s continued 
success in the African-American market” (Rossman 1994, 151).  
 
144 According to Greenburg (2014), the endorsement deals with Pepsi were $5.2 million 
in 1983, $10 million in 1987, $15 million in 1990, and in 2012, Pepsi paid $6 million 
dollars to the Michael Jackson Estate to put Jackson’s face on one billion Pepsi cans.  
 
145 They were called “Concert” and “Street” spots by the creators. The official Giraldi 
Productions YouTube post calls the “Concert” commercial “Michael Jackson Pepsi 
Convention”;  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B9HSotu5OIE. The “Street” 
advertisement is called “Michael Jackson Pepsi Generation”; 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=po0jY4WvCIc. Both sites last accessed September 
17, 2019.  
 
146 This motif would form the logo of Jackson’s later entertainment corporation, MJJ 
Productions. The moving image of the logo features his glittering feet casually scuff-
walking stage right before kicking into a tight spin and freezing on the tips of his shoes. 
 
147 Ribeiro, who learned and performed breakdancing as part of The Tap Dance Kid, 
promoted his own instructional book in a commercial campaign. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sd4C8_FMdjA. Last accessed September 17, 2019.  
 
148 These interludes were typically choreographed or improvised by street dancers.  
 
149 As stated in the Introduction, my readings take up the “preferred reading” intended by 
the producers; there are, of course, multiple “non-preferred readings” that could 
understand these two Pepsi advertisements in different ways. My critique of the 
“preferred reading” of multicultural and multiracial unity that follows these descriptions 
indicates one way of de-stabilizing the commodity message offered by Pepsi-Co.  
 
150 In the same vein, Rossman also states that “cause marketing” that “benefits a cause 
that is favored by the group you wish to reach” is a “great way to appeal to ethnic and 
minority customers” (1994, xi).   
 
151 The interview can be seen on YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=njNwQPrpacs. Last accessed February 201, 2019.  
 
152 Remember the Time was directed by Boyz in the Hood director John Singleton and 
choreographed by Fatima Johnson with assistance from Emilio “Buddha Stretch” Austin. 
Celebrity cameos include Somalia-born supermodel Iman, comedian Eddie Murphy, and 
basketball great Earvin “Magic” Johnson Jr.  
 
153 The Cotton Club’s chorus line was strictly “tan only” before the darker-skinned 
Lucille Wilson (-Armstrong) was allowed to join in 1932 (Hawkins and Mitgang 1988).  
 
154 In our interview, Eddie Garcia expressed his own preference for total synchrony 
amongst a group because of the visual effect and “pop” it generates. He also mentioned 
that Jackson himself was very particular about the angles of the body in his choreography 
and paid close attention to it while teaching new dancers the material for tour.  
 
155 Backup dancer Courtney Miller Jr. shares an anecdote about this in The Business of 
Dance. Miller recounts that on tour for Jackson, he leaned far too close to the floor during 
the iconic lean move in Smooth Criminal and after the show, the dance captain 
(ostensibly LaVelle Smith Jr.) parlayed Jackson’s request that he not lean so far. Miller 
understood it as Jackson chiding him and that recommends that aspiring dancers “don’t 
forget who you’re dancing for!” (Stevenson, Miller, Russell 2013, 91).  
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156 The Canada Dry commercial is posted on YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=locBnDqLTzE. Last accessed September 17, 2019.  
 
157 Giraldi’s career epitomizes the ways art and advertising realms overlap. He received a 
degree in art from the Pratt Institute, worked as a graphic designer for General Motors, 
was a professor and later the chair of the advertising department at the School of Visual 
Art, and worked at the advertisement agencies Young and Rubicon and DellaFemina & 
Partners before creating his own production company. In the early to mid-1980s, Giraldi 
also directed the video for the song “Say Say Say” (1983), a duet between Jackson and 
Paul McCartney. He also directed Lionel Richie’s Hello (1983) and Diana Ross’s Pieces 
of Ice (1983), choreographed by Michael Peters; in this video, Ross is partnered by 
Paterson (Giraldi and adageeditor@adage.com 2009).  
 
158 Paterson had appeared as a principal dancer in Beat It, which was directed by Giraldi. 
See Appendix A for more information about Paterson’s career and prodigious 
collaborative work with Jackson.  
 
159 Gutmann elaborates on the ways that music video choreographers are dismissed by 
concert dance adherents: “Music video choreographers are often thought of as “upstarts” 
or people who don’t have the background to work in “real dance”—concert dance” 
(1990, H9).  
 
160 See Appendix A for more details on Lather’s dance training and career in the 
entertainment industry.  
 
161 Thomas also cites Soul Train as a primary influence and vocational aspiration. As a 
sixteen-year-old, he commuted to Los Angeles to dance in clubs and audition. These 
efforts resulted in being cast in a production of The Wiz and joining a dance group called 
the LA City Rockers which led to being “discovered” by Janet Jackson (Billman 1997; 
Gutmann 1990).  
 
162 Simmons danced with the venerable Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater and in 
various concert and commercial projects for Donald McKayle (McKayle 2002). She also 
taught aspiring commercial dancers before being diagnosed with multiple sclerosis: 
Courtney Miller Jr. thanks her in the acknowledgments in his book (Stevenson, Russell, 
and Miller 2013).  
 
163 I note that while Millennium has been in its current location since 2000, its owners 
officially took over the established Moro Landis Dance Studios in North Hollywood in 
1992. http://millenniumdancecomplex.com/. Last accessed September 27, 2018.  
 
164 http://www.edgepac.com/the_center.htm. Last accessed September 27, 2018.  
 
165 https://www.drlegacystudios.com/about. Last accessed September 27, 2018.  
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166 According to IMDb, Scorcese has been nominated for 213 awards by the worldwide 
film industry, including multiple Oscar nominations for Best Director.  
(https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000217/awards). Landis had great commercial success 
with the slapstick comedies Animal House (1978), The Blues Brothers (1980), and 
Trading Places (1983). Giraldi was inducted into the Art Directors Club (ADC) Hall of 
Fame in 1991. (http://adcglobal.org/hall-of-fame/bob-giraldi/). Both sites last accessed 
September 17, 2019.  
 
167 The DWTS duet can be viewed on YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w7aMWThcgUU. Last accessed September 17, 2019.  
 
168 In the course of our interview, Pop N Taco mentioned McDonald took him on as a 
client at the beginning of his career. McDonald and her agency continue to represent 
professionals connected to Jackson’s chorus including Toni Basil, Barry Lather, 
Desmond Richardson, Kenny Ortega, Vincent Paterson, Stacey Walker, Jaime King, and 
many other choreographers, dancers, directors, producers, and master teachers working in 
the commercial dance industry. http://msaagency.com/. Last accessed February 27, 2019.  
 
169 http://msaagency.com/about-us/. Last accessed February 27, 2019.  
 
170 The Oscars are produced by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences. 
https://www.oscars.org/. Last accessed February 27, 2019.  
 
171 Julie McDonald and Tony Selznick co-produced the American Choreography Awards 
for several years in the early 2000s.  
 
172 The World Choreography Awards were established in 2010 for the same purposes. 
www.worldchoreography awards.com. Last accessed November 17, 2019.  
 
173 https://www.dancersalliance.org/da-history. Last accessed February 20, 2019.  
 
174 Technically, BetaMax was the first audiovisual tape technology made available for 
private purchase (in 1975). VHS format usurped Beta as the primary format for home 
video in the late 1970s (Long 2011).  
 
175 Second-generation lockers describe their initial learning process as mimicking Soul 
Train in the documentary Behind the Moonwalk (Loya 2010). Soul Train’s influence on 
members of the Electric Boogaloo is also documented by George (2014) and Bragin 
(2015).  
 
176 By returning to the previous example of the dance craze of The Robot, I highlight that 
Jackson’s celebrity was central to his popularization of The Robot, which was first 
performed on the show by dancer Charles Washington (George 2014). Jackson’s 
performance was centered and filmed in close-up throughout the extended break of 
“Dancing Machine,” a 1973 hit song by The Jacksons. Throughout the early 1970s, they 
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performed the routine on Soul Train, The Mike Douglas Show, The Carol Burnett Show, 
The Jerry Lee Lewis Telethon, and Cher. 
 
177 George (2014) and the associated VH1 documentary on Soul Train mention Jeffrey 
Daniel, Jody Watley, Freddie “Rerun” Berry, and 1980’s–1990’s dancer-turned- 
choreographer-turned-actress Rosie Perez; (Harness 2010).  
 
178 Eklypse’s interview and performance are on YouTube.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rb4vUxhow_s. Last accessed September 17, 2019.  
 
179 This was most explicitly done for Motown vocal choreographer Cholly Atkins, who 
was featured in a 1975 episode alongside the rhythm and blues group The O’Jays. 
Cornelius briefly interviews Atkins about his history in musical theater before a pre-taped 
“rehearsal” session showcasing Atkins’ working with the group’s choreography. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UI9KRtreXq0. Last accessed September 17, 2019.  
 
180 The archival episodes of Soul Train are now owned by BET, which is owned by 
Viacom, and therefore are not readily available for public consumption. There is an 
officially-released DVD set available for sale, but full episodes are not included, and the 
focus is on memorable performances by musical guests. I am basing my description off 
both the information presented George (2014) and a clip uploaded to YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rkejPbx9zSI.  Last accessed April 27, 2019.  
 
181 My assumption is that while these routines were “set” each soloist had the liberty to be 
spontaneous in ways they could not within the unison of the group choreography.  
 
182 Although the clip I had access to on YouTube ended at this point, based on similar 
clips uploaded to YouTube one can assume that the Electric Boogaloo’s performance was 
followed by the Soul Train gang re-entering the space to dance or that the performance 
was followed by a commercial advertising break.  
 
183 Specific techniques were accredited to individuals. For example, Don “Campbellock” 
Campbell is credited with inventing “locking” and Sam “Boogaloo Sam” Solomon is 
often credited inventing with “popping” and “boogaloo.” The notion of popping as 
possessing specific techniques and moves is explicitly addressed by Suga Pop in an 
interview with Dance Channel TV. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GB-tx_1-XJM. 
Last accessed September 17, 2019.  
 
184 As mentioned in Chapter 2 and Appendix A, the origin story of popping has been 
contested by some hip hop practitioner-historians, who point to newly surfaced video 
footage of Bay Area dancers doing very similar styles years before Boogaloo Sam and 
the Electric Boogaloo appeared on television. 
 
185 My focus on the transformation of cultural processes into commodified products does 
not discount the agency practiced by these individuals; see DeFrantz (2014a) and Kelley 
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(1997). I acknowledge the individual creativity, innovation, and skill of members of The 
Lockers, the Electric Boogaloo, and Eklypse, many of whom have traveled the world 
educating dancers and audiences about the cultural contexts and values from which west 
coast funk emerged. 
 
186 Trailers for the films are listed chronologically: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AssRlsPH578,   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C74Pae3PpMo, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gUepLHaY760&has_verified=1. All videos last 
accessed April 27, 2019.  
 
187 The diverse ways these texts were circulated and promoted can be traced through their 
documentation in the archives of YouTube: a promotion clip for the television 
broadcasting of That’s Entertainment (1974) (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QKL-
cbtTvWs), the trailer advertising the theatrical release of Part II (1976) 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mo79_9xMh1I), a 1985 trailer for That’s Dancing 
which uses 1980s sound and visual aesthetics to promote the old musicals 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DMjhXyXo26E), and an introduction to Part III on 
the show Turner Class Movies on the TCM cable channel after its release in 1994 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e4LoFTKytWE). All videos last accessed April 27, 
2019.  
 
188 For an extended analysis of this phenomenon, see Cohan (2005).  
 
189 The extent of Jackson’s Hollywood memorabilia is documented by the celebrity 
auction house Julien’s Auctions. The auction of Jackson’s collection was canceled at the 
last minute in 2009 just prior to Jackson’s death, but the catalog is still available to peruse 
online. http://www.juliensauctions.com/about-auction?id=243. Last accessed September 
21, 2019. Jackson’s possession of the 1939 Best Picture Oscar for Gone With the Wind is 
mentioned in a book authored by his former bodyguards (Whitfield, Beard, and Colby 
2014).  
 
190 Minnelli describes this trait in an interview on The Ellen Show in 2011. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9EP9YFQterQ. Last accessed April 8, 2018. 
Regarding Taylor and Jackson’s friendship, see Bogle (2016). That Jackson assiduously 
studied stars is also affirmed by a handwritten note, presented by the MJJ Estate’s 
archivist Karen Langford in the documentary BAD 25 (Lee 2012), which demonstrated 
one of Jackson’s personal goals in the 1980s was to “study the greats and become 
greater.”  
 
191 A clip from this show is included in Lee (2016). The clip is dated November 12, 1976, 
coinciding with the publicity blitz for That’s Entertainment II!, which Astaire starred in 
as co-host.  
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192 The theatrical release date for That’s Entertainment II was May 17, 1976. 
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0075323/. Last accessed April 27, 2019.  
 
193 The notion that pop music videos were heir to Hollywood musical films is also 
articulated in “Everybody Dance Now” (Selby 1991); see also Genné (2004) and Dodds 
(2009). “Everybody Dance Now” also traces the influence of James Brown and 
acknowledges the performance traditions of African American music; see also Dyson 
(1993), Jefferson (2006), and Neal (2012a).  
 
194 According to Pop N Taco, Jackson first became aware of Pop N Taco and Boogaloo 
Shrimp after being shown outtakes from Lionel Ritchie’s video All Night Long, 
choreographed by Susan Scanlan. Other accounts claim that Jackson saw the Eye on LA 
episode on street dance first.  
 
195 Part of the Eye on LA Episode is posted on YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gR9QbIBv9YM. Last accessed September 17, 2019.  
Thomas Guzman-Sanchez, recognized by his white headband, speaks about the different 
styles that comprise street dance.  
 
196 Paterson is quoted in a June 25th, 1984 article in People: “’He originated a lot of the 
movements other choreographers now imitate,’ says Vince Paterson. Among the Peters’ 
signatures that appeared in Bear [sic] It was an undulating step called the Worm. ‘As you 
back up, the body makes a wormlike movement, like a wave,’ Paterson explains. ‘You 
just send this energy wave from your pelvis to the tip of your head’” (Chu and Rowe 
1984).   
 
197 This is revealed in a public panel discussion with the Electric Boogaloo that occurred 
as part of Rennie Harris’s Legends of Hip Hop Festival in 2004, hosted in Philadelphia. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kvurA6CRQT0&t=4s. Last accessed April 27, 2019.  
 
198 Daniels recounts this in a 2009 interview with NPR’s All Things Considered and a 
Time magazine article (no author 2009). Paterson mentions his study of Astaire’s films in 
a Facebook post (Paterson 2013). Last accessed September 17, 2019.  
 
199 Several of these items are in the author’s personal collection.  
 
200 https://www.riaa.com/. Last accessed April 27, 2019.  
 
201 For example, the release of the 1976 film was promoted by an episode of the Mike 
Douglas television show that aired February 20, 1976. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lq6whc-4kR8. In the 1990s, the cable channel 
Turner Classic Movies (TCM) aired a “making of” featurette of the 1974 film: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZXy8yX9yJXQ. Both videos last accessed April 27, 
2019.  
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202 Throughout his career Jackson created and participated in many “behind-the-scenes” 
promotional documentation for his albums and/or tours on the cable music television 
channels MTV, BET, or VH1.  
 
203 Certain of these videotaped practice sessions have been posted to YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VPETy901acY. Last accessed April 27, 2019.  
 
204 How the Estate represents itself to the public can be seen on Jackson’s official 
website. https://michaeljackson.com/michael-jackson-faq/. Last accessed April 27, 2019. 
For more information about the Estate, see Greenburg (2014).  
 
205 In my interview with Pop N Taco, he named the television performances of mimes 
Shields and Yarnell and Marcel Marceau as personally influential.  
 
206 I note that versioning only receives brief attention as a “break” in this historiography 
and mainly serves to underscore the notion that revisions and repetition are essential 
aspects of African American creative practices. 
 
207 While YouTube is replete with comparison videos, my analysis is heavily informed by 
a “mash-up” posted by the YouTube user Steve Briggs. Brigg’s video, entitled “The 
Master and his Student” splices scenes from The Band Wagon alongside moments from 
the Smooth Criminal short film and other Jackson performances (the MTV 1995 Video 
Music Awards live performance and 2001’s You Rock My World short film) which 
highlight the overall stylistic allusions to and specific choreographic instances of 
Jackson’s borrowings. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B0GWCk9wnak. Last 
accessed April 27, 2019.  
 
208 The phrase “updates the original” refers to dance scholar Mary Fogarty’s chapter 
“Gene Kelly: The Original Updated” (2014).  
 
209 “The Girl Hunt Ballet” can be viewed in its entirety on YouTube.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2C9CoAbwxy0. Last accessed September 17, 2019.  
 
210 See Appendix B for the complete cast of dancers. The end credits of Moonwalker are 
on YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FhQntx6eghg. Last accessed April 27, 
2019.  
 
211 See Appendix A for more information about Landon’s career and work in the 
commercial dance industry.  
 
212 The long version of Smooth Criminal is posted on Michael Jackson’s Vevo channel on 
YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h_D3VFfhvs4. Last accessed April 27, 
2019.  
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213 Astaire’s long-time collaborator Hermes Pan’s contributions to all of Astaire’s work 
must be acknowledged here. Even when other choreographers were officially credited, 
Pan worked alongside Astaire in his rehearsal process.  
 
214 Additionally, filmed interviews about their collaborations have been pirated and 
spliced together and posted on YouTube; several compilations include home video 
recordings from private rehearsals for Smooth Criminal originally featured in The Man 
Behind the Throne (Grunditz 2013). https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FN6AuYb36bE. 
Last accessed April 27, 2019.  
 
215 Ostensibly invited by Jackson, Pan visited the set and gave the production his 
blessing. According to Chivers, “We had the pleasure of having Fred's choreographer 
come on the set. Hermes Pan visited the set while we were doing the song and dance 
piece and said that Fred would have been very happy and proud of being copied by such 
a wonderful person” (Rolling Stone 2014).  
 
216 The Gamble Dance from Guys and Dolls is on YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5CDQFWZ_SxE. Last accessed April 27, 2019.  
 
217 My educated guess is that these dancers are Pop N Taco, Caszper, Cooley, and Robot 
Dane, but I have yet to verify the full accuracy of my attribution with the exception of 
Taco, who confirmed that he was in this section.  
 
218 Lipsitz clarifies that his use of “counter-memories” diverges from philosopher Michel 
Foucault’s prior usage of the term.  
 
219 In her seminal 1934 essay “The Characteristics of Negro Expression,” Hurston defines 
the “will to adorn” as the second most notable characteristic; she notes the imperative to 
embellish across language, self-decoration, and home decoration as practiced by African 
American communities.  
 
220 Most notably of these nostalgia films is George Lucas’s American Graffiti (1973) as 
Jackson worked with Lucas on the Disney 4-d film Captain EO (1986).  
 
221 Numerous intellectuals connect Jackson’s image and work to traits of postmodernism, 
particularly regarding televisuality, the notion of simulacrum, and intertextuality. 
Scattered throughout the academic discourse on Jackson are references to theorists 
associated with postmodernism and poststructuralism including Jean Baudrillard, Roland 
Barthes, and Jameson. See Dyson (1993), Kooijman (2006), and Burt and Deivert (1995).  
 
222 Translated from the original French by Google Translate.   
 
223 In an Entertainment Tonight interview with Jackson in a behind-the-scenes peek at the 
making of Beat It, there are back-to-back clips of Jackson saying he wants to entertain 
people: “to bring some type of escapism, joy, magic to the world,” upon which he 
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elaborates about what he sees as his role as an entertainer: to “bring the world together, 
through love, peace, joy.” When (ostensibly) asked to define realism by the off-camera 
interviewer, he says, “nothing is plastic; real feeling and belief. That’s how I understand 
it.” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AsPEG3_9q5E. Last accessed July 16, 2019.  
 
224 The short film/music video The Way You Make Me Feel (1987) also places Jackson in 
a “tough” inner-city setting with real gang members as extras. Rather than inter-gang 
conflict, however, the narrative adopts a “boy-chases-girl” trope in which Jackson proves 
his masculinity to his male peers in the aggressive pursuit of an attractive young woman, 
first cat-calling her and then literally hounding her through the streets before she finally 
capitulates to his advances. TWYMMF was choreographed by Vincent Paterson and 
directed by commercial director Joe Pytka. It features backup dancers Sean Cheesman, 
Art Palmer, Eddie Garcia, and LaVelle Smith Jr. (Paterson and Tofte 2018).  
 
225 While I do not delve into detail on this point, I note that my argument regarding 
Jackson’s works remains relevant for contemporary commercial dance as Jackson’s short 
films/music videos that present a positive social message through narrative and 
choreography created a verifiable commercial dance trope that continues to be replicated 
by choreographers and dancers. Danish choreographer Tobias Ellehammer’s Jackson 
Trilogy (2016–2019) comes to mind. His videos that cite Jackson’s Black or White (1991) 
and Scream (1996) feature explicit calls for people to come together across differences; 
this social accord is envisioned via unison dance performed by multiracial groups 
(Robinson 2019). 
 
226 Billie Jean (1983), directed by Steve Barron, promoted the album’s first single. As I 
mention in earlier chapters, Billie Jean is often credited as being the first music video by 
an African American artist to receive significant airtime on the previously white-oriented 
MTV (Marks and Tannenbaum 2011).  
 
227 As I discuss in Chapter 4, the trio teamed up again for the 1984 Pepsi advertising 
campaign. 
 
228 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FPCGR9_GdhA. Last accessed January 28, 2019.  
 
229 The film is ranked number 51 on the American Film Institute’s Top 100 Films and is 
number 2 on their list of Best 25 Movie Musicals.  
 
230 As many histories of WSS note, the kernel of inspiration to revise the earlier idea 
about Catholic-Jewish ethnic/religious rivalry (East Side Story) to West Side Story’s 
Puerto Rican/“white” racial rivalry was Arthur Laurents and Leonard Bernstein’s chance 
glimpse of 1955 headline from the Los Angeles Times about Chicano vs. Anglo gang 
violence during a poolside chat at the Beverly Hills Hotel (Garebian 1995; Hoffman 
2014; Berson 2011; Acevedo-Muñoz 2013; Negrón-Muntaner 2000; Herrera 2012). 
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231 Multiple scholars have pointed out the queer subtext of the Jet’s camaraderie in WSS 
(Negrón-Muntaner 2000) and one could make an argument about the queer subtext of 
(white) male bodies dancing balletically (Stoneley 2007) but making a detailed analysis 
with regard to the complex intersections of race, gender, and sexuality as performed in 
Beat It or BAD in this regard is unfortunately beyond the scope of the dissertation. This 
chapter’s material could be far more nuanced via a queer of color critique regarding both 
the policing of blackness as “aberrations” of (white) gender and sexuality norms and the 
racist underpinnings of US sociology as a discipline (Ferguson 2004; Kelley 1997; 
Muñoz 1999).  
 
232 Although I cite Duerden and Rowell (2013) because they point out the cultural 
valences of the various forms employed in WSS, my reading significantly diverges from 
their argument that the score and the choreography illustrates a “cultural melting pot.”  
 
233 As film scholar Frances Negrón-Muntaner posits, “since Puerto Ricans are a 
multiracial people and some are indistinguishable from whites and African Americans (as 
coded in the cinema), other visual and aural devices had to be mobilized to depict the 
specificity of the Puerto Ricans” including the blatantly dyed-blond hair of some of the 
Jets as a contrast to the dark-haired Sharks in brownface (2000, 91).  
 
234 This gang leader was played by Vincent Paterson.  
 
235 This character was played by Michael Peters.  
 
236 The woman is Cheryl Song, the first non-African American dancer on Soul Train.  
 
237 The featured dancer is Dane “Robot Dane” Parker of the Electric Boogaloo.   
 
238 Taraborrelli (2009) reports that 100 gang members were paid $100 each for two nights 
of work. 
 
239 In The Way You Make Me Feel (1987), Latino-American gang members are also 
featured.  
 
240 This is a highly apocryphal story. In a video interview with MTV, Jackson suggests it 
was a McDonald’s commercial that piqued his interest in Giraldi (Vena 2009). In a 
Boards Magazine article, Giraldi reports that it was another item from his reel that got 
him the job; namely, a public service announcement (PSA) about an elderly couple who, 
unlike the rest of their neighbors who fled in a “white flight” to the suburbs, stayed, and 
held a block party for the community (Ritchie 2009).   
 
241 Examples of such coverage include Eric Bailey’s 1985 Los Angeles Times article 
“Gangs of Long Beach: Signs Are Obvious: Graffiti, Poverty, Drugs, Turf Wars, 
Murder.”  
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242 This was a notion propounded by the Jackson family themselves, as demonstrated by 
The Jacksons: An American Dream (1992), the ABC miniseries based on mother 
Katherine Jackson’s autobiography and produced by brother Jermaine Jackson.  
 
243 Kelley (1997) argues that this logic insidiously creeps into studies of marginalized 
communities in even the most well-intentioned sociological analyses. 
 
244 A version of Giraldi’s story about the making of Beat It is recounted in Marks and 
Tannenbaum (2011), but I quote an interview released as an online extra for the 
television show Celebrity TasteMakers (2013) because Giraldi goes into far more detail 
about the gang members hired to be extras. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AsPEG3_9q5E. Last accessed September 12, 2019. 
 
245 Multiple fan websites claim that Jackson worked with the LAPD to hire Crips and 
Bloods. Giraldi suggests this was the case in a Boards Magazine interview (Ritchie 
2009). However, in response to my official inquiry, a representative from the LAPD 
Museum replied emphatically that the LAPD would never recruit gang members for a 
music video. The representative affirmed, however, that Jackson had former LAPD 
officers who worked for him. (Author’s personal email correspondence, December 2018.) 
Indeed, Bill Bray, Jackson’s bodyguard for over 20 years, was a former LAPD officer 
and might have assisted in hiring other former police offers and making connections with 
gang members. However, another account by one of Beat It’s producers, Anthony Payne, 
says that he was the one who went downtown to meet with “Caesar, this ruthless African 
American businessman who was head of either the Bloods or the Crips. When words got 
out that Michael Jackson was interested in doing a video with the gangs, it became clear 
that Caesar was willing to do it” (Smallcombe 2015, 75).  
 
246 The full Celebrity Tastemakers interview is accessible on YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=-LUVl5JRR6c. Last accessed September 
17, 2019.  
 
247 Researcher Megan Pugh (2015) writes that when asked specifically about any violence 
on set in an interview, Paterson did not recall any incident.  
 
248 Part of the interview is on YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JgnnPwewqEk. Last accessed September 12, 2019.  
 
249 Other fictional films about gangs such as The Warriors (1979) should also be 
considered as aesthetic and thematic influences.  
 
250 A casting notice in the May 20–26, 1981 issue of Hollywood Drama-Logue suggests 
that Carew was initially planning on making a “musical drama.” The notice announces 
the casting for two main characters: “Male: 17–20, white, cocky, arrogant, likes to have 
fun, a combination of John Travolta and Ray Sharky” and “Male: 17–20, black, 
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counterpart to his friend, also cocky and arrogant, streetwise, a combination of Billy Dee 
Williams and Michael Jackson.”  
 
251 In contrast with many other street dancers who are most frequently shown in group 
practice sessions in garages and performing their routines outside, Shabba-Doo is shown 
dancing in a studio with a mirror. As he performs foundational moves of different styles, 
Shabba-Doo describes the evolution and dissemination of funk styles of locking, 
roboting, boogalooing, and popping across California, ending his tutorial by suggesting 
breaking was the “newest dance” to be incorporated into the street dance lexicon. 
 
252 DeFrantz claims in his genealogy of the breaksploitation films that it is by way of this 
spectator-orientation that “viewers come to see breaking as a decorative demonstration, 
rather than a potential realization of identity, or expressive personal communication” 
(2014a, 121). 
 
253 In an important intervention into hip hop history, dance scholar Serouj Aprahamian 
(2019) demonstrates that the narrative that hip hop came from gangs is unsubstantiated in 
the accounts of first-generation practitioners. 
 
254 This same crew credits Suga Pop for mentoring them: “Suga Pop is one of our 
family... All this time I thought he was a colored guy or a white guy. I heard about him a 
long time ago, but I never-- finally I made it to his dance classes and he was talking, you 
know, Samoan to me, you know, talking our language. And I looked at him, “Where you 
learn that from?” And we kept on talking, “I heard about you long time.” He wanted to 
hook up with us, just to work out with us. Right now, he really helped us out a lot.”  
 
255 The December 1, 1985 Los Angeles Times article “Gangs of Long Beach” details the 
intersecting issues of graffiti, poverty, drugs, turf wars, and murders more explicitly. The 
article includes a small map of different gang territory pertaining to Eastside Longos, 
Westside Longos, Insane Crips, Boulevard Bay Crips, Sons of Somoa, Barrio Pobre, and 
Toker Town Flats (Bailey 1985).   
 
256 Popin’ Pete recounts his version of their first meeting in a video posted to YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6d42yFIu_Tw. Last accessed September 12, 2019.  
 
257 The club has several iterations: first called “Radio,” it was re-opened by Carmelo 
Alverez and renamed RadioTron after the “fictional” club in Breakin’. Footage of 
Channel 13 new coverage about the club’s closure in 1985 is posted on YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gY9U_nXKUVA. Last accessed September 17, 2019.  
 
258 Steve La Chance is named in the credits as assistant to the choreographer.  
 
259 Goodson worked on the nightclub/variety circuit in Las Vegas before relocating to 
Italy, where he is still active in the entertainment industry. His professional biography 
can be found on The Edge Performing Arts Center website.  
http://www.edgepac.com/special.htm. Last accessed January 29, 2018.  
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260 In a related aside, Eddie Garcia and other dancers associated with Dupree Dance 
Academy appeared in the chorus of jazz dancers in Breakin’ 2. Garcia mentioned during 
our interview that he was a student of Breakin’ 2’s choreographer and that he learned the 
basics of popping from Pop N Taco and some of the other street dancers on set. 
 
261 In Trapped: Michael Jackson and the Crossover Dream (1985), Marsh usefully 
highlights the predicament of African American crossover acts. However, he is 
exceedingly patronizing regarding Jackson’s intelligence and judges his work in pop 
music by the inappropriate standards of rock “authenticity.”  
 
262 Notable analyses of the media criticism of Jackson include Fast (2010), Vogel (2012), 
and Woodward (2014).  
 
263 While he maintained a public relationship with model and actress Brooke Shields that 
superficially addressed speculation about his heterosexuality, his “unusual” friendships 
with child actor Emmanuel Lewis and older Hollywood icons such as Elizabeth Taylor, 
Liza Minnelli, and Jane Fonda also received attention in the mid-1980s. Throughout the 
1980s, he talked about his love of cartoons, theme parks, and his identification with 
fictional figures in children’s literature and films such as Peter Pan and E.T, the extra-
terrestrial. These interests were widely perceived as atypical of a young man in his mid-
twenties (Hirshey 1983). Adding to the characterization of Jackson as weird “freak”, the 
mainstream press picked up tabloid stories about the alleged purchase of Joseph Merritt’s 
aka the “Elephant Man” bones and Jackson sleeping in a hyperbaric chamber (Jefferson 
2006; Taraborrelli 2009).  
 
264 The image chosen for the album cover nods to tropes of flamboyant masculinity in 
1970’s and 1980’s glam rock and electro funk more than the Hollywood glamour at 
which Jackson had originally aimed. While there was public scrutiny of Jackson’s 
feminized look (Tate 1987; Trebay 1987), I suggest his look should be seen in relation to 
funk artist Rick James’s style and the androgynous, gender-bending precedence of glam 
rock, new wave, and rock performers. In a more historical excavation of Jackson’s gender 
and sexual queerness, Jefferson (2006) connects Jackson to Little Richard.  
 
265 Ice-T appeared in Breakin’ and Enterin’, Breakin’ and Breakin’ 2 before releasing the 
1987 album Rhyme Pays, a predecessor to the “gangsta rap” genre. It is worth noting that 
Ice-T’s own depiction of black masculinity throughout his rap and acting career has often 
focused on urban crime and law enforcement. After the controversy over his 1992 song 
“Cop Killer” from his album Body Count, he has consistently played gang members, 
pimps, and police officers. As an actor, he is best known for his roles in New York 
Undercover and Law and Order: Special Victims Unit.    
 
266 The Guardian Angels are a non-profit anti-street crime, community protection group 
founded in New York City 1979 with chapters in 130 cities across 13 countries. 
http://guardianangels.org/. Last accessed April 27, 2019. It is worth mentioning that 
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Jackson did, in fact, use police officers and military officers as a recurrent motif in his 
work.  
 
267 The principle friend role is played by actor Wesley Snipes.  
 
268 Burge assisted choreographer Jeffery Hornaday on A Chorus Line (1985). Notably, 
Hornaday also choreographed Captain EO (1986). According to Pop N Taco, who 
danced in Captain EO, assistant choreographer Helene Phillips actually completed 
Captain EO after Hornaday’s abrupt and unexpected departure to work on A Chorus 
Line.  
 
269 The entire quotation is, “If you think about queer as a theoretical term, right, with a 
specific definition of something that’s strange and oppositional, right-- and strange and 
oppositional in the context of what we see as a normative performance of masculinity. 
[…] He was a commercial animal, right? He wanted to sell records. He wanted to sell 
more records than anybody possible and you don’t sell a hundred million records without 
selling a hundred million records to every possible person in the room. Which means you 
learn how to market and promote yourself in a way that’s complex and multifaceted that 
speaks very different things to very different audiences” (Neal 2009).  
 
270 Jazz scholar Krin Gabbard (2004) claims actor Marlon Brando appropriated black 
masculinity in some of his seminal performances. In addition to discussing the minstrel 
tropes Brando performs, Gabbard suggests Brando’s deployment of improvisation stems 
from his dedication to Method acting but overlaps with jazz improvisation in provocative 
ways.  
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APPENDIX A 

BIOGRAPHIES OF COLLABORATORS 

 

The following biographies were created by accessing multiple sources. Depending 

on the artist, different sources of information about their lives and careers were available. 

While some members of Jackson’s chorus have given multiple interviews, have 

informative websites, and are well-known outside of the commercial dance industry, 

others have fewer readily accessible citations. For some artists, I have gleaned 

information primarily from various resumes (and obituaries) posted online, which 

typically do not include the years works were created. I have tried to the best of my 

ability to include only credits that I have been able to verify. I take credit for any 

mistakes or misattributions therein.  

 
Clinton Ghent (1940–2018) 

Clinton Ghent grew up in the Bronzeville neighborhood of Chicago’s Southside. 

His athletic gifts manifested early in his adolescence; after high school, Ghent played 

basketball for several Midwestern colleges (although he never completed his college 

degree). He enjoyed social dancing as well. According to researcher Jake Austen (2008), 

Ghent was horsing around outside of a mambo class held in a gym on the Central State 

University campus when his dancing caught the attention of the dance instructor. 

Apparently, this instructor helped Ghent get a scholarship to a six-month program at 

Julliard, where he received a certification in choreography in 1967. Upon returning to 

Chicago after his brief stint in New York, he taught children dance at rec centers through 
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a Park District program during the day. At night, he frequented Southside night clubs and 

dance halls, where he fast gained a reputation for being a great dancer. According to 

Ghent, his style of dancing was bopping, walking, the Monkey, the Uncle Willie and the 

Watusi (O’Donnell 2018). 

Ghent and his friend, Ronnie Paul Johnson, created a dance group called “The 

Budlanders,” which riffed on the name of a particularly popular Southside nightclub. The 

group, which animatedly danced and pantomimed to popular records, opened for musical 

acts throughout the neighborhood. Ghent and Johnson parlayed their skills into a 

profession, creating dances in conjunction with the artist development wing at a local 

music company called Perv Music (Lehman 2008). Ghent choreographed routines for 

such musical acts as The Emotions, The Chi-Lites, The Whispers, and more throughout 

the 1960s. In the mid-1960s, Joe Jackson saw Ghent’s group perform at a bar called the 

High Chapparal and subsequently hired him to create and teach his son’s group, The 

Jackson Five, stylized choreographic routines. Ghent was paid $15 for each routine he 

created for the Jackson family (Austen 2008). He continued to work with The Jackson 

Five after they signed to Motown Records, wherein his rates were raised to $250 per 

routine. 

In 1969, Ghent was hired by a childhood acquaintance, radio DJ Don Cornelius, 

to be the local dance coordinator and talent recruiter for Soul Train, a popular music and 

teen dance show Cornelius was organizing for Chicago’s television station WCIU 

(Lehman 2008). As noted in the Chicago Defender (2009), “A mix of street dance and 

trained dance made others take notice of him, including Cornelius, who asked him to be 

on the pilot show.” The local television program, hosted by Cornelius, featured popular 
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musical acts, teenage dancers, and activities that celebrated Black empowerment and 

cultural pride. In the show’s earliest days, Ghent scouted for dancers at Chicago 

nightclubs and inner-city high schools. He also worked directly with the chosen dancers, 

matching partners together and directing them on set (Lehman 2008).  

In 1973, Cornelius asked Ghent to host the Chicago Soul Train, which he did until 

1976, when Ghent joined Cornelius as his assistant on the nationally syndicated show 

shot in Los Angeles. Reportedly, Ghent disliked the show business scene in Los Angeles. 

He returned to Chicago in 1984, where he continued teaching choreographic routines and 

worked as a referee and umpire (O’Donnell 2018). His work as a dance coordinator and 

host for the Chicago version of Soul Train was commemorated in an awards show hosted 

by Chicago cable access show Chic-A-Go-Go in 2009. He died in 2018. 

 
Anita Mann (b.1946, neé Anita Rose Klineman) 

As stated in a 2018 video interview with the Television Academy Foundation, 

Anita Mann credits her “soulfulness” to her earliest years in Detroit wherein she was 

exposed to African American expressive culture via her godfather, a jazz musician in 

Count Basie’s band. While she began training in ballet, jazz, and tap at Queenie’s Dance 

Studio in Detroit, her first theatrical experience was the musical King and I in St. Louis at 

age eight. Her family moved to Los Angeles when she was nine. After seeing a casting 

call in a newspaper as a seventeen-year-old, she attended an open audition for the film 

Bye Bye Birdie (1963) for which she was awarded a work permit (Mann 2018) 
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As Mann explains, “There were no dance agents in those days,” and so credits a 

generous network of dancers for educating her about working in Hollywood. She took 

dance classes from David Winters and was later cast in a national tour of West Side Story 

(directed by Winters). Her expertise in jazz and go-go dances of the 1960s led to gigs on 

Shindig! (1964–1966), Hullabaloo (1965–1966), and Shivaree (1965–1966), jobs 

assisting David Winters (with Toni Basil) including the famous The T.A.M.I Show 

(1964), and appearing in multiple Elvis movies and television specials (variously 

choreographed by Winters, Jaime Rogers, and Claude Thompson) as well as the film The 

Cool Ones (1967) (Billman 1997).  

Throughout the 1960s and 1970s, Mann also worked as a dancer and actress on 

Carol Burnett, Lucille Ball, and Danny Thomas’s television shows. After being noticed 

on set in an Elvis movie, she was given the opportunity to assist Jack Baker, Lucille 

Ball’s choreographer. She subsequently assisted Hollywood choreographers Jack Regas 

and Alex Romero (Jack Cole’s assistant) on various television programs; she credits 

Regas, Romero, and Lucille Ball with teaching her about staging for the television 

camera (Billman 1997; Mann 2018). Mann choreographed dance numbers and skits for 

The Cher Show (1975–1976), which led to her work on The Jacksons (1976–1977). In her 

Television Academy interview, Mann was quick to clarify, however, that “Every number 

that we did was a collaboration together. I would never take credit for the steps that 

Michael brought to the routine.”  

Mann’s other choreographic, writing, and directing credits are too numerous to 

fully list; in addition to her Emmy-award winning work on Solid Gold (1983–1986), she 

choreographed for multiple awards shows and television specials. She choreographed 
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puppets in Jim Henson’s The Muppets Go Hollywood (1978) and The Great Muppet 

Caper (1981) as well as choreographed and directed productions spanning Sesame Street 

Live (1980–1981), cruise ships, a Disneyland production of Soultown (1986), the Power 

Rangers touring show, among many other nightclub and concert events. Commercial 

credits as either a dancer or choreographer include the American Dairy Association, 

McDonald’s, and Winston Cigarettes among many others (Billman 1997). In her 2018 

Television Academy interview, she highlights her experience working with Michael 

Jackson: “There was nothing that Michael Jackson could not do…Of everybody I’ve ever 

choreographed, there’s nobody like Michael Jackson. For pure talent, he was the number 

one person I’ve ever choreographed. I can say that clearly.”  

 
Jeffrey Daniel (b.1957) 

Jeffrey Daniel was born and raised in the housing projects of East Los Angeles. In 

the early 1970s, his family moved to Grand Rapids, Michigan, where his mother was a 

pianist in their church’s gospel choir. In Michigan, he watched Soul Train on television 

every Sunday morning. Realizing “Wait a minute. If Soul Train is in LA, why am I 

here?”, he dropped out of high school and moved back to Los Angeles (George 2014, 

122). As an underage dance enthusiast, he frequented Maverick Flats and other dance 

clubs in South Los Angeles, where he met Soul Train dancer and waack pioneer Tyrone 

“The Bone” Proctor, who took Daniel under his wing and brought him onto the show. 

With his teenage dance partner, Jody Watley, he became one of the program’s most 

popular dancers (George 2014). In the mid-1970s, Daniel, Watley, and Proctor formed 

the group The Outrageous Waack dancers and toured the US, Canada, and Japan (Ebony 
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1978). In 1977, host Don Cornelius chose Daniel, Watley, and a singer named Gary 

Mumford (later replaced by Howard Hewitt) to create a disco group named Shalamar; in 

1979, the group was signed to SOLAR Records, co-founded by producer Dick Griffey 

and Cornelius.  

Daniel reports that he met Jackson on several occasions prior to working with him 

professionally: backstage at a Jackson Five concert and after a Shalamar performance at 

Disneyland. Notably, it was Daniel’s performance alongside Geron “Caszper” Candidate 

and Derek “Cooley” Jackson as the dance trio Eklypse on Soul Train in 1979 that 

Jackson said piqued his interest. While there are different iterations of the story, all three 

funk style dancers were later contacted by Jackson to teach him the illusory step they 

termed “the backslide” which Jackson would subsequently misnomer “the moonwalk.” 

(Daniel’s street dance names included “Pop Along Kid” and “Colonel Pop.”) In 1983, in 

addition to recording and performing in promotion of Shalamar, Jeffrey was also heading 

the song and dance group Eklypse, which featured street dancers Cazsper, Coolie, Popin’ 

Pete, Skeeter Rabbit, Robot Dane, and vocalist Brenda Russell. Suga Pop replaced later 

Coolie (Twilight Players 2019). Daniel left Shalamar in 1983, citing tension between the 

members and their production team (Sweeting 1983).  

He subsequently moved to London, where he originated a role in Andrew Lloyd 

Weber’s roller skating musical Starlight Express on the West End, and appeared in 

several projects by ex-Beatle Paul McCartney, including the film Give My Regards to 

Broad Street (1984). He also hosted the UK Soul Train spin-off, 620 Soul, which aired 

for one season in 1985 (Lehman 2008). Daniel was hired to co-choreograph Jackson’s 

short film/music videos BAD (1987) and contributed choreography to Smooth Criminal 
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(1988). Throughout the 1980s and 1990s, Daniel worked with musical artists such as 

Sheena Easton, Vanessa Williams, Babyface, and LL Cool J. Daniel continues to have a 

robust career performing and teaching street dance internationally. In the 2000s, Daniel 

has split his time between Japan, Nigeria, and the US. He was a judge on Nigerian Idol, 

continues to tour globally with Shalamar, and often gives interviews about his 

experiences working with Jackson. Specifically, Daniel speaks highly of his working 

relationship with Jackson in Spike Lee’s documentary BAD 25 (2012) and thanks him as 

one of his “dance brothers” the acknowledgment page of his official website. In August 

2019, Daniel and Patrick Alan, who danced in the BAD short film/music video, hosted a 

tribute evening at a London nightclub on the tenth anniversary of Jackson’s death.  

 
Michael Peters (1948–1994) 

Michael Peters was born in Williamsburg, Brooklyn to a Jewish mother and 

African American father. He was raised in low-income housing and sought refuge from 

bullying by studying dance at Bernice Johnson Cultural Arts Center in Queens, where he 

trained in tap, acrobatics, jazz, and ballet. Peters went on to attend (although did not 

graduate from) New York City’s High School of the Performing Arts, where he was 

exposed to modern dance.  

As in his early training, Peters’s subsequent professional career as a dancer and 

choreographer reflects his ability to move between different genres and forms. His first 

professional gig was dancing on a television special in Italy; following that, he worked in 

Germany assisting fellow Bernice Johnson alum Lester Wilson with staging for Jesus 

Christ Superstar. In Europe, he was hired to dance in African American cabaret star Lola 
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Falana’s nightclub act. He subsequently met disco singer Donna Summer, who asked him 

to choreograph her US concert tour (Bailey 1984; Stoop 1982).  

For the majority of his career, Peters traveled to and from New York and Los 

Angeles for multiple projects. Peters worked as a dancer on the concert and Broadway 

stages: he had brief stints in the modern dance companies of Talley Beatty and Alvin 

Ailey and performed in Purlie, Raisin, and The Wiz (Chu and Rowe 1984). In Los 

Angeles, he worked as a dancer on stage and screen, appearing in Lester Wilson’s stage 

production of 600 acres and a Mule (1973) and in the chorus of Disney musical 

Bedknobs and Broomsticks (1971), choreographed by Donald McKayle (McKayle 2002). 

He went on to choreograph the Broadway shows Coming Uptown (1979), Dreamgirls 

(1981) for which he won a Tony award with director Michael Bennett, Electric Ice 

(1984), and Leader of the Pack (1985) (Billman 1997). Additionally, Peters’s stage work 

was presented alongside other choreographers working across the concert dance genres of 

jazz and modern dance. According to a September 21, 1979 notice in the Los Angeles 

Times, LA Jazz Company’s debut featured works by Hollywood choreographers Roland 

Dupree, Louis DaPron, Jaime Rogers, Claude Thompson, and Joe Tremaine.   

In addition to choreographing for concert dance and Broadway stages, in the early 

1980s, his expertise in staging nightclub and musical arts led to work choreographing 

music videos for pop stars such as Pat Benatar, Billy Joel, Lionel Richie, and Michael 

Jackson. Peters’ ability to move between studio and street dance made him particularly 

successful at music video choreography. “What I love is the capability of a body to be 

free in the sense of street or social dancing and, at the same time, do something that is 

technically hard and tremendously disciplined” (as quoted in Chu and Rowe 1984). His 
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music video work was recognized by awards from the Grammys, Billboard, and MTV. 

Peters choreographed and danced in Diana Ross’s video Pieces of Ice (1983) as well as 

her 1984 Central Park Concert. Peters worked with Jackson on Beat It (1983), Thriller 

(1983), and a Pepsi commercial (1984).  

Peter’s work also included televised award shows and specials, television sitcoms, 

and films. Notably, he choreographed the Primetime Emmy Award (1983) and Academy 

Award (1984) ceremonies as well as the television special An All-Star Celebration of 

Martin Luther King Jr. (1986). Credits for television shows include episodes of Fame, A 

Different World, and The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air. In addition to the Jackson Pepsi 

commercial, Peters choreographed spots for Burger King, Canada Dry, Sassoon, Dr. 

Pepper, and Shasta (Billman 1997). His work on the television mini-series The Jacksons: 

An American Dream (1992) and the feature-length biopic of Tina Turner, What’s Love 

Got To Do With It (1993), was nominated for awards just before his death from an AIDS-

related illness in 1994 (Dunning, 1994). 

 
Kim Blank (b. 1956) 

Kim Blank was born and raised in Long Beach, California, where she began her 

dance training at local studios. She cites seeing concert dance choreographer Carlton 

Johnson’s dancers perform a jazz ballet en pointe as a turning point in her early 

trajectory. Blank subsequently committed to training at Dupree’s Dance Academy in 

Hollywood, where she studied as a scholarship student. Influential teachers include 

Claude Thompson, Joe Bennett, Jerry Grimes, and Gene Marinacchio. She also took class 

from Michel Peters, joining his workshop in the late 1970s (Billman 1997). Although 
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Blank focused on achieving a BA in English from UCLA, she continued to dance and 

audition. During our interview, she mentioned she reached the professional milestone of 

being granted a SAG-AFTA union card when she was cast in the 1979 film Americathon. 

Blank subsequently joined the all-female street dance group The LA Knockers in 1981, 

performing with the troupe in regular cabaret in Los Angeles, across the country, and in 

Japan. She briefly worked in New York City’s famed Playboy Bunny Club, appearing in 

acts choreographed by Jeff Kutash and Sandra Jennings and Christopher D’Amboise. She 

appeared Lester Wilson’s choreography in the television movie Sixty Years of Seduction 

(1981) (Billman 1997). 

Blank’s working relationship with Michael Peters endured throughout the 1980s 

and 1990s. She was one of the original “skeleton crew” of dancers on which he worked 

out ideas for Thriller (1983), in which she appeared. She also danced Peters’s 

choreography in Lionel Richie’s music videos Running with the Night (1983) and 

Dancing on the Ceiling (1986) as well as the 1984 Academy Awards show, a Pointer 

Sister’s television special (1987), and The Jackson Family Honors (1994). Blank had a 

good working relationship with Vincent Paterson as well and appeared in multiple Pepsi 

commercials he choreographed in the mid-1980s as well as in Smooth Criminal (1988). 

That year she also danced in the music video for Steve Winwood’s Roll With It (1988), 

which was choreographed by Paula Abdul and Bill Goodson. Other notable television 

credits include the Academy Awards Show (1992), choreographed by Debbie Allen 

(Billman 1997).  

Her specialization in Latin-style social dances landed her the job of co-

choreographer for the feature film The Mambo Kings (1992) with Peters. She also 
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appeared in the Peters-choreographed film What’s Love Got To Do With It? (1993). 

Blank worked as a choreographic assistant to Vincent Paterson for the Broadway show 

Kiss of the Spiderwoman (1993) as well as on Jackson’s Blood on the Dance Floor 

(1997). She served as movement coach to multiple actors and actresses, including Julia 

Roberts for her role as Tinkerbell in Hook (1991), Madonna for The Next Best Thing 

(2000), and Halle Berry for the HBO film Introducing Dorothy Dandridge (1999), which 

she also choreographed (Billman 1997). According to Blank’s resume on the talent 

agency Clear Talent Group’s website, her commercial credits include Long John Silver’s, 

Jourdan, and Revlon. Blank still lives in Los Angeles and works in the commercial dance 

industry. She used to teach Thriller as an annual Halloween event at Swerve Dance 

Studios in West Hollywood, where she works as a dance fitness instructor.  

 
Vincent Paterson (b.1950) 

Born and raised in small-town Pennsylvania, Vincent Paterson became interested 

in theater in junior high. His father, a part-time social dance teacher, taught him the 

jitterbug and the cha-cha at an early age (Grunditz 2013). Although he earned a BA in 

Theatrical Arts from Dickinson College in Carlisle, Pennsylvania, Paterson did not begin 

formal studio training until he moved to Tucson, Arizona where he began to study ballet 

at the age of twenty-four. After seeing Judith Jamison in Alvin Ailey’s Cry, he was 

moved to research dance, eventually focusing on Hollywood musical films (MJCast 

2016). He moved to Los Angeles in the late 1970s, where he continued his dance training 

in jazz and modern while auditioning for gigs in the entertainment industry. His dance 

teachers and mentors in the Los Angeles commercial dance industry included Joe 
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Tremaine, Lester Wilson, and choreographic partners Bill and Jacqui Landrum. After a 

tip from Wilson put him on a casting agent’s radar, he landed a job dancing on the Dick 

Van Dyke Show, which was followed by a world tour backup dancing for Shirley 

MacLaine. He also appeared as country star Barbara Mandrell’s regular dance partner on 

her variety show in 1980 (Eichenbaum 2005; MJCast 2016). In the late 1970s and early 

1980s, he trained with and danced for Michael Peters.  

Paterson’s working relationship with Peters led to multiple projects for Michael 

Jackson and Diana Ross. In 1983, he auditioned for and was cast as one of Beat It’s gang 

leaders. Later that year, he appeared as a dancing zombie in Thriller (1983). Notably, he 

served as Peter’s assistant for both Beat It and Thriller. Paterson partnered Ross in the 

music video Pieces of Ice (1983) and was a principal dancer in her Concert in Central 

Park (1984). He also appeared in Lionel Richie’s music video Dancing on the Ceiling 

(1986), which was directed by Gene Kelly’s frequent collaborator Stanley Donen.  

Several years after working on Beat It and Thriller, Jackson asked Paterson to 

choreograph Smooth Criminal (1988) which led to a long string of collaborations. He 

says Jackson was responsible for his successful career, “believing in me at the beginning 

when I had very few credits” (MJ Cast 2016). Highlights of his 17-year working 

relationship with Jackson include short films/music videos, concert tours, and live 

performances such as The Way You Make Me Feel (1988), the BAD tour (1988–1989), 

The Grammys (1988), Black or White (1991), Jackson’s Superbowl halftime show 

(1993), and Blood on the Dance Floor (1997), among others. For Madonna, Paterson 

choreographed the music videos Express Yourself (1989), Vogue (1990), as well as her 

Blond Ambition tour and multiple award show performances. He also worked with 
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musical performers Lionel Richie, Sheena Easton, David Lee Roth, Paul McCartney, and 

George Harrison (Billman 1997).  

Paterson’s career may have been galvanized by the music video phenomenon, but 

his career spans Broadway, star-studded AIDS benefit concerts, television specials, 

Hollywood feature films, and many, many commercials. Notable credits include the 

Broadway show Kiss of the Spiderwoman (1993), for which he and Rob Marshall were 

nominated for a Tony, the television program In Search of Dr. Suess (1994), and the 

feature films Mannequin (1987), Hook (1991), The Birdcage (1996), Evita (1996), as 

well as Lars Van Trier’s dark musical, Dancer in the Dark (2000). Other directing and 

choreography credits include Los Angeles City Opera’s production of Manon and the 

Cirque de Soleil Viva Elvis show in Las Vegas (Paterson 2016). As recorded on his 

resume on MSA Agency’s website, Paterson has choreographed over 150 television 

commercials including advertisements for IBM, Pepsi, Budweiser, Target, Mercedes-

Benz, Frito-Lay, Nike, and Oldsmobile.  

The breadth and quality of Paterson’s work as a choreographer and director has 

been recognized many times over by various award granting institutions and industry 

recognitions, including a Lifetime Achievement Award granted by Carnival 

Choreographer’s Ball in 2015. Paterson has been featured in the book Masters of 

Movement: Portraits of America’s Great Choreographers (Eichenbaum 2004), the 

documentary BAD 25 (Lee 2012), and a documentary about his own life and career The 

Man Behind the Throne (2013). He continues to be an active part of the Los Angeles 

commercial dance industry and is still represented by MSA Agency. Paterson has 

honored Jackson’s legacy in the past several years include teaching Thriller as a 
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fundraiser for the struggling Debbie Reynold’s Studio and appearing as a featured guest 

at Jackson fan events in Los Angeles, China, and France.  

 

Bruno “Pop N Taco” Falcon III (b. 1964) 

Born in East Los Angeles into a Mexican-American family, Bruno Falcon started 

dancing at Long Beach Polytechnic High School, where he was exposed to multiple 

different types of street dance styles including boogaloo, popping, and snaking; his 

prowess in popping earned him the nickname “Pop N Taco,” often shortened to Taco. 

When asked about his early training, Taco confessed that he often skipped school to train 

with Timothy Earl “Popin’ Pete” or “Pistol Pete” Solomon in his home in Lakewood. As 

mentioned in Chapter 6, Taco and Pistol Pete joined forces and performed as Salt and 

Pepper at talent contests and other dance events held at local venues such as El Paso 

Cantino.  

In addition to being featured dancing on the streets of Hollywood in a 1983 

episode of Eye of LA, Pop N Taco appeared (uncredited) in the documentary about the 

west coast street dance scene Breakin’ and Enterin’ (1983). Aldofo “Shabba-Doo” 

Quinones, who cut his teeth in the entertainment industry as an original member of The 

Lockers, acted as talent coordinator for the documentary as well as organized multiple 

professional opportunities for his peers. Throughout the early and mid-1980s, Taco 

performed on multiple television programs with Shabba-Doo, Michael “Boogaloo 

Shrimp” Chambers, and Anita “Lollipop” Sanchez. In 1983, Pop N Taco, Shabba-Doo, 

and Boogaloo Shrimp were hired to go on tour with Lionel Richie. He recalls they were 
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placed on big speakers on either side of the stage. While one account suggests that 

Jackson might have seen Pop N Taco and Shrimp dance on the Eye of LA episode 

(Guzman-Sanchez 2012), according to Taco, Jackson’s interest was piqued after viewing 

outtakes from Lionel Richie’s All Night Long (1983), choreographed by Susan Scanlan. 

Pop N Taco claims these outtakes were the impetus for Jackson’s invitation to the 

Jackson’s Hayvenhurst home to demonstrate their dancing for the family.  

Pop N Taco appeared in the music videos Meet You In the Ladies Room (1984) by 

the all-female funk group Klymaxx and Chaka Khan’s I Feel For You (1984); the latter 

video promoted the soundtrack and Hollywood produced commercial film Breakin’ 

(1984), which was shortly followed by a sequel, Breakin’ 2 (1984). In our interview, 

Taco disclosed that he was approached by former Locker and pop star Toni Basil at the 

film’s Hollywood premiere; Basil recognized his talent and wanted to work with him. At 

the encouragement of Basil, whom he dated throughout the mid-1980s, he started taking 

jazz classes at Dupree Dance Academy. (One of his teachers at Dupree was Randy 

Allaire, who would later become one of Jackson’s backup dancers on several world 

tours.) In the course of our interview, Taco mentioned that he went to Japan on a 

commercial job with several of his teachers during this time. Furthering the connections 

that he fostered through Shabba-Doo, Basil, and attending jazz dance class, Basil’s talent 

agent, Julie McDonald, soon took Pop N Taco on as a client. He appeared in an episode 

about breaking on the television sitcom Benson (1985) as well as a commercial for 

Denny’s Restaurant, choreographed by Lester Wilson. Throughout the 1980s, Taco was 

featured in Basil’s choreography on multiple television programs. On Saturday Night 

Live, he starred in her concept of Beethoven’s Fifth (1987); he was also in the street 
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dance chorus for the elaborate choreography for Basil’s song “Street Beat” on The 

Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour (1988 or 1989).  

Although Jackson had consistently been training with and learning from Taco and 

other street dancers behind the scenes beginning in the early 1980s, Pop N Taco first 

appeared in the street dance chorus in Jackson’s Captain EO (1986), in which he and 

Popin’ Pete created and performed a brief popping and boogaloo duet (Jeffrey Hornaday 

was credited for the film’s choreography). Taco performed in Jeffrey Daniel’s 

choreographed street dance portion of Smooth Criminal (1988) and in the chorus of 

Michael Jackson’s Ghosts (1997), featuring choreography by Travis Payne, LaVelle 

Smith Jr, and Barry Lather. Perhaps most significantly, Taco was an essential part of 

Jackson’s behind-the-scenes training on the Dangerous (1992–1993) and HIStory (1996–

1997) international tours, for which he was credited as “consultant” and served as 

Jackson’s stand-in during stage blocking rehearsals. He also appears (sometimes credited, 

sometimes uncredited) in multiple “behind-the-scenes” and “making-of” features that 

were produced in conjunction with Jackson’s projects and tours. 

Pop N Taco and Shrimp were cast as robots in a memorable scene in Bill and 

Ted’s Bogus Journey (1991). Throughout the late 1990s and early 2000s, Taco toured 

with other street dance pioneers, including the Electric Boogaloo, performing and 

teaching all over the globe. Citing travel stress and misadventures, he retired from touring 

and now exclusively teaches out of his family home’s garage in Long Beach. Hundreds 

of students from around the world have traveled to study with him there.  
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Electric Boogaloo (established 1977) 

After The Lockers, the Electric Boogaloo are the most influential street dance 

group to come out of California in the 1970s. The constantly changing line-up of the EBs 

and particularities of oral history presents a challenge for street dance historians to 

accurately give credit to all of the members and their contributions. However, according 

to the many sources I have consulted (Bragin 2015; George 2014; Guzman-Sanchez 

2012; Price 2006; Twilight Players 2019), street dancers variously associated with the 

Electric Boogaloo include “Boogaloo Sam” Solomon, Nate “Slide” Johnson, Joe “Slim” 

or “Robot Joe” Thomas, William “Tickin’ Will” Green Jr., Rickey Darnell “Twist-o-

Flex” McDowell, Darnell “King Cobra” Johnston, Timothy “Popin Pete” Solomon, 

“Robot Dane” Parker, Cedric “Creepin’ Sid” Williams, Marvin “Puppet Boozer”, Gary 

“Scarecrow Scally” Allen, “Tick’n Decky” Solomon, Stephen “Skeeter Rabbit” Nicholas, 

Kyle “Buzzy K” Hannaford, Steve “Suga Pop” de Silva, Albert “Skeet” Prater, James 

“Jazzy J” Everett, and Steffan “Mr. Wiggles” Clemente. I note that I have not been 

successful in tracking down the formal names for “Toyman Skeet”, Twist-O-Don, Ant 

Man, King Python, all of whom have been listed as associated with the EBs.  

The most commonly recited origin story of the influential street dance group 

Electric Boogaloo typically begins by crediting Fresno, California resident Sam 

“Boogaloo Sam” Solomon. According to this story (propounded by his brother and 

fellow EB member Popin’ Pete), Boogaloo Sam combined the dance style “boog style” or 

“boogaloo” with a technique called “popping” around 1976. (The narrative of where 

boogaloo and popping developed has been contested by Bay Area practitioners and street 
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dance historians, who claim that the annual track meet West Coast Relays acted as a 

conduit for teens from across California to learn from, mimic, and adapt the styles they 

witnessed at the meet’s dances) (Slusser 2016). According to Thomas Guzman-Sanchez’s 

(2012) history, The Electric Boogaloo Lockers first performed at Irwin Junior High 

School’s talent show in Fresno in 1977. The group practiced at the Mary Ella Brown 

Community Center, performed at local talent shows, state fairs, and traveled to perform 

around California (Slusser 2016).  

In 1978, Boogaloo Sam moved south to live with his father and younger brother 

Tim in Long Beach, where according to Nelson George (2014) and Guzman-Sanchez 

(2012), the reconstituted group built a local reputation performing at rec centers, a 

recurring teen dance party called Noah’s Ark, and a show at Long Beach Polytechnic 

High School. The Southern California version of The Electric Boogaloo Lockers, seeking 

to break into the entertainment industry, traveled to Hollywood to perform on city streets 

in the hopes of catching the eye of a producer in the business. They succeeded in having 

their contact information passed along to producer Jeff Kutash, who, after an audition in 

October 1978, renamed them “Jeff Kutash’s Dancing Machine featuring the Electric 

Boogaloo.”  

Kutash, seeking to profit from his “discovery,” split the group in two, booking 

them live shows at casinos in Lake Tahoe and Las Vegas, the Playboy Club in Chicago, 

and on local and national television shows under the aegis of Dancing Machine 

Productions. In 1979, Boogaloo Sam, frustrated with Kutash’s (mis)management, left the 

group. However, Boogaloo Sam rejoined the group to perform on Soul Train later that 

year after Don Cornelius called him directly to invite them onto the program. (Cornelius 
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had heard about the group from Jeffrey Daniel, who created the style he and members of 

Eklypse had performed on the show in 1979. The group performed two times on Soul 

Train in 1979) (Guzman-Sanchez 2012). While the “official” group that had cohered in 

the late 1970s broke up in late 1979, many of its members continued to work 

professionally in the entertainment industry.  

In the early 1980s, members of EB also danced in Jeffrey Daniel’s group Eklypse 

as well as appeared in Breakin (1984). In our interview, Pop N Taco recalls how he was 

unable to appear in Jackson’s Beat It video, but recommended Popin’ Pete, Suga Pop, 

and other peers from the Los Angeles street dance scene to Jackson, who subsequently 

hired them to appear in his videos as well as tutor him in various street dance techniques. 

Notably, Taco recalled being commissioned to produce a tutorial video for Jackson 

featuring Popin’ Pete. Various members associated with the EBs appear in Jackson’s 

short films/music videos Beat It (1983), Captain EO (1986), Smooth Criminal (1988), 

and Ghosts (1997); see Appendix B for cast lists of Smooth Criminal and Ghosts.   

The Electric Boogaloo reformed with various combinations of members 

throughout the 1990s and 2000s, participating in the global spread of street dance by 

touring internationally, teaching and performing their distinctive style of dance. In 

addition to being recognized as “OG” pioneers by the global hip hop community, the 

Electric Boogaloo was recognized by Choreographer’s Carnival in 2012 for their 

contributions to entertainment history. (The award was presented by Popin’ Pete’s long-

time friend and collaborator Toni Basil.) Popin’ Pete is the most visible member of the 

EBs, thanks in part to his prolific social media presence and continued engagement in the 

global street dance battle circuit and the Los Angeles commercial dance industry. While 
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members of the Electric Boogaloo, including Popin’ Pete, have publicly critiqued 

Jackson’s lack of acknowledgement for their particular contributions to his iconic moves, 

some of Popin’ Pete’s recent social media posts suggest that despite this issue, he is 

proud of his association with Jackson: he has posted old photographs of him with 

Jackson’s gold records, photography stills from Captain EO crediting the street dancers 

around Jackson, and several videos with him wearing shirts emblazoned with “Michael 

Jackson, The King of Pop.”  

Barry Lather (b. 1966) 

Barry Lather grew up in a performing arts family in Atlanta, Georgia. His mother 

owned a dance studio, where he studied ballet, jazz, and tap, and his father owned a 

dance supply store (Clayton 2016; Gutmann 1990). In addition to his early training in 

studio styles, Lather points to the significance of watching Soul Train, Breakin’ and Beat 

Street to the development of his style of dancing (Gutmann 1990). His experience went 

beyond merely watching street dance, however; he participated in dance battles at teen 

clubs around Atlanta (Clayton 2016). In 1985, Lather moved to Los Angeles after 

graduating high school and was awarded a scholarship to the Joe Tremaine Dance Center. 

He notes that his peers’ reaction to his dancing was often, “You’re funky. Where you 

from?” because he was a white dancer who could do street styles (Clayton 2016). While 

training under jazz teachers Tremaine and Doug Caldwell, Lather was hired as one of 

Tremaine Dance Convention’s youngest teachers; as recorded in many advertisements in 

Dance Magazine, he taught at conventions across the country throughout the 1980s.  
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His first “big break” as a performer was being cast in Jackson’s Captain EO 

(1986). He subsequently appeared as one of Janet Jackson’s backup dancers in the music 

videos Nasty (1986), choreographed by Paula Abdul and When I Think of You (1986), co-

choreographed by Abdul and Michael Kidd. After working with him as a backup dancer, 

Janet Jackson asked Lather to choreograph her performance for the Fuji End of the Year 

Special in Japan (1986), the American Music Awards and the Grammys in 1987, and then 

video Pleasure Principle, for which he was awarded a 1988 MTV Video Music Award 

for Best Choreography in a Video (Billman 1997). During this period, Lather continued 

to perform as a dancer, appearing in the cast of Smooth Criminal (1988). Lather was 

hired by Michael Jackson for multiple projects in the 1990s, choreographing Jackson’s 

music video Jam (1992) and one of Jackson’s Pepsi commercials. He was also a 

contributing choreographer for the canceled HBO special Michael Jackson: One Night 

Only (1995) and Jackson’s short film Ghosts (1997).  

According to his resume on the MSA website, Lather’s other choreography 

credits include music videos for pop artists Paula Abdul, Sheryl Crow, Bryan Adams, 

Sting, and Prince, for whom he choreographed the video Batdance (1988). He has 

choreographed multiple commercials for Pepsi and spots for Coca-Cola Japan Diet Coke, 

Neutrogena, McDonald’s, and L’Oreal. Lather’s choreography credits for films include 

Super Mario Bros (1993), Vegas Vacation (1997), The Blues Brothers 2000 (1998), 

Unconditional Love (2002), and Death to Smoochy (2002). His television credits are far 

too numerous to list but include many pop stars’ appearances on award shows, morning 

and late-night talk shows, and network specials.  
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In the late 1990s and early 2000s, Lather slowly transitioned from choreographer 

to choreographer/creative director. In addition to choreographing the Miss America 

Pageants between 1998 and 2016 and creating multiple competition routines for ice 

skaters Brian Boitano and Kristi Yamaguchi (Billman 1997), he created the 1998 

SuperBowl halftime show featuring Boys II Men, Queen Latifah, Smoky Robinson, and 

The Temptations. He has choreographed, directed, and produced myriad shows for pop 

artists across musical genres including George Michael, Debbie Gibson, Mariah Carey, 

Usher, Rihanna, Carrie Underwood, and Paula Abdul. Lather continues to be in high 

demand for awards shows, live performances, and arena tours. Most recently, he has 

served as creative director for Robbie William’s Las Vegas residency and a Boy George 

and the Culture Club tour.  

Eddie Garcia (b.1970) 

Eddie Garcia was born in Los Angeles to a Cuban-American family. He began his 

career in show business at the age of three, appearing in local theatrical productions. He 

began his training in tap at a local studio but was soon encouraged to take tap classes 

with a specific teacher at Dupree Dance Academy. He was awarded a scholarship to 

study at Dupree, where he began to study ballet and jazz; his attention to technical detail 

and competitive spirit was fostered by his teachers there. Garcia was an avid Michael 

Jackson fan, so was delighted when he was cast in Captain EO when he was fourteen-

years-old. Disappointingly, due to changes in the filming schedule, he was not able to 

participate because of child labor laws. He did have other professional successes 

however: at fifteen, he won the Teen Dance Championship on the national television 
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show Star Search and appeared in the chorus in Breakin’ 2 (1984), which was 

choreographed by Bill Goodson, one of his teachers at Dupree.  

The following year, Garcia was spotted in a dance class by choreographer Paula 

Abdul, who encouraged him to audition for Janet Jackson. He appeared in Janet’s music 

video What Have You Done For Me Lately (1986) and performed with her on the 

American Music Awards and the Grammys. His spotlight in her video Nasty (1986), in 

which he performs nine fast pirouettes, caught the eye of Michael Jackson. He was 

subsequently cast by Vincent Paterson in Smooth Criminal (1988), after which Jackson 

personally asked him to be a backup dancer on his upcoming BAD tour. In our interview, 

he recalled how Jackson asked him to find other backup dancers. Garcia invited dancers 

to a studio, where they were videotaped improvising to George Benson’s song “On 

Broadway,” which Garcia said Jackson specifically requested because “if they could 

dance to that they could dance to anything.” Although several of the dancers had already 

appeared in Smooth Criminal, Garcia was partially responsible for LaVelle Smith Jr., 

Dominic Lucero, and Randy Allaire being chosen as principal dancers for the BAD tour. 

Notably, Garcia also appeared in The Way You Make Me Feel (1988), Speed Demon 

(1988), and Jackson’s 1988 Grammy Awards performance. He was also one of the core 

backup dancers on Jackson’s Dangerous (1992–1993) world tour and the 1993 

Superbowl Halftime Show. 

Garcia had a robust acting career in the 1980s as well, guest-starring as “Johnny 

Dakota” on Saved by the Bell (1987) and as one of the main characters on the live-action 

show Guys Next Door (1990–1991). Throughout the 1990s and early 2000s, Garcia 

appeared in multiple television and films, including the sitcom The Tony Danza Show 
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(1997) and the films Boogie Nights (1997) and RENT (2005). In the early 2000s, Garcia 

expanded his career beyond performing, most notably by co-choreographing several 

music videos for Jennifer Lopez (with fellow Jackson backup dancer Cris Judd) including 

Ain’t It Funny (2001). As a choreographic team, he and Judd choreographed Lopez’s 

performances on The Today Show, the MTV Video Awards, and the NBC Television 

Concert Special Let’s Get Loud. Additionally, the duo choreographed the Vegas 

spectacular Midnight Fantasy at Hotel Luxor. Garcia also choreographed for the film 

Bringin’ down the House (2003), for the Disney show The Suite Life with Zach and Cody, 

and the film Family Wedding (2010). He worked with rock star Perry Ferrell for his 

performance at the concert Lollapollooza in 2005.  

Following Jackson’s death in 2009, Garcia appeared on the UK talent competition 

show Move Like Michael Jackson (2009), taught an annual Thriller masterclass, and was 

a featured guest at the 2017 Kingvention Jackson fan conference in London. He currently 

teaches at The Edge Performing Arts Center and offers master classes throughout 

Southern California. In 2017, he co-founded CampMe, the commercial dance industry’s 

first training intensive set in a non-urban setting.  

 
Tina Landon (b. 1963) 

Tina Landon grew up in Lancaster, California in a supportive family that 

identified as Mexican-American. Her mother encouraged her to study ballet, jazz, and tap 

from an early age. Landon’s first professional gig was as a cheerleader for the LA Lakers 

basketball team during the period in the 1980s when Paula Abdul was the troupe’s 

choreographer. Following her tenure as a Lakers Girl, Landon was cast as a dancer on 
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Jackson’s Rhythm Nation tour (1990). She subsequently choreographed the music video 

for IF and That’s the Way Love Goes (both 1993), as well as the janet tour (1993) and the 

Velvet Rope tour (1998). Notably, she co-choreographed Michael and Janet Jackson’s 

music video Scream (1995) with Sean Cheesman, LaVelle Smith Jr, and Travis Payne; 

the video won MTV VMA’s Best Choreography for a Video and Best Dance Video 

awards the same year.  

Landon was one of the most awarded and recognized choreographers in the 

commercial dance industry throughout the 1990s and 2000s, as her long resume posted 

on The Movement Talent Agency site suggests. Other notable music video credits 

include Ricky Martin’s Living La Vida Loca (1999), Christina Aguilera What a Girl 

Wants (1999), Jennifer Lopez’s If You Had My Love and Waiting for Tonight (1999), 

Brittney Spear’s Oops I did it Again (2000), Lady Marmalade with Mya, Christina 

Aguilara, Miss Elliot, and Pink (2001), and over for ten videos for Rihanna in the 2000s. 

Additionally, Landon received an Emmy nomination for her work on a Will and Grace 

episode and choreographed the comedy movie White Chicks (2004).  

Landon has choreographed for and appeared as a judge on multiple dance 

television shows and has over twenty-five credits for choreographing and staging 

performances for various award shows. In addition to her tour choreographies and staging 

for Janet Jackson, she has choreographed, staged, and directed arena tours for myriad 

popular musical acts including Shakira, Willow Smith, Rihanna, Pussycat Dolls, Mariah 

Carey, and Ricky Martin. She has also choreographed multiple commercials featuring 

pop stars including Janet Jackson and Ricky Martin (both Pepsi), Jennifer Lopez (Loreal), 

Shakira (Reebok), and Rihanna (Doritos, Optus, and Cover Girl cosmetics). Along with 
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other notable industry choreographers, Landon performed in Janet Jackson’s 2009 MTV 

Video Music Award show tribute to Michael Jackson and appeared in the UK reality 

competition television show Move Like Michael Jackson (2009). She continues to 

choreograph and offer master classes in the Los Angeles area.  

 

Gregg Burge (1957–1998) 

Gregg Burge was born in Long Island, New York. Upon witnessing Sammy Davis 

Jr. dance, he began his studio training in tap, ballet, and jazz. As a child, he excelled in 

tap dancing, winning multiple contests on the televised Ted Mack Amateur Hour. 

Throughout his childhood, Burge was hired for over 100 commercials, including national 

spots for Clamato, Coke, and Mattel. In an interview for the New York City cable access 

series Dance On, he stated he was making $10,000 a year by the time he was ten. At the 

age of thirteen, he made his professional stage debut in the off-Broadway show Bojangles 

(1970). He was also a cast member of the public education television program The 

Electric Company from 1973–1975. Burge subsequently attended the LaGuardia High 

School of the Performing Arts and then Julliard, where he was encouraged to focus on 

concert dance forms rather than Broadway styles. While still training at Juilliard, he was 

cast as Hinton Battle’s understudy in the role of the Scarecrow in second-run production 

of The Wiz, choreographed by George Faison. Burge ultimately replaced Battle and 

stayed with the show for four years.  

Following his success on The Wiz, Burge had a prolific career on Broadway, 

appearing in Sophisticated Ladies (1981) with co-choreography credits going to modern 
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dancer Donald McKayle, tapper Henry LeTang, and ballet choreographer Michel Smuin; 

Song and Dance (1985) for which he contributed to tap numbers and worked with ballet 

choreographer Peter Martins; and a revival of the Gershwin musical Oh, Kay! (1990). 

With McKayle, he starred in and was an assistant choreographer for the production My 

Heart Belongs to Broadway in Israel (McKayle 2002). Amongst his dance teachers and 

mentors, Burge credits McKayle, jazz teacher Luigi, jazz and tap teacher Phil Black, and 

tappers Chuck Green, Rhythm Red, and Mabel Lee for his training (Billman 1997). 

Despite his busy performing schedule, Burge managed to also open a dance studio in 

Long Island.  

Starring in multiple one-man shows and stage productions, Burge’s accolades 

include two Fred Astaire Awards and nominations for Drama Desk and Tony awards. He 

appeared in countless television and stage specials including Celebrity Cabaret (1977), 

Musical Comedy Tonight (1979), and the Eubie Blake Special at the Kennedy Center in 

Washington DC (1981). Burge is perhaps best known for his appearance as Richie in the 

film A Chorus Line (1985), on which he assisted choreographer Jeffrey Hornaday (Taylor 

1986). He also speared as the Easter Bunny for several iterations of the Radio City Hall 

Easter Show and danced in the opening parade for Captain EO’s premiere at 

Disneyworld (1986).   

Although Jeffrey Daniel (Lee 2012) makes it seem as though he was the person 

who contacted Burge to work on Jackson’s BAD (1987) short film/music video, it was 

likely Jackson who had the idea to hire him, given what Jackson would have known of 

his career on Broadway and his work assisting Hornady on A Chorus Line. Other notable 

credits in the late 1980s and early 1990s include appearing as “Virgil” in Spike Lee’s 
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film School Daze (1988), as the choreographer for the “audition” featured in the Lee-

directed music video Reaching Out for the British reggae band Steel Pulse (1988), the 

PBS Great Performances episode “Tap Dance in America” (1989), and co-

choreographing and dancing in the closing ceremony for the 1992 Summer Olympics in 

Barcelona. Burge died in an Atlanta hospital in 1998 (Dunning 1998); while the peer-

generated sources of Broadway memorial websites suggest he had AIDS, the official 

cause offered by his mother for his obituary in the New York Times is from 

complications from a brain tumor. Acclaimed tap dancer Savion Glover is currently at 

work on a solo inspired by imagined conversations with Burge (WNYC 2019). 
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APPENDIX B 

CREDITED MEMBERS OF JACKSON’S CHORUS 

 

The following is a list of the dancers and choreographers who were officially credited 

for appearing in Jackson’s works. Given the uncertain credibility of the dancers’ names 

listed on the user-generated screen media database IMDb and the open-source entries of 

Wikipedia, I am only listing the names of choreographers and adult dancers who appear 

in the opening or closing credits of Jackson’s short films. Therefore, all spelling and 

attributive language reflect the original credits. Unfortunately, my choice to only cite 

credited dancers replicates music videos’ issue of recognition and attribution I discussed 

throughout the dissertation; further behind-the-scenes research is needed to confirm the 

dancers and choreographic assistants for Jackson’s music videos and concert recordings 

that did not acknowledge the dancers and choreographers in the rolling credits at the end. 

However, I believe it is still worthwhile to compile lists of those credited in one place. I 

have organized the listings chronologically in order to highlight how Jackson repeatedly 

worked with certain people over time.  

Thriller (1983)  

Choreography: Michael Peters and Michael Jackson  

No dancers credited.  
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Smooth Criminal, as credited in Moonwalker (1988) 

Choreographers: Michael Jackson, Vincent Paterson, Co-Choreographer: Jeffrey 

Daniel  

Dancers: Jeffrey Adams, Patrick Alan, Brenda Barrett, Scott Benson, Bonnie 

Beutler, Lindell Blake, Kim Blank, Shelby Brown, Geron Canidate, Cindera Che, 

Chris Coaley, Gary Coburn, Raphael Douglas, Debbie Espisito, Bruno Falcon III, 

Lorraine Fields, Alison Fusco, Eddie Garcia, Nick Garfield, Frank Gatson, Greg 

Gonzeles, Hugo Huizar, Beth Impey, Derek Jackson, Douglas Jagochian, Lisa 

Kellogg, Clinton King, Tina Landon, Lance MacDonald, Joseph Malone, Keith 

McDaniel, Carol Meadows, Odis Medley, Todd Niles, Glenn Padgett, Dane 

Parker, Michael Perea, Larry Ramierez, Louis Rangel, Gina Rose, Sebastian 

Russell, Alif Sankey, Chris Sheck, Liz Sibert, Lavelle Smith, Jr., Chris Solari, 

Mari Windsor, Smith Wordes  

Other segments included in Moonwalker (1988) 

Speed Demon 

 Choreographer Vincent Paterson 

Badder 

Choreographer Russell Clark, assistant choreographer Michael Higgins 

Child dancers are credited at the end of Moonwalker but omitted here  
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Ghosts (1997)  

All dance sequences conceived and staged by Michael Jackson 

Choreography by Lavelle Smith, Travis Payne, Michael Jackson, and Barry 

Lather  

Dancers: Michael Balderrama, Troy Burgess, Nikki Patenburg, John “Havic” 

Gregory, Travis Payne, Michael Gregory, Mia Pitts, Heather Harley, Charlie 

Schmidt, Paula Harrison, Joie Shettler, Shawnette Heard, Yuko Sumida Holley, 

Richmond Talauega, Cristian Judd, Lisa Thompson, Richard Kim, Mic 

Thompson, Dorrie Konno, Michelle Weber, Suzi McDonald, Jason Yribar, 

Courtney Miller 

Poppers: Steve Nicholas, Timothy Solomon, Dane Parker, Timothy Solomon, 

Don Campbell, Greg Campbellock Jr., Alfonso “Shabba-Doo” Quiñones 

Choreography Consultants: Taco Falcon, Jeffrey Daniels 

Rock My World (2001) 

Choreography: Michael Jackson & Anthony “Tone” Talauega & Richmond 

Talauega  

Choreographers: Michael Rooney, Anthony Talauega, Dormitia Sumdrie [sic 

Dormeisha Sumbry-Edwards] 

No dancers credited  
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APPENDIX C 

OTHER NOTABLE MEMBERS OF JACKSON’S CHORUS 

 

This necessarily incomplete list includes many of the adult dancers and 

choreographers who have verifiably appeared in or created more than one performance 

for Jackson, including posthumous tributes. Given the challenge of verifying the veracity 

of resumes, dates, different legs of world Jackson’s world tours, and specific credit titles 

for each performance, there are undoubtedly multiple mistakes and omissions in this list. 

I have stipulated what particular roles they had for each event, often relying on the artists’ 

social media posts to verify these appearances. I have indicated which works were 

created after Jackson’s death in 2009 with an asterisk. To avoid redundancies, I have 

chosen not to replicate information regarding dancers and choreographers already listed 

in Appendix A, although there is repetition with Appendix B. Given the nature of 

multiple tours, videos, and other performances, the list is organized as chronologically as 

possible. 

I note that the artists listed below have careers that extend far beyond Jackson; 

many of them danced, choreographed, or served as creative director on videos, 

performances, and tours for Madonna, Prince, Janet Jackson, Béyonce, Jennifer Lopez, 

and other notable pop stars. The majority of dancers and choreographers I have selected 

for inclusion in the list below have contributed to the commercial dance industry in 

meaningful ways beyond their participation in Jackson’s works.  
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Sean Cheesman – [dancer] BAD (1987), [dancer] The Way You Make Me Feel (1987), 

[choreographer] Scream (1996)   

Dominic Lucero – [dancer] BAD world tour (1987–1989), [dancer] Grammys (1988)  

Randy Allaire – [dancer] BAD world tour (1987–1989), [dancer] Grammys (1988), 

[dancer] Dangerous world tour (1992), [dancer] SuperBowl halftime show (1993) 

LaVelle Smith Jr. – [dancer] The Way You Make Me Feel (1987), [dancer] Smooth 

Criminal (1988), [dancer] BAD world tour (1987–1989), Grammys (1988), 

[choreographer and dancer] Dangerous world tour (1992–1993), [dancer] 

SuperBowl halftime show (1993), [dancer and choreographer] American Music 

Awards (1993), [choreographer and dancer] MTV VMAs (1995), [choreographer] 

canceled HBO special Michael Jackson: One Night Only, [dancer and 

choreographer] HIStory world tour (1996–1997), (1995), [choreographer] Scream 

(1996), [co-choreographer] Ghosts (1997), [additional choreography] Thriller- 

Live in London (2006), [judge] Move Like Michael Jackson* UK reality dance 

competition television series (2009) 

Jaime King – [dancer] Dangerous world tour (1992–1993), [dancer] SuperBowl halftime 

show (1993), [creative director] Cirque de Soleil world tour Immortal* (2011–

2014) and Cirque de Soleil Las Vegas residency Michael Jackson: One* (2013–

current)  

Travis Payne – [dancer] Remember the Time (1992), [dancer] Dangerous world tour 

(1993), [dancer] HIStory world tour (1996), [dancer and choreographer] 

American Music Awards (1993), [dancer and choreographer] MTV VMAs 
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(1995), [choreographer] cancelled HBO special Michael Jackson: One Night 

Only, [choreographer] Ghosts (1997), [choreographer] unrealized This Is It 

residency at London’s O2 Arena (2009) and This Is It documentary film* (2009), 

[dancer] VMA Janet Jackson Tribute to Michael Jackson* (2009)  

Courtney Miller Jr. – [dancer] Remember the Time (1992), [dancer] American Music 

Awards (1993), [dancer] MTV VMAs (1995), [dancer] Soul Train Award Show 

(1995), [dancer] HIStory world tour (1996–1997), [dancer] Ghosts (1997) 

Frank Gatson Jr. – [dancer] Smooth Criminal (1988), [dancer] American Music Awards 

(1993), [dancer] MTV VMAs (1995), [choreographer] BET Awards “Ave Maria” 

Béyonce Michael Jackson tribute* (2009), [choreographer] Béyonce, Chris Grant, 

and LaToya Jackson performances for Michael Forever Tribute* concert (2011) 

Yuko Sumida – [dancer] Black or White (1991), [dancer] Dangerous world tour (1992–

1993), [dancer] Ghosts (1997) 

Kevin Stea – [dancer] MTV 10th Anniversary, [dancer and choreographer assistant] Black 

or White (1991), [dancer and choreographer assistant] Blood on the Dance Floor 

(1997) 

Shawnette Heard – [dancer] HIStory tour (1996), [dancer] Ghosts (1997) 

Jason Yribar – [dancer] HIStory tour (1996), [dancer] Ghosts (1997) 

Kenny Ortega – [director] Dangerous world tour (1992–1993), [creative director] 

HIStory world tour (1996–1997), [creative director] Michael Jackson and Friends 
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shows (1999), [creative director] cancelled This Is It residency at London’s O2 

Arena* (2009), [director] This Is It documentary film* (2009) 

Cris Judd – [dancer] HIStory world tour (1995–1996), [dancer] VMA Janet Jackson 

Tribute to Michael Jackson* (2009)  

Faune Chambers – [dancer] HIStory world tour (1996–1997), [dancer] Michael Jackson 

and Friends shows (1999)  

 Lori Werner – [dancer] HIStory world tour (1996), [dancer] Blood on the Dance Floor 

(1997), [dancer] 30th Anniversary Show at Madison Square Garden (2001) 

Stacey Walker – [dancer] HIStory world tour (1997), [associate choreographer] cancelled 

This Is It residency at London’s O2 Arena* (2009), [associate choreographer] 

This Is It documentary film* (2009), [associate choreographer] Dancing with the 

Stars: Michael Jackson Tribute* (2012)   

Anthony Talauega – [dancer] HIStory world tour (1996–1997), [choreographer] Rock My 

World (2001), [choreographer] Slave to the Rhythm* Billboard Award Show 

holographic performance (2014), [choreographer] Love Never Felt So Good* 

music video with Justin Timberlake (2014)  

Richmond Talauega – [dancer] HIStory world tour (1996–1997), [choreographer] Rock 

My World (2001), [choreographer] Slave to the Rhythm* Billboard Award Show 

holographic performance (2014), [choreographer] Love Never Felt So Good* 

music video with Justin Timberlake (2014) 

 


